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INTERIM HEARING 
Tuesday, April 24, 1984 

San Francisco, california 

DRUGS IN PROFESSIONAL SPORTS 

The persistent problem of drugs affecting the athletes' abilities to perform 
with their team, their families, and in society was the underlying reason that 
the Senate Select Committee on Licensed and Designated Sports held this interim 
hearing. 

As stated by Roy Eisenhardt, President of the "oakland A's", the problem is 
canplex and the solutions to the problems are just as canplex. The goal of this 
hearing was to learn rrore about which teams had inplemented programs, how they 
were applying their policies and whether or not there was any uniformity in the 
policies being developed. 

We contacted over 80 team organizations, owners, physicians,and forrrer players. 
As a result, we received a substantial arrount of input which has placed us in a 
better position to ascertain the concerns and needs relative to athletes and 
their drug use and or abuse. 

Ultimately, we of the Senate Select Committee on Licensed and Designated Sports 
want to see the unions and management of all leagues and the owners of all teams 
'INOrk together in the developnent of a uniform drug policy that will provide for 
education, training and prevention. 

The committee members also want to express their sincere thanks to each of the 
individuals who took the time to carnpile and send in the enclosed written 
information. 

Sincerely, 

Kathleen Sanerton 
Committee Consultant 

lAW liBRARY 
~OtOEN GATE UNIVERSITY 
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Table 1. lnleml!ltlonal Olympic Committee List of Doping Substances ( 1980) 

Paychomolor Sympathomimetic 
Stimulant Drugs Amlnes 

Amphetamine Chlorprenailne 

Benzphetamine Ephedrine 

Chlorphentermine Etafedrine 

Coc!line lsoetharine 

Dlethylpropion Isoprenaline 

Dimethylamphetamlne Methoxyphenamine 

Ethylamphetamine Methyiephedrine 

Fencamfamine 

Meclofenoxate 

Methylamphetamine 

Methylphenidate 

Norpseudoephedrine 

Pemoline 

Phendimetrazine 

Phentermine 

Pipradol 

Prolintane 

Related compounds 

Related compounds 

______ , ----------------------

Miscellaneous Central 
Nervous System 
Stimulants 

Amiphenazole 

Bemigride 

Doxapram 

Ethamivan 

Leptazol 

Nikethamide 

Picrotoxlne 

Strychnine 

Related compounds 

Narcotic 
Analgesics 

Anileridine 

Codeine 

Dextromoramide 

Dihydrocodeine 

Dipipanone 

Ethylmorphine 

Heroin 

Hydrocodone 

Hydromorphone 

Levorphanol 

Methadone 

Morphine 

Oxocodone 

Oxomorphone 

Pentazocine 

Pethidine 

Phenazocine 

Piminodine 

Thebacon 

Trimeperidine 

Related compounds 

Anabolic 
Steroids 

Methandienone 

Stanozolol 

Oxymetholone 

Nandrolone decanoate 

Nandrolone phenyl-

propionate 

Related compounds 



Glutethimide 
Methaqualone 

Beru:odiazepines 

Possible 



Psycho- Duration 
logical Tol- of Effects Usual Methods 
Dependence erance (in houts) of Administration 
High Yes 3-6 Oral, smoked 

Oral. injected, smoked 

Moderate Oral, injected 

High Injected, sniffed, smoked 

Oral, injected 

12-24 
High-Low Variable 

Moderate Possible 5-8 Oral 

High-Moderate Yes 1-16 Oral, injected 

High 4-8 

Low 

Moderate 

High Possible 1-2 Sniffed, injected 
Yes 2-4 Oral. injected 

Oral 

Degree Yes 8-12 Oral 
unknown Oral, injected 

Up to days 

High Variable Smoked, oral, injected 
Degree 
unknown Possible Oral, injected, smoked, 

sniffed 
Moderate Yes 2-4 Smoked, oral 

Possible Effects of Withdrawal 
Effects Overdose Syndrome 
Euphoria, Slow & shallow Watery eyes, 
drowsiness. breathing, runny nose, 
respiratory clammy skin, yawning, loss 
depression, convulsions, of ap&etite, 
constricted coma, possible irrira ility, 
pupils, death tremors, panic, 
nausea ehills & sweating, 

cramps, nausea 

Slurred speech, Shallow Anxiety 
disorientation, respiration, insomnia, 
drunken cold & clammy tremors, 
behavior skin, dilated delirium, 
without odor pupils, weak & convulsions, 
of alcohol rapid pulse, possible death 

coma, possible 
death 

Increased alen- Agitation, Apathy, 
ness, excitation, increase in body Ion~ periods 
euphoria, temperature, of seeP., 
increased pulse hallucinations, irrirabtlity, 
rate & blood convulsions, depression, 
pressure, possible death disorientation 
msomnia, loss 
of appetite 

Illusions and Longer, more Withdrawal 
hallucinations, intense "trip" syndrome 
poor perception episodes, not reponed 
of time and psychosis, 
distance possible death 

Euphoria, Fatigue, Insomnia, 
relaxed inhibi- paranoia, hyperactivity and 
tions, increased possible decreased appetite 

psychosis appetite. dis-
onented behavior 

occasionally 
reponed 

'Not designated a narcotic under the CSA 
tDesignated a narcotic under the CSA 
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dose. For example. it was ascertained from another doctor's 
records that two players listed in Tahlc l as non-users did 
receive amphetamine prescriptions, although they had denied 
using the drugs even when questioned about their abrupt 
personality changes on game days. 

It was recently possible to obtain the records of the bulk 
purchases of central nervous system drugs for the team primarily 
represented in Table I between 1966 and 1969 from records 
that were obtained in discovery in the case of Ridge vs. Wood
ward, et aL (I 973 ). The practice was to replace annually the 
drugs that had been used. Records for 1968-!969 were analyzed 
for the major categories of drugs, and on the basis of a 40-man 
squad playing six preseason and fourteen season games, their use 
was calculated in terms of average consumption per man per 
game. Table 2 is a summary of these calculations. Given the 
common of distributing sleeping pills for use the night 
before and after games and the frequency of injuries 22 requiring 
pain medication. only the amphetamine purchases seem 
unexpectedly large, particularly since football players, with very 
few exceptions, do not take amphetamines during the week, 
having learned that the rolerance that develops makes the drug 
less effective on game days. The average dose per player is 
consonant with both Johnson's original report and the dose 
ranges reported in Table I, and the data bolster the question
naire findings and interview material. 

TABLE 2 
Pattern of Bulk Drug Purchases 

of an NFL Football Team, 1968 & 1969* 
(40-Man Squad/20 Game Model) 

Tablets/Man/Game 

I) Pain Medication 
Darvon; Phenaphcn w/Codeinc; 
l·iorinal; Empirin w/Codeinc; Daprisal 

2) Sleeping Medication 
Noludar; Seconal; Butisol 

3) For Muscle Pain & Spasm 
Robaxin; Robaxisol; Tandearil 

4) For Gastrointestinal Disturbance 
Com bid; Donnatal; Pro-Ban thine 

1968 
1969 

1968 
1969 

1968 
1969 

196H 
1969 

"v 12 
"v 14 

"v 6 
"v 9 

"v 2 
"v 3 

"v 5 
"v 2 

Mg/Man/Game 

5) Amphetamines 
Deshutal; Ambar 196!\ 

1969 
"v 60 
"v 70 

*Does not include individual prescriptions to players from learn physi
cians or other doctors or prescriptions for narcotic drugs that must he 
executed in triplicate. 

In generaL amphetamine preparations appear to be used in 
three ways by professional football players. The first, unique to 
the sport. is the ingestion of high doses ( 30 to ISO mg or more) 

on for the induction of analgesia (without 
sedation) and rage. This use is modal for defensive linemen, 
some offensive linemen. and an occasional linebacker. The 
second type of use involves taking lower doses ( 5 to 30 mg) on 
game days and is more characteristic of most linebackers. 
defensive backs. wide receivers. and running backs: the use is 
rationalized as aiding speed and combatting pain. The third type 
of use is for control (""" 15 mg/dayl and is usually 
confined to the first several weeks of summer camp and the 
preseason. to facilitate the crash diets required of some players 
who report to camp over their ideal weight. 

The second and third uses of are docu-
mented in the literature, and I will present here two cases that 
exemplify the first type. It is my experience (as well as Johnson's 
personal communication) that amphetamine use for games 
occurs among players who abuse other and among those 
who do not, and that the latter group 
not as abuse but as part of their Case I is that 
heavy polydmg abuser; Case II that of a game-day 
mine user who did not abuse other significantly. 

CASE I: From a family that had a history of alcoholism and 
depression, this player displayed willingness to cooperate 
alternating with periods of rebellion. lying, and limit-testing 
in our relationship. Although we had spoken before, I 
became increasingly aware of aspects of the player's personal 
life during a road trip. His life was chaotic, with episodes of 
pathological jealousy, wife abuse, drunken sprees, nights of 
fighting, and turbulent relationships with groupies who 
robbed him of money and drugs. The man had suffered 
weight loss. orthopaedic problems, and fever; was spitting up 
blood; and was very depressed. When I asked him how he 
could play the following day, the player showed me various 
kinds of amphetamines he had been taking for pain and 
depression before games. He told me he had not been with
out them for a game since his college playing days in the 
early 1960s and that his doses were rising with age. The 
sudden loss of a consistent supply because of a change in 
NFL policy (following a successful suit of the team by 
another player for use of amphetamines) made regulation of 
his own amphetamine use difficult. He took the drug only 
for "work" and, unlike his impulsive ingestion of other 
drugs, his use of them was stable and ordered to the point of 
rituaL Before 1972 when it was possible to get "whatever I 
wanted", he took by mouth methamphetamine or dextro
amphetamine preparations supplied under blanket prescrip
tions for bulk purchases written by the team physicians for 
general team use. His "program" was three administrations of 
spansules containing 30 mg of about an hour 
apart on game day-a total of 90 mg before each game. He 
frequently took more at half-time or with injury. Occasionally 
he used one or two 5 mg tablets before a practice involving 
contact during the week, but in general he took them only 
on game days. He said of his amphetamine use that it "stops 
all the pain and being down ... I can't play without it. .. 
even in important practices ... I'd lose my and not be 
able to support my family." In 1972. with no amphetamines 
available in the locker room, he began to obtain from 
other players. players' wives, several doctors, and illicit 
secondary sources such as Mexico and the streets, acquiring 
amphetamines and amphetamine mixes, many of which 
could not be identified ("black beauties", "purple turn
arounds"). On game days he became arrogant, obscene. 
biting, suspicious, and easily angered-a dramatic reversal of 
his chronically depressed and obsequiously apologetic state. 
His most alcohol, sedative, and use 
occurred on Sunday in to "come down" 
from the amphetamme effects; usually was impossible. 

CASE II: This veteran defensive lineman had been using high 
doses of amphetamine on game days for over ten years. His 
accounts suggested doses in the 45 to 60 mg range. They 
replaced more sedative pain medication and reversed his 
chronically depressed state. He saw as part of 
h1s football lineman and gave accounts about its 

the team from which he came and among most 
defensive the 

(Cont. 10) 



<lccurred only on 
nights or after he had 

taken stimulants dunng the last two months of the season. 
tic seldom smiled spontaneously except on game 
his depressed state turned into a 

humorous, manner. 
more dominant in relationships. When his 

!0 



THE MAN ... HIS FRIENDS NOT TO BE NAMED 

REFERENCES 

jina seasons 
l didn't need the man 
never understood 
or could condone 
my teammates 
who 
each and every game 

silently 
into the head 
one tightly clenched 
a cup of water 
in the other hand 

depending on the man 
to help them play the game. 

Then came year number five 
it was an exhibition game 
now l rationalize 
the reasons why 
older by five years 
a soft ofT season job 
not really feeling up 
l used them all 
to justify 
my leaning on the man. 

But lean I did 
and for jive long years 
I've come to use him 
as a cnach 
depending more on the man 
than on my playbook 
coaches 
fellow players 

I. Bass, T. 1974. Pro Football from rhe Inside. In Pro (publishcn. pg. 
19. 

2. Connell, P. H. I 958. Amphetamine Psychosis. Maudslcy Monograph 
No.5, London- Oxford University Press. 
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30 (25): 64-72; Something extra on the ball. ibid. 30 (26): 3042; 
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5. Golding, L A. :md Barnard, J. R. 1963. The effects of d-amphcta· 
mine sulfate on physical performance. J. Sports Med. 3:21!-224. 

6. Griffith, J. D .. Canaugh, J., Held, J .• ct al. 1972. Dextroampheta
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Psychiar. 26: 97-!00. 
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Boston: Little, Brown and Co. 

11. Mandell, A. J. l 976b. The Sight mare Season. •New York: Random 
House. 

Wlw is the man you ask 
he s known difTerent names 
speed -diet pills -or benny 
he answers 
to all these 
initially 
he's used j(Jr "PEP" 
soon 
the man 
assumes bigger roles 
endurance, courage and perfomwnce 
all seem to come from him 
and there 
bej(>re your eyes 
you find 
that you now need 
to swallow 
those tiny little pills 
to just go out and play the game. 

It appears that before anything constructive can be done the 
circumstances must be assessed and the problems acknowledged 
by the governing institutions of the sport itself. 

Arnold J. Mandell, M.D. 
Department of Psychiatry 
University of California at San Diego 
La Jolla, California 92093 
.9 PharmChem Research Foundation 

12. Meggysey, D. 1970. Out of 111eir Lear;ue. Berkeley· Ramparts. 

i 3. Olivery, C. 1971. High jor the Game. New York: Morrow. 

14. Parrish, B. 1971. They Call Ita Game. New York: The Dial Press. 

15. The Physician and Sportsmedicine. Sept. 1973. Special Report: Drug 
Abuse in Sports. 
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nile Delinquency of the Committee on the Judiciary, United States 
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1970 on proper and improper use of drugs by athletes. U. S. Govt. 
Printing Office, 1973. 

17. Proceedings: State of California Assembly Interim Subcommittee on 
Drug Abuse :md Alcoholism: October 20, !970, on drug abuse in 
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Subcommittee to Investigate Juvenile Delinquency. U.S. Govt. Print· 
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18. Ridge vs. Woodward, et al. San Diego Superior Court Action No. 
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Dial Press. 

20. Smith, G. M. and Beecher, H. !959. Amphetamine sulfate and 
athletic performance. 1. Am. Me d. Assoc. 170: 54 2-557. 
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22. Stanford Research Institute, National Football League 1973 Injury 
Study. 

13. Tarkenton, F. 197 . Broken Pa11erns. New York: Simon and Schus
ter. 
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Its definition 
~···-- .. 3 what constitutes doping is a matter of considerable 

debate; various definitions have been proposed. At its 1963 
the Council defined doping 

as: of or . . use a competing athlete 
of any substance to the body or of any physiological 

u"'"<""·"- taken in abnormal quantity or ... by an abnormal 
route of entry into the with the sole intention of 

artificial and unfair manner ... performance 
m demands medical treatment 
with any substance which because of its nature, dosage, or 
application . . boost ... performance in competition in 
an artificial and unfair manner, this is to be regarded as 
doping." 

The list of forbidden substances issued by most interna
federations and by the International Olympic 

includes amphetamines and related compounds, 
some miscellaneous central stimulants, sympathomimetic 
amines such as the narcotic analgesics, and 
anabolic steroids. 

The Council of definition of doping has given rise 
as has the inclusion of such substances 

as in devising a satisfactory defini
tion stems from several considerations. Most drugs used in 
athletics are considered as either restorative or additive; 
restorative are those that restore use of a part of the 
body that would otherwise be incapacitated, whereas additive 
drugs are those that add an extra dimension of 
performance to the individual's natural ability. Local anes-
thetics and drugs fall into the first cate-
gory; and anabolic steroids fall into the 
second. 

Yet both and anabolic steroids raise ethical 
of demarcation between doping and 

defined a particular situation; 
"A•«Hll!Jl'"' a local is given to an athlete after a 

order to enable his or her return to the field, 
to many authors-would constitute a clear

cut case of administration oft he same drug 
after the game, to make the athlete more comfortable, would 
be considered normal 'h'.,."""'''' 

Some 

nPr+r"'""'""'"' relates to the function of muscle, a 
nature converts chemical into mechanical 

energy. chemical energy is supplied, in particular, by 
combustion of while breakdown of A TP to ADP 
releases the energy needed for muscular contraction and 

-2-

other cellular functions. ATP is resynthesized through 
breakdown of phosphocreatine and energy from the 
anaerobic breakdown of with or more of 
muscle A TP the oxidation of 

and deaminated amino acids and a few other 
substances such as and lactic acid. When 
the oxygen is adequate, pyruvic acid enters the 
Krebs and is ultimately metabolized to C02 and H20. 
The circulatory system supplies the muscle and glucose and 
oxygen, and carries away metabolic products. 

With heavy exertion, muscle is driven beyond its oxidative 
capacity; the aerobic resynthesis of energy stores cannot keep 
pace with their consumption even if vessels dilate and blood 
flow increases to augment the of muscle oxygen. 
Under such circumstances of inadequate oxygen supply, 
glucose is broken down anaerobically to lactic acid. But the 
use of the anaerobic pathway to provide the necessary energy 
for resynthesis of A TP eventually leads to an accumulation of 
lactic acid in muscle that exceeds the capacity of tissue 
buffers and produces an enzyme-inhibiting decline in pH. A 
state of metabolic acidosis is induced. Simultaneously, the 
exhaustion of muscle carbohydrate stores leads to depletion 
of carbohydrate stores in the entire body, hypogly
cemia. Last, but not least, is that muscle, like any other 
machine, converts only part of its chemical energy into 
mechanical work, dissipating the rest as heat (mostly 
evaporation of water secreted through the sweat glands): 
excessive heat production affects the nervous system. 

The foregoing physiologic disturbances constitute the 
major symptoms of fatigue-which is the alarm that 
doping usually seeks to abolish. The purpose 
cologie ergogenic agents is therefore to •mnrcm<> 

mance level, hasten recovery from 
( 1) direct action on the muscle to increase their 

mechanical efficiency; (2) increasing muscle mass; increas-
ing the efficiency of the heart and circulatory system in 
adapting to sudden demands, thus facilitating transport of 
oxygen, carbohydrates, and metabolic (4) condi-
tioning the central nervous to avoid the develop-
ment of psychological signs counteracting some 
metabolic products associated with the appearance of fatigue; 
(6) stimulating the respiratory system; and (7) 
various metabolic intermediates needed for muscular contrac
tion; or a combination of the above. 

Amphetamines and .,..,. .. t, ... rn<> 

The amphetamines are apparently still used in 
sports. Although, despite numerous studies, the basic ques
tion of their effectiveness in improving athletic performance 
seems to remain they and their related com
pounds produce alertness, a decreased sense of fatigue, an 
elevated mood with increased confidence risk
taking) and ability to concentrate, and increased speech and 
motor activity. Since it is a sympathomimetic drug, 
tamine is also a vasoconstrictor and increases blood pressure 
and heart rate, respiratory smooth muscle 
relaxation in the bronchi, blood sugar and muscle 
tension. 
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lesions as JOint disease of the hip and knee. 
These and other factors have made athletic governing bodies 
take a on the use of anabolic steroids. At a 
1975 London of the Interna-

Medicine unanimously con
of anabolic steroids to 

athletes. 

Detection 
Doping an analytical problem; it is a 

pharmacologic as and careful appraisal of 
analytical results must therefore be done in conjunction with 
pharmacologists. An ingested drug undergoes a series of 
consecutive and simultaneous processes, or both. The first 
two of these systemic processes are dissolution in the 
gastrointestinal tract and absorption into the bloodstream. 
Systemic distribution is followed by diffusion into a variety 
of extravascular spaces. Simultaneously, enterohepatic cycling 
metabolism, and tubular resorption are the factors 
of particular for the drugs used as doping agents. 

As an of the foregoing, methamphetamine may be 
demethylated to form amphetamine, with both compounds 
being or simultaneously ring-hydroxylated 
and excreted as their Under certain conditions, 
and particularly in the case of a basic urine pH maintained by 

of alkaline substances, metabolism becomes the 

added to the urine 

and very little of the intact 
Therefore, when very little 

it may not necessarily 
at low levels in the body. 

of acid urinary pH, the elimi-

a laboratory to have 
both metabolites 

detection of doping comprises 
of a urine sample; (2) screening for 

agents; and (3) identifying the drug, 
both that are detected in the process. 

In general, urine is the most convenient biological sample for 
analysis. concentrations are found in urine than 
in and there is less interference, in analysis, from 
urinary constituents than from those in blood. Second, urine 

less traumatic than is blood withdrawal to 
uu•vu•uf-> competition. 

to several chemical classes, 
are usually necessary. Some 

may be screened directly by gas chroma
rPrmi1rP chemical manipulation ( deriv

For the past 4 years, the Institut 
National de ia Recherche in Montreal, which 

-4-

monitored use at the 1976 Summer has been 
working on methods and the use more advanced 

instruments in for its similar role at the 
in Lake Placid, New York. 

relies on gas chro-
it has since control was 

first in 1968. The in meth<lCicolOI~Y 
for the Lake Placid games came from the use of: 
columns to ensure better peak resolution in a chroma-
tographic run; a detector to detect 
nitrogen-containing compounds, and that will show no peak 
with the elution from the column of a substance containing 
no atom simplifies the task of 
nitrogen-containing drugs in urine 
microprocessor-based technology reduction of chro-
matographic and production of printed analytical 
reports on automatic data-handling systems; and (4) sample 
introduction automation through microprocessor-controlled 
liquid samplers. 

A fully automated system, 12 gas chroma-
tographs (Sigma 2, Perkin-Elmer, Norwalk, CT) 
equipped with automatic liquid samplers (ALS 100, Perkin
Elmer, Inc.) and interfaced by pairs with 6 automatic data
handling systems (Sigma lOB, Perkin-Elmer, Inc.), is used 
for screening. The combination of all the ..... ,wcv••o~"'''-"'' 
advances mentioned make it to determine within 2lf2 
hours whether a sample contains any of the 250 
doping agents screened by the system. 

The routine chromatographic of anabolic steroids 
has not yet reached the desired stage of or 
reproducibility. these substances are screened 
by and 

these two methods will 
the presence of a drug, and 

Olympics, four mass spectrometers 
two were used to u1r•nrnu poter1ti~ll 

positive results. The mass spectrometer, 
through electron impact or chemical ionization and ~pn,::~ro't' 
them to mass/ charge records the un' ... "''" 

each ion. The plot of relative versus 
ratio constitutes the mass spectrum. An unknown substance 
can be identified careful of its 
pattern or by 
library. 

Conclusion 
The introduction of control at 

athletic events held under the 
Sports Federation the Committee 
has led to substantial reduction in the misuse of those 
included in the forbidden classes. It is believed that 
before controls were implemented, as many as 35% of the 
athletes international events used per-
formance-enhancing This was reduced to about 0.7% 
at the 1972 Munich and 1976 Montreal games. 
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Drug in Sport (continued from front page) 

yphenamine, methylephedrine, and related 
compounds. 
Miscellaneous CNS stimulants: Ampihenazole, 
bemegride, doxapram, ethamivan, leptazol, 
nikethamide, picrotoxin, strychnine, and related 
compounds. 
Narcotic analgesics: Anileridine, codeine, dex
tromoramide, dihydrocodeine, dipipanone, ethylmor
phine, heroin, hydrocodone, hydromorphone, levor
phanol, methadone, morphine, oxycodone, oxymor
phone, pentazocine, pethidine, phenazocine, 
piminodine, thebacon, and related compounds. 
Anabolic steroids: Clostebol, dehydrochlormethy
testosterone, fluoxymesterone, mesterolone, 
methenolone, methandieonone, methyltestosterone, 
nandrolone, nandrolone decanoate, nandrolone 
phenylpropionate, norethandrolone, oxymesterone, 
oxymetholone, stanozolol, and related compounds. 

Any attempt to produce a definite list of banned 
compounds would have led to the use of compounds 
not on the list but possessing the desired properties; 
already in society, compounds were being used that 

• • 
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SPECIAL 

A strange last summer 
American Games in Venezuela. A dozen 
track-and-field athletes va'-"'"'u up and went 

few would admit it 
in fear the stringent 

disqualified 19 competitors-including one 
alist in weight lifting from the U.S.-before 
were over. 

The athletes disqualified in Caracas showed traces 
either of stimulants or of body-building drugs in their 
urine. Those drugs were banned years ago by 
governing organizations because they are 
dangerous and to confer an unfair advantage on users. 

Some of the U.S. competitors that left Caracas, how-
ever, said were afraid of losing the chance to com-
pete in the coming summer Olympics, even though 
had taken innocuous drugs. Painkillers and over
the-counter cold remedies, for example, have compo
nents that are on the banned list. Yet other substances 
athletes use to enhance performance, such as human 
growth hormone and certain are not ex
plicitly forbidden. 

The U.S. athletes' and confusion reflect 
uncertainty of the sports world as a whole on the use of 
drugs in The coaches, trainers, physicians, and 

who advise athletes can't agree 
among whether drugs 
performance, whether can be 
drug screens, or whether they should banned at 
alL 

there are few 
affect human athletic 

belief among 
U.S. and Western 

it is wrong to use the nr'"'"r''"',..'" 
research are not 
by their peers to rumors that 
munist countries have succeeded by 

Drug bans 
Verv few carry out the 

complex 
drug bans. The that tripped up the 
itors in the Pan American games aren't new to chem
ists-mainly gas mass 
trv-but Caracas was the first time manv 
c~untered the state of the art · 

"We were very relieved that came out in the 
open at the Caracas games," says Kenneth 
rector of the sports medicine division of the 
Olympic Committee who has doc-
torate in health USOCs task 

the 

no 





Yet those arguments for banning 
not accepted. The risks to an 

as participating in such sports as 
boxing or which athletes undertake willinglv, 
Norman Fost, director of the in medical ethics 
at the of Wisconsin, pointed out in an 

York Times. 
the diet and training regimens athletes 

themselves through could be called unnatural. Any 
advantage gained by taking may be no more un
fair than the advantage of having the luck to be born to 
athletic or to have eaten well in childhood. 
Perhaps an athlete's decision to take performance-en
hancing should be his or hers alone, Fost has ar
gued-just as some people opt to take the risk of plastic 
surgery in hopes of a better appearance. 

Anabolic steroids 
Probably the banned drugs now most widely used by 

athletes are anabolic steroids-the male hormone tes
tosterone and its synthetic derivatives. Testosterone is 
responsible for the buildup of muscle that men experi
ence at puberty, in addition to mediating the develop
ment of adult male sexual characteristics. 

OH 

Testosterone 

The steroids were developed in part to try 
to separate the (androgenic) and mus-
cle-building testosterone. Phvsicians 
prescribe them in low doses to correct hormonal imbal
ances or to of muscle in people re
covering from surgery, starvation, or some other 
trauma. 

Healthy athletes who want to increase muscle mass 
can find who are willing to prescribe anabolic 

are particularly popular in sports 
where and muscle mass are advantageous-
such as and track-and-field events like the 
shot put hammer throw-and in body building. 

However, recent evidence that anabolic steroids in
crease endurance has broadened their appeal to other 
groups, such as runners, swimmers, and cyclists. Women 
as well as men use the drugs. Because their bodies pro
duce only tiny amounts of testosterone, women poten· 
tially have a lot more to than men. 

But what proportion of athletes-women or 
men-use steroids isn't known. Steroids are be
lieved to be part of training in the Soviet Union 
and Eastern Europe. But because they are frowned on by 
sports authorities, the true incidence of use is impossible 
to determine. 

"At least in the western everybody is dose-
mouthed," savs Wright, an exercise 

J•v•v'"'" and u"·'"u'"'" company commander with the 

in Fort Hood, Tex. Fearful of sanctions or of 
away "trade secrets," athletes and their coaches 

are reluctant to they use steroids. 
"One the athletes are on drugs, but 

that's not the case," says H. a clinical phar-
who is director of the lab at the Universitv 

Los that will do the drug testing 
For instance, the competitors 

who were in Caracas made up only about 
2% of those tested. 

in a recent study Wright found more 
than 90% of the lifters and body builders he 
surveyed admitted using anabolic steroids. The true 
proportion of athletes using drugs of all sorts probably 
varies with both the sport and the level of corn
petition. 

Even without a prescription, the drugs are easy to 
obtain on the black market. "Virtually every major gym 
has a contact-whether a physician, pharmacist phar
maceutical salesperson., or simply a fellow athlete-for 
obtaining steroids," Wright observes. He notes their use 
is now filtering down into spalike health dubs where 
teenagers who want to play football in high school are 
showing an interest in steroids. 

Human studies 
Despite their popularity among athletes, there 

striking disagreement as to whether doping with ana
bolic steroids actually improves performance. Athletes 
who use them believe they help build muscle 
mass and strength. But are conflicting results in the 
research literature and dramatic differences of opinion 
among and scientists as to their efficacy in 
healthy 

"There are two kinds of evidence: testimonial evi
dence from the guys in the gym and scientific evidence, 
where the literature is about evenly split," says David 
R. Lamb, an exercise physiologist at Purdue University. 
"One problem is that performance is affected by many 
factors-nutrition, psychology, the environment. So the 
steroid effect may be masked by some other factor." 

Even if the effect of steroids on athletic performance 
is too complicated to determine, physical measurements 
ought to reflect whether steroids help build muscle as 
athletes think they do. That effect would show up as 

bigger muscle girth, or improved 
where subjects are given anabolic 

However, research that tries to use laboratory mea
surements to quantify steroids' effects offers conflicting 
results. The conclusions that are drawn on who's 
talking. for instance, concludes steroids work in 
some people but not in others. 

Yet Allan J. Rvan, editor of The Phusician and 
Sportsmedicine, is convinced steroids don't ~ork at all. 
"They are not effective; those that think they are haven't 
read the research carefully," he says. Only badly de
signed studies demonstrate a muscle-building effect for 
steroids, he to one where the researcher 
had the themselves and 
report their own 

Wright agrees that 
routines. 
research that has been done 
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Anabolic steroids can disturb testosterone-regulating system 

Testicular and decreased sperm 
production, of the known side ef-
fects of anabolic steroids, seem unlikely 
at first thought. After all. testosterone is 
the primary male sex hormone: In
creasing levels ol testosterone or its 
analogs ought to have a virilizing effect. 
The key is a delicate balance among the 
testes, pituitary, and hypothalamus 
glands that an overabundance of tes
tosterone or its synthetic analogs can 
confuse. 

Luteinizing hormone, 
follicie-stimula!ing hormone 

j 
Testes 

special cells in the testes are stimulated 
LH to make testosterone. 

if the hypothalamus 
senses there is too much testosterone 
in the blood, the system turns down the 
amount of testosterone produced by 
decreasing the amount of LH and FH. 
That's what can happen when an athlete 
takes large amounts of anabolic ste
roids .. 

However, the gonadotropins LH and 
FH are required for normal functioning 
of the testes and for sperm production. 
So athletes taking steroids still get the 
effects of male hormone in the rest of 
the body, but the testes are in essence 
shut down. 

The level of testosterone in the 
bloodstream is maintained by the feed
back system. "Normally it goes up and 
down around certain levels like ather
mostat," says Richard H. Strauss, as
sociate professor of preventive medi
cine and medicine at Ohio State Uni
versity. Unfortunately. the mechanism 
that turns off testosterone synthesis if 
there is an overabundant supply also 
shuts down spermatogenesis. 

The hypothalamus is continually 
"tasting" the testosterone level, Strauss 
says. If the level is too low, the hypo-

thalamus signals the pituitary gland by 
sending out hormones called gonado
tropin-releasing factors. These, in turn, 
cause the pituitary to release the go
nadotropins, which are two hormones 
called luteinizing hormone (LH) and fol
licl.e-stimulating hormone (FH). Then 

One way around these problems is to 
take commercially available human 
chorionic gonadotropin. That hormone, 
produced pregnant women and ex
tracted from the placenta or urine, is 
very similar to LH. When administered 
with anabolic steroids, its practical ef
fect is to keep the testes functioning, 
says Strauss. 

tosterone that taking anabolic steroids 
not only but restores normal anabolic 
hormone However, data on testosterone levels 
of athletes in serious training are scarce so there's as yet 
no way to test Wright's hypothesis definitively, although 
research in animals provides theoretical support. 

A Soviet V. Rogozkin of Leningrad's Sci-
entific Research Institute of Physical Culture, finds that 
in rats anabolic steroids increase the activity of RNA 
polymerase in the nuclei of skeletal muscle cells. That, 
in turn, he results in the of more of the 
proteins that make up skeletal muscle. 

Many of the effect of anabolic steroids on 
healthy individuals remain unclear. The behavioral ef
fects of steroids are almost totally undocumented except 
anecdotally. "There's an increase in training drive and 
general aggressiveness, even among women" who are 
on anabolic steroids, says Wright. 

Some observers think it's the change in mental state 
that makes athletes perform better with steroids. USOC s 
Clarke thinks the psychic effect is so great that it is im
possible to do a proper double-blind study-athletes can 
recognize when they're taking the drugs. 

Clarke also thinks research on the effects of anabolic 
steroids is not ethical. Like many others who believe 
anabolic steroids have no place iri: sports, Clarke thinks 
any further human research would expose the subjects 
unnecessarily to possible toxic side such as liver 
and cardiovascular 

the use of anabolic steroids is a very sensi-

tive and polarized situation. Many coaches and athletic 
trainers believe the sports world should admit the reality 
that athletes use the and try realistically to 
monitor effects-both beneficial and harmful-so 
as to best protect the health of the competitors. 

"Despite whether [steroids] work or not, athletes be
lieve they do and will continue to take them," Wright 
says. "The problem is we don't know the long-term ef-
fects. If you're going to use them, let's them." 

Side effects of anabolic steroids 
The side effects of anabolic steroids range from 

annoying-acne-to deadly-liver tumors. But as is the 
case with steroids' effectiveness, there are few hard data 
on how thev affect athletes. Most of what's known comes 
from studi~s on sick or injured patients. 

One difference between athletes and patients who 
have anabolic steroids prescribed for them is that ath
letes may take 10 or more times the recommended dos
ages of a few milligrams per day. "There's an American 
notion that if two are good, 12 are better," says Dorothy 
V Harris, of education at Pennsyl
vania State 

Changes in liver function are a side effect that is well 
documented in people taking steroids, according to 
Lombardo. For the most part, the abnormal liver en
zymes and excretory functions that show up reverse 
themselves when the drug is stopped. However, doctors 
believe liver tests should be run regularly on people 
taking anabolic steroids to watch for problems. 
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for a long time-one that physi
cians are only beginning to note. 
"The red flag is up" over low lt>vels 
of high-dt•nsity li (HDL) 
in athletes using the drugs, says 
Lombardo. 

Nandrolone decanoate Nandrolone phenpropionate 

People with high blood concen
trations of HDLs (sometimes called 
the good form of cholesterol) have 
fewer heart attacks. Normally, ath
letes have higher HDL levels than 
the general population, which fits 
with the idea that exercise is good 
for the heart. 

0 

Testosterone enanthate Testosterone cypionate 

"One (steroid-using] body 
builder we are following has the 
lowest HDL levels we've ever 
seen-indicating increased risk for 
coronary heart disease," Lombardo 
says. EV"en though HDL levels re
turn to normal once an athlete stops 
taking anabolic steroids, the long
term effects of a short drop in HDL 
levels are not known, he adds. 

"As their body image changes, athletes become hooked 
on the drugs, afraid their bodies will go back to normal 
if they stop." 

Cardiovascular disease is another potential side effect 
among athletes who use large doses of anabolic steroids 

Steroid hormones activate genes for 
protein synthesis in target cells 

I) 
Complex . 

' 

Receptor 

'flllltl Cell 
membrane 

Steroid hormones bind to receptors in cytoplasm of tar
get cells. Hormone/receptor complex then migrates to 
cell nucleus, binding to DNA and activating specific 
genes. The resulting increase in RNA production leads 
to synthesis of new proteins. These may be structural 
proteins like those in muscle or enzymes that activate 
other cell functions 

Complicating the assessment of 
the hazards of anabolic steroids is 
the fact that athletes often take 

more than one form of the drug at a time-known in 
gym talk as "stacking." Men also may take a peptide 
hormone called human chorionic go11adotropin, which 
counteracts the sperm-suppressing effect of steroids. 

Athletes who take part in the high-level competitions 
where drug testing may be done may adjust their use of 
steroids in hopes of beating the system. As a meet ap
proaches, they can switch from injectable forms of ste
roids (which have a relatively long half-life in the body 
and can be detected months later in some cases) to the 
shorter-lived oral forms. 

Until recently, athletes could use injections of tes
tosterone itself right up to and even during competition 
without getting caught. Because testosterone is produced 
naturally by the body, doping control authorities 
couldn't prove it was being used in defiance of the reg
ulations. 

Now, however, a screen which examines the amount 
of testosterone relative to its metabolite epitestosterone 
can detect cheating. (The two isomers have different 
configurations of the hydroxyl group of carbon-17 .) 
Under the IOC medical commission's rules, the ratio of 
the concentrations of testosterone to its epimer in urine 
must be less than six to one. 

"The ratio of testosterone and epitestosterone in urine 
is normally one to one," UCLA's Catlin says. "It turns out 
that exogenous testosterone doesn't get converted to 
epitestosterone (simply by mass action), so after taking 
testosterone itself the ratio goes way up." 

Cynics point out that even this test can be beaten if an 
athlete simply injects epitestosterone along with the 
active isomer or takes gonadotropin to boost levels of 
both epimers. Rumors are circulating that some countries 
will help their competitors do just that. 

There will always be some way to foil doping control, 
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the staff is still developing and perfecting 
the screens that will be used to search for 
the chemically very diverse group of 
banned substances. 

The analytical lab receives a urine 
sample that already has been divided into 
two containers. One sample is locked away 
in a refrigerator, to be analyzed only if a 
banned substance is found in the other half. 
Catlin's group then places aliquots of the 
test sample into four tubes, each of which 
goes 1hrough a different procedure specific 
for certain types of drugs. 

The aliquots being checked for anabolic 
steroids, for example, are screened by a 
GC/MS operating in the selective ion 
monitor (SIM) mode. All the anabolic ste
roids and their metabolites have GC reten
tion times within a 10- to 12-minute period, 
Catlin says. During that time, the mass 
spectrometer continually changes the ions 
tor which it is scanning, looking in different 
windows for the parent drug and its me
tabolites. ln general, the system looks for 
at least three ions per drug or metabolite. 
Just after the data are collected, the com
puter checks the data for peaks that have 
the requisite ions and the requisite retention 
times for anabolic steroids. 

"If we see a potential positive flagged by 
the screen," Catlin says, "we go back and 
reinject, confirming that work and trying to 
get a full mass spectrum of the substance. 
Instead of just two or three ions, we look for 
all the ions [from a steroid]." 

Other substances on lOG's banned list, 
such as amphetamines, are screened 
GC, with different workup procedures used 
tor the various classes of drugs. One 
goes through a simple extraction proce
dure, for example, and another first is hy
drolyzed and derivatized to change non
volatile compounds into a form where they 
will pass through a GC. Catlin says the lab 
still is developing other screens based on 
liquid chromatography and radioimmuno
assay. 

If any of the screens give positive evi
dence for a banned drug, the UCLA lab will 
go back and work up the sample again and 
again. If the tests are confirmed, the posi
tive findings will be reported to the IOC 
medical commission, which will review the 
data and notify the athlete's country. Then 
an appointment will be made for a repeat 
analysis in front of observers, this time 
using the refrigerated and stored sample. 

The UCLA lab has worked with LAOOC 
in selecting the vessel (glass) and cap 
(Teflon-lined) to contain the samples before 
they arrive at the analytical lab. But it is 
Jasper's doping control group that is 
charged with getting the samples from the 
athletes and safeguarding those samples 
until they can be analyzed. 

Just after an event is completed, an 
LAOOC representative called a doping 
control escort will contact each medal 
winner and other athlete chosen to be 
tested. The escort will stay with the athlete 

until he or she reports to a doping control 
stat1on. The athlete has 60 minutes for 
award ceremonies or to talk to the press, 
but must not urinate during that time. 

Once the athlete, the escort, and another 
person that the athlete may choose make 
their way to the doping control station, a 
technician of the same gender observes as 
the athlete voids. Beverages will be avail
able in a waiting area in case the athlete 
has no urge to urinate. (At the winter games 
in Yugoslavia. a too-loose supply of beer 
was apparently responsible for some row
diness in the waiting area there.) 

If the athlete produces the minimum 
amount of 75 mL of urine, the specimen will 
be split into two containers, labeled with a 
code number, sealed, and placed in a 
locked transport kit. The samples from the 
21 doping stations (that many are necessary 
because the events are scattered all over 
the Los Angeles area) will be refrigerated 
until taken to the UCLA lab. 

Then it is up to Catlin and his staff to put 
their knowledge of chemistry to work. 
"Everybod:f talks about these fancy mass 
spectrometers and computers as if you 
pour some~hing in one end and out comes 
the answer," Catlin says. "The real guts of 
the program are the quality and training of 
the people who do the work. They are the 
ones that program the computer and do the 
chemistry workup. If you don't put a good 
clean in, it's the same old problem: 
Garbage in, garbage out." 

other peptides called somatomedins, which are pro
duced by the liver. 

Growth hormone is attractive to athletes because it 
stimulates protein synthesis through a number of in
terconnecting mechanisms. It also accelerates the 
breakdown of fat while decreasing the amount of car
bohydrate burned by the body. 

Taylor is deeply concerned over possible misuse of 
hGH as it becomes more readilv available. "There's a 
very well-established black market for drugs (primarily· 
steroids) and when synthetic growth hormone becomes 
available, it will enter the field," he warns. 

The risks of large amounts of hGH over extended 
periods of time are clear from the experiences of people 
with pituitary tumors that overproduce the hormone. 
Children whose bones are still growing can become 
giants, sometimes reaching heights of 8 feet. 

After adolescence, however, the bones are fused and 
can't grow any longer. Too much hGH in an adult results 
in a condition known as acromegaly. 

"Instead of getting taller, there's an overgrowth of soft 
tissues and the bones get thicker," says Richard H. 
Strauss, associate professor of preventive medicine and 
medicine and a team physician at Ohio State University. 
"The brow, nose, and chin enlarge and the patient can't 
get shoes or rings on." 

Taylor is in favor of making growth hormone a con
trolled substance, like narcotics, where every vial and 
pill must be accounted for. He's worried not only about 
its abuse by athletes, but also that physicians will be 
pressured to prescribe hGH to children whose parents 
want them to be taller. Already there are studies show
ing that some children who are not deficient in hGH but 
are nonetheless short respond to treatment with the 
hormone by faster. 

that the company's synthetic 
hormone will not be widely available, but marketed only 
to doctors who are in pediatric endocrinology 
and sold only through hospital pharmacies. It ac
knowledges, however, that any physician may prescribe 
a drug for any use once it is approved by FDA. 

Just what the effects of freely available hGH will be 
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on athletes remains to be seen. "People will use for 
of time and doses," Strauss says. 

going to be very 

Growth hormone is not the substance 
use to enhance that not on the IOC list 
of banned Other 
another are not routinely part screens 
are alcohol, benzodiazepines, and ,.,-."v'-"''o' 

These drugs have in common a tranquilizing or 
calming effect-which at first thought seems undesir
able in competition where an athlete would want to be 
as alert as In events like shooting or 
where of hand and 

uu.u:..=.L;:> are thought to 

that first led IOC to set up doping 
tions in are stimulants such as amphetamines and 
sympathomimetic amines. "There used to be a tremen
dous amount of abuse of stimulants in the 1960s," Catlin 
says, "even deaths among athletes who were given 
walloping overdoses of stimulants." 

Now the use of stimulants seems to have abated, a 
phenomenon that Catlin points to as evidence that 
doping control works. Ryan, however, contends that 
athletes are laying off stimulants because 
the drugs don't help-a conclusion that not many re
searchers agree with. An improvement in performance 
of only 1% due to stimulants can be enough to break a 
record in sports like running or swimming. 

Interestingly, as the use of more stimulants has 
dropped off at meets where 
higher and higher levels of 
up in athletes' urine. That has 
a maximum level caffeine in urine to 
vent athletes from taking concentrated forms 
stimulant. 

USOC is U.S. athletes that coffee and soft 
drinks in moderation won't be a but """"''"' 
those beverages with over-the-counter medications that 
contain caffeine, like Anacin or Empirin, could push an 
athlete over the limit. 

Future of doping control 
"You can ban all the drugs you want, but if you don't 

test for them not doing to stand behind 
the ban," says. That held by IOC, 
explains the Olympic body didn't even 
bother to anabolic steroids in its classes of dop-
ing agents until the 1976 games in Montreal, 
when reliable analytical to detect them first 
were available. Similarly, testosterone has only 
been added to the banned list. 

Yet most sports 
nothing to enforce 
NCAA, for example, give group the authority to test 
for but the organization has never 
volved, perhaps by the expense and 
hassles of carrying out tests at some 70-odd champion
ship tournaments 

Now, however, staff is to pre-
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I know are anabolic steroids," he 
dozen schools test for but know of 
look for steroids." 

If the NCAA and the recent decision of the 
control to screen athletes at 

trials represent a trend, control mea-
sures become more and more commonplace. Not 
everyone is convinced that helps control 

use of however. 
should be done to try to dis-

" "But for 

by 
or law it. 

Perhaps what is needed is a concerted effort to inform 
athletes of the risks of taking powerful drugs. "Education 
is the but it is limited by the lack of knowledge of 
the side 20 and 30 years down the road," Lom-
bardo 

Yet often don't believe the medical estab-
lishment. For years, the scientific world has been equiv
ocating on the issue of whether anabolic steroids have 
a muscle-building while athletes who use them 
report "Athletes feel are being 

says. resent 
scare tactics." 

"One has to be alert to a potential gap between the 
bona fide medical literature and the ... groups that use 
[drugs]," Catlin says. Yet little is done to dose that 
gap. Committees that rule on the ethics of research 
projects that use human 
of drugs to enhance athletic so the true 
risks and benefits of such remain unstudied in 
North America. And there is very little documentation 
of what is on in communist countries, where such 
drugs are to be used 

So U.S. athletes are often left to decisions that 
can affect their health and careers on the basis of 
talk. "Mavbe it would be safer for the 

ir{ run to administer such 
unteer athletes on a controlled 
accumulate a database, so that 
future we'll be able to do more 
the effects of the modern and future means of 'chemical 

are." 0 

i 
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THE NATI H IC UNIVERSI 

CENTER FOR ADVANCED STUDIES AND POLICY ANALYSIS 

PRESENTATION TO SEL SIGNA TED 
DRUG IN PR SIO 

SAN FRANCISCO, 

THANK YOU SENATOR MONTOYA FOR IS OPPORTUNI TO DRESS YOUR SE COMMI E 

ON THE SUBJECT OF THIS IMPORTANT HEAR! NG "DRUGS IN PROFESSIONAL SPORTS". I 

HAVE PREPARED REMARKS NOT FROM THE VANTAGE POINT THE P OR THE PERS IVE 

OF THE OWNERS, BUT AS A INTERESTED CITIZENS CO ERNED ABOUT THIS MATTER. I WILL 

FOCUS ON THE FOLLOWING POINTS PERTAINING TO THIS IMPORTANT TOPIC: 

- CLARIFICATION OF MY INTERPRETATION OF THE TOPIC 

- CONTRIBUTING FACTORS TO THE PROGRAM 

- APPROACH TO THE PROBLEM AND PROGRAM ELEMENTS 

SINCE THE WAY WE THINK ABOUT ISSUES IS INFLUENCED TO A LARGE EXTENT BY PERSONAL 

EXPERIENCES, LET ME BEGIN BY SHARING WITH YOU SOME OF MINE, PE 

ORGANIZED SPORTS. 

NING TO 

FIRST OF ALL, I BEGAN MY INTRODUCTION INTO ORGANIZED SPORTS AT AN EARLY AGE 

WITH POP-WARNER FOOTBALL. I CONTINUED TO PLAY THROUGH HIGH SCHOOL AND COLLEGE. 

SPORTS AND IN PARTICULAR FOOTBAll, PROVIDED ME WITH A AVENUE FOR EXPRESS! AND 

EVEN STATUS, BASED ON WHAT I COULD PHYSICALLY AND MENTALLY ACCOMPLISH ON 

FUOTHALL FIELD. IT PROVIDED ME WITH A IDENTITY (EVEN THROUGH IT HAS TEMPORARY 

AND ARTIFICIAL) AND A PERSPECTIVE FROM WHICH I COULD TACKLE 

AND PRO~LEM OF GROWING UP. 

ON THE OTHER HAND, IT AlLOWED ME TO RATIONALIZE THE NEG CT 

DAILY STRESS 

IMPORTANCE 

AND ESSENTIAl PERSONAL AND SKILL DEVELOPMENT AREAS THAT WOULD BE REQUIRED IN 

ADULT LIFE. 
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THE POINT I WANT TO MAKE, IS THAT I HAVE MIXED EMOTIONS REGARDING THE PRO'S 

ANU CON'S ANU BENEFICIAL ASPECTS OF ORGANIZED SPORTS AS THEY PRESENTLY EXIST. 

REALI THAT THIS HEARING IS NOT ON THE PRO'S AND CON'S OF ORGANIZED SPORTS. BUT 

IT IS MY CONTENTION THAT ORGANIZED SPORTS DO CONTRIBUTE TO THE PROBLEMS OF 

THEIR ATHLETICS. 

AS A POINT OF CLARIFICATION I WILL STATE MY GENERAL INTERPRETATION OF THE THEME 

OF THIS HEARING "DRUGS IN PROFESSIONAL SPORTS". WHEN I SAY GENERAL INTERPRETATION 

I MEAN JUST THAT, FOR THIS TOPIC COULD FORMULATE THE BASIS FOR A THESIS. 

I CAN ONLY HOPE IN THIS SHORT PRESENTATION TODAY, TO RAISE SOME INTERESTING 

POINTS FOR YOUR FURTHER CONSIDERATION. 

THE TITLE OF THIS HEARING DICTATES A FOCUS ON THE PROFESSIONAL ATHLETIC AS THE 

SUBJECT OF STUDY AND DISCUSSION PERTAINING TO DRUG ABUSE. WHILE I WILL MAINTAIN 

A FOCUS UN THE PROFESSIONAL ATHLETIC, IT IS MY BELIEF THAT WE CANNOT TRULY 

UNDERSTAND THE PROBLEMS OF THE PROFESSIONAL ATHLETIC WITHOUT STUDING THE SOCIAL, 

ECONOMIC AND ATTITUDINAL DIMENSIONS OF THE GENERAL SOCIETY AND THEIR CONTRIBUTION 

TO THE PROBLEMS OF PROFESSIONAL ATHLETICS. 

AN ADDITIONAL POINT OF CLARIFICATION I WOULD LIKE TO MAKE PRIOR TO PROCEEDING 

WITH THIS PRESENTATION SPEAKS TO THE DEFINITION OF THE PROBLEM IDENTIFIED. 

WHILE DRUG ABUSE IS BEING DEFINED AS A MAJOR PROBLEM WE CAN NOT OVERLOOK 

ALCOHOL ABUSE AND THE ABUSE OF MEDICATION USED FOR THERAPYTIC AND PAIN 

REDUCTION PURPOSES IN PROFESSIONAL SPORTS. THEY ARE ALL A FORM OF ABUSE WHICH 

IS ADICTING AND HARMFUL TO A PLAYER WHETHER THEY ARE LEGAL OR NOT, AS PRESCRIBED 

BY A TEAM PHISICIAN OR NOT. IN PLACE OF DRUG ABUSE I WILL USE THE TERM SUBSTANCE 

ABUSE FOR IT IS MORE ENCOMPASSING OF THE PROBLEM THAT PROFESSIONAL ATHLETIC 

FACE. 
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IF WE ARE TU TRULY UNDE 

SSIONAL ATHLETIC, SO THAT WE M 

TIVE AND THEKAPTIC PROGRAM, THE 

PROBLEM FOCUS. 

TO 

YS 

SUBSTANCE FOR THE PROFE-

EDUCAT ONAL PREVENTA-

T ND BE ND A INDIVIDUAL 

INSTEAD WE SHOULD FOCUS ON THE IZED SPORTS AS A ENTITY, 
~~----~----------~~~--~~~ 

WHICH ENCOMPASSES COMPLEX GEOGRAPH ITIC , SOCIAL, ECONOMIC, ATTITUTIAL 

AND CULTURAL F ORS. E FOCUSES D CO L OFTEN INHERENT (FOR EXAMPLE 

WIN AT ANY COST V.S. THERE ARE VALUES MORE IMPORTANT THEN WINNI CONTRIBUTE 

TOWARD CREATING INDIVIDUAL, FAMILY AND COMMUNITY PROBLEMS FOR THE PROFESSIONAL 

ATH TIC. 

THt PROFESSIONAL ATHLETIC MUST PE RM FOR IR EMPLOYER AND THEIR REPRESENTATIVE 

(COACHES), ON BUSINESS TERMS. THE PRODUCTS THEY PRODUCE (IN THE CASF OF FOOTBAL) 

ARE BLOCKS, YARDS, TACKLES, CATCHES, PASSES, KICKS TOUCHDOWNS AND ENTERTAINMENT. 

TO PRODUCE THESE PRODUCTS EY REQUIRE THE EXCERSION OF PHYSICAL AND EMOTIONAL 

ATTRI~UTES ON A REGULAR BASIS IN A HIGHLY COMPETITIVE ATMOSPHERE, IF THEY ARE 

TO MAINTAIN THEIR LIVELYHOOD. 

THE PROFESSIONAL AH TIC MUST ALSO RFORM ON THE FIELD OFF THE FIELD FOR 

THEIR SECOND BOSS, THE FAN'S. FOR HOW THE FANS CAN MAKE YOU, THEY CAN ALSO 

BREAK YOU, SO THE OFESSIONAL ATHLETIC MUST ARN TO A ROLE AND FULLFILL 

OTHERS EXPECTATIONS AS TO DRESS, HAVIOR, LI LE AND PERSONAL APPEARANCE. 

WHILE THEY ARE ADDRESSING THESE DEMANDS AND REQUIREMENTS OF IR EMPLOYERS 

AND FANS THEY MUST CONTINUE SOME HOW TO INTEGRATE THEIR NEW SUCCESS, NEW 

DEMANDS AND NEW EXPERI E I A THY REWARDING LIFE LE. 

FOR THE MOST EXPERIENCED PERSON IS IS AT BEST A CONTINIOUSLY CHANGING PROCESS 

THAT REQUIRES CONSTANT RE-EVAlUATING WITHIN A SUPPORTIVE FAMILY AND/OR GROUP OF 

FRIENDSHIPS. 
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THE PROFESSIONAL ATHLETIC'S ENVIRONMENT IS BASED ON COMPLETION AND INDIVIDUAL 

PERFORMS, THE ~EST lNUlVlUUALS FOR EACH POSITION MAKES UP THE FIR STRING. IT 

IS NUl A ATMOSPHERE THA£ IS CONCLUSIVL 10 SELF-EVALUATION, EXPOSING WEAKNESSES 

IMPROVE UPON OR DEVELOPING ONE'S FULL POTENTIAL. 

APROACH TO THE PROBLEM: 

IN ORDER FOR PROFESSIONAL SPORTS AND THE PUBLIC TO HAVE A LONG TERM EFFECT ON THE 

GROWING SUbSTANDARD A~USE PROBLEM OF ATHLETICS I BELIEVE THEY MUST ADDRESS 

THE ISSUE FROM AN AGGRESIVE EDUCATIONAL AND PREVENTIVE APPROACH. 

TREATMENT METHODS ARE NEEDED, bUT THEY ARE SHORT-TERM AND FOCUS PRIMARILY ON THE 

SYMTOMS OF THE PRObLEMS INSTEAD OF THE ROOT CAUSES. THE TREATMENT METHODS ALSO 

TEND TO PLACE THE bLAME ON THE PROFESSIONAL ATHLETIC INSTEAD OF OTHER SIGNIFI

CANT CONTRIBUTING FACTORS TO THE PROBLEM. 

ONE ONLY HAS TO LOOK AT THE MEDICAL SYSTEM TO SEE THAT THE TREATMENT METHOD 

DOES NOT ADDRESS THE ROOT CAUSES AND RATE OF THE HEALTH PROBLEM. MANY OF OUR 

MAJOR HEALTH PROBLEMS AND CAUSE OF DEATH ARE NOW RELATEED TO SOCIO-CULTURAL, 

EDUCATIONAL AND ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS AND NOT DISEASE BASED. 

PROFESSIONAL ATHLETIC AND SUBSTANCE ABUSE IS NOT PRIMARILY A MEDICAL PROBLEM. 

IT IS A SOCIAL PROBLEM THAT REQUIRES EDUCATIONAL AND SOCIAL INTERVENTIONS THAT 

INCORPORATE ALL LEVELS OF ORGANIZED SPORTS, NOT JUST PROFESSIONAL ATHLETICS. 

AT THE NATIONAL HISPANIC UNIVERSITY WE HAVE THREE PROGRAM COMPONENTS THAT WE 

PROMOTE THAT I BELIEVE HAVE RELEVANT IN PART IN ADDRESSING THE PROBLEM OF 

SUBSTANCE ABUSE IN ORGANIZED SPORTS. 

1. ONE IS THAT WE HAVE TO MAINTAIN HIGH EXPECTATIONS FOR OUR STUDENTS, WE 

ENCOURAGE THEM TO DEVELOP THEIR FULL POTENTIAL. 
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PROFESSIONAL SPORTS AND THE PUBLIC MUST MAINTAIN HIGH EXPECTATIONS FOR 

ATHLETIC AND ENCOURAGE THEM TO CONTINUE TO DEVELOP THEIR PROFESSIONAL AND 

PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT BEYOND THE PLAYING FIELDS. 

PROFESSIONAL SPORTS MUST PLACE VALUE AND CREATE INCENTISE THAT EMPHASIZE 

THE CONTIBUTION THAT A PROFESSIONAL ATHLETIC CAN MAKE TO SOCIETY ABOVE AND 

BEYOND THE SPORTS INDUSTRY. 

2. A SECOND COMPONENT THAT PROMOTES SUCCESS IS ROLE MODELS, LIVING EXANPLE OF 

SUCCESS. THESE INDIVIDUALS ARE INVALUABLE IN SHARING WHAT THEY LEARNED FROM 

THEIR MISTAKES. IN PROFESSIONAL SPORTS IT IS NOT UNCOMMON FOR A YOUNG PERSON 

TO OBTAIN INSTANT SUCCESS AND THE MONITARY REWARDS THAT FOLLOW, ADVISE AND 

FRIENDSHIP FROM ATHELETICS WHO HAVE COPED SUCCESSFUL WITH SIMILAR 

SITUATIONS COULD PREVENT MANY PERSONAL AND FINANCIAL HARDSHIPS. 

3. FINALLY, THE DEVELOPMENT AND MAINTAINANCE OF A SUPPORT SYSTEM FOR PROFESSIONAL 

ATHLETICS. PROFESSIONAL ATHLETIC COULD MAINTAIN SUPPORT SYSTEMS ORGANIZED 

AROUND NETWORKS OF PROFESSIONAL AND PERSONAL INTERESTS. THE NHU STUDENTS 

ARE EXPECTED TO HELP ONE ANOTHER AND TO SEE THEIR SUCCESS IN RELATIONSHIP TO 

ANOTHER STUDENT• S SUCCESS, SO CAN PROFESSIONAL ATHLETICS. THEY CAN ASSIST 

EACH OTHER WHILE STILL ACTIVE IN THEIR RESPECTIVE SPORTS AND WITH TRANSITIONING 

OUT OF ACTIVE PROFESSIONAL SPORTS. 

IN CLOSING, WE MUST PROMOTE THE ROLE OF ORGANIZED SPORTS IN SOCIETY AT ALL LEVELS 

BEHIND THE MERE PHYSICAL AND MUNITARY ACHIEVEMENT THAT CAN BE OBTAINED. 

WE CAN NOT ALLOW OUR YOUNGSTERS AND YOUNG ADULTS TO INTERNALIZE THEIR SELF-WORTH 

BASED ONLY ON ATHLETIC PERFORMANCE, BUT MUST PROMOTE THEIR FULL DEVELOPMENT AND 

CONTRIBUTIONS IN ALL FACET OF SOCIETY. 



THIS IS NO MINOR TASK FOR WE STILL HAVE COACHES IN POP WARNER, LITTLE LEAGUE, 

HIGH SCHOOL, COLLEGE AND PROFESSIONAL SPORTS THAT DO NOT HAVE A SINCERE 

INTERESTS IN THEIR PLAYERS FULL POTENTIAL BEYOND THE POSITION THEY PLAY. THIS IS 

SUCH A TRAGIC WASTE FOR COACHES CAN HAVE SUCH A POSITIVE INFLUENCE. 

IT IS MY HOPE THAT THROUGH YOUR PROCESS OF HEARING THAT YOU MAY BE ABLE TO 

FORMALIZE A PROACTIVE STATE PROGRAM INITIATIVE THAT WILL ADVOCATE THE DISCUSSION, 

REVALUATION AND EDUCATION OF INTERESTED INDIVIDUALS INVOLVED IN ORGANIZED 

SPORTS IN CALIFORNIA AT ALL LEVELS, IN EXPANDING THE APPRECIATION, CONTRIBUTIONS, 

AND ROLE THAT SPORTS CAN PLAY IN CONTRIBUTING TO PERSONAL AND PROFESSIONAL 

DEVELOPMENT. 

I BELIEVE THAT PROFESSIONAL ATHLETICS CAN LEAD THIS RENEWED INITIATIVE 

IN PARTNERSHIP WITH THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA, THROUGH A WIDE-SPREAD PROGRAM OF 

COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT. WE MUST WIN BACK ORGANIZED SPORTS FROM THE ENTERTAINMENT 

BUSINESS, AS A PUBLIC RESOURCE WITH SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITIES AND CONTRIBUTIONS 

TO SOCIETY. 

THANK YOU. 
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Member: 
National Basketball Association 

April 17, 1984 

Senator Joseph B. Montoya 
Select Committee on Licensed & Designated Sports 
California Legislature 
1100 J Street, Room 334 
Sacramento CA 95814 

Dear Senator Montoya: 

RECEJ 

2 01984 

I am responding to your letter of March 20, 1984 to Mr. Franklin Mieuli, 
owner and president of the Golden State Warriors, specifically with respect 
to your request to provide our organization's policies regarding drugs. 

Our policies and our objectives are part and parcel of those of the National 
Basketball Association, of which the Warriors are a member, and the National 
Basketball Players Association, of which our player personnel are members. 

I am enclosing the entire agreement on drugs which appears as Exhibit C of 
the Collective Bargaining Agreement between the NBA and the NBPA, and which 
now is in effect. 

However, in the interest of the time spent on this subject by you and the 
members of the Senate Select Committee on Licensed and Designated Sports, 
I would like to also present in the following paragraphs the pertinent points 
of the agreement: 

1. Upon presentation to the Independent Expert of information by NBA or 
Players Association to the effect that there is reasonable cause to believe 
a player may be using, possessing or distributing certain drugs, the Independent 
Expert shall issue an Authorization for Testing for that player. 

2. If the Independen~ Expert determines to issue an Authorization for ng 
with respect to a parT4cular player, that player will be tested without notice. 

3. The testing procedure will simply involve a representative of the League 
Office contacting the player, showing him the Authorization for Testing signed 
by the Independent Expert, and directing him immediately to provide a urine 
sample. The player may be contacted at his home, in his hotel room on the road, 
in the locker room before or after a game, or anywhere else that the League Offdce 
representative determines. 

Oakland Coliseum Arena Oakland, California 94621-1995 Tickets (415) 638-6000 Administrative (415) 638-6300 5 ~ 
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4. The testing may take place at any time of day, within a six-week 
period after the Authorization for Testing is executed. The player may be 
tested a maximum of four times, if necessary, during the six-week period. 

5. If a player is 11 unable'' to pro vi de a urine samp 1 e, the League Office 
representative will stay with the player and observe him until such time 
as he is able to provide a urine sample. 

6. If a player does not cooperate with the procedure (by refusing to give 
a urine sample and/or by avoiding the League Office representative), he will 
suffer the penalty of dismissal and permanent disqualification from the League. 
If any test result is positive, the player will suffer the penalty of dismissal 
and permanent disqualification. 

7. The first time a player voluntarily comes forward to seek treatment for a 
drug problem, he will be paid his salary and provided with counseling and 
medical assistance. A player who comes forward a second time will be suspended 
without pay, but will be treated. A third attempt to voluntarily come forward 
with a drug problem will result in the player's dismissal and permanent dis
qualification. 

8. A player • s contract wi 11 be terminated without regard to "guarantees" and 
with no further obligations on the part of the team if the player is dismissed 
and permanently disqualified. 

9. A player who is dismissed and permenently disqualified may apply for 
reinstatement as a player in the NBA after two years. The decision as to whether 
he should be reinstated will be made jointly by the Commissioner and the Players 
Association. 

10. A player who came forward voluntarily and was treated for a drug problem 
may be tested up to 3 times a week, for a year, subsequent to his treatment. 

11. Players may not be tested for drugs except under the new testing procedure. 

These provisions should be made absolutely clear to every player so that 
there is no confusion in the event that one of them is confronted for testing at 
any time in the future. 

I trust this information will prove useful to your Committee. 

Sincerely, 

(jttN.A~/ 
P. K. Macker 
Executive Vice President 

cc: Mr. Franklin Mieuli 

S3 



EXHIBIT C TO COLLECTIVE BARGAINING AGREEMENT 

AGREEMENT made this ____ day of October, 1983, by 

and between the National Basketball Association ("NBA"J and 

the National Basketball Players Association ("Players A~sociation 

WHEREAS, the NBA and the Players Association recognize 

that the illegal use and abuse of drugs has become a serious 

problem in our society and in professional sports, in particular; 

and 

WHEREAS, the illegal use of drugs can adversely affect 

the performance of NBA players and threatens the image of and 

public confidence in NBA basketball; and 

WHEREAS, the NBA and the Players Association have 

agreed that the illegal use of drugs is inconsistent with com

peting in the NBA and that anyone found to have engaged in the 

use of the substances set forth in Exhibit 1, annexed hereto, 

ought properly to forfeit any opportunity to play in the NBA; 

NOW, THEREFORE, the NBA and the Players Association 

have agreed upon the following program, the purpose of which 

is to eliminate the illegal use of drugs in the NBA: 
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1. Dismissal and Permanent Disqualification. Any player who 

has been convicted of or has pled guilty to a crime involving 

the use, possession, or distribution of any of the substances 

set forth in Exhibit 1, annexed hereto (the "prohibited 

substances") or has been found through the procedures set 

forth in Paragraphs 6 or 7 below to have used, possessed, or 

distributed any of the prohibited substances, shall, without 

exception, immediately be dismissed and permanently disquali

fied from any further association with the NBA or any of its 

teams. Such dismissal and permanent disqualification shall be 

mandatory and may not be rescinded or reduced by the player's 

club or the NBA. 

2. Amnesty. (a) From the date hereof through December 31, 1983 

(the "Amnesty Period"), no player will be subject to the penalty 

set forth in Paragraph 1 hereof. During the Amnesty Period, 

the NBA and the Players Association will use their best efforts 

to inform all players, in writing and in person at team and/or 

individual meetings, of the details of this Agreement, including 

the procedures to be utilized and the penalties provided. 

In addition, the parties may notify certain player(s} that one 

or both of the parties has reason to believe that such player(s) 

may have used, possessed, or distributed a prohibited substance. 

(b) During the term of this Agreement, any 

player, except a player referred to in Paragraph 10. below, who 
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the appointment of an Expert. The Expert's fees shall be 

paid in equal shares by the NBA and the Players Association. 

4. Authorization for Testing. In the event that either the 

NBA or the Players Association has information which gives it 

reasonable cause to believe that a player may have been engaged 

in the use, possession, or distribution of a prohibited sub

stance at a time after the conclusion of the Amnesty Period, 

such party shall request a conference with the other party and 

the Expert, which shall be held within 24 hours or as soon there

after as the Expert is available. Upon hearing the information 

presented, the Expert shall immediately decide whether there is 

reasonable cause to believe that the player in question may have 

been engaged in the use, possession, or distribution of a pro

hibited substance. If the Expert decides that such reasonable 

cause to believe exists, the Expert shall thereupon issue an 

Authorization for Testing with respect to such player in the 

form annexed hereto as Exhibit 2. 

5. Sources of Information. In evaluating the information pre

sented to him, the Expert shall be entitled to use his independent 

judgment based upon his experience in drug abuse detection and 

enforcement. The parties acknowledge that the type of information 

to be presented to the Expert is likely to consist of reports 

of conversations with third parties of the type generally con

sidered by law enforcement authorities to be reliable sources, 

and that such sources might not otherwise come forWard if their 
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identities were to known. , ne 

NBA nor the P Associat 11 be to 

to each other or to the names sources 

information regarding the use, possession, or distr of 

a prohibited substance and the such ification 

of sources shall not be considered by in de 

whether to issue an Authorization 

a player. In conferences with the 

shall not be identified by name until 

has determined to issue an Authorizat 

respect to such player. 
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have produced a positive result for such testing procedure 

and shall suffer the pena set forth in Paragraph 1, above. 

7. Dismissal Without Testing. In the event that either the 

NBA or the Players Association determines that there is 

sufficient evidence to demonstrate that a player has engaged 

in the use, possession, or distribution of a prohibited sub

stance at a time after the conclusion of the Amnesty Period, 

it may, in lieu of requesting the testing procedure set forth 

in Paragraphs 4 through 6, request a hearing on the matter before 

the Impartial Arbitrator under the Collective Bargaining Agree

ment. If the Impartial Arbitrator concludes that the player 

has used, possessed, or distributed a prohibited substance at 

a time after the conclusion of the Amnesty Period, the player 

shall suffer the penalty set forth in Paragraph 1, above, 

notwithstanding the fact that the player has not undergone the 

testing procedure set forth in Paragraph 6. 

8. Confidentiality. The NBA and the Players Association 

agree that neither of them will divulge to any other party, 

including their respective members and the player and team 

involved (other than as required by the Testing Procedure set 

forth in Paragraph 6 above): 

i) that it has received information 

regarding the use, possession, or distribution 

of a prohibited substance by a player;, 
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The Player hereby releases and waives every 
claim he may have against the Club, the 
Association, the National Basketball Players 
Association, and each of their respective 
members, directors, governors, officers, 
stockholders, trustees, partners, and 
employees, arising out of or in connection 
with the testing procedures or the imposition 
of any penalties set forth in the Agreement 
between the Association and the National 
Basketball Players Association dated as of 
October , 1983. 

10. Second Treatment. Any player who, after previously 

requesting and receiving treatment for a drug problem, again 

comes forward voluntarily to seek such treatment, shall be 

suspended without pay during the period of such treatment, but 

shall not suffer the penalty set forth in Paragraph 1, above. 

Any subsequent use, possession, or distribution of a prohibited 

substance, even if voluntarily disclosed, shall result in the 

imposition of the penalty set forth in Paragraph 1, above. 

11. Application for Reinstatement. Notwithstanding the pro-

visions of Paragraph 1 above, after a period of at least two 

years from the time of a player's dismissal and permanent 

disqualification, such player may apply for reinstatement as 

a player in the NBA. However, such player shall have no right 

to reinstatement under any circumstance and the reinstatement 

shall be granted only with the prior approval of both the 

Commissioner and Players Association. The approval of the 

Commissioner and the Players Association shall rest in their 
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absolute and scret is 11 be 

final, tors which 

be considered by Commis and Associat 

in determining whether to grant reinstatement are thout 

limitation): the circumstances surrounding the player's dis-

missal anq permanent disquali ion, whether the ayer has 

satisfactorily completed a treatment and litation program, 

the player's conduct since his smissal, inc the extent 

to which the player has since comported himself as a suitable 

role model for youth, and whether the player is judged to possess 

the ·re'quisite qualities of good character The 

granting of an application for reinstatement may be conditioned 

upon periodic sting of the or such other terms as may 

be agreed upon by the NBA and Pl s Associat A player 

who has been reinstated pursuant to this paragraph sha , immedi-

ately upon such reinstatement, noti the Club for he 

last played. Such Club shall have 30 days to noti the player 

that it is prepared to accept his playing services under the 

terms and conditions that portion of term the player's 

last player contract, for which s were not because 

of such player's dismissal and permanent disquali If 

Club notifies the player that it is prepared to accept s emp 

ment under such terms and condit s, the and the player 

shall immediately enter into a new Uni Contract in 

accordance with those terms and conditions. If the does not 

so notify the player, the player shall be deemed to have completed 
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the services called for under his last player contract and 

shall immediately be free to negotiate and sign an Offer Sheet 

with any NBA team, subject to the Right of First Refusal set 

forth in Article XXII, Section l(d) of the Collective Bargaining 

Agreement. 

12. Incorporation in Collective Bargaining Agreement. This 

Agreement shall be incorporated in and extend through the term 

of the Collective Bargaining Agreement. 

13. Limitation on Other Testing. Except as expressly pro-

vided in Paragraph 6, above, there shall be no other screening 

or testing for the prohibited substances conducted by the NBA 

or NBA clubs, and no player shall be required to undergo such 

screening or testing. Notwithstanding the foregoing, any 

player who has acknowledged the use of a prohibited substance 

by entering a treatment program, shall be subject to such 

screening or testing as may be determined by the Life Extension 

Institute. The frequency and duration of any screening or 

testing, as determined by the Life Extension Institute hereunder, 

shall not exceed 3 times a week or a period of more than one 

year following in-patient treatment. Any player refusing to 

submit to a screen or test pursuant to this paragraph or for 

whom such screen or test produces a positive result, shall be 

subject to the provisions of Paragraph 10, above, as a player 

who Ragain comes forward voluntarily.M 
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties have entered into 

this Agreement as of the day and year first written above. 

NATIONAL BASKETBALL ASSOCIATION 

By 
Commissioner 

NATIONAL BASKETBALL PLAYERS ASSOCIATION 

By 
President 



LIST OF PROHIBITED DRUGS 

Cocaine 

Heroin 

EXHIBIT 1 



AUTHORIZATION FOR TESTING 

TO: 

Please be advised that on --------------------' you 
were the subject of a conference held pursuant to the Agreement 

between the NBA and Players Association, dated 

("Agreement"). Following the conference, I authorized the 

NBA to conduct the testing procedures set forth in the Agree

ment, and you are hereby directed to submit to those te 

procedures, on demand, no more than 4 times during the next 

six weeks. 

Please be advised that your fai to submit to 

these procedures, will result in your dismissal and permanent 

disqualification from the NBA. 

Independent Expert 

Dated: 



EXHIBIT 3 

TESTING PROCEDURES 

Urinalysis. To be screened and tested through 

scientifically accepted analytical techniques, such as 

chromatography (gas and/or thin-layer) , spectrophoto 

fluorometry, EMIT, and/or TLC. 
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Those who prepared took an average of 18 months to settle into their second 
careers after leaving hockey, while those who did not prepare took an average 
of 28 months. When asked if they are satisfied with their careers at the 
present time, 6~ of those who had prepared themselve~ expressed dissatis
faction, while 25~ of those who had not prepared themselves expres~ed 
dissatisfaction. Finally, 95~ of those who had prepared themselves are 
emp1 oyed at the present time, while only 82~ of those who had not prepared 
themselves are employed. 

In short, those individuals who had prepared themselves for retirement, 
usually by working in a relevant field during the off-seasons, hold every 
conceivable advantage over those who did nothing to prepare. They made a 
smoother and quicker transition into their second careers, are more satisfied 
with their careers at the present time, and enjoy considerably higher 
earnings and have a significantly lower rate of unemployment. 

At the end of the questionnaire, respondents were given the option of making 
additional comments. These have been included for your information. 
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Helping to Create a Life After Hockey 
By Helene Elliott 

It was a beg:nr.Jng born of an ending, 
an idea whose germmatlon was unbidden 
and unexpected. At age 38, for the fJ"St 
tune since his rlr-st wobbly steps onto t.M 
1ce ill Sault Ste. :\iarie. Prul Esposno 
wasn't a hockey player anymore. The 
shock was em.ot!Onally profound. 

''Vlben I retired I cm.Jdn't believe what 
haopellll to a guy," Esposito said. "I 
looked at the pension. and said, 'How the 
hell can a guy live on that?' And I played 
for 20 years - imag1ne how other guys, 
who played only a few yean, would do. • 

Esposito waa fortunata. He did not 
have to t~Cr&tch for a bw:k. and oould easi
ly make the l:l'll.llllition from a hockey 
uniform to tnr-piece suits and 11 com· 
fortahle broadcutinl! job. Some of his 
brethren have nut been so blessed. Thoee 
who played in the Nation.al Hockey 
League before 1969 received $300 a year 
for each vear of service when they 
turned 45: hardly a lavtab sum. Many 
had led high school ro play hocitey anri 
knew li~Je besldes the game. To benefit 
them, and to help prepare current play
ers for the world beyond hoci<ey, the ?rui 
Es-posito Foundatlon 'N1iS born JUSt more 
than a year agp. 

The nonprofit foundation, whose 
founder is determined to remaiD :nore 
tban a figurehead. ts able to cite a llllld
est list of accompiishments as it :noves 
Into Its seconci year of full operanon. lt 
has made limited but suceessfui ef!'orta 
:o establish post-career coUill!eiing pro
grams for pia yers and has set up a criSis 
program 10 ease the burden oi illnesa on 
players and the~r families. 

It also has helped provide counseling 
'or a player-.vho experienced SEvere emo
tiOnal difficulties aft.er Ills retrement 
and :or another who wa.s suiienng :rom 
wr.at ioundation director Warren Brein
.ng called "severe substar.ce aouse." At 
the request of the players. the fottnda· 
t1on keeps all identities confidential. 

Funding for these prognms has de
zwed almost ennrely from the :'.1astet5 of 
Hockey games which Es;>osito ar-
ranged. games that match teams re-
tired hockey stars. The fim rnme. : a.st 
:>lal-c.b. at ).iadison Square Garden. rn.~sed 
S-80.000. Two have been played tJ:w; year. 
one to a crowd of more than l 0.000 Ul 

Demnt and another 1ll a soidout Boston 
Garden. and a third is planned for the 
:.!eadowlands Arena tomorrow night. 
Espo!lto. Gorrue Howe, Bobby Hull and 
possibly ,Bobby Orr will play. 

From the tiu-ee games. Es;>osit.o hope. 
:.o reaii.ze $150.000 w continue ana ex· 
pand the foundation's effilrta. "It's good, 
but expenses a.re high," he said. To aug· 
ment the funde rai:red through :he 
games, the foundation plans to hold an 
auction of sports memorabilia and hock
·~ equipment in Levittown on &ru:rday 
and is hop:ng to stage several golf tour
naments this !lllllllDer _ 

The foundation employs a fu.lltime 
Slafl' of three. Esposito has enticed Madi
son Square Garden Corp. ch.airt:nan Son· 
ny Werblin to be the foundation's 
honorary clw.innan and Howe, Orr. 
~anne and RDgi.e V acl!on are ~n 
board oi directors. Dr. Jamet~ :-.licholas 
!W'Ves on the medical advisory board. 

A 'roronto career-planning 
tion worn with the foundation thet 
part of its activities. An attorney, coun
se'~: ~the dean of the School of Athle
tic Counseling at Springfield t'mvem:y 
have been retained for the career-pian· 
lllllg program. A therapist has been re
tained for the crisis program. 

In addition, the foundation has con· 
tracted to produce a film about the ups 
and downs of a life in hockey. mcluding 
the proper way to p~pare for a. gaz:::e. 
Esposiw de5aibed the as "get-
ung rugh oo yolll"Self. to 
keel' kids from er~ip 
Two an tr'..l!'-l".:ctiona! film 

f 

didn't." Breining said. "Seventy per ce,-,t 

/
J! said the iim coupie cf years were ;·er/ 

difficult, and that it would have t>e~n 
, easier if they'd had a support svster:: w 
~ utilize the contacts thev had :n.ade 0r :o 

point them to opportu~mes. 

~ .. Ia&,. ~ Ocet l.lu.tW'Ilte&d 

Phil Esposito played his last NHL game in 1981, but his heart is still in the game 

auned at young players are also being 
considered. 

The ioundetion this vear hired DiG, 
the Cleveland-based organizat:on that 
repre!ents many prominent athletes, to 
ootsm a !polll!Ot'. Lucky Stnke s;>on· 
sored the three games and shared the 
players' travel coatS and expenses with 
the foundation. 

Espoa1to is pleased by the Inroads the 
founaat:on has made. but is COgnizant of 
the great distance yet to be covered. 
"'The pensions and insurance progra:n.s 
bave to be worked out." he srud. "We 
have to do 90metn.ing, because it's ridicu
lou.s. We've got some ideas. though.." Re· 
search into various medical plana 
contmu!l!l. 

Breining spreada the word of the exis
tence of the founciauon by making pre
sentations to hockey team11 when they 
come to the New Yorlt area. He has 
reaped a harvest of inquirie; that way, 
as we il !IS tb..'"tlugh a r;uesnonnall'1! the 
iounc 1tion sent to 1.300 former :'-iational 
Hockev League players, coaches, train
ers and on-ice officiala . .Many, Breiiung 
said, included bu.siness cards Wlth thetr 
responses and asked to be included in 
the program; enough Cll!llid.ia.'ll! re
spo:ldeo to warrant a conference there 
this summer to determine what thev can 
contnbute. -

"A !ot more guvs today pian for their 
pom-hoc::key ooreers. but from the ques
tionn.a.iree rve -n, it's clear a iot 

"A lot of active guys are showmg tn:er
est. After I make a presentat:on.llea v e " 
list for guys to sign up If they want coun
seling or more information. Twe i ve or ;3 
per team have indicated they w:1nt to 
look. into it. That's encourag1ng." 

Breining would not identify the Si.X 

players who have been helped by the 
fmmdation but did detail the aid that 
was given in several cases. One fo=er 
player who owned a small s;>ortlllg
goods store suffered a =s1ve hezr: at
t.ack. He ...-as given a ~5.000 J1terestfree, 
open-ended loan to help hiS fa:::.:iy 
thro~ his recovery period; ius o;v:;e. 
through a program operated by the ;_-c..:
Vel'l!ity of Pelll!llylvania. was :aqb.t 
marketing and bookiee?lll? mat.e<'Ces 
to keep the bU31lle&S E.l10at wruie r.er 
husband recupented. 

T.J.e :Am...ilv of a fcr=cr ~iaver wf..o !:.1C 
died was able to doccmerrr ex::e:::.e i::a:c· 
ship and was g:ven a ~5.G0il rrro.r:t. T"le 
widow recetved care'?r counseit::~ 
through Yeshiva Uruversny and wa~ a;
sisted in finding chlid care 30 :hat s::Oe 
could work to support r.er f=:::: 

Through ~fumy A.mnth ,jc A.; sec: ares 
in TorontO. 14 fort:ler p!a:.ers are :~:~g 
counseled on theu stX:Ona caree!"'S. 7::l!"e~ 
have been placed in ;oos and "a cc:cpl.; oi 
othe,-,s are close." Bre:n:n')' satd 

The numOers are not vet overv.:nee:::::.# 
ing, bu• :he results are encoU.""'\1::~. 
"We really only got started last ~!.arcn, 
and we had to put a ilr..anc1ai cap on !i
nancial grants until our rmci-,-,als:ng e:: 
forts t!tis year are over." Bre:nm0 ,,._,ci_ 
"We've also been working v.-.:h tne :>.n:. 
P!avers Association to estabiish a pro
gram ro start planning wnile ?l~yers are 
still playing. The numbers e~ren·t :ng. 
but we· re trying." 

Esposito is tl]ing to find ·::ew way3 to 
expand the foundatlon. First. howev~r. 
he must increase its mcome, and r.o :!1at 
end he is considerinz ta.lunz a ~laster; 
team on a tour of Eurooe in-September 
Swiner!and. he satd. \oo~ prorr..tsJ;;:;, 
and he hope! for other stops once promct
ers see the players he W1li bnng. '''P.:ey 
want \1.$ to play therr Olyn::;:ic teat:Ls. 
which would be too much for us.' he sa:d. 
"But if it means the fcundation rnaxee 
t•renty to thirty thousand. dol!8l"." """ 
game. guvs like Orr have sa:d. 'Suce.' 
G.lrd.ie. (Eddiej Shack - the;·ve been 
ifellt. They say, 'So what if we lose"

Es;>osito hopes ~ schedu;e at :~aST 
three Masters games in Canada r.er. 
year and has been contected bv people 'n 
Los Angeles, Chicago and ~hnr.esota ~or 
games there. Detroit and Boston have 
invited him back. 

"We like having one in :--iew Y crlt. or 
in the area." Es;>ostto said. "We're ~eally 
hopmg for big things irom this ~arne in 
the :.leadowlands. like maybe fifteen or 
!._.'teen thousand people.' 

From the money the ga.tr.e would 
bring ill, Eapolito beiieve,t~ the founda
t!on could continue its evoiution into a 
far-reaching, vital forte capable of rescu
ing the lost and restOring bal:'.ered seu: 
respect That, Es;>osito feels, wouid :,e 
his greatest achievemem in hockey. a 
feat of greater magnitude than the goals 
he scored and the assiSts he accrued over 
b.ia magnificent career. 

"This is mv le~~acv back to the z>rr.e." 
he said. "!v!v wife -and I were taik1ng 
about it a few !!!Onths ago. An athiet~ 
always say! he wants to g1ve .a:netiung 
back to the gan:e, but you cion ·t lulow 
how. :So one reallv wanted me around in 
the game. so r m irvmg back scrr.etn:ng 
t!!rough the foundation. Tbt's "'Y lega
cy. and I want It to contll:ue and gro·,; 
long mer rm gone." 73 
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relieved by 
women. Eiea; .. 
ide or eight 

In l91i7 In a car lie
was <h lvlng during a 
storm. He broke his 

"lie blamed hlmselllor 
said Sharon Miller, Ills s 
now remarried. "lie 1<'11 
shedledand he didn't." 

"Mid 
re-ralled. 
CUI 1100 
giasses.u But 
with him, she said, as 
known each other oil their lives. lie 
told her that he was married, but alter 
e few weeks an affair began. 

By now, he and his wile, Sharon, 
were having problems. They had two 

Too l-Iard to I-Iat1dle for Larry 

He went into the minors ns a coach. 
Jl<' taught RIH1 1dcn~ junior hockey. 
ran a few hockey schools, bought a 

got 
go.' 

Dy the time sprlug came, Lynda 
MfckPy w~t!lh""-J a divorre. He threat. 
t>rt€'i.i lo kill hlms~. hut she bt·lievcd. 

mon1lng, he was 
t'OIDpaO)I car parked In 

"He was a fighrer," said 
Smith. "I was shocked that • 
who fought for evervrhing in 
would end It this way 

( 
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Them ope 
New York-A 

to the 
makes his 

instead of that 
~ good," sh€ advised. 

"I " 
in his 

is founder and ofThe Mas-
game, which makes its first 

of 
for the 

when 
there any. 

"It's withdraw!, 
no doubt about ,. " 
F..,nn .. itl'l said. 

reerend
aturely 

out 

Garden on 
well in it. which 

span ot Ills career, Gordie Howe out the 
oft wo careers, and they all ache of not 

able to any more. "It comes to every· 
and it comes sooner than you " 

said, an exclamation 
It's an game, even if 

at the terminology. Howe sent 
he was trying to have his wife take care 
tant business so he could practice with the 
Saturday. When Emile Francis, boss of the St. 
Louis Blues but with the soul of a 
asked to coach one of the teams, 

I want to play." 
''I'd p!R.y my doctor let me," 

said from his home in Quebec. 
Some play as as 40 games a year in 

veterans' competition, unlike other old-tim-
ers' games that make grand promotions for the 
host team. baby is intended to 
hockey players take care of their own. 

Long-time observers of the Rangers like to tell 
the story of Eddie Shack, who barely could his 
name. Just after he had been traded to Toronto, he 
car'•' into' he Gnrden !!Pd was rm:zed h\· his former 

teammates. Most notable was Andy Bathgate, 
who called Shack "X." With seconds left in the 

Shack went on a solo rush for the that 
the tie. He immediately skated to Rang· 

er bench and "Goal! Goal! G-0-A-L!" 
and are scheduled to 

"' the gan1e. Shack is 
the many 

and never 

with 
"'"''""'""" and is a 

watchman in Montreal. Dave 
who most of his Ranger career be-

has multiple sclerosis and little 
to 1967, didn't 

But when the 
went to withdraw money, the 

was bare. That happened to several 
ers, most of whom were young enough to recover. 
"What about who were retired when 
asked for money?" Worsley said. 

The state of the pension was that players 
before 1969 received $300 a year for each year 
spent in the beginning at age 45. That 
means a player would draw $3,000 a year, 
which isn't a living wage even in Moose Jaw. 

"You go up to guys playing now.and ask them, 
'What are you going to do when you're through 
playing?'" Esposito said. "And they tell you, 
'Hey, man. I'm 21 and I'm not to worry 
about that now.'" 4. 

The has been put t• 
o created 
the problems of 

has slopped. Since he stopped playing 
lflst year, Espl)sito has had time to have an idea 
and tc let ;, grow in hi·, mind Th~> fqundution 

intends to have career for 
players, with 

never known what it's like 
hours a 

has rounded up 
on-the-job training. the •uuuwu• 

on medical and insurance 
who played before the time 

For the fan, it's a nostalgia 
the and Islanders are scarce, but a father 
can take son to see heroes of not so ago. It 
would be nice if the Masters could 

with the Rangers or Islanders 
in baseball. But baseball draws 

20,000 admissions for old-timers' 
Rangers and Islanders sell out, and 

'to give away a gate, so the 
tion is going it alone. If it does 
have a second game in Los 

For the who will 
When 

baseball 
them to 

Montreal 
5,000-scat arenas. 
and Bathgate three 
nights," Worsley 

Esposito haa been working out a week 
equipment, the picture of the man before the Great 
Gretzky broke his one-season goal record. "You 

" he said, bothered me for years 
now I have no at all. 

He's done work as promoter; can 
about being a player again for a moment, if a stride 
shorter on his skates and a little !'lower on the 

He thinks he can last the two 20-minute 
plus the celebrity session. 

"Maybe," Esposito said with a grin that bor
dered on a leer, "we'll pasa better."· 

The guest list includes Don 
Bobhy Baun, Yvan Cournoyer, Alex 
Esposito, Bill Fairbairn, Lou Fontinato, 
Bill Gadsby, Boom Boom Geoffrion, Rod 
Vic Hadfield, Henry, Lome Henning, Ken 
Howe, Howell, Bobby and Dennis Hull, 
Frank Mahovlich, Cesare Maniago, Stan 
Lou Nanne, Bob Nevin, Orr, Craig Patrick, Jean 
Potvin, Prentice, .Jean Ratelle, Shack, Pete Stem
kowski, Red Sullivan, Wayne Thomas, Walt Tkac
zuk, Ed Van Impe, Bryan Watson, Ed 
Dune WilBOn, Worsley and Larrv Zeidel. The 
ronrhes are AI Arhour and Milt 

.~'[ Y ~1111'' 1! 
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. ._ lping ha 

or the game. 
purpose of the 

monies to former 
fallen on hard A lot of s1u~oucs 

to believe in era of 
hasn't been that 
with little or formal 

didn't invest what dollars did 'and hall no 
skills on which to create ""'"""''""c 

Enter F..sposito and his dream. With the of 
dream is about to reach 

Now the most 
history (you remember 

worries about his former NHL associates 
well off as he. And he is 
"I spent most of the my life in 

." Esposito said. so of us who are 
aevoted to the game, our whole are directed to 

not to the future. When it aU comes to an 
soon and some of us are not wen ",.""""""i 

a position to provide for our families. 
"So l decided I wanted to set up a fund for the guys 

who need help." 
In a nutshell, the impetus for the Esposito Founda

tion and the Masters of Hockey program. 
sei-Ving with Esposito on the foundation's board of 

are Bobby Orr, Lou Nanne and Rogie Vachon. 
The plans to set up a post-career planning 
program that includes vocational advise, medical and 
insurance advice a for those players 
having trouble making an to "private" life 
after hockey. 

Esposito also envisons a sports medicine program 
that will produce films on injuries and a seminar for 
NHL trainers that will be followed by the trainers 
disseminating the information on the local level to 

Lou 
Nevin, Red 

ar.:l many, •nan;· more. 
Between 35-40 former ~HL stars 

their less fortunate brethren, And 
for weeks. Most of the former 

reflexes mak-
well on ~hem I 

The teams will at the Rye Country Day 
School Rink for formal practice session Saturday and 

from 11:45 a,m.-3 p.m. These are closed to the 

Detween of Sunday's game, the Rye Rang-
ers Peewee will play a "game" against a group of 
celebrities. . . 

Asked why he cares so much about his lesS fortu-
nate said: "I loved playing and I'd 
still like to playing. Hockey has given me every-

even my j)resent career in broadcasting. 1 can't 
to see one of my fellow players out on a limb. 

"It's not a problem with today's players. They have 
agents, financial advisors and are making plans for the 
future as well as living in the present nut, 10, 15, 20 

with a 
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ters skate out NHL memori 
Oldtimers show up at Garden for Esposito Foundation 

By FRANK BROWN 

Three dozen of hockey's finest play
ers skated an icy memory lane at the 
Garden last night. Before an 
announced crowd of 13,565, the Mas
ters of Hockey turned back the clock to 
the days when the NHL had six teams, 
when the longest road trip was a train 
ride to Chicago and when playmalting 

. was a matter of art. 
Thi3 night of hockey stars was stud

ded with nine Hall of Fame players and 
one Hall of Fame referee- Bill Chad
wick, who spent his evening doling out 
penalties, Including a seven-second 
assessment against Hall of Farner Bill 
Gadsby for holding Gordie Howe at the 
end of the first period. It was a night of 
standing ovations for such greats as 
Bobby Orr, Rod Gilbert, Jean Ratelle 1 

and - of course - Phil Esposito, 
whose foundation sponsored the event. 
And it was a night of sitting ovations 
for Al Arbour, who guided one of the 
teams but was showered with boos for 
his real-life role with a certain team 

,named the Islanders. . 
. It was a night when the first goal of 

the game told the story of why the 
contest was held. With 6:38 remaining 
in the first of two periods played by the 
stars, Walt n:ac:ruk and Bill Fairbairn 
broke up ice two-on-one against goalie 
Dune Wilson. Fairbairn's pass found 
Tkaczuk 15 feet in front of the cage, 
and after faking once, Tkac:ruk sent a 
backhand past Wilson. The moment 
was poignant because the third mem· 
ber of the Rangers' "Bulldog Line" 
wasn't able to join Tkac:ruk and 
Fairbairn. 

The third member of that line was 
left wing Dave Balon, who has been 
stricken with multiple sclerosis and 
was unable to attend. It is those players 
-the ones who have fallen on difficult 
financial times, the ones whose medi· 
cal anti ::!ental insurance hn~ expired -
tl11f f nf\ l• -, fr,~~.,,,,~t!nr~ \\';I'd~- tr 

The poignant moments, however, 
wer~ in the minority last night. Most of 
the moments were filled with smiles 
and fun. Ken Hodge, noticeably over-

weight, mused "the ice will be tilted 
from all the weight on our team." 
Arbour, who coached the losing side, 
said in mock seriousness before the 
game, "If they don't backcheck, they'll 
get benched. I don't want any one-way 
players." 

But that's mostly what he got. The 
"Blue" team, coached by 1\lilt Schmidt,. 
got goals from Yvan Cournoyer, Jean 
Potvin, Dennis Hull and Gordie Howe. 
Rangers general manager Craig Pat
rick and Tkac:ruk scored for the White 
team, which "lost," 4-2. 

• • 
What the Masters of Hockey are 

doing now: 
' Don Awrey owns a bar in the Boston 
area. Andy Bathgate owns a golf 

..... I 

~course in Ontario ·and Is in ijle cattle 
1 business with Lou Fontinato. Bob . 
~ Baun is president of a Canadian insur
:~ ance finn. Yvan Cournoyer owns a 
,: tavern in MontreaL Alex Delvecchio is 
president of Alex Delvecchio Enter-

t 
.. prlses. PhU F.sposlto is color commen· 
tator for JUnger telecasts and presi
dent of the Phil Esposito Foundation. 
Blll Fairbairn is in the real estate 
business in Manitoba. Lou Fontlnato Is 
in the cattle business. BUI Gadsby is in 
the construction equipment rental 
business In the Detroit area. Bernie 
Ge{lffrfon makes appearances for a 
national beer brewing c.ompany. 

Rod Gilbert owns and operates a 
Manhattan restaurant Vic Hadfield 
scouts for the Edmonton Oilt!rs. CamU-

--·--·· "~l -·--
~ ' 

le Henry Is a night watchman In Mon
tteal. Lorne Henning Is assistant coach 
of the Islanders. Ken Hodge Is the 
Massachusetts director of the Special 
Olympics. Gordie- Howe is director of 
player development for the Hartford 
Whalt>rs. llarry Howell is chief scout 
for the Minnesota North Stars. Bobby 
Hull ls a color commentator for Hock· 
ey Night in Canada. Dennis Hull 
teaches history at Ridley College in St. 
Catharine's, Ont. Ted Undsay Is 11 
manufacturer's ·representative in 
Detroit. , 

Frank !Uahovllch Is a travel agent in 
Toronto. Stan ~llkita runs a golf coursf: 
In Chicago. Lou Nanne js gener~l man· 
ager of the North Stars. Bob Ntvin 

I p,Iays for the Toronto franchise in the • 

~~~L Old stars,~ Rem em bering The 

.. 

TilE "i0:'\1-\11!! 101'\AIRES: You v.nultln r kr:""' r 
JUdi'lfl)! Ill \~ J\ ne ( •fl'tlh\ <)f (,ul I <~I ;· :, .. ! ' .tr" 
i1o< ke\ \)ld\t'l, \\\It) Iettrt- "!thour rnilhnn"' ur thnu~a::t.J..;, 
ul l>uc l."' m llw tl<~llk Yuu lion t ~Ldd ab•Jul Vt·~l cLn··, 
hPr<tt "v.!>o ht• !~w b••llle or hankruptm hll'.tness or 
~tncht•n hy ,1 dtso::.•~t: as multiple sderosh, whtdl 
has bPt'n the unfortunate fare of a d.tmn guy and good 
h<><' k(•y player named D.1vr Iblon. 

In tht' P<~St manv of :ht:se .~ond mL·n c~nd true w,•re gonr 
und f,,q.:<Jf!,•n, Now. Phd L~pos11o to St't' th<.H thev 
an: :emc•mbered <~nd. tf need be. · 

The Phil Espo~uo Foundauon IS to provtde 
medtcal and msurance benefits for all as well as a 
p11•gram !0 help Sllchhandlers ftnd H~t'flhelvt>s.atter tht! 
!.tst hUZlf·l '>OIIIHb ltlf them. 

WHh tlw hdp of Long !slanG sona! \\nrk,•r Warren 
Esposl!o has put together a post·GHt't'r plan

nlllg pn~ram. It ht'lps a suckh:mdler chncr;e ;.~n off-ice 
pltl \ id tra!IJI!lg de\plnpnwrH "Wo• aho I prllvide :.1 

supp<lrt ~ystl'm,·· -,;ty~ Bro•rntng, "w!lh .1 m<>rlfill\ fnl
lrm··up w!l till' plc~:.er ·· 

Hr~'lrltn.t.~ tnrt··;t·t·-.. lh~, ilrf 1;.!tanl ('\p,ttHhn;~ ~~n a le:Jgue· 
v.td•· h.t\h :utd nu!o·s lfLH thl' 1·1\t·r, ,tir·· I!J':t· pr•'' ··n 
ill.t! a 'tmrL1r pn•.,;t m1 h.Jo.; prm~t'!l II<Jlk,ll1ic 

r-_,pOSJ((J Will l~mndJ fundmf! for h~o> I oundarron V.tth J 

":'t.l.l',l<'rs 11f H<wkt·v l<>urn.·v:· ft',!lttrrn:: 1:. !lull. 
H~~hh .. t)rr \t ~n \ll~:!f,l, Y'.df1 { 1n tl\11\•" 11 l ~~,~~ri~·~; 
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In their day, ex-Wing Roy Ed·.vard3 (left). Stan Mikita and Gary Bergman didn't nave su::h troubles finding puck 

It's all fun 
except losing 

WHACK! 
That was Yvan Cournoyer's stick 

slamming off the boards in front of the 
bench. 

"Come on, guys! Let's go ... we gutta 
get one!" 

That was Booby Hull trying to rally 
hi:; teammates. 

Th·: l:tt; cluck h:mgwg over <.>:rw:r ic'=' 
in Joe Louis Arena Bhowed unlv 1:-hJ t•) 
play, and all the laughing had- stopped 
on the bench of "The :\lasters.'' 

This was very serious business now. 
~o more time ior jo::;hing arour:a. 

Even Eddie ~bck was quiet. 
"Alt ri?!'ht,'' said Camil!e: Hen~y. ·.vhu 

was sen.-~r:;:; as coac!l ot tLe ~1a,tcr;:,. 

Joe 
Falls 

"Everyhody ready. Stan, you go in on 
defense." 

Stan Mikita jumped over the boards. 
"Phil, you get your guys ready," said • 

Henry. 
Phi! E:-:posito nodded. His liner.~ates. 

:~;,;t.;r~dv~~ .. 1nd rtu~L st3red n~1: t:!;; 

ic~. l'imt: ·.vas run1>1r:g tJlll on t~·-r.: .. :!,d 
all the r'uc:e:> on the bench had turned 
grim. 

It had been such a ~rand night. too
a f,;rund pany right !rom th.: uoment 
Shuck walked i!lto the dres:;in;: room 
an'.i aml!mr:r:t:d he l'O'Jld. r.ot ;,o uut .g, 
1.ht< i;.;e ~t .. :l .. tU!!e r!H:r,.. ,.,,;.;;:~ rurncr;.!,"' t·~~l 



with'?'' 
"You're on a line 

Mahovlich and Vic Had.t1eld. 

out. 

"The heaviest 
the National 

shouted. 

"The Wrestle Line - that's U:!, 

said Shack. and he did a 
turn on his heels and 
that shook the visitor~· 
walls. 

That's how it went for 
hours-

With 1:49 to . the 
ed. So did the 

"All right. we'll get 

;.,!asters 
likt> it. 
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Watching Orr wind up for a rink-length dash, Esposito 
shouted, "There he goes. Hi Yo Silver!" 

"It seems like yesterday," Westfall said. ·'We're even sit
ting in the same seats. It almost makes you want to cry." 

Orr was given a light massage by physical therapist John 
Semple, 78. 

BY DAVE O'HAP.A "There's an awful lot of talent," said Don Marcotte a for-
Associ.stedPress . ward in the great Boston teams, "and we've had an a~·ful ot BOSTON - They went through the same .Old routm~s - of f'.ln." 
pregame massages, checking equipment and •3PI~g sticK~. Mikita, who visited Boston often in 22 seasons with the 

The only diiference for the Boston Brums of yes tel') ear Chicago Black Hawks, entered the Boston dressing room and 
Friday was that it was a fun night, not a workday. . . said: ··so this is what it looks like. It's the first time I've ever 

The veteran Bruins, a National HocKey. League_ superpo~- been in this room." 
erandwinneronStanleyCupchampwnsntpsml9JOandl9'2, The Bruins pulled out a 5-5 tie-with the Masters as Fred 
:received a whooping welcome home to Boston Garden. 1 Stanfield whacked in a rebound of a shot by Bucyk during a 

Nostalgia was the key. :\!any tears were shed unashamedly Boston power play with less than 2:00 to play. 
as 14,685 fans packed the Garden for an exhibiton game t:- ' The :VI asters took a 2-llead into the first period on goals by 
tween the old Bruins and ionner ~HL stars called the !:.~4 Cornoyer and Eddie Shack around a tally by Marcotte. 
Strikes Masters. . . . Howe, who will be 55 next month, made it 3-1 for the Mas-
-The game, consisting of two 25-mmute penods. meant l.tttle ' ~ers early in the second half, but the Bruins struck back to go ! 
other than recalling fond memones. For the gang of pia) ers, i m front 4-3 on two goals by Bucyk and one by Marcotte. 
L'lOUgh, it was plenty of fun for a good cause. ' Dennis Howe regained the lead for the Masters with two 

The Phil Esposito Foundation, founded by the former , goals 51 seconds apart, setting the stag~ for Stanfield's equal
Bostor. scorir.g ch:lmpion to aid ex-players m need, was the : izer. i 

big winner, collecting badly needed funds. , I There was no body-checking, and slap shots were not allow- .

1 

The fans gave a big hand to Hall of Famers Gord.e Howe. ed in the exhibition game. 
Harry Howell, Alex Delvecchio and Yvan C~urnoyer and '-- _ : 
future candidates, such as Bobby Hull and Stan .>llkJta. 

However, the biggest weicome was reserved for the old 
Bruins, including Bobby Orr, Espos1to, Johnny Bucyk, Ken 
Hodge, Ed Westfall, John McKenzie and current Boston 
coach Gerry Cheevers. . . 

The game was the second of a series of three exhibtton 
games for the Esposito Foundation. The th1rd gal'l!e w;,s 
scheduled for the Meadowlands in East Rutherfora, N.J., 
next month. 

"It's still the same old story," said Orr. 34. who was forced 
into early retirement by bad knees. "The head says, 'go. go.' 
The body says 'no.no. "' . . . . . 

The players were introduced mdJvidualJy, but no mtroduc
tion was needed for the final two players entermg from a 
center ice door. . 

The fans stood and cheered while the entire team of ~tas
ters knelt in salutation as Orr and Espostto skated onto the 

ic~he old Bruins acted more like kids in their dressing room 
than they ever did in their giory days. . . _ 

They watched a closed circUJt television replay of thetr 
four-game sweep of the St. Louis Blues for the Stanley Cup 
championship in 1970. 

See EMOTIONAL Page 12 
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NHL • IS No. l • 
1Jl1 Jfluh~ tonight 

The Associated Press 

BOST001 The toughest 
sports ticket in town for several 
months has been to a Boston Celt· 
ics' game at Boston Garden. 

The pro basketball domination 
is interrupted tonight. though, for 
a bunch of old pros who made 
their mark in the i\ational Hockev 
League. -

Alu!:lni of the Boston Bruins, 
led bv Hall of Famers Bobbv Orr 
and ·Johnny Bucyk and ctirrent 
coach Gerrv Cheevers. will meet 
the Luckv Strike :\lasters. headed 
by HaJrtr-Famei-5-GOrdie· Howe. 
Harrv HowelL Alex Delvecchio 
and Yvan Cournover. 

The second stop of the three
game series for the benefit of the 
Phil Esposito Foundation was an· 
nounced at a gala luncheon here on 
Jan. 24. 

A big promotional program was 
planned to try to attract Bo::ton 
fans. Promo material still is s:tting 
on many bars. The blitz was not 
needed. ., 

. ' 

All tickets for the game were 
sold within about 24 hours. \Vich a 
sellout crowd of 14,6&5 assured. 
everyone from top politicians and 
businessmen to young kids on the 
street has been looking for a tick· 
et. 

"We probably could have sold 
twice as manv tickets if we had 
the seating ca-pacity." one Garden 
official said. "It's unbelievable the 
way this caught the fans· fancy. 
It's even wilder than i:1 the Bruins 
big days when they won the Stan· 
ley Cup twice in three years in the 
early 70s." 

Esposito. a Boston superstar 
before windig up his career with 
the ~ew York Rangers. estab· 
lished the foundation after his re
tirement in 1981 to help former 
players down on their luck and 
their families. ' 

The first benefit game was held 
in New York last vear. The current 
three-game series ·began Jan. 11 in 
Detroit with the Red Wings 
alumni beating the NHL Masters 

') 

5·4. 
"It's a heck of a lot of fun for 

all of us while helpir.g a very good ' 
cause." Howe said. --~lany players 
have trouble adjusting :o a regular 
life after hockey. ana we're trying 
to establish a well-financed pro· 
gram that will help them." 

Joining Orr. Bucyk and Cheev· 
ers on the Boston Alumni team 
will be such former favorites "s 
Esposito, Ken Hodge. Rick Smith. 
Tommy Williams, Ace Bruley, Fred 
Stanfield. Ed Westfall. John ). !c· 
Kenzie. Dallas Smith. Don :•1ar· 
cotte. Gary Doak and Don Awrey. 

Former centers ~lilt Schmidt 
and Derek Sanderson wiil share 
the coaching duties. 

Other members of the ~1aster 
Stars include former Bruins Rogie 
Vachon and Eddie Shack. Ed 
Giacomin, Bobbv and Dennis Hull. 
Pete ~lahovlich, Craig Patnck, 
Lou :.lanne, Dale Tallon and Garv 
Bergman. They will be coached by 
the old goalie. Gurr.p Worsley 

l11 
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So you 
went? Check 

nary, under "A, 

Howe. 
Yvan 

Vachon. 
Masters. 

The erstwhile Bruins were no 
slouches either. Jchn 
Cheevers. John McKrnzic. 
WestfalL And a of kids 
named Phil 
Orr. 

For this one 

ters arri\'ed on 
the 
received Lhe sustamed 
Uon. Eddte Shack. who was bot!! 
Armn and a Bruin nemes1s during 

w lasted 2 mmutes 
and 45 seconds while Orr and 

turned to each corner of 
their ron-





THE 
50 West Street, New 595-2900 

I. STATEMENT OF PURPOSE 

As determined by its Board of Directors, the aim 
of the Phil Esposito Foundation, a non-profit, 
tax exempt organization, is the establishment of 
programs created specifically for past and pre
sent National Hockey personnel (players, coaches, 
trainers and on-ice officials). These programs 
include: 

1. Alumni Benefit Program 
2. Crisis Program 
3. The Post Career Planning Program 

The three programs reflect the problems faced by 
retired personnel who, during their years of 
dedicated service, were never offered the pro
fessional guidance and support required to pre
pare them for financial security after their 
retirement. 

The Post Career Planning Program is also designed 
to assist curren active personnel to prepare 
for their retirement. 

As a future goal, the tion will velop 
ogramming desig to enhance the development 

of youth hock n the United States. 

II. PROGRAM PROSPECTUS 

In accordance with the stated purpose of the 
Foundation, the Board of Directors has passed 
Resolutions in the form of specific programs, 
to implement the objectives of the Foundation. 
These Resolutions are being developed either by 
the Foundation itself or in conjunction with 
hockey organizations who share similar concerns. 
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RESOLUTION A 

Alumni Benefit Program 
The Foundation is currently researching the development of this 
program which would ease the financial burden of former NHL 
personnel by providing a Major Medical Group Insurance Plan 
designed to assure that retired personnel and their families 
will always have access to quality medical care. 

RESOLUTION B 

Alumni Crisis Proaram 
ThE, Foundation has created a program for purposes of assisting 
former NHL personnel, on an individual basis, in a personal time 
of crisis. 

Assistance will be in the form of either a financial grant and/ 
or advocacy by a Foundation member. 

Eligibility for the program is predicated on need as determined 
by a majority of the Board of Directors under the following 
considerations: 

l. The individual be a former NHL player, trainer, coach, 
on-ice official., o~ a member of the nuclear family of 
the individual. 

2. Financial Need - documented financial need that indi
cates extreme hardship. 

3. Circumstance - that due to a particular circumstance 
other forms of assistance (government, insurance, or 
other benefits) are not attainable. 

R LUTION C 

The Post Career Planning Program 
The Foundation has developed a professional program to assist 
past and present NHL personnel in preparing for the difficult 
transition from professional sports to the business world. 

The Foundation has retained the services of Murray Axmith and 
Associates of Toronto, Canada. The Axmith group is one of 
Canada's leading career planning organizations with offices 
coast to coast. 

Axmith has assisted the Foundation in creating a career 
planning program designed specifically for past and present 
NHL personnel that incluoes the following: 

1. Career Assessment - a system for evaluating one's inter
ests and capabilities in order to determine the most 
appropriate career(s) to pursue. 

2. Training - off-season on-the-job training employment 
and/or classroom training. 

3. Job Search Assistance - upon retirement a professionally 
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designed job sea ch system which incl s 

for approach ng 

t opportun ties. 

The Board has authorized the Foundation to invest gate the 
feasibility of producing a hockey injur even i film 
Dr. James Nicholas as the advisor. The lm, which will 
ture protective equipment exercise programs desi to help 
prevent hockey-related injuries, would be distributed on an 
nationwide basis to youth hockey programs free of charge. 

III. bECISION-MAKING PROCEDURES 

A. The Board of Directors of the Foundation is the chief 
decision-making body. 

B. An annual meeting of the Board Directors to elect its 
members will be held on the se Wednesday of November 
(Section 4.2 Laws). Mee ings the purpose of 
to-day decisions rian held mont ly at the discret on of 
the Board either by an in-person meeting or via conference 
call (Section 4.6 Laws). 

c. A majority vote of all Board members is required for any 
decision including: 

l. Grants and endowments to assist individuals or 
organizations. 

2. Election Board ;,::":,,"~rs or other ficers of t 
Foundation. 

3. Amendments in the Laws or stated purpose t 
Foundation. 

4. Concepts, sites and e itures funa caising events. 
5. Operational expenditures over the amount of $1,000. 





FOUNDATION 

SO West Street, Suite 28 York, New York 10024 595-2900 

The Phil Esposito Foundation Programming Update 

The following update contains a list of the most 
recent and significant developments in the Foundation 
programs: 

I. Crisis Program 

As of January 2, 1984, the Foundation's Crisis Program 
has delivered the following services: 

--Provided a $5,000 grant to the family of a former 
NHL player who passed away. The family documented 
extreme hardship and was therefore issued the grant as 
well as other appropriate human services. 

--Provided the appropriate therapeutic services to a 
former NHL player who was suffering from severe sub
stance abuse. 

--Provided a $5,000 interest-free loan to a former NHL 
player who was debilitated by a heart attack. His 
subsequent recovery period created an economic hardship. 

--Aided a former NHL player by enrolling him in a 
residential alcohol abuse treatment center and obtain
ing for him a social service stipend in Canada. 

--Provided a former NHL player with a $3,500 financial 
assistance grant, as well as offering personal counsel
ing and job-search assistance. 

--A former player has been provided with job search 
assistance, as well as vocational and physical therapy 
testing. A financial commitment was also made by the 
Foundation to the ex-player's surgeon for a much
needed operation. 

--Aided a former player by enrolling him in a 
residential alcohol abuse treatment center. Upon 
completion of the program, the Foundation assisted this 
individual in securing immediate employment as well as 
providing him with long-range career planning. 
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--Provided a 1-year $3,000 interest-free loan to a former player 
who, due to severe spinal complications, was unable to work for 
ten months. 

-- Provided financial counseling to a former player in regard to 
debt consolidation. 

--Provided personal as well as financial counseling to a former 
player who was experiencing extreme hardship. 

--Provided counseling to a former player undergoing personal as 
well as financial hardships. 

--Provided $2,000 grant to a former NHL player requiring unique 
medical treatment which was not covered under his current insur
ance plan. 

--Enrolled a former NHL player in a residential alcohol abuse 
treatment center. 

--Facilitated prompt insurance company payments for a former 
player's medical bills. 

II. POST CAREER PLANNING PROGRAM 

A. Research 

The Foundation has completed the computation of data received from 
a mailing to over 1,000 former NHL players, coaches, trainers, and 
on-ice officials. The mailing was in the form of a cover letter 
and questionnaire that inquired about various aspects of their 
transition from hockey to their current positions. 

An informal survey of this data reveals the following information: 

--Former NHL personnel view professional career preparation and 
job-search assistance as an extremely valuable service. Eighty
eight percent of the players who returned the questionnaire sug
gested that they would have utilized our program had it been 
available. 

--Those players who experienced difficulties in the first year of 
their career transition indicated they had o_lack of preparation, 
education, work experience and vocational guidance. 

--Of the players surveyed, 52% had made some plans toward a second 
career while still active in the NHL ... 48% stated that they had 
made no preparation toward a second career. 

--Seventy-five per cent of those former players who prepared for 
a second career are now earning $25,000 or more. Of those who did 
not prepare, 49% are now earning $25,000 or more. 

--Of those players who prepared for a second career, 95% are 
presently employed, 94% are satisfied with their current jobs, and 
it took them an average of 18 months to settle into a new career. 
For unprepared individuals, 82% are currently employed, 75% are 
satisfied with their jobs, and it took them an average of 28 
months to settle into a new career. 
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The Foundation has selected a pr s ional filmmaker, after careful 
consideration, to begin work on an i jury prevention f lm that 
would be made available t interested schools and civ 
Professional athletes indi ed hat w 

rt cipating i he jec once a s ing schedule ima y 
sponsor have been set include Arthur Ashe, Ron Kittle, Cal Ri e 
Jr., Kurt Thomas ie Jackson Joe Namath, and of course, Phil 
Esposito. 
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No age given -- retired 12 years 
t-ollow1 ng my retnement it was very difficult to adjust. I always thought that 
my name reputation and credibility v1ould automatically open doors and obtain 
me a job. It opened doors, but it didn't get me a job. I spent 11 years in 
the NHL and although I thought I was prepared r retirement. I wasn't. 

Formal post career planning is an alternative that must be made available to 
those who wish to pursue it. In my opinion, it will preserve many a person's 
normal future. 

Age 32 
The biggest favor this foundation can do is try and get through to the current 
players these points: 

1. Look after the big money now because, unless you are a superstar, the day 
you retire you are like any other unemployed person-- your hockey experience 
doesn't help land another job. 
2. Prepare yourself for another occu pa ti on because hockey will not 1 a st 
forever. 
3. I repeat, HOCKEY WILL SOON BE OVER. It is much easier to prepare for your 
second vocation while still playing hockey, rather than scrambling around after 
you are replaced by a younger player. By this time you may have a wife and 
family and at this point beggars can't be choosers and you will probably take 
any job. 

Aae 36 
As far as working after hockey, the Foundation should maybe try to get the 
members of the various leagues to spend part of their summers with people in 
different lines of work. Then, maybe they could find something that appeals to 
the~ that they could begin to prepare for while playing. I found if I spent 
all my time with other players, I got a false sense of what life with outsiders 
was all about. 

Age 31 
There is a must for programs that are tailored for the specific direction that 
the individual should take after the playing career is over - taking advantage 
of .. i-;2 individual's nature, intelligence, plus personality assets. 

Age 37 
I would just like to say that I think this is a great program you people are 
organizing and hope it hits home to some of the younger or older players of 
today. 

Age 27 
I am still an active player, although I am now playing in France. I have been 
here for three years now and I enjoy it very much. I read the write-up in "The 
Hockey News" about your Foundation and it is about time that something like 
this is being done. I have been taking courses at Wilfred laurier iversity 
the last two summers and I hope to finish my Business Diploma in the following 
two summers. If something of a job training program would have been offered 
while I was playing in the U.S. (five years) I would have definitely taken it 
up. Personally, I am not looking forward to the adjustment period between my 
hockey career and my business career. I am however, planning and preparing for 
it now. Your organization, should you achieve the goals you have set out for 
your Foundation, can only help to benefit all hockey players. 

/{)() 
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Age 33 
I tllink that, in the city that a player calls home, if there was a way for the 
business climate to let these players know of any business opportunities, these 
players could get a career started during their playing days. Getting the 
player's feet wet, beginning on the ground floor of a business, would really 
help- if a player could call this organization to find out if there were any 
jobs in any state in the U.S. or Canada, because a lot of the players do not 
make their home in the cities they play in. 

Age 32 
f"anagement should not frown on players 1) pursuing an outside career 
(retirement) as long as there is no conflict of interest; 2) counselling should 
be available as to the vocations within and outside of hockey that are 
available to them after retirement; 3) consideration on the above should be 
given to abilities, interests, education and experiences (of the retired 
players) within these vocations; 4) sports psychologists should be employed by 
all professional teams. 

Age 33 
I graduated fran university as a r~echanical Engineer. Engineering is a fairly 
specific field and you soon become aware of the type of work that engineers do. 
At the time that my hockey career ended, engineers were in great demand. 
ronsequently, jobs were readily available and I made the transition easily from 
hockey to my present career. 

i-.ge 45 
I worl<ed at carpenter work every summer during my 14 years as a professional 
hockey player. I didn't know I would continue this occupation when I retired 
fran hockey during my playing days, but it prepared me for some kind of a 
future anyways. When I retired from hockey, I decided carpenter work and 
cabinet making was what I knew best, so that's why I'm doing it now. I think 
professional athletes should, No. 1, invest their money wisely and save as much 
as they possibly can. No. 2, spend at least part of each summer or off season 
learning something about what they want to do when they retire. Every athlete 
has to retire sometime and it's a very difficult adjustment even when you have 
another occupation to turn to. 

Age 57 
1 am sure that the participation in off season work experience is the most 
valuable effort an athlete can make to his future. The importance of the 
Foundation's activity in this area cannot be overemphasized. 

Age 33 
Too many hockey players have lived for today and not tomorrow. They have to 
learn that it can all end very quickly and they should learn to prepare 
themselves from the very beginning of their careers. So many have ended up 
with no contracts and no money, and the transition for these players becomes 
devastating. Courses offered in the off seasons would also help the players 
educate themselves into trades or technical fields. Not all have gone on to 
College level. 
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Age 33 
Work ex rience or training programs would have been helpful if I had known 
what I wanted to do. More beneficial might be a program to develop direction -
realize talents and potential and an overview of what is available and then a 
course to follow. Our people should realize early (the earlier the better) 
that few have things that are satisfying handed to them. 

Programs as you have suggested, should be developed by professionals: 
credibility would be enhanced, especially for younger players, if their peers 
(fanner players) can take an active role. 

Great potential and I wish you good luck. If I can be of further help, let me 
know. 

Age 30 
I tfiink that what you are doing is a wonderful idea, and I wish I could have 
taken advantage of some type of program if one had been available at the time. 
But, then again, I was very lucky to be able to go into a business with the 
help of a friend met through hockey. I also do the color on radio here in 
Rochester, so I still keep in contact with the game that has meant so much to 
me. 

Age 59 
I believe what you are doing should be of great benefit to players coming out 
of hockey. Thank you for including me in your survey. 

Age 31 
This is a very needed and worthwhile service. I know many players who had a 
great deal of difficulty when their hockey career ended. With the youth 
movement in hockey today, this problem will grow. It is difficult for many 
players to go from the high of being a sports hero, to the low of being 
unemployed at such a young age. 

,ll,ll the best with this venture. If I could be of any further service, please 
write. 

Age 41 
A player while still playing, should try to get involved in other jobs in 
summertime, so he will have something to lean back on when time comes to 
retire, or should try to get a degree, or take a course, and save his money -
it's very handy after you're done with hockey. 

Age 26 
Sounds like a sensible and well needed program fellas. There is a time at the 
end of a player's playing days when he really doesn't know where to turn or 
head. It's a great deal different in the business world. So.11e added support 
like this will help a great deal. Good work. 

If you need any, or if I can be of help, please don't hesitate to call. 

/!HI 
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Age 59 
"Players should realize - careers are short and the world does not owe them a 
living because they had hockey talent. 

Aqe 55 
(wish that there had been an opportunity to prepare for a second career when I 
was playing. 

Age 34 
The transformation to civilian life was not easy. I feel I was very fortunate 
to "fall into" the job with the telephone company shortly after my hockey 
career. I failed in a number of attempts to find employment before I landed 
this job. The reason for the failures were that I had no idea of how to 
present myself when applying for a job. A Dale Carnegie Course provided the 
confidence to sell myself successfully to the Telephone Company. I believe the 
most important thing you can do for these young hockey players is get them to 
think seriously of what they might like to do and provide them with some "real 
world" type counselling as to how he should approach securing that job when he 
finishes hockey. The key is to get the job. The individual's potential can be 
realized by on-the-job experience. By providing a start, the initial work 
experience or development of required discipline will be invaluable. Good luck 
in the program. 

Age 36 
My 1i ne of work is in sales. I really feel that if I didn't have an easy time 
meeting people (natural) and hadn't known a lot of people where I live, that 
the transition from hockey ~mu1 d have been a lot more difficult. 

Age 29 
Fer the Canadian hockey players, the solution of post career is to give the 
opportunity of playing hockey and get education when they are young. 

If they do not want this program, give them the know how to use their money, 
what to do with their money to get to secure post career. Good luck. 

Aoe :iO 
F1rst and second year athletes should be taken into consideration if 
unfor~~nately they are hurt (knee, shoulder operations) and teams dispose of 
them very quickly. Blackballing of players still goes on and I would suggest 
all teams have confidential people players can talk to without being 
criticized. 

Age 29 
I have no experience to do anything right now that I can earn a decent living 
from. Upon retiring from hockey it was very difficult to face the facts that 
you were finished playing and finished earning a good living doing something 
you love to do. You get shocked into reality pretty fast, when the bills keep 
caning in and the mortgage is due and you have a family to feed and you don't 
know how the hell you're going to do it. So you grab at the first job that 
canes along because some guy likes to associate with ex-hockey players. You're 
going to hate your job; you're not qualified to do it and you lose interest and 
you go collect unemployment. Right now I'm unemployed, but my wife works. I 
love coaching and want to make a career out of it. No money from it- as yet
but I'm going to hang in there. 
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Age 42 
Went 1nto business for four years. Lost a lot of money. Would be good idea if 
there was a consultation committee for players before they venture into 
busines 

Age 49 
At age 47 there were very few job opportunities open- with the exception of 
commissioned sales. A general off season sales or management oriented training 
program would've been helpful. 

Age 46 
Difficulty of finding an area that I would like to pursue or wanted 
Tried to find a job in hockey, but got no response from my letters. 
one answer fran NHL and that was that they would keep a file and if 
an opening. I'm still waiting. 

to pursue. 

Age 27 

Received 
there was 

Knowing my own thought patterns back when I was an active player, I felt that I 
would and could play hockey forever. At the time I was playing I just never 
thought much about a career after hockey. But knowing what I do now, I would 
encourage any active player to seriously pursue an off season training program 
in some form or another. I think this sort of program should be stressed to 
th.e younger players coming into the league, including the players that are 
learning the ropes the hard way in the minors (AHL and CHL). 

Personally, I am glad to see that something is being done to help the retired 
players because it is quite a jolt to the head to wake up one day and realize 
that you won't be able to play hockey again. 

Aae 39 
I-prepared myself mentally and financially but not properly in the area of a 
new career. Not knowing what I wanted to do for sure and also not being 
skilled in a particular field, has also hindered my decisions. I think if the 
1Eagues would have competent advisers in the employment opportunity fields to 
advise players on which type of skilled people would be needed in the future, 
then players may direct their attention in these areas. 

Age 34 
I had the opportunity to work off season, but vmen younger it was difficult to 
become involved seriously as my aspirations were focused on the short term 
hockey future. In later years I sought some employment that was going to 
benefit me in the future but there were no opportunities in the field I was 
interested in. A growing urgency over the last years to do something 
meaningful with my time became an obsession. As the realism that my career was 
ove:"' became more apparent, my thoughts focused on what I had done to better 
myself lately. Nothing .•. Panic, fear, apprehension, a feeling of being 14 
years behind everyone else. Not very pleasant. It inhibited my progress in my 
new career. Urgency feelings drove me. I studied and worked in a harried 
fashion. Very inefficient, disorganized. Trying to do too many things at 
once, accomplishing nothing- led to frustration. 

Thankfully, I had good support, good people around me. I'm not out of the 
woods yet, by any means, but making strides. 

I'm happy to see some interest in this area. 

1/Jf( 
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Aqe 27 
It is difficult to find a career as satisfying as hockey was. I found myself 
almost lost at times. 

I really don't think many players would take the time to gain work experience 
or training. Most feel very secure and prefer to take it easy during the off 
season. 

Age 30 
I was very happy to receive your letter regarding The Phil Esposito Foundation. 
I have had many recent discussions with both former and current NHL players. 
It seems as though many of the same concerns are very canmon when speaking of 
the subject of retirement from hockey. 

Age 32 
I was not a player, but an athletic trainer. I attended College between each 
hockey season. I left hockey as a Trainer, on my own. Reasons were to advance 
my medical career. I have succeeded. 

Age 37 
In my case it might be a little different, because I was 28 years old when I 
turned pro. I had been working for eight years. I don't think that it makes 
any difference how long you play, you are never prepared for it when it is 
over. I know in my own case that I have worked at many jobs over the years in 
the summers, but now because of the labor crisis, none of these jobs are 
available. But I also realize how fortunate that I have been just to have been 
able to have played in the NHL. If there is any way I can help the foundation, 
please let me know. 

Age 31 
I retired as an active player prior to the 81-82 season. As we all know, the 
economic climate wasn't very good and career oriented opportunities were 
scarce. I decided to take a real estate course in October. t·1any of my friends 
were in the real estate business and seemed to enjoy it. I thought that I 
would too. However, after three futile months, I felt I was wasting my time 
and energies in a career I probably wouldn't enjoy doing for the rest of my 
life, The next decision to make was to determine what I wanted to do and how 
do I achieve this goal. The goal that I set for myself was to secure a Masters 
degree in physical education which will allow me to lecture and coach 
university hockey. This requires family sacrifices for the next three or four 
years, but I'm sure that it will be worth it. 

Aae 32 
I-feel that a number of players would like to continue on in a hockey related 
career, but because of not being in the right place at the right time, or not 
having the correct contacts, their paths are closed. 

In addition, many players that I played with got wealthy very young and did not 
have proper guidance with their new-found wealth. I suggest that some sort of 
guidelines be presented to young players to give them some idea of all the ins 
and outs of their windfalls. 

/10 
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When I was playing I was always looking for a position with a company where I 
could gain experience every summer with the idea of joining them on a permanent 
basis when retired. I was unable to find a company interested in this 
arrangement. They did not have any need for somebody for a few months in the 
summer. As mentioned earlier, it was a nerve wracking decision to retire and 
go to work for a friend who owned a GM dealership. At the time, it was quite a 
financial sacrifice. I never dreamt at the time that I might someday have my 
own agency. After gaining experience for five years, I decided to purchase my 
own dealership with mostly borrowed funds. I now employ 60 people and have 
annual sales of approximately $15,000,000, so it can be done. 

Age 37 
The biggest adjustment was the transition period fran playing hockey (large 
salary and a great deal of free time) to an opportunity in the business world 
(a structured envirorrnent and usually much lower wage base). This transition 
is to me the most difficult adjustment I've ever encountered, even though I 
have a college degree. The trans it ion for me was to be self-employed as a 
teaching pro in tennis for a period of four years, to finally a very structured 
job in a large corporation. Luckily, I did not have any other obstacles to 
make this transition any harder. 

Also, many personnel managers see ex-pro athletes as carefree individuals that 
they do not want to hire. 

Age 44 
Fuund it very hard to adapt to business world, fran lack of training and 
experience. Did not expect business world to be as harsh towards athletes. As 
long as playing, they are interested in the person. Once retired, business 
community has not much use for individuals. Yours truly, 
Say Hi to Phil. Interested in helping if services needed. 

Age 37 
Getting the canmi tment fran young hockey players will prove difficult. A 
prc§ram may prove successful if the player harl to make a financial investment. 
If I can be of any assistnnce contact: 

Age 31 
Sounds like a beneficial program. Hope the players of today will take 
advantage of it. 

Aqe 49 
!'found out that my biggest problem after retiring was giving a total 
commitment of 50 weeks a year to my employer. Also the problem of free time 
that I was used to, suddenly becaning two weeks holidays per year. 

Age 54 
Probably you've heard this many times, but \'klen I was active, just never 
thought about retirement. Didn't realize it would come so soon. One day you 
wake up and realize you can't skate as well anymore and the time has cane. I'm 
not as bad off as a lot of players, but I know now, if I had prepared and had 
some kind of guidance, it sure would have been easier. 

1/J. 
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FROM 

Data from a recent 
he NCAA Education 

literature, indicate 
smoking of tes is no 
use of alcohol has become 
group. The committee also is concerned 

INSTITUTIONS 

COHMITTEE 

sources in the scientific 
as heroin, LSD or the 

student~athletes, the 
within this 

juana and the recent increase in the use of smokeless tobacco. 
Results from the committee's also indicate that student-athletes 
would like mor~ in this area from athletic and 
their coaches. 

Therefore, the NCAA Committee 
ments at all member institutions to 
of a drug education program for their 

athletic depart
minimal elements 

1. Schedule at the of each a course of and alco-
hol awareness for all Rather than trying to 
develop their own programs, each institution utilize 

2 

the resour~es and expertise most communities. These 
programs should be aimed new student-athlete and 
should the deleterious on athletic performance 
as well as on other aspects of le. a former athlete who 
has had a lem should be used for ·maximum t. It also is 

that a minimum of three sessions be scheduled: one dealing 
with alcohol a second with ther and a third with the legal as-
pects of use, and any ther unique to the stu-
dent-athlete that the institution to cover (e.g.. 1 

Each member institution should 
treatment of student-athletes 
Such plans should utilize treatment 
the local and should 
punishment. It is 
before rather than 

and have a plan for 
or alcohol-related 

centers and programs available in 
rehabilitation rather than 

plan in place 

3. Coaches should become more aware in 
an available source of sup

or alcohol-related problem. 
student-athletes spec 
port if a student-athlete does a 

4. In relation to recommendation 
institution should schedule 

athletic tment at each member 
sessions for all trainers 

and team icians information on how to and handle 
and alcohol-related 

The ~ational 
~ission. Kansas 

is a list of available wr tten 
for distribution to member institutions to provide 
above recommendations. 

EDZ:pjb 
ic Association 

16. 1982 
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Guidelines issued for institutions 
planning drug testing of athletes 

Member institutions considering 
drug screening of its student-athletes 
now have a plan to follow. The 
NCAA Council has approved the 
following set of suggested guidelines 
for institutions contemplating such 
action. 

The guidelines were developed after 
the NCAA Drug Education Com
mittee began receiving questions from 
member institutions about how to 
proceed in local drug screening. More 
information is available from Eric 
D. Zemper, research coordinator, at 
the NCAA national office. 

Suggested guidelines for drug 
screening are: 

I. A member institution consider
ing drug screening of student-athletes 
should involve the institution's legal 
counsel at an early stage, particularly 
in regard to right-to-privacy statutes, 
which may vary from one state and 
locale to another. With the use of 
proper safeguards such as those listed 
below, drug screening is considered 
legally acceptable; however, the legal 
aspects involved at each individual 
institution should be clarified. 

2. Before initiating drug-screening 
activity, a specific written policy on 
drug screening should be developed, 
distributed and publicized. The policy 
should include such information as: 
(a) a clear explanation of the purposes 
of the drug-screening program; (b) 
who will be screened and by what 
methods; (c) the drugs to be screened, 
how often and under what conditions 
(i.e., announced, unannounced or 
both), and (d) the actions, if any, to 
be taken against those who test 
positive. (It is advisable that a copy 
ol 'uch a policy statement be given 

to all student-athletes entering the 
institution's intercollegiate athletic 
program and have them confirm in 
writing that they have received and 
read the policy.) 

3. At many institutions, student
athletes sign waiver forms regarding 
athletics department access to aca
demic and medical records. It is 
recommended that specific language 
be added to such waiver forms 
wherein the student-athlete agrees to 
submit to drug screening at the request 
of the institution in accordance with 
the published guidelines. 

4. An institution considering drug 
screening should develop a list of 
drugs for which the student-athlete 
will be tested. The Drug Education 
Committee recommends the following 
categories as a minimum group of 
drugs for this purpose: 

a. amphetamines; 
b. anabolic steroids (including 

testosterone and epitestosterone ), and 
c. "street drugs" (e.g., marijuana, 

cocaine, LSD, PCP, quaaludes, 
heroin). 

Alcohol, although by far the most 
commonly used and abused drug by 
student-athletes, is not included in 
this list primarily because it is cleared 
from the body quite rapidly. There
fore, testing for alcohol generally 
would be futile; however, if unan
nounced tests are part of an insti
tution's screening policy, alcohol 
should be included. 

5. Any institution considering drug 
screening of student-athletes must 
confront several logistical, technical 
and economic questions. Among them 
arc: 

a. When and how samples will be 
collected, secured and transported. 

b. What laboratory should be used. 
c. How samples will be stored, 

and for how long before analysis. 
d. What methods of screemng 

should be ut!li1ed m the laboratorv. 
c. What cosh arc mvolved. 
I How atYllt ate are the test\ What 

ate the labc-pmtUW and falsc-nega
ltvc tate,. (lhe-;c wtll varv !rom <lilt' 

type of test to another and from one 
laboratory to another.) 

g. How will false-positives be con
firmed and handled. 

h. Who will get the results and 
how will the results be used. 

Many of these issues cannot be 
dealt with at this time because answers 
will vary from one institution to 
another. The NCAA Drug Education 
Committee recommends that each 
institution considering drug screening 
of student-athletes appoint a com
mittee of representatives from various 
relevant academic departments and 
disciplines (e.g., biochemistry, che
mistry, medicine) to deal with the 
issues. 

The question of where the samples 
will be analyzed is critical. No matter 
where the analyses arc done, data on 
false-positives and false-negative rates 
for the specific tests to be used 
should be provided. If the laboratory 
cannot provide such information, 
another laboratory should be con
sidered. 

Costs obviously will be a factor in 
deciding where analyses will be done, 
how many tests will be conducted 
and how often they will be done. The 
cost of a test is not necessarily directly 
proportional to its accuracy, which 
is critical. Institutional committee 
members familiar with the equipment 
and analysis procedures can be 
invaluable in this regard. 

How the results of drug screening 
will be handled should be specified 
before any screening program is 
begun. Of particular importance is 
the question of how any student
athlete with a positive test will be 
handled. Again, it is recommended 
that specific written policies be 
formulated. Member institutions are 
referred to the Drug Education 
Committee's recommendations con
cerning drug education and treatment 
programs that were published in 1 ht' 
June 16, 19H2,edition ofThe NCi\,\ 
News. Such programs should empha 
stJe rehabtlitation rather than punish 
flll'lll 
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NCAA Resolution 
on Drug Misuse and Abuse 

A resolution which condemns 
of its member insti 

the NCAA's 
resolution: 

use 
s 

n in 

by any 
legates 

1971. The 

Whereas, non-therapeutic drug bed as doping is reported 
to be on the increase in the general college and youth populations; 
and 

Whereas, the NCAA always has 
by student-athletes; 

Now, Therefore, Be 
condemnation of the 
member institutions 
authorize or a 11 ow 
student-athletes who do 

opposed to non- rapeutic drug usage 

rms its unequivocal 
rapeutic drugs in any of its 

izations. staff members who 
to use such drugs and by 

Be It Further Resolved that all nstitutions, their letic 
staffs, and i r student-athl aggressively assert their who1 esome 
influences in combating usage of non-therapeutic drugs among the nation's 
youth; 

Be It Finally Resolved, or etes who 
use drugs in a non-therapeutic manner in any athletic program are in 
violation of the principles of ethical conduct of the NCAA. 

Adopted at NCAA Convention in January 1971. 

The Drug Education Committee the iona Athl c Associa
tion has produced is pamphlet to bring to coaches and etes the 
latest and best information available on the problem of drugs in sports 
and in our soci 
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Why a Drug Pamphlet for Coaches? 

Dear Coach: 

The information in this pamphlet is written for coaches who work with 
male and female athletes. The opinions and conclusions reached are 
based on the documented findings of leading researchers. 

As a coach, you should arm yourself with as much information on the 
drug problem as possible. We want you to be able to communicate with 
your athletes about this problem. Understanding and respect is the 
basis of all education. To recognize the symptoms of drug usage, one 
must know the telltale signs and realize someone is in trouble. 

What is the latest scientific evidence regarding the effects of drugs 
on athletic performance? Further, how do you handle these problems? 
To whom do you ta 1 k? In whom should you confide? How do you react -
do you kick the athlete off the squad, or is that the worst thing you 
can do? This pamphlet should help provide answers to these questions. 

NCAA Drug Education Committee 

Carl S. Blyth, Ph.D., Chair 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

Robert J. Murphy, M.D. 
Ohio State University 

Naomi Schaub, M.D. 
Tulane University 

Gerald Sherman, Ph.D. 
University of Toledo 

Matthew Ska 11 a 
Wesleyan University 

Eric D. Zemper, Ph.D. 
NCAA 
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Why Drug Education? 

A major concern in contemporary society involves the problems associated 

with the misuse and abuse of drugs and medicines. This misuse exists 

in a 11 segments of society and among a 1l age groups. The prob 1 ems 

associated with inappropriate drug use are complex in nature! Therefore, 

to aid in understanding these problems, the appropriate use of drugs 

deserves to be incorporated to a greater degree into the basic education 

of the general public. 

The Athlete 

Athletes command a unique position in American society, and in societies 

throughout the world. Many view the athlete as a gladiator, a hero, 

an individual who attains the most that he can, and as an individual 

who achieves near perfection. The public not only expects these attri

butes in athletes, but has come to demand that the athlete achieve 

a near perfect performance each and every performance. In order to 

achieve these high standards, and thereby maintain public favor, the 

athlete must maintain peak alertness, responsiveness, efficiency and 

coordination. Analogous to a well tuned engine of a racing car, the 

athlete must maintain a 11 We11 tuned body" which is capable of "high 

performance" and being pushed to and frequently exceeding the 1 imits 

of endurance. At times, some athletes turn to the use of drugs and 

medicines purported to maintain his or her body in a 11 State of high 

performance." As indicated in later sections of this booklet, no drugs 

have been shown by well-designed scientific studies to be capable of 

consistently improving athletic performance. However, certain drugs 

are capable of impairing judgement and physical capacity, which dimin

ishes individual as well as team performance in the execution of activ-

ities requiring the skill demanded in athletics events. 

II~ 



A small segment of the athlete population has resorted to the use 

of drugs (e.g., the anabolic steroids and amphetamines) purported to 

improve physical performance. The decision to use drugs to improve 

physical performance, for the most part, has not been based on sound 

information and could have dire consequences for individuals using 

these drugs. 

The athlete is expected to be a loyal citizen, a credit to his or her 

team, school, university or city, and a role model for our youth. The 

athlete lives in a "fish bowl" and has a public responsibility, partic

ularly to the young. However, most athletes are not prepared to cope 

with the public notoriety and success frequently and at times swiftly 

bestowed upon them. As a result of the extreme devotion to the training 

necessary for attaining the required skills demanded of athletes, less 

"available" time presents itself for extended interaction with general 

society. The failure of individuals to cope with life situations very 

frequently leads to the abuse of drugs and alcohol in an attempt to 

escape the existence of problem situations. The ethics of sport also 

need to be emphasized, particularly the fact that taking drugs to improve 

performance is cheating. People need to be educated that the important 

thing in sport is to compete honorably; to win at all costs is a contra

diction of the meaning of sport. The athlete should not carry all 

the blame for the situation. Coaches, trainers and the medical profes

sion need to share some of this burden, as well as the general public, 

for expecting and demanding a winning effort every time. 

IJO 



In summary, society has placed a number of demands upon the athlete 

but has failed to provide adequate opportunity for most athletes to 

acquire the skills necessary for assuming the role society has identified 

for the athlete. If one believes that athletes and the general public 

wi 11 make sound judgements most of the time when provided with the 

necessary background information, the approach to educating athletes 

about drug effects, appropriate drug use and coping skills is practical 

and could have beneficial consequences for society. 

/J.j 





Drugs, Athletics And Society 

11 There are no specific drug problems especially unique to sports, but 

there are genuine drug problems in our society. (1) Some take drugs 

in an attempt to improve performance. (2) Some take drugs in an attempt 

to cope with the grind. (3) Some injudiciously use or are subjected 

to injudicious use of clinical drugs during treatment for disease or 

injury. (4) Some take drugs for recreational purposes either by will 

or by peer influence. (5) Some possess 'drugs for illegal sale or distri

bution. All these different types of problems warrant attention, but 

on an individual basis. 11 Dr. Kenneth Clarke, director of the sports 

medicine division of the U.S. Olympic Training Center, stated the above 

in an article which focused attention on the fact that society has 

drug problems and athletes are a part of society. 

"Hope always springs eternally that someone will find something that 

wi 11 make the weak stronger, the slow faster and the dull brighter. 

There•s one overriding fact that I think should be continually reempha

sized: To our knowledge, a normal, well-fed human being can never 

be safely improved upon by any drug." 

Dr. Donald L. Cooper 

Olympic Team Physician -- Mexico City 1968 

Team Physician, Oklahoma State University 



--

The Coach 

Whether you are conscious of it or not, a coach has a great influence 

on athletes in their development of many personal and social attitudes 

and habits, including their attitude toward drugs. Every coach has 

the opportunity and the responsibility to help young athletes develop 

responsible attitudes and habits. The attitudes and habits of the 

coach usually carry at least as much influence as what is said to the 

athletes. 

Coaches must take their counselor role seriously and not give tacit 

approval to dabbling in drugs by turning their backs on the problem. 

Research has demonstrated that the attitude of coaches concerning health 

and safety matters is a strong influence on the attitudes of their 

athletes -- and coaches should use this influence. Drug use should 

be approached frankly, honestly, relying on the personal discipline 

that is asked for in coaches' counseling on tobacco, alcohol, sportsman

ship and other such practices during young athletes' formative years. 

If you notice a young person manifesting changes in behavior and person

ality, especially secretiveness, you may suspect problems in the drug 

area. It is best to approach him or her directly as a concerned person, 

along with a team member and/or a roommate. You should be more inter

ested in the athlete as a person and less interested in the particular 

drug or chemica 1 he or she may be abusing. It is difficult, but impor

tant to confront the athlete privately and directly as to your concern 

and ask the athlete to talk about his or her problems. It probably 

is better to go to the person involved first and tell them, before 

you go to the parents or any authorities. The latter may be the only 

avenue to follow in some cases, but the person should be told what 

you plan to do. /~3 



DRUGS AND THEIR EFFECTS 

The following section contains information on various drugs and their 

effects on the individual. Presented first are commonly used ("socially 

acceptable") drugs, followed by two categories of drugs used for the 

purpose of enhancing athletic performance (amphetamines and anabolic 

steroids) and, finally, the street drugs are covered. 





Caffeine 

Caffeine is one of the oldest stimulants known. It is a common ingre

dient in many of our beverages (e.g., coffee, tea, soft drinks) and 

drug products. 

Table 1. Content of Caffeine in Selected Beverages and Drug Products 

Beverages 

Coffee: 

Brewed 

Instant 

Decaffeinated 

Tea 

Cocoa 

Soft Drinks: 

Coca-Cola 

Pepsi-Cola 

Tab 

Mountain Dew 

7-Up 

Mello yellow 

Drugs 

Anacin 

Excedrin 

Nodoz 

Vivarin 

Dexatrim 

Prolamine 

Caffeine Content per usual dose 
(5 oz. serving or single tablet) 

100-150 mg 

80-100 mg 

2-4 mg 

30-75 mg 

10 mg 

34 mg/12 oz. 

37 mg/ oz. 

44 mg/12 oz. 

52 mg/12oz. 

0 mg/12oz. 

51 mg/12 oz. 

32.5 mg 

65 mg 

100 mg 

200 mg 

200 mg 

280 mg 1~5'"" 



The central nervous system is stimulated by the amount of caffeine 

(approx. 200 mg) contained in two cups of fresh brewed coffee. Higher 

doses (approx. 500 mg) are needed to increase heart rate, respiration, 

and basic metabolic rate. Irregular heart beats (arrhythmias) may 

be encountered in 11 Caffeine sensitive 11 individuals ingesting these 

large doses. Caffeine in moderate doses is capable of elevating the 

release of adrenaline and free fatty acids; however, the consequences 

of these effects remain to be explored. There is some evidence suggest

ing that caffeine in doses of 300 mg will reduce boredom, increase 

attention span and mental alertness as well as decrease fatigue. 

Caffeine ingested in moderate amounts does not appear to be very toxic 

according to current knowledge; however, 1 arge single doses (approx. 

1000 mg) can produce seizures. Dependence on caffeine generally develops 

in habitual users with headache being the most common symptom of with

drawal. Interest has recently developed concerning the possible harmful 

effects of long-term use of moderate to large doses of caffeine. Several 

of these concerns are centered on the questions of mutagenic effect 

(i.e., safety in pregnancy because of potential birth defects) and 

the potential relationship of caffeine use to heart attacks. However, 

further studies are necessary to confirm these potential associations. 

Inflammation of fibromuscular tissue (fibromyositis) along with its 

associated aches and pains is common among athletes, and caffeine is 

known to aggravate this condition. Fibrocystic disease in the female 

breast can also be aggravated by the use of caffeine. 

In spite of the public perception of the low toxicity of caffeine, 

further studies are needed to explore the potential for harmful effects 

of caffeine when consumed over long periods of time at the elevated 

amount currently ingested by people in our society. 



Tobacco (including chewing tobacco and snuff) 

Nicotine is a poisonous alkaloid only in tobacco and, in its 

pure state, is one of the most toxic of all poisons. It is found in 

all parts of the tobacco plant, but especially in the leaves. The 

nicotine from tobacco that is smoked is absorbed through the lung mem

brane. The nicotine in smokeless or chewing tobacco is absorbed through 

the mucosa of the oral cavity, and from the stomach and intestines 

once the juices are swallowed. Expectoration (spitting) of the juices 

does not significantly reduce the amount of nicotine absorbed, and 

therefore does not make the user immune from the harmful effects of 

nicotine. Snuff is absorbed through the mucosa of either the oral 

or the nasal cavity. 

Several findings on tobacco consumption from the NCAA Drug Education 

Commitee's recent pilot study on drug usage among athletes deserve 

some comment at this time. First, the use of cigarettes is less than 

two percent in over 1,140 respondents. Second, twenty percent of the 

study population used smokeless tobacco (snuff - chewing tobacco) on 

a regular basis. And third, thirty-five percent of the coaches, trainers 

and doctors indicated that they thought smokeless tobacco was not harm

ful, while three percent indicated they felt that smokeless tobacco 

improved athletic performance. 

The mistaken opinion that smokeless tobacco is harmless needs to be 

addressed by the athletic community. Nicotine is a habit-forming drug, 

and as such the nicotine habit is difficult to break. Constituents 

of tobacco, such as nicotine are tars, have been associated with health 
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risks such as cancer, cardiovascular and respiratory diseases. It 

has been reported that the exceptionally high mortality rates from 

oral and pharyngeal cancer in white women from the South is unequivocally 

due to the chronic use of snuff. It has been further demonstrated 

that in chronic users of smokeless tobacco the risk approaches 50 times 

the normal risk for cancers of the gums and mouth. 

The recent increase in the consumption of smokeless tobacco has sub

sequently been reported by the Surgeon General. It is imperative that 

the athletic community become involved in the education process and 

recognize the risks associated with the use of nicotine. Health profes

sionals should become aware of the dangers of smokeless tobacco; its 

use should be discouraged among our nation•s athletes. 



Alcohol 

Alcohol, including beer and wine. is the most commonly abused drug 

in the country today. Yet it remains the most difficult to do much 

about because of the uni versa 1 ity of its acceptance in our society. 

By any measure it is the number one drug problem, but most people would 

rather not try to face it or deal with it. The pressure to use alcohol 

at almost all levels of society has become so powerful that even the 

widely known scientific knowledge of its persistent toxicity to humans 

is ignored and sublimated. 

Effects 

Alcohol depresses the central nervous system like barbiturates and 

other downers. The exact mechanism responsible for the effect of alcohol 

remains elusive, but current evidence indicates a nonspecific effect 

on cell membranes. The effect of alcohol on the central nervous system 

is directly related to the concentration of alcohol in the blood. It 

is this fact that a 1l ows us to equate centra 1 nervous system effects 

with the amount of alcohol measured in the blood. The blood concentra

tions of alcohol are usually reported as milligram percent (milligrams 

of alcohol per 100cc of blood) or just a percent alcohol (grams of 

alcohol per 100cc of blood). For example, in most states blood alcohol 

intoxication concentrations are considered to be 100 mg% or 0.1%. 

Frequently, for convenience, breath alcohol concentrations are measured 

to determine intoxication levels. 

The relationship between blood alcohol concentration and the amount 

of alcohol ingested is complex, but it is well documented. Alcohol 

can be absorbed unchanged from the stomach and small intestine. The 



overall rate of alcohol absorption from an empty stomach depends upon 

its concentration. However, alcohol taken with or after a meal is 

abosrbed more slowly. The protein in the food retains the alcohol 

in the stomach where it is absorbed more slowly than from the small 

intestine. Carbonation speeds up absorption of alcohol, and it is 

for this reason that champagne and sparkling burgundy have a faster 

onset of effect than wine. Alcohol is rather unique in its pattern 

of being inactivated in the body and, as a consequence, it is possible 

to estimate the amount of a 1 coho 1 that can be consumed in a given time 

period (per hour) without being intoxicated. Similarly, body size 

is also a determing factor on the amount of alcohol which can be consumed 

without becoming intoxicated. In general, a large individual can consume 

greater amount than a smaller individual before becoming intoxicated. 

One of the better known metabolic effects of alcohol involves the accumu

lation of fat (lipids) in the liver, resulting in degeneration of liver 

cells and the condition known as cirrhosis. While these metabolic 

effects of alcohol have been well documented, it remains unclear as 

to the quantities of alcohol needed to be consumed before these effects 

manifest themselves. 

For the female, a contemporary concern is the possible effects of drugs 

on fetal development. It is interesting to note that several drugs 

and additives have been banned for sale in the United States because 

of their reported effects on fetal development! However, little mention 

has been made of the accumulation of evidence that the consumption 

of alcohol may be associated with fetal irregularities. The fetal 

changes associated with alcohol consumption may result in a unique 
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group of alterations termed 11 fetal alcohol syndrome... As little as 

several ounces of alcohol consumed by a pregnant women some time during 

the critical second and third months of fetal development could lead 

to the appearance of any of the following characteristic features of 

this syndrome in a newborn baby: narrow palpebral fissures (eye slits), 

depressed growth rate, low IQ (81-88}, six fingers, reduced head size, 

congenital kidney and heart malformation, or cleft palate. Evidence 

in support of the 11 feta 1 a l coho 1 syndrome 11 is being we 11 documented, 

and the best recommendation that could be made to a woman planning 

a family or who suspects that she is pregnant is to avoid drinking 

alcoholic beverages. 

Undesirable Effects in Sports 

The effects of alcohol on metabolic pathways of protein, lipid and 

sugar in the body have been the subject of many studies. Alcohol can 

be detrimental to the maintenance of normal health, as well as being 

detrimental to physical conditioning programs. Alcohol may reduce 

the synthesis of protein in the brain (possibly affecting memory) and 

other areas of the body (e.g., muscle). In addition, consumption of 

alcohol inhibits functions of skeletal muscle, resulting in muscle 

weakness, particularly in the extremities. This alcohol induced muscle 

weakness may linger for several months following abstinence. The syn

thesis of glucose in the body is also inhibited by alcohol. This reduced 

synthesis of glucose forces the utilization of liver stores of glycogen, 

which are ultimately depleted, resulting in hypoglycemia (low blood 

sugar). 
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Summary 

Alcohol is clearly our most common drug of abuse, as well as our most 

widely used tranquilizer. The harmful psychological and physical effects 

of alcohol have been well documented. However, alcohol has achieved 

such a status in our society that, in spite of the known harmful effects 

it produces, little talk is made of eliminating its use. 

Alcohol is not recommended by those coaching and supervising athletes 

because the physiological disturbances caused by drinking are suffi

ciently long-lasting to interfere with training, conditioning, coordina

tion, stamina and performance. 
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DRUGS USED FOR THEIR PURPORTED INFLUENCE ON ATHLETIC PERFORMANCE 

Amphetamines 

Glossary 

Common Name 

Amphetamine 

Dextroamphetamine 

Methamphetamine 

Brand Name 

Benzedrine 

Dexedrine 

Desoxyn 

Some street names: pep pills, uppers, bennies, dexies, speed. 

The amphetamines were introduced into sports following World War II. 

Ph a rmaco 1 ogi ca 11 y, amphetamines be 1 ong to the category of drugs known 

as "central nervous system" stimulants. In general, the brain is 

11 alerted 11 or more attuned to receiving sensory information following 

ingestion of amphetamines. However, confusion and panic reactions 

occur with frequency, since the brain has difficulty in screening out 

irrelevant signals or information. The basis for the central nervous 

system effects is no doubt biochemical, through the ability of ampheta

mines to influence the activity of certain neurohormones within the 

brain. The recognized therapeutic uses of amphetamines include the 

management of sleep disorders (narcolepsy), short term appetite suppres

sion and the management of hyperactive children. A number of untoward 

effects accompany the use of the amphetamines, including: high blood 

pressure, an increase in heart rate, development of paranoid psychosis, 

and post-drug depression. 
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Use in Athletics 

The anticipated effects of amphetamines by athletes include prevention 

or delay of fatigue, masking of pain, increased self-confidence and 

increased aggressiveness, all supposedly culminating in an enhancement 

of athletic performance. The achievement of these goals with ampheta

mines has been the subject of many studies with the results and conclu

sions being inconclusive and controversial. Most of the well-designed 

studies show that while the user feels more aggressive and perceives 

a positive effect from the drug, critical evaluation of his performance 

tends to show a decrease in performance. 

The negative aspects of amphetamine use by athletes are well documented. 

The detrimental effects include: 

- masking of pain which can lead to increased risk of sustaining serious 

injuries; 

- masking of the signs of fatigue which can lead to heat exhaustion 

and circulatory collapse; 

- development of acute psychoses 

- a rise in body temperature which can lead to heat stroke in warm 

weather. 
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Anabolic-Androgenic Steroids 

In the 1930's it was reported that testosterone had an "anabolic" action 

in laboratory animals, causing nitrogen to be retained and body proten, 

including muscle, to be built up. The term "anabolic 11 implies that 

the substance under consideration is being synthesized and stored. 

The general athletic world came to hear of the 11 possibi1ities 11 of 

anabolic steroids in the early 1960's. The story was that the drugs 

had first become available to the weightlifting and body building fra

ternity in the 1950's and that the knowledge and use had gradually 

spread into the athletic throwing events, since the throwers spend 

much of their training time in the weight room. (It should be emphasized 

that the steroids being discussed here are anabolic steroids, not the 

corticosteroids often used by physicians to reduce tissue swelling 

or inflammation. Anabolic steroids and cortiosteroids are completely 

different types of compounds with different actions in the body.) 

In athletics, objective evidence of the efficacy and safety of the 

"anabolics" is sparse and contradictory, and there appears to be a 

considerable placebo effect. It is not likely that many approved studies 

involving the use of high doses of the "steroids" in athletes will 

be undertaken, primarily based on ethical considerations. Some athletes 

have been reported to ingest 5 to 15 times the therapeutic anabolic 

steroid dosage. The dangers and side effects inherent in the therapeutic 

use of the 11 anabolics" are well documented in the scientific literature. 

A brief summary of some of these adverse effects of "steroid" therapy 

includes: enlargement of the prostate gland, loss of libido, testicular 

atrophy resulting in sterility, and weight gain caused by fluid retention 

and associated elevation in blood pressure. In prepubertal males, 



another adverse effect of anabolic steroid use is premature closure 

of the epiphyseal plates (growth areas) in long bones. This means 

that a person who takes anabolic steroids while still growing will 

quite likely not grow to the full height they would have attained if 

they had not started taking anabolic steroids. Other less serious 

effects of the misuse of anabolic steroids are: loss of hair, acne, 

nose bleed, and stomach disorder. liver disorders are the most serious 

and most frequent disorders resulting from "steroid" therapy. The 

most serious liver disorder associated with normal anabolic steroid 

therapy is cancer. The potential accelerated development of athero

sclerosis which leads to heart disease, stroke and peripheral vascular 

disease may be anticipated with chronic use of these drugs because 

of disturbances in carbohydrate and lipid metabolism. It should be 

mentioned that many of these adverse side effects of anabolic steroid 

use result from normal therapeutic doses. It is unknown what will 

be the long-term effects of the massive doses taken by athletes. Some 

of the side effects may take 20 to 30 years to become apparent. 

Studies on the effect of anabolic steroid therapy upon females is sparse. 

Based upon the evidence available, however, it is strongly recommended 

that anabolic steroids not be taken by prepubertal females. Reports 

in the scientific literature describe several undesirable side effects 

occurring from anabolic steroid therapy on human females, such as mas

culinization, excessive hair and disruption of normal growth patterns. 

Most of these side effects are irreversible. 

As mentioned earlier, there is apparently a large 11 placebo 11 effect 

associated with the use of anabolic steroids by athletes. Those who 
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decide to use steroids expect to increase muscle mass and strength, 

and tend to train a little harder in anticipation of this result. Many 

researchers feel that most, if not all, of any resulting increase in 

muscle mass and strength is due to the increased training rather than 

the anabolic steroids. Yet it is hard to convince the athletes, the 

coaches, and even some physicians of this because they are so certain 

it is the anabolic steroids causing the changes. Their arguments are 

bolstered by many "personal testimonials 11 passed along in the weight 

room, and even by a few studies found in scientific journals. Unfortu

nately, careful analysis of the studies showing positive effects of 

anabolic steroid use indicate many of them are not well-designed or 

well-controlled. Most of the arguments in favor of anabolic steroid 

use boil down to anecdotal evidence or poorly designed studies. Any 

researcher will tell you that this is a poor basis for making such 

decisions as whether or not to use anabolic steroids. The problem 

of eliminating the use of anabolic steroids by athletes is particu

larly difficult because of the popular perception that an athlete has 

to take steroids in order to "compete with those who do... A coach 

or any other person who pushes an athlete to use anabolic steroids 

for this reason is only perpetuating the myth. It is possible to compete 

successfully without using steroids. A good example is Randy Matson, 

one of the great shot putters and discus throwers in the hi story of 

track and field. He tried anabolic-androgenic steroids back in 1964 

and 1965. 

11 I didn't see any improvement when I took the steroids," Matson said. 

"I didn't gain any weight, and I didn't throw any farther with them 

so I stopped using them at that time. 11 
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Two years later, after hard work, demanding training and persistent 

practice without drugs, he set a world shot put record of 71-5~, a 

distance very few have surpassed even today. 

Seeking to improve their athletic performance, athletes have experimented 

with an endless variety of drugs. Based on scientific evidence, however, 

it is very difficult to find anyone who safely has been improved. Na

tural production in our bodies of the four major and many minor steroid 

hormones is interdependent and delicately balanced, and is crucial 

to physical and mental health. No supplementation of these natural 

1 eve 1 s can be made without disturbing the production of a 11 these hor

mones and causing many harmful secondary effects. 

In summary, in spite of reports that steroids increase muscle mass 

and definition, the potential adverse effects appear to clearly outweigh 

any potentia 1 benefit which may be derived from use of these drugs. 

The only objectively proven way to increase muscle fiber mass and 

strength is through work overload. That means the best (and certainly 

the safest) method is the basic approach of good nutrition and a good 

weightlifting program. 

Glossary 

Some Commonly Available Anabolic Steroids 

Common Name 

Oxymetholone 

Methandrostenolone 

Oxandrolone 

Brand Name 

Adroyd; Anadrol 

Dianabol 

Anavar 
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Ethylestrenol 

Stanozolol 

Nadrolone 

Maxibolin 

Winstrol 

Durabolin 
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OTHER DRUGS ("STREET DRUGS 11
) 

The drugs discussed in this section are illegal, and in most areas 

possession or use is a felony offense. 

Marijuana (Hashish, Pot, Grass) 

Marijuana is a preparation of leafy material from the Cannabis plant. 

The primary psychoactive agent, delta-9 tetrahydrocannabinal (THC}, 

is highly concentrated in the resin of the plant. The amount of psycho

active agent appears to be related to environment and plant genetics. 

Hash or hashish is a concentrate of resin from the flowering tops of 

the plant which may be smoked or eaten. 

The reported pharmacological effects of marijuana tend to vary depending 

on the source read. Typically, the effects include: 

- hunger 

- anxiety-panic reactions 

- time disorientation 

- euphoria 

- sleepiness 

- impaired motor coordination 

- elevated heart rate and blood pressure 

- reddened eyes 

The overall pharmacological effects of marijuana have similarities 

to stimulants, sedatives and hallucinogenic agents. The responses 

exhibited depend on the dose of active ingredient (THC) and the route 

of ingestion. In large doses, marijuana is similar to hallucinogenics 

and in low doses the effects are similar to alcohol or other sedative 

agents. ILJO 
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Several potential medical uses have been proposed for marijuana, namely 

for the management of glaucoma and asthma. and to reduce nausea and 

vomiting associated with the use of anticancer chemotherapy. The medical 

use of marijuana for these conditions is difficult to justify, since 

we currently have agents at least as effective as marijuana for the 

management of these conditions. 

The long-term consequences of marijuana use have not been clearly estab

lished; however, a number of causes for concern have been identified: 

- The active ingredient THC accumulates in the body. A significant 

portion of the dose of THC and its metabolites can be found in the 

body one week after its ingestion. 

- Chromosomal alterations have been observed. 

- The immune system is suppressed. 

- Short-term memory is impaired. 

- carcinogenic potential (lung cancer from smoking) 

- potential fetal abnormalities 

- enlargement of male breasts 

It may be difficult to be completely objective in formulating a position 

on marijuana use because one can select both pro- or antimarijuana 

findings from the scientific literature. However, those coaching and 

supervising athletes do not recommend it for use by athletes. 



Cocaine 

Cocaine, the active ingredient of the coca leaf, was isolated circa 

1860. Sigmund Freud proposed the use of cocaine to cure morphine addic

tion and frequently commented on its use as a stimulant. Freud advocated 

the use ed the use of cocaine in his lectures until his frightening 

experience in managing cocaine psychosis in a friend who had used cocaine 

to cure his addiction to morphine. 

Actions of Cocaine 

The properties of cocaine as a local anesthetic were discovered soon 

after its isolation from coca leaves. The ability of cocaine to stimu

late the CNS (central nervous system), once recognized, in part prompted 

the rapid spread of the use of this drug. 

Cocaine is generally snorted nasally and rapidly produces a high which 

is indistinguishable from the high produced by amphetamine. However, 

the high from cocaine is of shorter duration and more intense. 

The CNS stimulation, as well as a number of other effects of cocaine, 

results from the stimulation of the sympathetic nervous system. Some 

of the effects of cocaine include: 

- elevated heart rate, blood pressure and body temperature 

- euphoria 

- irregular heart beats 

- psychosis 

- sensation of bugs crawling under the skin 
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Adverse Reactions 

Reports within the last five to seven years indicate that many recrea

tional users of cocaine do not have serious adverse effects to cocaine. 

However, in recent years there has been increasing evidence that even 

though it might not be phys i ca 11 y addictive, cocaine can be psycho

logically addictive. An interesting note is that the average street 

dose of cocaine is 25 mg to 50 mg intranasally, whereas in several 

recent controlled research studies doses of approximately 100 mg intra

nasally were necessary to elicit observable behavioral effects. The 

most common adverse effect is fatigue and depression following the 

dissipation of the euphoria. Other reactions include: an acute anxiety 

reaction, elevation of heart rate and blood pressure, and paranoia. 

Less common reactions are hallucinations, delusions and cocaine psy

chosis, which is qualitatively similar to amphetamine psychosis but 

is shorter lived and more intense. 

In high doses cocaine can cause death from cardiac or respiratory arrest. 

Deaths from opiates and cocaine in combination are generally more common 

than deaths from cocaine alone. 

Long Term Effects 

Cocaine ingested daily in reasonably large amounts can alter eating 

and sleeping habits, produce irritability and difficulty in concentra

tion, and result in a serious psychological dependence. Individuals 

will frequently deplete their bank accounts buying cocaine. Cocaine 

does not produce a physical dependence resembling opiates or alcohol; 

however, sometimes mild withdrawal symptoms like anxiety and depression 

occur. There is growing evidence of psycho 1 ogi ca 1 dependence. Percep-
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tual disturbances, paranoid behavior psychoses also occur in chronic 

users of cocaine. A runny or congested nose is common, and the nose 

may become inflamed or ulcerated. 

A few drugs need to be mentioned briefly, not because of their use 

in athletics, but because of societal use. 

Barbiturates and Methaqualone (Downers) (Reds, Ludes, Sopors) 

Glossary 

Common Name Brand Name 

Amobarbital Amytal 

Butabarbital Butisol 

Phenobarbital Various 

Pentoba rbita 1 Nembutal 

Secobarbita 1 Seconal 

Methaqualone Quaalude 

The "downers" or central nervous system depressants are prescribed 

generally to relieve anxiety, restlessness or to induce sleep. The 

continual use and misuse of these drugs is attended by a number of 

adverse effects; e.g., respiratory depression, development of dependence 

and potential lethality. A particularly undesirable effect in regard 

to use of these drugs by athletes is the lingering sedation, associated 

with a reduction in performance for as long as 24 hours after drug 

administration. 
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Hallucinogens (Acid, PCP, Angel Dust) 

LSD (d-lysergic acid diethylamide); PCP (Phencyclidine); 
Peyote/Mescaline. 

The 1960's were replete with studies and investigations into the use 

of the hallucinogenics. The use of hallucinogens appears to have peaked 

in the late 1960's and has continued to decline since then. The promise 

of new sensations, of potent aphrodisiac effects, of kinship with 

friendly peer groups spurred the spread of the use of these agents. 

A number of factors have contributed to the decline in use of the hallu-

cinogens: increased incidence of bad trips, with irreversible brain 

damage occurring at times; reports of chromosome damage (with LSD); 

concern over the reports of flashbacks and other adverse effects; and 

the movement to the use of other types of drugs. The use of these 

drugs or chemica 1 s is condemned by those coaching and supervising ath

letes, as well as by most segments of society. 

Heroin 

Heroin, a chemical modification of the morphine molecule, was placed 

on the market in 1898 as a "nonaddicting substitute" for codeine. The 

effects of heroin and morphine are identical except that heroin has 

a faster onset of effect and is more potent. The major effects include: 

pain relief, respiratory depression, and suppression of cough. Death 

due to overdosage with heroin usually results from repiratory paralysis. 

In recognition of its "high addiction" liability, heroin is an illegal 

drug in the U.S. The use of heroin is condemned by those coaching 

and supervising athletes. )45" 



DMSO (Dimethyl sulfoxide) 

DMSO is an industrial solvent ich received consi e interest 

since the 1960's as a treatment r musculoskeletal injuries, among 

other things. It is remarkable for its rapid and almost ete absorp

tion through the skin~ and for the garlic-like taste and odor in the 

mouth within a few minutes after administration. It is applied as 

a gel or liquid to the site of injury. Most recent well-controlled 

studies have shown no demonstrable benefit from the use of this sub

stance, and side effects from its use have been severe and frequent. 

These side effects include: localized skin rashes, nausea, headache, 

diarrhea. painful urination, disturbance of color vision, sensitivity 

to light and severe allergic reactions. In spite of the tremendous 

publicity this substance receives, at this time, it does not appear 

to have a place in sports medicine. 
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Recognition of the Drug User 

The problem of recognition of the drug user is complicated. Changes 

in behavior patterns usually occur with regular use. Some of the changes 

are similar to the symptoms of severe personal or emotional problems. 

It is imperative to treat the person as an individual and to be aware 

that many of these symptoms can also be seen in problems of adjustment. 

The person who begins to show personality changes or who withdraws 

from usual activities may be suspect. It has been observed that the 

drug user frequently will miss classes, especially physical activity 

classes. He or she will begin to do work in the classroom that is 

below previous performance levels. Many young people lose their long

term goals and seem to show less ambition. A brief list of some of 

the things to look for includes: 

- decrease in motivation 

- change in personality and patterns of behavior 

- decrease in performance both academic and physical 

- impaired judgement 

- isolation and/or association with other drug users 

- sudden need for more money 

- eyes bloodshot, watery, wide or narrow pupils (often wears dark 

glasses) 

- displays emotional extremes (crying or laughing) 

- resists authority 

- disposition extremes (nervousness, restless, overactive or drowsy, 

incoherent speech) 

- appetite extremes (craves sweets or no appetite, weight loss) 

- paranoia, suspicious 
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What can 

Some initial suggestions were 

Coach 11 on 

If drug or al use is 

may be 1. If the 

group is suggested as a second 

- coach and assistant coach 

- trainer and/or physician 

ly s 

in an earlier on ("The 

• a one-to-one confrontation 

ists, then confrontation with a 

h. The group can consist of: 

- one or two teammates (possibly a team in) who concur that there 

is a problem 

- friend or roommate (may or may be on squad) 

counselor or person knowledgable in substance abuse 

This group should meet before the confrontation. A source of help 

should already be in ace (i.e., appointment with drug abuse counselor 

All the involved in ion should be in agreement 

that treatment is needed. weakness or hesitation on the part of 

one of the group will allow the athlete an "out" to talk himself or 

herself out of treatment regimen. 

Those athletes who are addicted to a drug or alcohol, if confronted 

one on one, 11 usually ei deny problem exists or will promise 

that he will stop using the drug or alcohol. 

Further information on 

local drug/alcohol counseling 

on techniques can be obtai 

i1 ites. 

from 
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DRUG EDUCATION PROGRAM SURVEY 

Drug Education Committee 

appropriate responses. 

I Institution: 

1. Did you. resd the ·Dru:g Education Committee's recommendations at the tilDe they 
appeared in The NCAA News? 

2. Does ;your athletic depa.rtment currently have in OPeration a drug/alcohol edu
cation program tor student-athletes? 

q,o,,. Yes (go to No. 3) (Please send a description ot ;your program.) 
'f I.Ofo No (go to No. 4) 

3. Did ])rug Education Committee's reco'I'IQJieildations influence your decision to 
initiate your drug/ alcohol education program? 

X'-<i'To Yes (go to No. 5) 
'13.2 '7. No (go t;o No. 5) 

4.. Are you ac't1vely planrrh:ig to implement a drug/alcohol education program tor 
student-athletes! ("Actively pJ..aziinng" mee.ms you have alread;r held organiza
tional meetings and developed prellm1nary plans· tor such a program. ) 

I0.37o Yes 
cn:'1'o No 

5. Does your athletic de:pe.r"tment currently have in operation a drug/ alcohol edu
cation program tor coaches and other stat!? 

'8,'l,.o Yes {go to No. 7} 
"ft.l7. No (go to No. 6) 

6. Are you actively planning to implement such a program tor coaches and 
other start? 

\1.4<1?o Yes 

1l.,fo No 

1. Do you currently have a plan tor treating and rehabilitating student-athletes 
found to have drug/alcohol dependency problems? 

:z.l.no Yes 
11 . .2""' No 

(Please complete reverse side) 



Drug Education Program Survey 
Page Bo. 2 ~ r 

Yes (go to Bo. 9) 
Bo (go to No. 10) 

9. For vhat types ot drugs do you test? {Circle .:the appropriate categories.) 

Alcohol 
Amphetamines 
AnabbUc; .steJ;"Oids 
Street drugs (msrijuana9 cocaine, heroin, etc.) 
_(go to No. 12) 

10. Are you actively planning to implement a drug testing program? 

3-S'&Jc Yes (go to No. ll) 
9Gt.S"1o Bo (go to No. 12) 

- ·' ,;. 

ll~_ J~·~~: .;,bat:~ ot ~,.do you plan to test? (Circle the appro~iate ·~ups.) 
t . . .. ·~: :-;Aic~h.oi : ' . ; . 

Amphetamines 
Anabolic steroids 
Street drugs (marijuana, cocaine, heroin, etc.) 

12. Do ·you think student-athletes should be tested tor drugs? 
4'1,.. Yes 
5'3'10 No 

. ·.~-

13. It drug testing vere done on student-athletes, at vhat level or levels do you 
think it should be done? 

'30.79o Institutional 
4.3'ro Con!'erence 

.,
2 

} .:Z.l~ National (NCAA) 
., l '?«>( J'ir, 71. All levels 

.21..1' ,.o Should not be done 

Thank you tor your cooperation. 

Please complete and return by December 21 to Eric D. Zemper, NCAA Research 
Coordinator, P.O. Box 1906, Mission, Kansas 66201. 

The National Collegiate Athletic Association 
Mission. Kansas EDZ:dk November 23. 1983 
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DRUG EDUCATION PROGRAM SURVEY 

NCAA Drug Education Committee 

Division I Division II Division III Overall 

148 99 150 397 ~s .. w: t;~ 1 

No 19 21 26 66 \~t·~•n 

2. 31 6 4 41 fi'V 
No 136 113 167 416 ~' ~ ... 

3 4 6 1 11 ""': .. • 
" ~. 

No 27 0 3 30 r; "'"' 

4. Yes 29 6 8 43 I ' 
-

I',., 

No . 107 107 159 373 ? .. 

5. 25 7 7 39 ,. .. 
~. ~ .. ~ 

No 143 112 152 407 ~;.,:. ~ 

6. 38 23 11 72 
,., . ' 
..... t .... 

No 99 89 153 341 7 .... ' J ' • 

., Yes 52 17 31 100 :::.. '-.,. 
No 106 96 137 339 -,-.. - ~ 

<l ••"' I 

8. 11 2 13 - .:11..,. ~ 
1-'"'•. 

153 116 171 440 t'! .. *~: 

9. coho1 5 5 
Amphetamines 6 1 7 
Anabolic steroids 3 3 
Street drugs 9 2 11 

l 0. Yes 8 4 3 15 ~ .. 
.,:..;._ . 

No 133 109 166 408 ! ·--
f > ~ -

11. Alcohol 6 6 3 15 
Amphetamines 6 4 1 11 
Anabolic steroids 7 4 2 13 
s t drugs 10 7 1 18 

12. Yes 79 56 56 191 ~' .. 
·:- . . 

No 60 54 101 215 ~ .. . 

13. tituti.onal 56 37 35 128 1. ~~· < 

Conference 8 6 4 18 . .,.., -

National (NCAA) 31 18 49 . ~ ... -.. { 98 ---- .. 
All levels 29 31 18 . ~- ·- ·" 78 • 1 • ... 
Should not be· done 26 25 44 95 :~_, . .. 

788 Mailed 463 Received 59% Response 

153 
The National Collegiate Athletic Association 
Mic;c;inn. Kansas EDZ:bb Februarv 20. 1984 





August 15, 1982 

A questionnaire on drug use was prepared by the Drug Educa-

Committee NCAA .. Ten Conference was chosen for 

study on substance use among colleqe athletes. 

Over 1, responses ware obtained. The questionnaires were 

distributed by the team physicians and the students sealed them 

in unmarked envelopes which were sent to NCAA offices in Shawnee 

Mission, Kansas. There was no way to identify the responses of 

each school since it was felt that to receive confidential res-

ponses, no method o-f identifyinq individual schools should be 

provided .. 

Only male athletes in football, basketball, track and swimming 

were surveyed. No women's sports were surveyed.. A revised question-

naira is being prepared if other NCAA schools or conferences wish 

to expand this type of ~urvey to other sports and to women' s sports. 

The purpose of the survey was to try to identify the extent 

of substance use and to assess the extent of the problem. From 

, specific suggestions will be sent to member schools from 

the Drug Education Committee of the NCAA. 

S. Ph.D.. (Chair) 
University of North Carolina 

P. Sherman, Ph.D. 
University of Toledo 

Robert J. Murphy, M.D. 
Ohio State University 

Naomi Schaub, M.D. 
Tulane University 

Thomas A. Reabe (undergraduate student athletes) 
Bethany College 

Eric D. Zemper 11 Ph. D. (NCAA staff) 



SUMMARY OF STUDENT ATHLETE QUESTIONNAIRE 
Conducted September 1981 

TOTAL QUESTIONNAIRES SENT: 2,250 

ACTUAL QUESTIONNAIRES DISTRIBUTED: 1,300 

RESPONSE: 1,140 (88\) 

SCHOOL RESPONSE: 

OVer 100 Returns: Indiana, Mich.iqan, Minnesota, Ohio State, 
Purdue and Wisconsin 

Onder 100 Returns: Illinois, Iowa, Michi<;a.n State and Northwestern 

SPORTS RETURNS : All men's 

Football 684 
Track 205 
Swimmin<; 157 
Basketball 94 

1,140 

CURRE:NT STATUS IN SCHOOL: 

lst year 329 
2nd year 289 
Jrd year 249 
4th year 251 
or more 

l,IIi 

. CURRENT AGE: 

17 18 
18 275 
19 278 
20 263 
21 195 
22 or older 86 

NEAREST 

A 
B 
c 
D 

GRADE 

l,ll 

.z'it.VERAGE: 

80 
543 
488 

2 
1,m 

sports 

(60\) 
(18\) 
(14\} 
( 8\) 

{30\) 
(25\) 
(22\) 
(23\) 

( 2\) 
(25\) 
(25\) 
(24\) 
(16\) 
( 8\) 

( 7\) 
(50\) 
( 43\) 
( - ) 

J55 



Used or off Use 
Experimented Season on & off 

1-2 times Only S!ason 

99 .. 8\ 0 0 .. 2\ 0 
98 .. 5% 0 .. 5% 1 .. 0% 1.,5\ 
97 .. 0% 1.0\ 2.0% 3 ... 0% 

) 94.0% 1.0\ 5.0\ 6.,0% 
93.0\ 2 .. 0\ 5.0\ 7.,0% 
80.0% 9.0\ ll.Ots 20 .. 0\ 
38.0% 26.0% 36 .. 0\ 62 .. 0\ 

THE REGULAR USE OF SUBSTANCES IS AS FOLLOWS: 

1st YEAR STUDENTS OPPER CI.ASSMEN 

ILLEGAL SUBSTANCES 
aero in 0\ 0 .. 2\ 
LSD-PCP 0\ 1.5\ 

( Quaa1udes) 1\• 3.0% 
(Amphetamines) 3\ 6.0\ . 

cocaine 2ts 7 .. 0\ 
Marijuana 13% 22 .. 0% 

Anabolic steroids 1\ 2% 

60% 65% 
15\ 18% 
1\ 2\ 

Basket= 
ILLEGAL SUBSTANCES [gg~S&ll na.ck S!!!i.m::n;i.;o.g biil.l 

0 1\ 0 0 

LSD-PCP l% l\ 3% 0 

Downers (Quaa1udes) 2% 2\ 3\ 1\ 
(Amphetamines) 6% 3\ 5\ 4% 

7% 4\ 5% 4\ 
22\ 16% 19\ 10\ 

2% 3\ 1\ 1% 

OTHER SUBSTANCES 

Alcohol 63\ 62\ 72% 42% 
Smokeless tobacco 20% 5% 11% 9% 

Cigarettes 1% 2% 3!3 0% 

}50 



ATHLETES IMPRESSION OF DRUG USE BY VARSITY ATHLETES: 

Not a problem 60\ 
Slight problem 31\ 
Growing problem 9\ 

RATE UNIVERSITY'S EFFORT AT EDUCATION: 

Excellent 14\ 
Good 28\ 
Fair 37\} 59\ Poor 22\ 

SUGGESTIONS TO HELP REDUCE PROBLEM: (25\ of those answerinq question
naire made suggestions.) 

54\ - More education - Lectures, classes, movies, use former 
athletes, former users, peer group. More information 
at grade, middle and high school level. 

27\ - Stricter enforcement - Punish offenders, take away 
scholarship, blood and urine tests. More discipline 
from coaches. 

7\ - Less enforcement - Leqalize marijuana. Less pressure 
from school and coaches. 

7\ - Nothinq can be done. 

5\ - Bizarre responses - Bomb Iran, obscene comments, shoot 
the pushers, etc. 



169 

55 

18 
15 

37 

Effects of Substances 

~1 Coaches, Trainers and Physicians 

steroids 

N • 16..7 -·· 

NO EFFECT 

100\ 
100, 

99\ 
90\ ,,, 
97\ 

57\ 

0' 
0% 
1\ 
2\ 
1\ 
2\ 

3\ 
35\ 

2% 

HELPFUL 

35\ 

1% 
3% 
0% 

/58 



EFFECT OF SUBST.lUtCES 

Football Coaches (55) HARMFUL NO EFFECT HELPFUL 

ILLEGAL SUBSTANCES 

Heroin 55 0 0 
LSD-PCP 55 o. 0 
Downers 55 0 0 
Uppers 48 0 7 
Cocaine 51 2 2 
Marijuana 51 3 1 

CONTROLLED SUBSTANCES 

Anabolic steroids 39 3 13 

OTHER SUBSTANCES 

Alcohol 52 3 0 
Smokeless tobacco 28 25 2 
Cigarettes 54 1 0 

Basketball Coaches (21) 

ILLEGAL SUBSTANCES 

Heroin 21 0 0 
LSD-PCP 21 0 0 
Downers 21 0 0 
Uppers 21 0 0 
Cocaine 21 0 0 
Marijuana 21 0 0 

CONTROLLED SUBSTANCES 

Anabolic steroids 12 0 8 

OTHER SUBSTANCES 

20 l 0 
Smokeless tobacco 16 5 0 
Cigarettes 20 1 0 

15 '\ 
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CONTROLLED SUBSTANCES 

Anabolic steroids 

Smokeless tobacco 
Cigarettes 

8 

ILLEGAL SUBSTANCES 

LSD-PCP 
Downers 
Oppers 
Cocaine 

uana. 

CONTROLLED SUBSTANCES 

steroids 

OTHER SUBSTANCES 

15 

15 
9 

15 

18 
18 
17 
14 
17 
18 

8 

17 
12 
16 

0 
0 
l 
1 
0 
0 

1 

0 
2 
0 

0 
0 
l 
l 
0 
0 

2 

l 
2 
1 

HELPFUL 

0 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 

7 

0 
l 
0 

0 
0 
0 
3 
l 
0 

8 

0 
1 
0 
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Trainers (37) HARMFUL NO EFFECT HELPFUL 

ILLEGAL SUBSTANCES 

Heroin 36 0 0 
LSD-PCP 36 0 0 
Downers 36 0 0 
Uppers 36 0 0 
Cocaine 35 1 0 
Marijuana 35 2 0 

CONTROLLED SUBSTANCES 

Anabolic steroids 22 3 12 

OTHER SUBSTANCES 

Alcohol 35 2 0 
Smokeless tobacco 24 13 0 
Cigarettes 35 2 0 

Ph;:!sicians (23} 

ILLEGAL SUBSTANCES 

Heroin 22 0 0 
LSD-PCP 22 0 0 
Downers 23 0 0 
Uppers 18 2 2 
Cocaine 21 0 1 
Marijuana 20 1 1 

CONTROLLED SUBSTANCES 

Anabolic steroids 10 6 1 

OTHER SUBSTANCES 

AJ.cohol 20 1 l 
Smokeless tobacco 10 12 0 
Cigarettes 22 1 0 

Ito\ 



Not a problem 

problem 

Growinq problem. 

6 ' 

COLLEGES EFFORT HELPING ATHLETE TO 

Excellent 

Good 

Fair 

Poor 

ONDZBSTAND DRUG AND ALCOHOL AUBSE 

15, 

28% 

37, 

22, 

TRAINERS 
PHYSICIANS 



GENERAL COMMENTS 

1. Substance use of A, B and C students was compared. There was 

no statistical difference according to grades. 

2. This survey was given in early September 1981 before Fall term 

began. We feel that lst year students most likely represent 

the substance use of these student athletes before they en

tered college. The use of 2nd, 3rd and 4th year students was 

not significantly different from year to year. 

3. 54 student athletes admitted use of drugs to attempt to improve 

performance: 

Uppers 

Anabolic steroids 

43
} 54 (5%) 

ll 

95% of student athletes. never used drugs to attempt to improve 

their performance. 

4. 109 coaches, 37 trainers and 23 team physicians also answered 

a questionnaire. TWo questions were asked of both the student 

athletes and the coaches, trainers, and physicians. On the 

opinion of how well the schools are educating the athletes, the 

answers were essentially the same. (60% fair or poor.) 

On the question as to the extent of the drug problem among 

athletes, 20% of the coaches, trainers, and physicians feel 

that drug use is not a problem. 60% of the student athletes 

feel that drug use is not a problem. 

s. Alcohol use seems to be the primary problem which should be 

addressed by the member schools. 36% of student athletes use 

alcohol during the season and another 26% use alcohol off season. 

There seems to be a major need for education in this area. 



6 .. 

8 .. 

' use the season 

and season. use needs 

to dealt 

Intense on use 

downers and substances should continued .. 

Smokeless ) replaced as a source 

of nictotine .. The mistaken opinion 

to be addressed. --- --
this is harmless needs 

-Each institution should before the 198 9 season consider all 

or same of the following suggestions: 

l.. Provide an educational seminar for all coaches, trainers and 

physicians sports on the following @ . 

Cocaine 

Other substances smokeless tobacco 

Local experts or national speakers might be included in this 

presentation. 

2.. Each coach his 

experts should have a frank discussion with their squad. The 

participation the head --
3. Availability of treatment facilities for drug or alcohol abuse 

should be in place before season begins, i.e., Drug Treatment 

Centers Alcohol Treatment Centers. Emphasis should be on 

education and treatment. 
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CAA 

By Steve Richardson 
A Meml:l<!lr ol the Spons Stsll 

The National Collegiate Athletic 
Association moved a closer to a 
national program of testing 
when the NCAA CoLUldl accepted a 
plan that would set up random test
ing for college athletes in all sports. 

The 44-member Council, which 
met Monday through Wednesday at 
the Westin Crown Center hotel, ac
cepted an outline plan from the 
NCAA Drug Testing Committee that 
would establish random tests for all 
athletes for •·performance-enhanc
ing drugs,·· such as anabolic steroids 
and stimulants. but not for ·'street 
drugs,.. such as marijuana or co
caine. 

A Padfic-10 f'A>nferenc<' resolution 
that was the 19M Conven· 
tion has the NCAA to 
come with a firm plan by 
July I U1e entire to 
study. The 1985 NC.I\A Convention in 
January in Nashville, Tenn., then 
would have to make final approval of 
a drug-testing probrram. 

The NCAA tests for anabolic 
steroids would oecur on campus sites 
during different limes of the year. 
Sehools would be a week's no
tire before a collection team would 
obtain urine specimens from ran
domly sek·ck>d, athletes in specified 
sports. All NCAA schools would be 
visited wtlhin a specified but 
the report did nol and the 
NCAA has not 
<XI. 

The NCAA tests for stimulants 
would take place at NCAA 
championship events. report 
1suggested that such stimulant drugs 
'are taken just before the competition 
to enhanee competition whereas ana
bolic steroids could be discontinued a 
couple of months before the champi
onships and not be detected at the 
championship site. 

IC an athlete were disrovered to be 
using such drugs either at an NCAA 
championship event or on campLL'i, 
U1e report suggested that an adjudi
cation board review the tests before 
any po..<>sihl<' sanctions would be lev 

·ied. 
The Committee, 

whose is Carolina 
:physical-education professor Carl 
·Blyth, cited expenses and legal ques
~ tions as a reason for zeroing in on 
specified drugs at championship 

:sites and campus sites. The 
·said "if the Association were 
J:or drugs generally not believed to 
~affect positively athletic perfor
,.rilance or impair the health of the 
·student-athlete. the program 
:ably would not withstand legal 
·lenge." :'Two other 

expensive. 
, "We don't have any idea on the 
,cost items {total) . . except we 

it is going to cost a lot of mon
" said John Toner. NCAA 

and athletic director at 
versity ol Connecticut. 

The report did not specify what 
~ons or penalties would be lev

against athletes who were found 
be using performance-enhancing 

··Davis, 
··.$entative 

treasurer. 
., "We 

still open." said Jack 
State faculty repre

NCAA secretary-

·of us - and testing." 
Toner said. "There was quite a bit of 
-~ressed concern amongst Cotmeil 
·'members amongst institutions that 
already have enacted their own 

and 
lUll 

theme. And if they uncover incidents 
of use, rehabilitation is their theme 
without notoriety. 

"I don't know what will evolve out 
ol that. But the response of the Pac-
10 resolution is you have to be public 
with a lot of this stuff. We are going 
to continue to monitor thaL ·' 

Davis said: "There is some school 
ol thought that making sanctions for 
those who tested and are involved in 
use might be counterproductive. 
Perhaps we ought to include in the 
benclits available for student ath
letes expenses involved in a drug-re
habilitation program instead of pen-

them and declaring them in
and dumpin~ !hem on lh<~ 

But we didn't come to any 
conclusion ... 

Toner said that the drug testing 
could ocru.r at the conclusion ol 
NCAA events "of winners, oC point 
getters or oi near wii'U'Iers. · · 

Q Q Q 

The NCAA Council voted to adopt 
an agent-registration program that 
will begin immediately. It is a volun
tary plan for player agents to regis
ter with the NCAA. The NCAA then 
would submit the IL<>ts to member 
schools. 

The registration plan is seen M a 
first step to a possible agent<ertifi
cation program. but the NCAA will 
not certify agents yet. 

"Right oow, all that will happen is 
a list of those agents who register 
will be to the in..<;titution," 
said Steve Morgan. NCAA director oC 
legislative services. "It ·s possible 
somewhere down the road the Coun-
cil somebody the authority 
to the good agents from the 
bad ones and make recommenda
tions." 





LITERATURE REVIEW 

Literature in two different areas was reviewed for the preparation of this 

research proposal: publications related to substance use and abuse by professional 

athletes, and publications focused on substance use and abuse by college athletes. The 

I i terature review was completed in four stages. First, a hand search of card catalogs 

and journal listings was made in the two topic areas. Second, a computer MEDLINE 

search was conducted. Third, the project staff compiled conference reports and 

papers not generally available to the public. Finally, a clippings file of newspaper and 

periodical articles in the topic areas was created. 

In general, little survey research literature relating to the areas of interest was 

found. No survey research literature related to substance use and abuse by 

professional athletes was found; however, as might be expected, there was a large 

number of recent newspaper and periodical articles. Four relevant survey research 

studies of drug use by college athletes were found. A brief review of the literature for 

the two areas of interest will be presented next. 

Professional Athletics 

There does not appear to be any generally available survey research literature to 

document the substance use and abuse habits of professional athletes. However, some 

non-scientific surveys were located, as well as testimonies from professional sports 

physicians and athletes concerning the extent of the problem. 

Most of the literature located focused on the substance abuse problem of 

professional football. The problem is not a recent one. A professional football team 

psychiatrist stated, "From 1971, team trainers routinely handed out envelopes of 

benzedrine and dexedrine before a game. Since then, football players have turned to 

team physicians and the black market to obtain amphetamines." (Beckett, 1979) 

4 
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i During the summer of 1982, cocaine use by professional football players made 

national headlines. Several well-known professional football players admitted to or 

were charged with using cocaine. One highly publicized report by Don Reese, a former 

defensive lineman, was published in Sports Illustrated, June 14, 1982. In the article, 

Reese stated that while in college, he and other athletes drank alcohol and smoked 

marijuana. When he became a professional athlete, he was introduced to cocaine and 

other drugs. By his own estimation, approximately one-half of the players at that time 

were using cocaine in "recreational" doses. Reese's cocaine habit eventually ruined his 

career. He now faces a prison term of up to 29 years for selling cocaine. 

Substance abuse problems have been documented in other professional sports as 

well. Dr. Michael Stone, medical director of the Care Unit of Orange County, 

California, stated that 90 percent of the players on some major league baseball teams 

have used cocaine (Chicago Tribune, 1982). Several professional baseball players, 

including Allan Wiggins and Juan Bonilla of the San Diego Padres, have sought 

treatment for drug addiction. Professional basketball and hockey players have also 

been charged with the use of illegal drugs. 

While professional athletes' use of illegal drugs has dominated the headlines, 

many professional athletes' careers have been affected by the use of legal substances 

as well. Alcohol addiction among professional athletes has been documented. (One 

highly publicized case was that of former Kansas City baseball player Darrel Porter.) 

The use of smokeless and chewing tobacco has become an almost accepted practice in 

professional baseball, despite warnings of increased oral cancer risks . 

• In summary, there is no question that professional athletes use both illegal and 

legal substances. The extent of the problem, however, is not known. That lack of 

knowledge has been damaging to all professional athletes. They must defend 

themselves, their teammates, and their sport to charges that there is a major 

substance abuse problem in professional athletics. Further, the presumption of a 

5 
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substance abuse problem in professional athletics affects other athletes. "If it were 

established that many of the leaders in the heroes and heroines of the young 

people, were misusing drugs to achieve performance, then there would be devastating 

effects on young people as a whole." (Beckett, 1979) 

College Athletics 

Only four survey research studies addressing substance use and abuse by college 

athletes were located. Each study will be summarized and analyzed. 

Toohey ( 1978) administered a drug use questionnaire to intercollegiate athletes 

and non-athletes enrolled in selected health science classes at five U.S. universities 

over a six-yeor period. The questionnaire was designed to measure patterns of past 

and present drug use behavior in relation to age, sex, college, social values, and grade 

point average. The n•JII hypothesis tested in this study was there is no significant 

difference between athletes and non-athletes in their non-medical usage of selected 

drugs. The drugs examined were marijuana, alcohol, amphetamines, barbituates, LSD, 

and cocaine. Toohey found that athletes at one of the five universities were more 

likely to use amphetamines than non-athletes, and non-athletes at four of the 

universities were more likely to use barbituates. No other differences were found. 

Toohey concludes, 

The data from this six-yeor study seem to indicate that athletes do not 
represent a special sub-population within our society with respect to drug 
use behavior, and the athlete is as much a part of the culturalization that 
has taken place with respect to drug use as any other individual in the 
university population of which the athlete is a member. It may also be 
concluded that in addition to using mood modifying drugs, the athlete has 
sought out specific drugs such as amphetamines and anabolic steroids to be 
used as ergogenic aids to hopefully enhance and improve athletic 
performance. (pp. 63-64) 

In 1981, Toohey conducted a similar study with 67 college swimmers and 678 

non-<Jthletes at six universities. The same research questions, questionnaire and 
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procedures were used. The results of this study indicated no significant difference 

between athletes and non-athletes with respect to six of the most commonly used 

mood modifying drugs. There was also no significant difference in drug use behavior 

between male and female athletes with respect to non-medical use of the common 

mood-modifying drugs, although there was a significant difference between male and 

female athletes with respect to anabolic steroid use. The data indicate that male 

athletes were more likely to use anabolic steroids than female athletes. 

Also in 1981, the NCAA's Drug Education Committee conducted a questionnaire 

survey of Big Ten Conference athletes, coaches, trainers, and team physicians. The 

survey, conducted by Dr. Robert Murphy, examined the substance use habits and 

opinions of male athletes who participated in football, basketball, track, and 

swimming. No female athletes were surveyed and there was no control group. The 

study found "that while the use of drugs such as heroin, LSD, or the smoking of 

cigarettes is not a major problem among student athletes, the use of alcohol has 

become by far the predominant drug problem with this group." 

The Drug Education Committee also expressed concern about athletes' use of 

marijuana and the recent increase in the level of use of smokeless and chewing 

tobacco. The survey also found that athletes wanted to know more about drugs and 

that many coaches needed to know more about drugs. 

Pearson ( 1981) conducted a survey of 35 nationally ranked collegiate weight 

lifters, shot-putters, and javelin throwers to document their use of anabolic steroids. 

He found that 85 percent of the group surveyed admitted to using steroids. Thirty-six 

percent of the athletes reported they received steroids from physicians, nine percent 

received them from pharmacists, I 0 percent from athletic trainers, and 45 percent 

from other sources. 

Further research of substance use and abuse by college athletes is necessary. All 

the studies described were hampered by small sample sizes, geographical limitations, 
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and a limited scope in the ions asked. The studies a raised certain 

survey the 

accuracy a control 

group, and rarities or di and non-

respondents who received the re. 

Further, the of the research es are Toohey's studies 

indicate that college athletes are no 

with respect to their use 

college athletes' substance use 

populations. ~ 4~ ~ 

lege student populations 

Murphy, however, states that 

are less than general college student 

This literature review documents the need for further study of the substance use 

and abuse habits college very little information is known 

about the extent of the substance abuse problem in professional and collegiate 

athletics. There is no research literature available professional athlet and only 

four limited studies have for lege The ts of the 

college studies do not provide a comprehensive picture of the current situation. The 

proposed research study will provide NCAA data to help identi the extent 

of substance use by col lege athletes, as I as identify those substances to be 

included in an experimental program for athletes, coaches, and trainers. 
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EVALUATION OF A DETOXIFICATION REGIMEN FOR FAT STORED XENOBIOTICS 

D.W. Schnare, G. Denk, M.Shields, S.Brunton, Foundation for Advancements 
in Science and Education, P.O.Box 29813, los Angeles, CA 90029. 

A detoxification regimen has been found to be safe for use by indivi
duals exposed to recreational (abused) and medical drugs, patent medi
cines, occupational and environmental chemicals Patients with high blood 
pressure had a mean reduction of 30.8 mm systolic, 23.3 mm diastolic. 
Cholesterol level mean reduction was 19.5 mg/100m1, while triglycerides 
did not change. Medical complications associated with the program were 
rare, occuring in less than three percent of the subjects. The program 
resulted in improvements in psychological test scores. The mean in
crease in Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale IQ was 6.7 points. High 
Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory profiles decreased on the 
third scale (10.7), the fourth scale (8.0), the fifth scale (4.5) and 
the sixth scale (8.0). The decrease in the fourth scale suggests hope 
for sociopaths, a group with fourth scale scores not improved by 
National Institute for Mental Health or Narcotic Addict Rehabilitation 
Act inpatient programs. 

INTRODUCTION 

Over four million distinct chemical compounds have been reported in the 
literature since 1965, with 6 new compounds added to the list each 
week. Of these, as many as 70,000 are currently in commercial produc
tion. (1) Human exposure to these chemicals is both direct and indirect. 
More than 3,000 chemicals are deliberately added to food (2) and over 
700 have been identified in drinking water (3). Along with pharmaceuti
cals and recreational street drugs, the direct exposure to humans is 
considerable. In addition, the biomagnification of chemicals discharged 
into the environment has resulted in human accumulation, generally due 
to the partitioning of these xenobiotics from water into lipids.(4-6) 
Additional partitioning from one form of lipid to another leads to 
accumulation of these chemicals in lipid deposits throughout the body, 
(7) but especially in adipose tissue. (5) Over 400 chemicals have been 
identified in human tissues, with some 48 found in adipose, 40 in milk, 
73 in the liver, and over 250 n blood plasma. (8) The characters of 
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chemicals found in adipose tissue are diverse, but tend to reflect 
biologically persistent or often used materials such as DDT, PCB, 
dioxin, nalkanes, PCP and THC.(9-13) 

Chemicals stored in adipose and other tissues pose a continuing physio
logical and psychological threat to human health. Dioxin has been 
associated with ischemic vascular disease (14) and with other physio
logical as well as psychological effects as long as ten years after 
initial e~posure. (15) Oncological studies have shown a significant 
association between PCB and ODE levels in fat and increased cancer 
incidence. (16-17) In addition, PCB exposures have resulted in increased 
plasma triglycerides, even in the absence of overt symptoms of PCB in
toxification. (18) PCB's in monkeys not only resulted in increased 
blood lipids, but negatively affected the ability to maintain pregnancy. 
(19) Further, they have been related to personality and cognitive 
functioning of persons unexpectedly exposed. {20) Phencyclidine (PCP, 
Angel Dust, etc.), also shown to be stored in adipose, has been demon
strated to have long-lasting behavioral effects as well. (12) 

Concern over the potential health effects associated with lipid and 
other tissue stored xenobiotics has resulted in public upset of remark
able proportions, leading to federal responses such as the clean up 
efforts in Love Canal, NY, or the major medical follow up of veterans 
exposed to defoliant Agent Orange. (21) With exposure to chemicals 
significant, long-term health effects likely, and public concern con
tinuing, the need for detoxification of xenobiotics takes on increasing 
importance. 

Approaches to detoxification generally exploit pathways which lead to 
excretion of chemicals and their metabolites in urine and feces, or 
extrarenal excretion in sweat or sebum. Lipid mobilization serves as the 
basis for promotion of xenobiotic metabolism through the action of 
detoxifying chemicals such as ascorbic acid, niacin, and phenobarbital. 
(22-25) Typically, lipid mobilization is not enhanced prior to use of 
bioactive chemicals, however techniques have been studied which accom
plish increased mobilization, especially through starvation (5,26-27) 
or exercise. (28-29) A fecal associated route exists which is not 
dependent upon bioactive chemicals and partitions xenobiotics throu9h 
the intestine wall into non-absorbable materials such as paraffin. (30) 

The second major class of pathways is extrarenal excretion via sweat or 
sebum. One of these pathways (it is unclear which) has been identified 
as a route for loss of n-alkanes, (11) paraffinic hydrocarbons, (31) 
methadone, (32) amphetamines (33) and antiepileptics, (34-35) among 
others. 

The purpose of this paper is to present clinically observed physiolo
gical and psychological changes in subjects who underwent a comprehen
sive extrarenal excretion regimen intended to remove lipophilics and 
other xenobiotics from the body. This study was developed to evaluate 
clinical manifestations associated with the regimen, and is preliminary 
to a study of its efficacy. 
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METHODOLOGY 

Test Subjects One hundred and three individuals 
detoxification program volunteered for additional testi 
with the program. Ca 1 i forn i a de 1 i nes for human on were 
used. Individuals were on a first ication received basis 
for a period of four weeks. nitia interviews were used to collect 
demographic data and obtain informed consent. 

In addition to the experimental group, a control p of nineteen 
individuals was accepted on a first application is. Initial inter-
views were used to collect demographic data and administer intelligence 
and psychological tests. They received no special instructions on diet, 
exercise, vitamins or any activities and were simply tested and retested 
three weeks later to determine any variance on repeat intelligence 
testing over this short time period. 

Detoxification Regimen The detoxification regimen (36-38} consists 
of seven components: (a) Physical exercise, preferably runnin9 aerobic
ally, for 20-30 minutes immediately prior to sauna exposure. (b) Forced 
sweating by sauna at 140-180 °F (46-68 °C) for two and one half to five 
hours daily, immediately following the physical exercise. The exposure 
was as close to five hours as could be comfortably taken. The sauna was 
done in one period each day, with short breaks for cooling shower or 
additional exercise permitted. (c) A nutritional supplement centered 
around gradually increasing doses of niacin kept in strict proportion 
with other vitamins and minerals, including vitamins A, D, C, E, B 
Complex, Bl and multi-minerals containing calcium, magnesium, iron, 
zinc, manganese, copper, potassium, and iodine. (d) Water, salt and 
potassium taken as needed to avert dehydration or salt depletion due to 
the concentrated sweating. (e) Polyunsaturated (all blend) oil, from 2-
8 tablespoons daily based on individual tolerance. (f) Calcium and 
magnesium supplements. (g) A regular daily schedule with balanced meals 
and adequate sleep. No medications, drugs or alcohol were permitted 
during the period of the regimen (two exceptions as noted). Partici
pants were directed to follow their usual diet and not make any major 
changes in food consumption. 

This regimen was followed daily for about three weeks, and until the 
individual subjectivel realized the point at which his body was "free 
from impurities". (36 The individual filled out a progress report 
daily. These reports were reviewed daily by the program director to en
sure standardness in application of the regimen. The program director 
directed increases in nutritional supplements, evaluated subjective 
changes reported, and directed individuals to their medical professional 
when any medical problems or questions arose. A medical history and 
physical examination was required before the program was begun, and 
individuals with heart disease or anemia were not permitted to continue 
with the regimen. Each of these program components are standard to use 
of the regimen and were not, therefore, added for the purpose of the 
investigation. 
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Physiological Tests and Observations Prior to commencement of the 
regimen, laboratory analysis of blood cholesterol and triglycerides was 
conducted. Two individuals with incompletely diagnosed heart disease, 
one individual with an undiagnosed neuromuscular disorder, and two 
people with adrenogenital syndrome were excluded from the study. Two 
patients on high blood pressure medicine (Catapres 0.2 mg b.i .d; Aldomet 
250 mg t.i.d, Inderal 40 mg b.i.d.) \vere continued unchanged. 

Upon com~letion of the regimen, physical examinations and blood tests 
were repeated. Participants were also requested to write a summary of 
any changes or events that occurred during the program. 

Psychologic Tests and Observations The Wechsler Adult Intelligence 
Scale (WAIS) and the Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory (MMPI) 
were administered to individuals in the experimental and control group 
before and after the regimen. 

Statistical Evaluation Results of both physiological and psychological 
tests were reviewed for distributional normality prior to further anal
ysis. The results on all tests indicated degrees of skewness and kurto
sis which would be expected to confound multivariate analysis in samples 
as small as were used. Since significance probabilities of the Student 
T and variance tests change when non-normal data are examined, a non
parametric method was used to ensure that significance levels would be 
constant, no matter what type of distribution the data assumed. (39) 
The Wilcoxon signed rank test was used to determine the significance of 
differences between measurements. 

RESULTS 

In general, the regimen was tolerated very well, with only minor compli
cations. Medical problems observed included one case of pneumonia which 
responded quickly to treatment, one case of external otitis, and one 
case of diarrhea with consequent swollen hemorrhoids, possibly as a 
result of excessive vitamine C. 

The extended periods of time in the sauna were tolerated very well. 
Individuals with heat intolerance adapted quickly to the sauna temper
atures, and over a few days were able to comfortably stay for thirty 
minutes to an hour at a time with no clinically observed adverse effects. 
The average length of the regimen was about thirty-one days, with time 
spent on the program varying from 11 to 89 days. The average niacin dose 
reached 3285 mg/day with a range of 800 to 6800 mg/day. 

Physiological measures indicate a generally beneficial result from the 
regimen. Table I presents the post regimen means and mean changes of 
'Jecific measures. As expected, weight did not change appreciably. 
However, there were dramatic changes in blood pressure, especially for 
individuals whose preregimen levels were greater than either 140 mm 
systolic or 90 mm diastolic. These high blood pressure reductions 
averaged 30.8 mm systolic and 23.3 mm diastolic. 
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POST REGIMEN PHYSIOLOGIC MEASURES 

REGIMEN LENGTH (DAYS) 

FINAL NIACIN DOSE (MG/DAY) 

WEIGHT (LBS) 

BLOOD PRESSURE (MM HG) 

SYSTOLIC 

D!ASTOLlC 

HIGH BLOOD PRESSURE CASES 

SYSTOL! C 

DIASTOliC 

CHOLESTEROL (MG/100 ML) 

TRIGLICERIDES (MG/lQC ML) 

• p < .05 
.... p < . 01 

***p<.001 

MEAN SD 

30.5 16.2 
3285 141.!5.6 
157 30.7 

117 18.7 

71 10.4 

141 30.8 

77 11.7 
170 33.3 
101 74.~ (PRE) 

61. (posT) 

Table I 

MEAN 
CHANGE 

+ 0.7 

- 3.3 
- G. r·· 

- 30.8" 

- 23.3*" 

- 19.5*"" 
+ 0.6 

Cholesterol and triglyceride levels also changed, although in different 
ways. On average, there was an 11 percent reduction in cholesterol 
levels, with most of this change reflected in individuals with high 
pre-regimen levels. Triglycerides did not change on average, however the 
variance from the mean changed, reflecting a moderating influence of the 
program. Both low and high levels moved toward the mean. 

Psychological measures also showed active movement. With respect to the 
WAIS, no statistical difference could be demonstrated between the test 
and control groups before the trial; however there was a significant 
difference afterward (Table II). Six people tested lower on full scale 
IQ, post trial, fourteen people tested the same or less than a four 
point increase and eighty-three improved their full scale IQ by four or 
more points. A full third of the individuals improved their scales by 
at least 10 points. The average change was a 6.7 point increase. 

The second psychological measure tested was the MMPI. On average, 
changes were small, although several were statistically significant 
{Table III). Of perhaps greater interest was the change of high score 
individuals. Table IV presents the post trial change in MMPI scores for 
individuals whose initial scores were more than two standard deviations 
from the norm (T scores greater than 70). The most frequently observed 
high scale configuration within the initial high scale subgroup was the 
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o· 

-10· 

-15• 

POST TRIAL CHANGE IN 20 
WECHSLER ADULT INTELLIGENCE SCALE ·+ 

_,,,1\lll\lllllllill\1\\l\l\\\\\\\1\\l 
jl~' 

MEAN 
CHANGE SD 

EXPERIMENTAL 6.7• 6.4 
CONTROL 2.1 8.0 

Table II 

. 0 
EXPERIMENTAL 

•+15 

'+10 

0 ,.ullli 0 
' ~

1

CONTRO~ 

-10· 

-15• 

43 pattern followed by the 49 pattern. These two patterns accounted 
for 38 percent of the high score configurations, with the rest of the 
patterns spread among seventeen other configurations. This pattern 
frequency has been recognized in several studies on drug users, groups 
similar in character to the individuals who underwent the program(40-45). 

Four of the scales had significant decreases: the third scale (Hy); 
developed to aid in the identification of patients using the neurotic 
defenses of the conversion form of hysteria; the fourth scale (Pd), 
developed to measure the personality characteristics of the amoral and 
asocial subgroup of persons with psychopathic personality disorders; the 
fifth scale (Mf), developed to identify features related to sexual 
inversion disorders, and usually used to modify the interpretation of 
other scales; and finally the sixth scale (Pa); developed to evaluate 
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- POST TRIAL CHANGE IN 
MINNESOTA MULTIPHASIC PERSONALITY INVENTORY 

MMPI MEAN CHANGE 
SCALES IN T SCORES SD 

1 -3.9** 7.92 
2 -2.2 9.93 
3 -2.2"* 8.29 
4 -2.7** 7.98 
5 -1.5 6.53 
6 +0,5 8.11 
7 -2.7"** 6.02 
8 -1.7* 6.45 
9 +0.2 10.43 

N = 69 
.. 
P< .05 .. •-p<.OOl P< .01 

Table I II 

POST TRIAL CHANGE IN HIGH 
MMPI INITIAL SCORES 

MMPI MEAN CHANGE 
SCALES N IN T SCORES SD 

1 2 -15.5 9.19 
2 7 -13.0 17.88 
3 7 -10. 7" 7.95 
4 15 - 8.0"* 5.40 
5 15 - 4.5* 6.51 
6 4 - 8.0" 4.00 
7 2 -17.0 7.07 
8 0 

9 2 - 4.5 6.36 
• P< .05 *"p< .01 

Table IV 
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the clinical pattern of paranoia, also used to modify other scales. The 
changes in the third and fourth scales of these high score patients were 
large, nearly a full standard deviation for the fourth (Pd) scale, and 
over a full standard deviation for the third (Hy). 

It has been previously found that any interruption in the maintainance 
of a heroin habit seems effective in eliciting some degree of personal
ity change, particularly as evidenced on the 1st (Hs) and 3rd (Hy) 
scales. (46) Tables III AND IV suggest that the regimen was also 
effective -in eliciting this change in two other groups, the former drug 
user, and those who were only exposed to medicinal or prescription 
drugs. 

Of particular interest is the reduction in the 4th (Pd) scale. Sutker 
found that elevations on the 4th scale dominate the addict profile, and 
are particularly characteristic of the heroin addict, whether addicated 
or abstinent. However neither the inpatient Narcotic Addict Rehabilita
tion Act (NARA) program administered through the Department of Psychi
atry and Neurology at the Tulane University School of Medicine, a six 
week program; nor the inpatient program administered by the National 
Institute for Mental Health (NIMH) Clinical Research Center at Fort 
Worth, a six month program, could elicite a decrease in scores on the 
4th scale. (47) 

While the reduction in 4th scale scores in Table III represents all 
participants in the regimen and Table IV represents all high scores, the 
subset of individuals with opiate and hallucinogen histories are shown 
in Table V and demonstrate even greater decreases in 4th scale scores. 
These regimen related Pd scale reductions suggest that former drug users 
may not be condemned to terminal sociopathy. 

OPIATES 

PD SCALE CHANGES IN 
INDIVIDUALS WITH DRUG HISTORIES 

FORMER DRUG HISTORY 

HALLUCINOGENS OPIATES AND 
INITIAL PD ONLY ONLY HALLUCINOGENS 

SCORE 
l>X l 2 §i._ ::__Q___! ::__Q___! 

59 or less +7.0 0 0 2 -0.7 1 1 1 

60 - 69 -8.0 1 l 0 -3.0 3 l 0 

70 or more -8.9** 7 0 0 

1. Mean change 1n post-trlal score. 
2. Frequency of lndlviduals \o.'lth negat1ve (-), 

pos.1t1ve (-+-) or nc (0) change 1.n score. 

Table V 
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EX ::__Q___! 

-+3. 3 3 2 4 

-3.8* 4 2 0 

-~.3· 4 0 0 

TOTAL 

l>X ...:::_._Q__:!: 

d.3 4 3 8 

-4. 2 •• 8 4 0 

-9.0*" ll 0 0 
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In addition to the measured 
were several changes in med 
(Table VI). The authors observed 
lated medical conditions from 
eighteen conditions found 
generally showed no 

, there 
the regimen 

of unre-
bowe1. total, 

le twelve others 

Two specific cases are of cipant is a 
paraplegic who has been Initial work 
at onset was inconclusive, be most consi 
with transverse myelitis. or to starti 
regimen the patient had some ankle and mil 
flexion at the hips. program i sensation was noted 
in the legs and gradual increase in voluntary control. On post trial 
physical examination the had middorsiflexion of the hips. There 
was also muscle growth in a. Six months after finishing 
the program the patient conti to have mild increases in the volun-
tary control of her lower legs. al wheelchair bound, 
transfers are easier and continued muscle growth s evident on physical 
examination. 

MH- B 

MEDICAL CONDITIONS REPORTED 
DURING DETOXIFICATION REGIMEN 

CONDITION 

MYOPIA 
BURSITIS/FIBROMYOSITIS 
IRRITABLE BOWEL 
DERMATITIS 
ACNE 
DYSMENORRHEA 
TENSION HEADACHES 
HYPOGLYCEMl A 
FLUl 0 RETE NT! ON 
ThYROMEGALY 
MiGRAINE HEADACHES 
ALLERGIC RHJN!TlS 
SEBORRHEA 
HYPERTENSION 
PYORRHEA 
PARAPLEulA 
?EYRONJES DISEASE 
GRAVE'S DISEASE 

WITH EXOPHTAU1US 

F!BROCYSTIC BREAST 
DISEASE 

HEMORRHOIDS 
URINARY INCONTINENCE 
VERRUCOSE VERRUCA 
CONDYLOMA ACCUMJNATA 
PSORIASIS 
STRAlll SMUS 
ALOPECIA 
PROSTATOSlS 
BELL S PALSY 
IMPOTENCE 
CEREBRAL PALSY 

31 
11 

9 
a 
8 
7 

5 
5 
4 
4 
4 
3 
2 
2 
l 
1 

5 
3 
3 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
1 
l 
1 

Table VI 
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CASES WITH 
IMPROVEMENT 

24 
11 

8 
7 

5 
6 
5 
4 
3 
3 
3 
3 
2 
2 
1 
1 
1 

CASES WITH 
NO CHANGE 

7 

1 
1 
1 
2 
1 

6 
4 
3 
2 
2 

1 
2 
2 
l 
1 
1 



A second patient with weekly migraine headaches controlled partially by 
low dose propranol was able to stop medication and has only mild head
aches since finishing the regimen. 

Not shown in Table VI are numerous observations of improved abilities 
which are not usually considered medical improvements. These included 
ability to think more clearly, feeling more aware, feeling lighter, 
improved smell or taste, and feeling more energetic. 
A variety of incidents were reported during the regimen, some of which 
may be suggestive that chemicals stored in tissues were being released. 
There were reports of brief full blown 'LSD trips' with hallucination. 
Participants who had ether exposures prior to the trial (several had 
used cocaine and had engaged in 'free basing') were reported to smell 
like ether in the sauna. Old injuries would flare up with swelling or 
redness along surgical scars and then resolve over a few days. The 
flushing, which followed ingestion of niacin, frequently would occur 
along lines of bathing suits or old sunburns. This would diminish over 
a few days then recur in a different pattern. It was not unusual to 
have a person re-experience the physical condition associated with 
taking a certain drug or anesthetic. For instance, one patient com
plained of onset of mild right lower quadrant pain, nausea, light 
headedness, and reddening of an old appendix scar. This recurred the 
next two days at lessening severity and then was gone in three days. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The detoxification regimen reported on in this paper, was developed for 
the purpose of handling the restimulative effects of drugs and toxic 
residuals. (36) This paper serves to examine two aspects of the regimen: 
are there observable positive or negative health effects as a result of 
the program; and does it hold out the promise of a useful detoxification 
regimen for the countless individuals exposed to xenobiotics, especially 
those highly exposed? 

Theoretical Basis for the Regimen The regimen, as described above, 
acknowledges the potential for storage of xenobiotics in human tissues, 
especially lipids. It is designed to promote excretion of foreign 
chemicals through lipid mobilization and increased circulation followed 
by sauna induced sweating. This process is enhanced through good nutri
tion, adequate sleep, a regular schedule and a vitamin, mineral and oil 
supplement. 

Many investigators have demonstrated the presence of foreign chemicals 
in human tissues, anJ the mechanism for the uptake is undergoing active 
investigation. The role of fatty acids (48) and the preferential 
association these chemicals with triglycerides rather than lipophilicity 
itself (7) begins to explain the relationship between water-lipid 
partitioning or resistance of these chemicals to enzymatic degradation, 
resulting in biological magnification. (4) The degree of storage has 
been documented by investigators referenced earlier, and other work 
supports those gross measures of lipids contamination by establishing 
the lack of relationship between plasma levels of PCP, for example, and 
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the ingestion of that chemical. (49) Furthermore, chemicals such as 
dioxin thought to be excreted or metabolized within short periods of 
time {10) have been found to persist in adipose tissue at significant 
levels. (50) 

Several mechanisms have been demonstrated to mobilize lipids, and such 
mobilization has been found to be ed by mobilization of xeno
biotics as well. Starvation has been found to cause mobilization of 
stored residues. (25,51) However, these residues are not necessarily 
excreted. It has been found that residues move from fat to muscles 
during starvation, and return to fat upon refeeding. (27,51) 

Physical exercise has also been shown to increase lipid metabolism. (28, 
53) However, mobilization of lipids through exercise is not immediate, 
lagging the commencement of exercise by about 15 minutes. This short 
suppression of mobilization is due to elevated blood lactate levels. (54) 
The significance of this finding in relation to the detoxification regi
men is that at about the time lipids begin to mobilize, freeing xenobio
tics as well, the body commences increased excretion via the sweat, 
thereby providing a pathway out of the body, in competition with storage 
in lipids in muscle tissue. 

The sweat excretion route for xenobiotics has been suggested for over a 
decade. (55-56) Such excretion is not exclusively an ionic transfer, 
with non-ionic diffusion appearing to be important. (32,57) A variety 
of chemicals have been identified in sweat, including n-alkanes, para
ffinic hydrocarbons, methadone, amphetamines, antiepileptics and mor
phine, as referenced earlier. The effectiveness of this pathway is 
significant, with as much material excreted through the sweat as through 
the urine. (58) 

A second dermal route of excretion exists. The lipophilicity of many 
chemicals can be exploited by increasing sebaceous gland discharge. The 
same high temperatures which accelerate sweating have been found to 
increase the excretion rate of sebum as well. (59) Dietary hydrocarbons 
have been found to be excreted in this manner. (31) The efficiency of 
dermal excretion, a subject deserving further study, has been sufficient
ly demonstrated to support the construction of the regimen studied. 

Potential Health Effects Two types of health effects generated concern 
during review of the regimen; the potential effects of the tissue stored 
chemicals upon release, and the potential effects of the exercise, heat 
and vitamin program. 

The effects expected from stored xenobiotics are usually chemical speci
fic. However, there appears to be a common factor: chronic effect. For 
example, PCB has been shown to alter lipid metabolism at levels of 
exposure and bioaccumulation insufficient to produce overt symptoms.(l8) 
Other similar biochemical alterations have been observed in individuals 
up to two years after PCB exposure. (60) 

Dioxin has been shown to cause similarly chronic effects up to 10 years 
after exposure. (15,61) It seems reasonable that such chronic effects 
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would subside if the chemicals were cleared from the body. 

Somewhat more egre']ious is the potential for cancer promotion. Inves
tigators have found a relationship between adipose tored xenobiotics 
and cancer. (16-17) While mobilization of these chemicals ~ay not be 
desirable, others feel that the risk is small and where a detoxification 
or excretion pathway exists mobilization should be encouraged. (5) 

Aspects of the detoxification regimen raised some questions about safety. 
The use of large quantities of niacin was followed by reactions and 
flushes which appear to mimic radiation burns like sunburn. These 
somatic conditions appeared in decreasing intensity over the course of 
a few days. 

The side effects of niacin have been discussed at length. (62-64) It 
is unclear why these phenomenon appear, but it is clear that simple 
vasodilation is an inadequate theory for these flushes. (65) It has 
been suggested that the reported side effects of niacin may actually be 
the creation of other vitamin and mineral imbalances, (36) a theory 
which can not be refuted on the basis of this study, as negative side 
effects were not noted when correct proportions were administered. The 
importance of vitamin and mineral balance during detoxification of 
xenobiotics has been recognized before, (66) and is an aspect which 
deserves further study. 

The high degree of sweating may also cause minerals depletion. The 
instructions for the program specifically recognize this potential 
problem, and no cases of minerals deficiency were noted during the 
study. The importance of this aspect may be smaller than expected, in 
any case. Studies of individuals who perform heavy exercise and sweat 
profusely on repeated days do not appear to incur tissue hypokalemia.(67) 

Vitamins also have positive effects during detoxification. Niacin has 
been shown to reduce dyspnea in paraquat poisoned rats. (24) Niacin 
administration has also been found to lower cholesterol levels, (64) 
and is the probable cause for lowered cholesterol levels in program 
participants. Vitamin C affords protection against enzyme activity 
alterations and histological changes caused by PCB toxicity. (23) 

With respect to health, the program appears to be safe as long as it is 
done under the care of a physician. The exercise and sauna are tolerated 
very well as long as they are begun slowly and increased gradually. As 
with any major physical exercise program, however, general physical 
condition and physical health needs to be monitored. The regimen is 

inadvisable for any person with coronary artery disease or any other 
major physical disabilities unless directly done under the supervision 
of a physician familiar with exercise physiology who is willing to work 
out a specific exercise, sauna, and vitamin program for the patient. 

Areas for Future Study There are two specific areas which would be 
appropriate for study as a result of this work. First, the efficacy 
of the program should be determined, and is under study by the authors 
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Chemical 
Exposure 

By Max 
With some 55,000 now in 

commercial use, 3,000 delihcra tely 
added to food and over 700 found in 
common drinking water, there is no 
arguing the importance of protecting 
the American work force from poten
tially hazardous substances. As 
William Ruckelshaus, chief ad
ministrator of the U.S. Environ
mental Protection Agency, recently 
stated, "We must assume that life 
now takes place in a minefield of risk 
from hundreds. perhaps thousands, 
of substances. 

There is no question that many 
commercially used chemicals have 
adverse human health effects. 
Studies have also shown that so
called "halogenated hydrocarbon,·', 
such as the industrial agent, 
PBCs (polychlorinated 
and a variety of pesticides, may 
a significant effect upon the human 

lt is this system 
which protects us against 
everything from colds to. perhaps, 
PVfl'n ca ncPr. 

whilo an anomcmv.v 
effort has gone a l-

tempts to determine the health ef
fects of chemical exposure, appall-
ingly little has into examining 
how to sa remove those 
chemicals which find their 
to human tissues. On an 
basis, it may not he economically or 
technologicallv possible to guarantee 
workers complete protection from 
the risks posed by chemical ex-

much lf'ss han t~very known 
ehPnlical frorn usf't. 

it would seem that finding a means 
reducing toxic bio~accumulation may 
be the most reasonable approach to 
take. 
Somf~ 4H distinct chemkab havr> 

been identified in human fat t i.<SHPS. 

each one of which has known 
negntivP health pff.,ct.s in humans nr 
uniinais. Th(~ normal expectation wa~l 
that such substancPs would remain 
"locked" within the body for the 
duration of one's life. Scientists in re
cent years have begun to study 
methods of rE>moving chemicals from 
the body. For the past few years. re
searchers for the Foundation for 
Advancements in Sci<'nce and Edu
cation (F ASEl in Los Angeles and 
others have been studying the Hub
bard Method. This procedure of 
detoxifieation was developed in the 
1970s by L. Ron Hubbard and has 
grown in mPdical recognition in r!'
cent years as public roncflrn ltv<~r 
chemical pollutant" has soared and 

doctors have sought ways to deal 
with toxicity problems. 

F ASE scientists recently carried 
out a study on Michigan residents 
who had been heavily exposed to the 
fire retardent chemical PBB 
(polybrominated biphenyl) in the ear
ly 1970s. Examinations revealed six 
metabolized versions of PBB, seven 
metaboiities of PCBs as well as the 
insecticides DDT, Heptachlor and 
Dieldrin in the participants bodies. 

The participants then underwent a 
strictly controlled Hubbard regimen. 
The precisely monitored program 
consists of several components, in
cluding sauna, aerobic exercist', oil 
supplements and nutritional supple
ments centered around gradually in
creasing doses of niacin IB3). The 
length of the program averaged 20 

David Schnare, a senior en
vironmental scientist for US EPA 
and a researcher in the Michigan 
study, stated that the program 
brought about a considerable reduc
tion of all 16 chemicals studied. Even 
more significant, however, were the 
results of a 4 month follow-up ex
amination which revealed that the 
toxin levels of the participants con
tinued tn drop dramatically long 
after completion of the program. At 
the time of the 4 month testing an 
averagP reduction of over 50(1(, had 
been achit>ved for all chemicals. Dr. 
David Katzin, Medical Director of 
the Los Angeles Detox clinic which 
delivers the Hubbard Method, stated 
that the follow-up may indiciate that 
the program "rtehabilitat£>s a natural 
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mechanism for the elimination of tox
ins from the body." 

Dr. David E. Root. Medical Direc
tor of the Sacramento Detox Center, 
observes that the symptoms of low 
level are often not recogniz-
ed as many individuala. 
Root, a doctor for over 20 
years with a Master of Public Health 
degree from Johns Hopkins. is board 
certified by the American Board of 
Preventative Medicine in both Oc
cupational Medicine and Aerospace 
Medicine. Root notes that low level 
chemical toxicity may manifest itself 
in a veriety of ways. 

"Boredom, fatigue. inability to 
concentrate, irritability, headaches, 
allergy problems and muscular pro
blems all may be signs of toxicity," 
stated Root. 

In a recent essay, Dr. Schnare 
observes that if chemical toxins can 
be safely and effectively removed 
from the body, then it may be possi· 
ble to resolve the entire problem of 
human contamination and chemical
ly related disease. 

Dr. Max Ben is a former Director of 
toxicology and Biochemical Phar
macology at Miles Laboratories. He 
has served as a technical expert for 
the UN. He has authored over90 pube 
lications on various subj?cts in
rluding toxiroloK~'. endorrinolof?y, 
<>hO('k and pharmacologJ' 



Detox of Sacramento, 2320 

California 90048, (213) 655-5928 

443-81 72 

Because of 
educational lectures. 
community on a 
series are known 

Its of free 
nrrunro><> valuable information to the 

speakers for the Spring 
Come on time and bring a friend. 

No admission charge. 

8 March 
THURSDAY 
7:30p.m. 

15 March 
THURSDAY 
7:30p.m. 

29 March 
THURSDAY 
7:30p.m. 

5 
THURSDAY 
7:30p.m. 

12 April 
THURSDAY 
7:30p.m. 

9 
THURSDAY 
7:30p.m. 

3 May 
THURSDAY 
7:30p.m. 

10 
THURSDAY 
7:30p.m. 

We are to have a new 
guest to our Cres journalist, editor, and spokesperson for the 
coalition of animal rights groups. 

"PREVENTIVE DENTISTRY: DENTAL HEALTH FOR YOUR FAMILY" James Aubrey, 
D.D.S. Dr. is a dental in Sacramento and a knowledgeable and 
exciting with a wealth of information on this 

"THE UPS AND DOWNS OF DRUGS IN ATHLETICS" AND "DRUGS AND LEARNING" 
Paul Hofer and Vic Krohn. Paul Hofer is a seven-year veteran of the NFL and member of 
the Board of Directors for the successful Reaching Out. He 
is involved in young to avoid the abuse. Vic Krohn, 
educator and journalist, is an in effects of drugs on kids and their ability to 
learn. He has one of the most successful programs for schools in existence 
today. TWO DYNAMIC DON'T MISS THIS ONE. RSVP 

"THE PERVASIVE 
HUMAN BODY" 
pational medicine is 
of chemical exposure and 

CHEMICALS lODGING IN THE 
a in aerospace and occu-

authorities in California on the treatment 

"ALTERNATIVES TO PSYCHOTROPIC DRUG USE IN MENTAL HEALTH" Don 
M.S. Chairman Mental Health Board for Sacramento County, has worked in the 
mental health 10 years his He also owns Pearson's 
Natural Foods. 

FINDINGS ON TOXIC BIOACCUMULATION REDUCTION" David E. 
MPH. Dr. Root's 25 years ''""~nr·.o with 21 years as a sur· 

geon him for his current clinical work from the ill 
effects of chemical exposure. 

"POlLUTED HOT SPOTS: THE WARNING AND WHAT YOU CAN DO" Bruce 

"YOUR NUTRITIONAL NEEDS" Dee 
member of the Sacramento 
advisor and animated "'!J'""'"''" 

American Environmental Management Corporation 
of toxic and hazardous material, passes on 

in this area of growing concern. 

owner of Pearson's Natural Foods and 
Dee is a well known nutritional 



SIGNS AND SYMPTOMS OF DRUG INTOXICATION 

OBSERVABLE EFFECTS 

AMPHETAMINES 
• Dilated Pupils 
• Dry Mouth 

COCAINE 

• Dilated Pupils 
• Redness and Irritation to 

Nasal Area - by insufflation 
(chronic) 

ALCOHOL 

• Gait Ataxia 
• Uncoordination 
• Nystagmus 
• Slurred and Incoherent Speech 
• Drowsiness 
• Droopy Eyelids 
• Sluggishness 

BARBITURATES 
• Gait Ataxia 
• Nystagmus 
• Strabismus 
• Thick, Slurred Speech 

NARCOTIC ANALGESICS 
• Constricted Pupils 
• Droopy Eyelids 
• Sedation - Nodding (new) 
• Poor Motor Coordination (new) 
• Vomiting (new) 

CLINICAL CHARACTERISTICS 

• Dilated Pupils 
• Increased Blood Pressure 
• Increased Pulse Rate 
• Hyperreflexia 
• Dry Mouth 
• Evidence of Malnutrition (chronic) 
• Bruxism (chronic) 

• Dilated Pupils 
• Increased Blood Pressure 
• Increased Respirations 
• Increased Pulse Rate 
• Redness and Irritation to Nasal 

Area - by insufflation (chronic) 

• Gait Ataxia 
• Uncoordination 
• Nystagmus 
• Slurred and Incoherent Speech 
• Drowsiness 
• Droopy Eyelids 
• Sluggishness 
• Evidence of Malnutrition (chronic) 

• Gait Ataxia 
• Nystagmus 
• Strabismus 
• Thick, Slurred Speech 

• Constricted Pupils 
• Droopy Eyelids 
• Depressed Reflexes 
• Decreased Respiratory Rate 
• Sedation - Nodding (new) 
• Poor Motor Coordination (new) 
• Vomiting (new) 
• Evidence of Malnutrition (chronic) 
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OBSERVABLE EFFECTS 

CANNABIS 
• Marked Redding of the 

Conjunctivae 

LSD 

• Dilated Pupils 
• Piloerection 

MESCALINE 
• Dilated Pupils 
• Vomiting 

INHALANTS 

• Nystagmus 
• Gait Ataxia 
• Loss of Balance 
• Slurred Speech 
• Disorientation or Confusion 
• Odor of Substance being Used 

PHENCYCLIDINES 

• Nystagmus 
• Gait Ataxia 
• Blank Stare Appearance 
• Muscle Rigidity 
• Difficulty with Speech 

CLINICAL CHARACTERISTICS 

• Marked Redding of the Conjunctivae 
• Increase in Heart Rate 
• Increase in Systolic Blood Pressure 
• Tremor 
• Transient Muscular Rigidity 

• Dilated Pupils 
• Rapid Heart Rate 
• Rise in Body Temperature 
• Piloerection 
• Decreased Muscular Coordination 
• Fine Tremor of Fingers and Hands 

• Dilated Pupils 
• Increased Pulse Rate 
• Increased Blood Pressure 
• Hyperreflexia 
• Nausea or Vomiting 

• Nystagmus 
• Gait Ataxia 
• Loss of Balance 
• Slurred Speech 
• Disorientation or Confusion 

• Nystagmus 
• Increased Blood Pressure 
• Gait Ataxia 
• Blank Stare Appearance 
• Muscle Rigidity 
• Difficulty with Speech 

For additional information contact: 

Doctors Lerner, Burns 
& Associates 

San Francisco Washington, D.C. 
(415) 752·9269 (202) 628-8697 



MEDICAL MALPRACTICE - FORENSIC TOXICOLOGY 

case evaluation and expert testimony 

• Dermatology • Pathology 
• Emergency Medicine • Pediatrics 
• Gynecology • Pharmacology 
• Internal Medicine • Psychiatry 
• Neurology • Psychology 
• Obstetrics • Toxicology 
• Oncology 

Experience in over 1000 criminal, hospital malpractice, medical 
malpractice, personal injury and drug product liability cases. 
Review of cases conducted only by specialists matched to your 
particular requirements. 

Specialist's curriculum vitae and complete fee structure provided 
upon initial inquiry. Nationwide. Local attorney references. 

San Francisco 

(415) 752-9269 

Doctors Lerner, Burns 

& Associates 

Washington, D.C. 

(202) 628-8697 
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SENATE - CALIFORNIA LEGISLATURE 
Select Committee on Licensed and De 

Testimony - Drugs and Professional 
Joseph A. Pursch, M. D. 

Sports 

Corporate Medical Director, CareUnit al Programs 
24 April 1984 

Senator Montoya members of the Committee Ladies and Gentlemen: 

I would have liked to be there with you today to present this testimony in 
person, but regrettab am in another part of the country. I hope this written 
testimony will suffice and will assist you in your deliberations. 

As a medical doctor who has treated many chemically dependent athletes and 
served as a consultant for several diverse professional sports organizations; 
and as the director of a large national system of CareUnits that provides 
treatment to over 40,000 chemically dependent Americans each year; I am vitally 
interested in the subject before you today. 

It seems everyone has a sentiment on the subject, from the athletes to the team 
owners to the fans in the bleachers. After see and treating dozens of 
players with this problem, I've reached a few conclusions myself. They are 
fairly straightforward: 

1. Dependence on alcohol and/or drugs is a disease. Unlike other diseases, 
however, it begins with a conscious choice. This makes things confusing for the 
layman, who assumes that only lack of willpower or some inherent character 
defect is the underlying cause. Not true -- every or medical association in 
the free world calls chemical dependency a true disease. 

2. Like all other diseases, chemical dependency ought to be prevented if 
possible, diagnosed at the earliest of trouble, and treated in the most 
therapeutic manner when diagnosed. 

Many teams and leagues in professional sports have instituted programs of 
prevention and treatment. Some are excellent, and some are little more than 
window dressing. The best programs include a thorough dose of education and 
prevention activities; an understanding and vigilant detection and diagnosis 
policy; and a well-thought-out treatment approach that gives the athlete both a 
chance at a new lifestyle and the responsiblity for making the necessary changes 
to get there. 

3. Immediately after treatment the patient should return to his job if he is 
mentally and physically fit. Work is the best treatment, because it raises 
self-esteem and reinforces the conscious, everyday decision to stay away from 
chemicals. 

In summary, we live in a d led culture. Use is everywhere. Ou 
athletes, in spite of their status as aJ~-American heroes, are part of that 
culture. It is unreasonable, then, to expect that they will remain aloof or 
unaffected. In fact, we know that the problem cannot be wished away -- so our 
best option is to intelligently provide prevention and education for those 
without the disease and treatment for those with it. Thank you. 
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Mr. Chairman and Members of this committee, my name is 

Robert Adams, and I appreciate having this opportunity to address 

this distinguished panel. The issue you are taking on is a 

difficult one and I commend you all for your concern with regard 

to a very serious problem. 

For eight years I was an NFL player for the Pittsburg 

Steelers, New England Patriots, Atlanta Falcons and briefly with 

the 49ers and with Houston as well. When I hear a claim that 

there is not an alarming drug problem or a complaint that the 

drug prc•blem is being "overplayed", I know differently. I know 

what drugs can do to a person. And I know what drug usage can do 

to a team. From what I understand you are going to hear about 

this in detail today from a great many experts. 
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In addition to my interest and involvement in sports, I also 

am involved with health and fitness. My masters degree is in 

physical education and the biological sciences and I own a 

physical fitness center. As such, it is important that I keep 

abreast of those things that contribute to better health and that 

I stay informed about those things that worsen a person's 

physical well-being and performance. 

On this last point, I believe that players who use drugs 

or anyone who uses drugs for that matter - often suffer from a 

dangerous misconception: that the long term effects of the drug 

are non-existant or at worst minimal. This is clearly not true. 

The most astonishing reactions occur when I inform people that 

many of these drugs store in the fat tissues for !Qng periods of 

time. 

again. 

And that they can re-circulate into the system again and 

Last year, researchers for the Foundation for Advancements 

in Science and Education, working with the National Institute on 

Drug Abuse, conducted a study showing that THC, the psychoactive 

ingredient in mariJuana, stored in the fat tissues of ~saYs! 

mariJuana smokers at levels 181 times the level in the blood. 
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PCP or angel dust as it's called, LSD, downers and uppers, 

and definitely cocaine accumulate in fat tissues and can store in 

the body for long periods - even years. In fact, animal studies 

with cocaine showed that it persists in the brain and other 

tissues long after it disappears from the blood. 

What's worse is that these drug residues can "mobilize" or 

break out of the fat and into the system causing an assortment of 

problems: poor performance, reduced reaction time, perception 

P~'oblems, i rr it a b i 1 it y, and decreases in physical health. An 

Associate Professor at the UCSF School of Medicine, Dr. Al Levin, 

reports that mariJuana may adversely affect the immune system. 

When these drug residues break into the system of a drug 

user, even if he hasn't used drugs for some time, they can cause 

what are termed flashbacks. However, 

this problem has beer, too narrow. 

I feel that the scope of 

"Flashbacks" are often 

cor.sidered only re-manifestations of the "high" associated with a 

drug. But any drug user can tell you that there are other, 

perhaps more subtle but still unhealthy phenomena associated with 

mariJuarta, speed, cocaine or other drugs. 

concerrtrat ion, i rr it a b i 1 it y, memory loss, 

There is 

headaches, 

lack of 

stomach 

sickr.ess, perception distortion which can lead to errors in 

JUdgement and other unwanted effects. 

~Ol 
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Is it possible that these conditions can "flashbacK" too 

JUSt like other phenomena associated with drugs? Clearly, more 

scientific and medical research needs to be done on the long term 

effects of drugs. But plenty of facts exist already. And the 

persor• who assumes that his "weekertd use" or so-called 

"recreat ior.al use" has r.o lc•r•g term risk or that it doesr'' t 

affect his or her performance weeks, months or even years later, 

is dangerously misinformed. 

These short and long term adverse effects I am talking about 

are, of course, JUSt as true on the playing field as they are on 

the street or anywhere else drugs are used. And I have observed 

these effects. 

In addition to the physiological changes which result in a 

shortening of one's professional career, there are attitude~ 

changes. Players who use drugs tend to individuate from the 

other players. And that leads to a lack of leadership which ir./ 

turn leads to a lack of teamwork. That spontaneous comraderie 

that's so important tends to wane. And pretty soon you've shaved 

off some of that competitive edge. 
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As I said earlier, when I hear someone claim there is not a 

big drug problem, I know differently. Likewise, however, when I 

hear someone say that nothing can be done about it, I know that's 

not true eithet~. 

Unfortunately, when someone in professior,al is 

arrested for drugs, it's not JUst .news. It' s !;!is news. Drug 

problems are much more sensational than solutions and 

it's the problem that gets the headline. 

But there are many pros who don't use drugs at all. 

are players who support drug 

usually 

Ther·e 

professional athletes who used to use drugs and now don't who are 

taking the time to talk to high schools and future professionals, 

sharing their personal experiences with them in the hopes that 

they won't make the same mistakes. There are people with 

solutions and there are hearings like this one today where people 

can in a public forum share their solutions. It is my belief 

that these efforts deserve equal if not more attention than the 

pt~oblem itself. 
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For the past ten years I have been able to work with people 

who are involved in a prograM that I think deserves mention. It 

is called the Narconon program for drug-free living. I first 

heard about it when I lived in New England. It was there that I 

saw what 

problems. 

it could do for people who had drug and alcohol 

The Narconon program uses no drugs, and is designed to 

increase the individual responsibility of the person while 

eliminating his desire to lean on chemicals to seek pleasure or 

avoid pain. 

Perhaps what is most unique is that this program uses the 

detoxification method developed by L. Ron Hubbard to eliminate 

drug 

the 

and chemical residues from the fat tissues which addresses 

long term problem I discussed earlier. I should point out 

that scientific studies on the Hubbard technique show that not 

only does it eliminate residues from drugs, it reduces the levels 

of environmental pollutants and contaminants as well which has 

made the program very popular with physicians and health minded 

individuals who are concerned about the extent of toxic 

substances in our environment. 

d\0 
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The Narconon program has been in existence for nearly 20 

years now and has intitiated many very successful education and 

awareness campaigns. 

Narconon All-Stars 

Of interest to the gathering today are the 

made up of over 300 drug free celebrities 

including many maJor sports figures, Rod Carew, Bruce Jenrter, 

Carlos Palomino, Ken Norton, Tommy Hawkins and others. The 

Narconon All-Stars participate in public events for youth to 

communicate the vital message that being successful and being 

drug-free go hand in hand. 

I am proud to be a supporter of this program and I could 

talk a great deal more about it. But I know we are short on time 

and there are many others here today with important things to 

say. Mr. Chairman, with your permission, I would like to submit 

with my written testimony a drug information booklet from 

Narconon which discusses in detail many of the points I touched 

upon today. 

In conclusion, I want to emphasize that while the problem we 

are hearing about today is a most serious one, something ~~D be 

done about it. And I believe that the vital work of this 

committee, the people who are attending these hearings today, the 

experts who will be speaking this morning and this afternoon, all 

attest to the fact that something i§ being done about it. 

Thank you. 

()( \ \ 





DRUGS AND PROFESSIOHAL SPORTS 

Testimony of Fred Leavitt 

Thank you for the opportunity to testify about a problem that 

is putting professional sports in dis epute. I shall address four 

topics: causes of drug use among atnletes; the positive ef cts o 

drugs; the negative consequences of aouse; and strategies for 

reducing the negative consequences. 

The causes are many, and my list is not exhaustive. Atnletes 

are of the age group most likely to use drugs. They can afforu 

large quantities, and the drugs are reaaily available to tnem. 

Their careers are short and often in jeopardy; eacn new season 

brings forth contenders for their jobs, and the threat of career

ending injury is everpresent. Because of job insecuri~y, they * 

often play with pain and injuries. They experience nuge emotional~ 

swings: we've all heard about tne thrill of victory and tne agony 

of defeat. What's more, those perioas of intense excitement are 

typically sandwiched between monotonous plane trips and uoring 

nights in strange hotels. 

Athletes are terribly stressed. They are booed by hostile fans, 

and their performances are held up to daily scrutiny by their peers, 

coaches, fans, and the media. Surgeons may do more useful work, out 

bury their mistakes. Teachers, 1 awyers, and n1embers of tne 

California Legislature have relatively small auaiences. bUt tne ....--~, 

mistakes of atnletes are exposed to tne world, live and on 

videotape. Some years ago, two researcners developeu a questionnaire 
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for measuring important changes in a person•s life, ana found that 

high scores correlate with stress and vulnerability to illness and 

injury. I enclose a copy of the questionnaire. Read it and you 

will see that professional athletes are an exceptionally nign risk 

group. They are stressed, and drug use increases with stress. 

Next I come to the positive effects of drugs. Failure to 

acknowledge that there are positive effects reduces the likelihood 

of finding satisfactory solutions. Once again, my list is not 

exhaustive. 

*Drugs produce pleasurable feelings. 

*They relieve anxiety. 

*They reduce fears and insecurity. 

*They are exciting, so can be used as antidotes to boredom. 

Uote how these effects counter many of the problems of athletes. 

The negative consequences have been amply documented. The athlete 

who uses drugs risks his health, career, personal relationships, and 

freedom. Society suffers ~hen its heroes and role models commit 

illegal acts and are remanded to prison. And sports, significant to 

so many in our society, are also tarnished. Serious damage will be 

done if a major event is ever decided by the inability of a drug

using participant to compete to his normal ability. To even 

contemplate the possibility is sad. My list, though short, covers a 

lot of ground; and I hope it•s complete, because recognition and 

evaluation of the negative consequences of abuse is the single most 

important task before this Committee. Before elaborating, I shall 

consider some solutions. 
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When the cause of a problem has been established, the obvious 

solution is to eliminate it. Mosquitos car malaria; to prevent 

malaria, eradicate the mosquitos. High levels of cholesterol 

increase the risk of heart disease· to reduce the risk, lower 

cholesterol levels. Enlightened owners could eliminate some causes 

of drug abuse. They could make long-term commitments to players, 

which would relieve job insecurity and the accompanying pressure to 

play despite severe injury and pain. They could develop vocational 

guidance programs to combat boredom and reduce anxiety about life 

after sports. They could hire people to teach alternative methoas 

for relieving anxiety: psychotherapy, behavioral modification, yoga, 

self-hypnosis, meditation, and biofeedback. 

Institution of such measures would certainly reduce problems 

associated with drug abuse. But the problems wouldn't be eliminated, 

any more than the risk of heart disease is eliminated by a low 

cholesterol diet. Too many other factors are involved. Ther~fore, I 

ask Committee members to consider an unpopular, politically 

inexpedient modification of goal: don't try to eliminate all drug 

use, which in any event is probably impossible, but instead try to 

minimize the negative consequences of abuse. That requires a 

radical solution. It means that punitive measures against users 

should be stopped. 

Scientific studies show that the threat of punishment is an 

ineffective deterrent to drug use, but discourages abusers from 

seeking rehabilitation. Moreover, most people who use illicit 

drugs, including most athletes, are in other respects law-abiding, 
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productive citizens. If not, I pity us all: for 45 million 

Americans ad~it using marijuana, 25 million, cocaine. Regard them, 

if you must, as weak people or as victims, but I urge you not to 

treat them as sinners. Offer help, but don 1 t penalize refusal. In 

short, I encourage you to search for alternative methods to 
"" 

punishment for dealing with drug use. 

Although many drugs are dangerous, the user himself is almost 

always the primary or sole victim, and the negative consequences 

result more from the law than from pharmacology. The most 

compelling dangers are fine, imprisonment, and loss of job. In 

addition, drugs manufactured illegally frequently contain impurities 

that cause adverse reactions. Abusers are afraid to seek help. 

They distrust warnings about drugs, so disregard genuine dangers. 

They pay high prices and use unsterile equipment. And they become 

hypocrites, using drugs in private but condemning them publicly. 

I conclude by asking this Committee to look with compassion 

upon professional athletes. They have glamorous, well-paid jobs, 

but pay a heavy price. Efforts should be devoted not to trapping 

and punishing, but to helping, them. 
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24 0 Trouble with irl-iawa 29 
25 0 Outlltlllnding periONII ~ 28 
28 0 ~began or stopped worlt 26 
27 0 ~ or ~ schooling 26 
28 0 Change in living condiiU'IIIl 25 
29 0 Revision ol periONII Mbita 24 
30 0 Trouble with bollllll 23 
31 0 Chllngl!l in wor1t hoora or ~ 20 
32 0 Chllngl!l in r~ 20 
33 0 Chllngl!l in lllChoolll 20 
34 0 Change in recreatiori 19 
36 0 Cl'illngll in church IIICtivitiell 19 
36 0 Cl'illngll in llOCi.lli ac:tMtiell 18 
37 0 MortQIIIOII a loan ililll8 then $10,000 17 
38 g Clu>nt>o"' ~ ~ 

39 0 Change in m.omber ol flllmily get-togethanl 115 
40 0 Change in Hting Mbitll 15 

41 0 Vacation 13 
42 0 ChristmaS 12 
43 0 Mina ~ oi!M law 11 

T eta! LCU ac:ore: 

A IS: OD o~·· 
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Or.(UCE . BOSLEY 

Nr. Pete Hozelle 
4 10 Park Avenue 
New York, New York 10022 

Dear Mr. Commissioner: 

24 ,_;1\NTA IN 

HILLSODr~DUCH, CA 

February 10, 1983 

It is with mounting and considerable ang~r and dis
appointment that I 0rite this letter. The subject of my 
concern and vexation is the National Football League's 
new-generation's problem with drugs. 

There is no way to sweep the problem under the r 
no way to hide the insidious threat to the NFL those 
using drugs. Compassion on the part of the league, your 
office, and owners is frighten ly akin to condoning the~
horrendous problem. 

When Paul Hornung and Alex Karras were drummed out 
of the league for a year for gambling, the league was dis
graced and embarrassed. But you reacted, immediately and 
forcefully. Your action won respect for the league, the 
game, and your handling of the responsibility of office. 
Today a gambl charge would, apparent , be looked upon 
by a less-questioning public as "no big deal". Narcotics 
(such as pills) which in the past were such a prob em, and 
now the full-blown epidemic of the use of cocaine--are 
rampant in the NFL and nothing, it would seem to the blic 
is being done to correct what threatens to become a majo 
disaster in the game. 

A brief stay in a detoxi ing deser etrea c 
hardly qualifies as strong, correct action. 1\. n 
awJ ef fee Live :J l:awp-ou L--u Leu: tlny wl til your or i icc_: 
leadership--is most urgent and obviously the only way to 
go to rid the NFL of the problem . 

Where and when today' s atheletes became involved v-1i th 
drugs is one th Allowing "users" to tinue lay 
and thereby offer role-model heroes to the lie does a 
tcrr iblc disservice to the NFL, the game, s.por l~: .:.~nd the 
n<:1tion. 
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Undoubtedly much of the drug problem has been brought 
into the league by young men who first tried "the stuff 11 

while still in college--or in some instances, even earl
ier. Bringing the use of drugs with them into the NFL 
today appears no immediate great threat to careers, for 
your policy--and that seemingly employed by club owners 
and coaches--is tantamount to but a slap on the wrist. 

If there is to be a turnaround, protection for the in
tegrity of the game, it must start with you as con~ission
er. Every new contract, let's say as a first-step example, 
would stipulate that an athelete caught in a drug situa
tion would immediately be banished from the sport--either 
for a year on first offense, or forever with habitual use. 
llitting an athlete in the pocketbook gets his uttcntion 
mighty fast. 

Spot testing through post-game urinalysis should be 
written into these contracts, and employed--and don't any
one tell me about "civil rights" or "invasion of privacy". 
When the athelete signs his contract, he accepts the re
sponsibility of "staying clean". Olympic atheletes are 

..... -: 
spot-tested. Racehorses are spot-tested. All to insure 
the honest and integrity of the sport. Are pro football 
players sacrosanct? If the Highway Patrol can legally 
use breathalizers, unrinalysis and/or blood tests, then 
the NFL and its multi-billion dollar investment and fut
ure must be protected by no less determinations of drug 
usage by its player representatives. 

The NFL is not a drug rehabilitation "home" for 
those who would desecrate the game. What has been achiev
ed through more than a half-century by players, coaches 
and owners--public acceptance as the No. 1 spectator 
sport--appears in terrible danger. Memories of heroes of 
the past--the Daughs, McElhennys, Whites, Luckmans, Me
Calls, t-lotl~ys, et al--are taint~u <:~nu u~<.Jruu~u IJy uru<.J 
users in today's game. 

The NFL Alumni Association, growing in numbers and 
strength by the year, has as its motto: "Caring For Kids". 
We care by example; we care by action. Just as we care, 
too, about the integrity and future of football. 

If there is any way we as a group, or I as a former 
player proud of my l4 years service in the game, can he 
of assistance in helping to eradicate the festering sick
ness of drug usage, we stand at the ready. We arc sen-

) 
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sitive to the situat We 
action as commissioner, and we want 
possible. 

Sincere 

1313/se 

to tak st 
help n " y 1tJ::1y 





IXMEDIATE 
14 

r~ following statement 

sciplinary suspensions, effect 

' 198 ' by e Rozel 

immediate been imposed four Nat ion a 

ball League players for violations of League drug policies are Ross Browner and 

the Cincinnati Bengals, E f the , and Greg Sc 

ne New Orleans s. 

After thoroughly reviewing the respect cases ing wi aye 

e;oresentatives, I have determined that each to his part tn illega 

,ctivities involving cocaine, will be suspended without pay through the fourth game of 

·egular season. None of the four players permitted to attend training camp, practice 

~,sions, meetings, or other~ise use club facilities. All four wi l be el le to petit 

tatement following the fourth game of the ' 3 regular season. 

Junior and Stemrick were arrested on cocaine fe charges separate 1ncidents. 

leaded guilty or no contest to the charges each convicted earl this y~:ar a 

'ffense. Since both were granted probation, h 

rs c:onvic on felony dr~g charges re rt 

.oriod of time 

Browner and Johnson acknowledged recent federal criminal court imony 

.urchased cocaine from a drug dealer many imes. Browner admi ted 2 to l purchases; 

'0nnson approximately 5. 

NFL players occupy a unique position in the eyes of public. s 0 

Involvement w1 

poses num~rous risks to the integrity of profess footba 1 

- it Thus every player must adhere to cert standards of personal conduct on 

fiel ry player agrees by is employment contract engage ties 

trimental the sport. 

For years the League' disapproval drug misuse has been to ayers 

·~am playbooks, locker room notices, player contracts, and annual visits to every squad 

'
0 ague security representatives These measures were intensif1ed in 19 when thE' League 

~e San Diego Chargers team, its general manager and eight of s pl VlO 

's drug misuse increased in sports, and soc 

a balance between discipline, where necessary, med 

•oluntarily come forward to receive treatment. 

This bal e has meant that players who have sought rehabil nt and 

r•Jg problems not ent led them in the crimi st Lt~d 

st desp1 t the r avowed pas use r, a f 

y any ndication it i l! l G lt;\.;;'1 t, 

( 

of 
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Regardless of whether a player's prosecution on drug charges results ~n probation, as it 

) Jr Junior and Stemrick, and regardless of the reasons for withholding prosecution and 

anting immunity to others, as was the case with Browner and Johnson; the NFL's priorities 
. ' 

ten are and must be different in degree from those of the authorities who enforce federal and 

ate narcotic laws. The game itself can be honored--or dishonored--by its own participants. 

e obligations of personal conduct are not just owed to the League. They are owed as well to 

e player's team, to every other National Football League player, and to the public on whose 

,proval and support the game and the livelihood of all those associated with it ultimately 

~pend. 

Drug involvement may entail personal ~nJury and health risks for players themselves and 

iminish the performance levels of players as well as their teams. Such involvement may also 

tve rise to pressures on players to alter their performance on the field in the interest of 

llegal gamblers, as FBI officials recently noted. 

Many knowledgeable authorities recognize t~at penalities may deter nov~ce drug users from 

1rther use and deter confirmed users from increasing their use or participating in sales or 

istribution to others. It is also recognized that penalties may decrease the severity of an 

~dividual drug problem by encouraging frequent users to seek treatment and discouraging casual 

~ers from becoming heavier users or dependent. 

In taking these actions today, I am no less determined to follow through on the policy of 

he League and its 28 clubs of guaranteeing treatment and rehabilitation for those who seek it 

11rough the established channels. But this medical assistance program 1s not intended to 

•·lieve all NFL players of personal responsibility for illegal drug involvement. 

##### 
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Mr Pe ze e 
410 Park Avenue 
tlew York, New 

Dear Mr. Comrnis ione 
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as others? 
that tells National Football 
more drugs, or else--. 

l i out for the 
you will take future s 

-player, cas -case a 

0 l:ll 

and remove the 
the game. 
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oontrac t. 

It v1ould ppea t re r 
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layer 
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who lack remorse and/or question your authority by now 
threatening to appeal their suspensions. 

Must we see the game be dragged through more legal 
mazes, a la Al Davis? 

The players, coaches, owners, and fans want stronger 
action as evidenced by the enclosed newspaper articles. 

Be firm, Mr. Commissioner. Spell it out for all of 
us. In capital letters, "Be clean--or be gone". 

Enclosures 

C.C. - NFL Teams 
tJFL Players Assoc. 
NFL Alumni 
USFL Commissioner 

Sincerely, 

/ft~L( ;(5;--0--e_.~L 
Bruce Bosley U 

National Football Foundation 
NCAA 

BB/se 



ture. 

If he did, it does not 
have his with 
the This and others 
who were asked, there appears 

'to be no effect from the 
'way the ~cason ended, with 
Walsh a no-show at the final team 
meeting and then the 
deliberations over his future. 

"This is the first time I 
of it, and only because 
ed me," veteran tackle 
horst said. "That was an emotional 

·period !or because 
was such a 

1111 

H there is one issue 
'stresses Walsh, it is 
JS become 

the NFL's anti-drug 
agree there's no 

about where stands. 

camp. 

·, Walsh told The Chronicle 
the 
and 
cl us Ions''; 
the 

to 
but he did raise the issue at a 

week. 

! 
( 



Clippers' Silas 
Won't Return . · Thurs., March 31, 1983 * 

')' 

Coach Paul Silas, under fire for the San Diego ,t)"'yl.' · · · ~I J I·. . 
:;uppers' inconsistent play, will not be rehired at the ) (l'f' . : . · · 
!nd of the National Basketball Association season, .....- // ·· , · 
ICCOrding to the Los Angeles Times. rJ'' : ,//~· r ' •' ' 

The Clippers, who declined comment on the rt-'- . ·) f~// I· .. · ~·. 
:>ort, apparently plan to hire a top-name coach and are~ll)l 
:onslderlng a deal to acquire Milwaukee forward .J 
~arquesJohnson. . 1 ,• 

j .:. 

PEOPLE/SPORTS 

Drug Bust 
football PlaYe 

} ~·. "' 

... . 

Philadelphia Eagles fullback Leroy Harris has 
testified he is a "junkie" and spent much of a $60,000 
bonus on cocaine, according to the Philadelphia Inquir-

. , Washington Redskins back Har· 
, : moo and former New England running back Ike Forte 

PEOPLE/SPORTS 

were arrested in Texarkana, Ark., last night as 
massive two-state drug raid. The pair were 

: with possession of cocaine and held in lieu · 

er. The paper said Harris, a member of the Eagles since 
1979, made the admission during a support heating in a 
New Jersey domestic relations court. 

: ; -bonds. 

49ers1 Walsh Fine 

- $10,000 by the 
\ 

.~ -. Houston 
The column in question, head· 

l lined, "49er welcome mat out for 
Campbell," was ghost-written by 
Hal Lundgren, a Houston Chronicle 
sportswriter who last month was 
hired by Walsh as the 49ers' direc· 
tor of public relations. . ~,;l Y Protested 

\0~,s(j His Quote 
I 
' "I feel for Hal, because it's un

fair to him," Walsh said yesterday. 

In the column, Walsh/Lundg. 
ren wrote: 

-

By Ira Miller 
Sun Francisco 49crs hcnd 

conch Hill Walsh was fined 
$10,000 yesterday by the Na
tional Football League for 1 • 
saying he wanted to trade for • 
Earl Campbell, the Houston , 
Oilers' star running back. · 

The comments.were made in a 
l(ucst column that appeared under 
Walsh's byline, in the Houston 
Chronicle last April 11. The Oilers 
charged Walsh with tampering, a .1• 
violation of th~ N~'~. constitution. oM 'i 

' .. ) ..! .... '"' ,j ,,;, "~ ~-

{ 

t 
I 

"Earl C11mp\H.•II is one of lhr 
greatest football carriers in football 
history and we would like to trade 
for him. We've talked to the Oilers 
severaltimes. Just as we're talking 
to several teams around the league. 
It's no secret around the league 
that a running back is what we 
need most .... 

"WhNhrr It's E11rl or 11 play<>r 
from another team, we're Interest· 
ed in acquiring a running back as 
soon ns possible. We want to tradC'. 
The other players we've talked 
about arc (Curtis) Dickey (of Balli· 
more), Joe Cribbs at Buffalo, Wen· 
dell Tyler at Los Angeles and 
Chuck Muncie atSan Diego." 

Two weeks after the column 
appeared, the 49crs made a trade .._ 

.<- ~Lt.~ln fl\~d.n. ... 'tl'~\f\ 

L 

EARL CAMPBEll 
Oilers' running 
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that the four 

~"'J 

Cardinals. 
with the 

Rozelle ·s decision. 
later, we have 

to ·· said New Orleans 
"That's what 

considered best for the 
and rm not 

about ir.·· 
Cardinals Coach 

Junior "c>ked me to tell the team 
that he will be He said tell 
them that he will continue to work 
out and he will be rein
stated after the fourth game of the 
;cason.·· 

to the cocaine 
on nrobation. 



FOOTBALL 
"'rom Page 49 

-<~79 season, but quit h1 a bitter 
salary dispute over $20,000 In 1980. 

lnlesnle Is Fired 
On Tuesday, Infante, of· 

fensive coordinlltor the Cincin-
nati Uengals,- ncct•ptr<l :1 new job: 
head coach or Jacksonville's USFL 
team, beginning when the Bcngals' 
season was over. 

The Bcngals' season ended ror 
Infante yesterday. He was fired, 
and later In th(' day the Bcngals 
filed a lawsuit against him for un· 
specified damages. The suit listed 
Infante's 1983 salary at $80,000. 

Paul Brown, the Cincinnati 
general manager, said that In· 
fantc's Cincinnati contract, which 
was due to expire next January 31, 
barred him from negotiating with 
another team without permission. 
He said Infante had asked for per· 
mission to negotiate with Jackson
ville, but was denied. · 

Is He Kidding? 
Pete Johnson, the Cincinnati 

fullback who recently admitted In 
lllrl to buying cocaine'. must be 

_.,.lng In a dream world. Al the 
· same time that commissioner Pete 

Hozclle Is <;:onsidering disciplinary 
action, Johnson's agent has In· 
formed the Bcngals he won't report 
to training camp next week unless 
his contract Is renegotiated. 

Johnson's cur'rent contract re
portedly pa)'S him $125,000 a year. 

"Apparently," said owner Paul 
Brown, "cocaine is a secondary Is-

" 

. Both Johnson and Bengals de
fensive end Ross Browner recently 
admitted cocaine purchases during 
testimony in a trial. Brown hinted . 
that Hozelle may usc his decision as 
an. example for the rest of the NFL. 

"I think football players, not 
jul>l these two, have gol to get a 

· message (about drug use) from a 

'( 

&v~/e:L~ 
A){t).J'~~ 

leaguewide standpoint," said ~ 

Brown. "\l,'e can't go on like this ,I f!j ~,-.rll{' 
with these people." J-~, v. ~v 

••• And More Drugs 
The New Orlean,<; Saints have 

lgncu corncri.HH:k Greg .Sien1rlck, 11 
-;ormcr standout at Houston, but he 

won't be permitted to play for the 
Saints until the l'\FL completes an 
ln\'csllgallon Into his cullvlcllun for 
cocaine posst$~!on. 

Skins' Safely 
P~ters Charged 
In Cocaine Plot 

Washington 
Veteran Pe-

ters of the fled-
skins was arrested yesterday 
at the Super Bowl champions' 
training camp in Cnrlislc, 
und churgcd with tukln~ purt 
in u cocalnc-scUiug oj)craHon. 

Peters, who has not missed a 
start in his 115-game NFL career, 
was accuscu In an alleged scheme 
in which about four pounds of co
caine valued at $115,000 were sold 
at motels in Washington's Virginia 
suburbs in June and July. 

· · The federal complaint says Pe
ters sold the drug to undercover 
agents of the U.S. Drug Enforce
ment Agency and the Royal Canadi
an Mounted Police. The complaint 
named seven others, including two 
half brothers of Peters. 

· · ·Authorities said Peters re
ceived $3000 for "facilitating the 
sales." Peters got $1000 as a fee for 
introducing the agents to other 
drug dealers, received another 
$2000 for a subsequent sale and was 
to receive $2000 per pound of co-

( 

caine for future 
said. 

released on a 
arraigned twice, 

once In Pm., anu 
In Alexandria, Va. charges car· 
ry a maximum prison t.erm o! 15 
years and a fine of $25,000. 

Peters, 30, a father ot four, 
became another in a growing line 
of pro football players who11e 
names have been linked to cocaine 
in the past year. NFL Commillsioner 
Pete Rozelle recently suspended 
four players for cocaine involve-
ment. • 

The DEA also arrested Ron 
Wood, 38, and Thomas Valanldas. 
35, both Maryland residents, and 
Jorge Alberto Robert, 35, an 
tin ian resident o{ Miami. The 
named in the complaint have no1 
been apprehended. 

The federal complaint said tha 
Peters helped arrange the sale of : 
half pound of cocaine for $17,000 01 

June 29 to Ronald Nicholson of tb 
1 Canadian Mounties. 

The complaint said that on Ju! 
5 Peters also met with a DEA 
at a restaurant in Falls Church, 
and agreed to help supply the ages 
with larger amounts of cocaine. 

On July 19, the undtH'COVI 
agents met with two of Peten' l 

leged associates at an ArUngto 
Va., motel and purchased a pou1 
o{ cocaine for $34.000, the co1 
plaint continued. 
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announced yesterday by com· " ~ 
misshmer Pete Rozelle. ' 5 

·: , Linebacker 
· er during the 1001 
;on, was released 

Offensive tackle Keith Fahn· 
horst: "Some action had to be tak· 
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1971 

1973 

1973 

1973 

1973 

-

NFL begins cooperative program with National Clearin~aouse 
for Drug Abuse Information, the Justice Department's Bureau 
of Narcotics and Drup,s, the National Center for Voluntary 
Action to produce public-service announcements on NFL telecasts. 
Nearly 100 players ultimately participate, and the program 
receives many commendations, from the American 
Health Association, the American , and the White House. 

With drug use among at all levels~ the 
NFL begins reassess its program and makes plans to augment 
it. The League also discusses the issue with the Special 
Subcommittee on Investigation of the House Committee on 
Interstate and Foreign Commerce. 

(June) NFL announces several new elements in its drug program: 

• Mandatory reporting by member clubs to the League office 
of the purchase and supply of prescription drugs, including 
full inventory, all drug invoices on a monthly basis 9 

local procedures to control inventory and handling, and 
spot audits by investigators under direction of League 
security department. 

• Prompt reporting by member clubs to the League office 
of any involvement in a drug incident by club personnel, 
players or otherwise. League's security department 
to investigate such incident. 

• Disciplinary action the Commissioner, up to and 
including suspension from the NFL, against any club 
personnel involved in the improper dispensing or use 
of drugs, or failure to. comply with the reporting require
ments under the League's inventory 

• Augmented educational programs. 

• Caution to players to not team physician about any 
prescription medication obtained from sources other 
than the team. 

• Intent to name before the next season a League medical 
consultant with pharmacological expertise. 

(July) Player Lance Rentzel of the Los Angeles Rams suspended 
for the 1973 season by Commissioner Rozelle for personal conduct, 
including illegal possession of drugs. 

(September) NFL riames as consultant Dr. Walter F. Riker, Jr., 
chairman of the department of pharmacology at Cornell University 
Medical College in New City. To act as advisor on 
patterns of medically-recommended for team personnel 
and to evaluate prescription-drug data under the League's 
mandatory inventory system. 

- 2 -
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1977 

1978 

1980 

1981 

1981 

1982 

-

or professional football, tlw Comnissioner will have the 
right, but only after giving Player the opportunity for a 
hearing at which he may be represented by counsel of his 
choice, to fine Player in a reasonable amount; to suspend 
Player for a period certain or indefinitely; and/or to 
terminate this contract. 

The League begins working with the Distilled Spirits Council 
of the United States (DISCUS) and the Education Commission 
of the States to produce television public-service announce
ments with the theme of moderation in drinking. 

(August) After one year's imprisonment for trafficking in 
illegal drugs, Miami Dolphin players Don Reese and Randy 
Crowder are ruled eligible by Commissioner Rozelle to re-sign 
in the NFL, provided each donates $5,000 of his first year's 
salary to a drug rehabilitation facility in the state of 
Florida. Probation conditions similar to those imposed by 
the court are also applied. 

Specific mention of alcohol abuse is incorporated into the 
NFL Drug Program which is mandatorily inserted into each 
player's playbook. 

Carl Eller, former all-NFL player with the Minnesota Vikings 
and a reformed chemically-dependent person, begins part-time 
consulting work for the League. Eller meets with coaching 
staffs and administrative personnel to help them recognize 
and deal with drug problems. He also holds several private 
meetings with individual players. 

In a move consistent with the,many employee assistance programs 
beginning in American business, the NFL modifies its drug 
program to place more emphasis on medical help and treatment. 
The change begins to bear fruit as a number of players come 
forward to take advantage of this club-financed treatment. 

(March) At the NFL's annual meeting, Commissioner Rozelle 
stresses to member clubs the need to affiliate themselves 
with a competent drug and alcohol facility in their local 
areas to handle evaluation and treatment of employees, or, 
in the event of treatment at another site, the employees' 
after-care. (Up to this point, many clubs had used only 
facilities that were nationally known but which were in other 
locales.) The Commissioner also asks each club to retain a 
physician in its area who is expert on drug and alcohol matters. 
At the same meeting, Dr. Walter Riker and Carl Eller (see 
above) address om1ers, front-office executives, and coaches 
of the member clubs on the League's concern about drug use 
and the assistance aspects of the NFL program. A similar 
session is repeated the following month at the annual meeting 
of NFL public relations directors. 

- 4 -
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1982 

1983 

1983 

1983 



,. 

1983 

-

-

(July) Commissioner Rozelle suspends without pay four NFL 
players through the fourth game of the regular season for 
their involvement in illegal drug activities. The players 
are Ross Browner and Pete Johnson of the Cincinnati Bengals, 
who acknowledged in federal criminal court testimony that 
they had purchased cocaine from a drug dealer at least a 
dozen times; and E. J. Junior of the St. Louis Cardinals 
and Greg Stemrick of the New Orleans Saints, each of whom 
were convicted on felony drug charges for possession of 
cocaine. 

- 6 -



BRUCE BOSLEY 

Mr. Pete Raze le 
410 Park Avenue 
Now York, New York 10022 

24 WEST SANTA 

tember 1, 98 

Dear Mr. Commissioner: 

It appears tha the "Dallas Five" situat 
direct result of an unsuccessful rehabil 
program initiated i the early l The 
iveness of this program has left Coach facing 
the ss bil of losing those super star players 
who are current exposed to an out-dated ilos 
and cover-up. The price to correct the s tuation 
this e the game will be h t must be d. 

Eowever, you can prevent futur 
ind 

actua 
almcs d 

ave enc 

f 

c. Teams 

now with a tared "no 
You 

be able to 

newspaper article 
many have not 

~incere y, 

Bruce Bosley 

LJFL Players 
l\lumni 

llego Football Pounda n 

nc1osures 
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T!w scheduled induction of Cunnon 
i11to the Football Hall of Fanw 
dl'l:tyt'(! until counterfdting 
arc settled. 

A Florida oilman was arr(';;ted last in 
a widening federal inV(~tigation of at least ~7.5 
million in eounterfeit mom•y that led to 

Cannon, the former I!Pl-;man 
winn<·r who 
!udders. 

Bill Glassrm·k, of 
Pc>ns:wola, Fla., was atcusC'd of to 
lli~mufacturc, !JOS<.;t•:.;s and concPal f!,:l.5 million in 
hogus bills. 

'There are a lot of 
from " said assistant 
!\tiller. "We've got 
But Cannon's involvement is 
in g." 

hL~ home in 

:t!HI was sdH'duled for 
the !!all of Fame. 

Court records revc>.aled 
non !lad been sut'(! for hundre-ds of 
dollars in bad ddJt!-i since Hl80. The 
~howed the latest suit against Cannon was filed 
in tlw of .., .. u-.,JVJ 

Appeal Denied 

An court rvfust'<l 
;,n order that would throw 

Landry Sits 

officials 

II f 
r t 

that federal authoritiC"S were 
against wkk· H'<'t'iver 

t·mls Martin ami 
back~ Dorsett 

SoviN diwr 
while attempting a 

Ganws. 
condition at the 
Edmonton. 

"lie 
John 
medical serviec':i. 

1iw lnng·running 
l:t'.'' :;wim at HUG p.m. 

:,11 im at 7:':ll p.m. last 

Joe Paterno. 
footh;dl 
fall. will he 
day. llc'll n-<:dve 
Dianne Feinstein, throw out 

Gi:mts{:ardinais game 
tl'rno will addre:<.:s the .,.,..,.,,,,...,."''"'' 

!he suhj~x1. of ethk-s and 
will alt<'n<l a Penn State 

the Plaza RestHU· 
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Willie Aikens and 
Un for one year, the stiffest 

violations 

Those three are 
for reinstatement next 

said, but the of 
Howe, a reliever who has 
been treated times for cocaine 
ael:>entaeJncv will last at least a year. 

Kuhn said Howe's case would 
reviewed at the end of a at 

which time be 
ceca

tests per-
turned up· evi· 

use. Kuhn said, 
don't 

sion is 

action against 
due to he 

for cocaine 
Blue has 

cess is "'"'"'"""'' 
Wilson Aikens and Martin will 

~ith a new commissioner 
for reinstatement. 

on March 1. He 
said he took three Royals' jail 
terms into account in rendering his 
decision. 

"ln consideration ... of the pris-
on sentences the court, 
their private apologies 

l 
I 

t 
for their action, their coopera-
tion in my investigation, their sus- 1 , •• , •••• f ,1 'hif•r- ~ ... \.{ .•' .. 1'1 .- ..... ..q.. .• ,_:.l-~lr' 

·. ~f~~~!~o~~~ ·::\! re~i~~~~!::~ ...... ---------- .. · -··-",..· ...... 
reinstatement to his judg~ 
ment," Kuhn said. _ 4 

The NBA will attempt to imposej 
lifetime bans on who com• 
mit offenses .December, 
31. An is in effect 
until for Who come for· 

and seek ' · ,. 
Kuhn has invoked his power tor----...... -------

for drug involve-'! 
ment but ln neither. 
case was the as harsh. ; · 

'Jenkins; then wlth ·~ 
~he Texa~-Rangers, :"Was1 suspended ·. 
mdeflnltely hi 1000 after cocaine, ' 
hashish and marijuana were dlscov· 1 

ered In his Toronto 
He and arbitrator 

UC>etlt·or·derPii the suspen- ' 
ks. 
uently con; 

or cocaine pO!ISE.'!!S!On In 
but received no 

record was ex
""'au""'cLt:u a drUg• 

agreed. to 

of the San Diego 
for, one 

1982 being arrested 
um;~eJ;swm of cocaine. · 

--~43 
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Cobb Acqullled 
Former Boston 

star Ernie Cobb was 
of 

lloherl 

\..,._:._, ______ _ 
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BRUCE 

246 WEST SANTA INEZ 

Mll..l..l!llliiiiOROUBHt CA 940Hl 

October 3, 1983 

Mr. Larry O'Brien, Commissioner 
National Basketball Association 
Olympic Tower 
645 Fif Avenue 
New York, NY 10022 

Dear Hr. Commissioner, 

As a UFL Football player for 14 years, I admire 
and support your decis to expell drug violators in 
the NBA. It took courage and backbone to step forward 
and stand to this serious problem. 

I am embarras and ashamed of the NFL cover-up 
and slap on the wrist "action". The lack of leadership 
and the possibility of losing some super stars are ob
vious factors in the NFL's maneuvering to avoid dealing 
wi s tuation. 

?hank you Mr. Commiss for stepping forward 
and g sters today and tomorrow a choice: 
Be clean to play in the NBA or self-destruct! 

Sincerely, 

/~~/ 
Bruce Bosley (. 

c.c. - NFL 
NFLPA 
NFLA 
USFL 
NCAA 

·BB/se 
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copeia of illegal drugs like marijuana, co
caine and PCP; abused prescription 
like Pcrcodan, Dilaudid and Quaaludcs, 
and look-alike drugs like over-the-counter 
diet pills passed olf as "Black Mollics"
amphetamincs. Alcohol is still the most 
abused its on industry 

hut A mcrican busi
nes~ long ago that problem and 
begnn taking steps to de.al with it. The new 
explosion of illegal caught indus
try unprepared. Many supervisors who 
downed a couple of martinis at lunch were 
hesitant to discipline an employee for smok
ing a joint instead. Bosses who knew how a 
drunk worker acted had no idea how to 
identify a pill-popper. 

And the illegality of the drugs only made 
things worse: the drug-using employees 
were more secretive, making the problem 
harder to identify, ;md even employers who 
sensed that something was wrong were re
luctant to admit that crime was taking place 
on their property. As a result, says Jo
seph H. Lodge, a former Drug Enforcement 
Administration official who now runs a 
consulting firm in Miami, "today drug 
use at the workplace is as common as the 
coffee break." 

Expert Help: Business is finally waking up 
to the problem. The Department of Trans
portation is writing a job description for an 
expert in drug and alcohol abuse to help 
control what it calls "one oft he most signifi
cant problems" facing the country's rail-

- roads. The American Society for Industrial 
Security will hold a conference in Washing
ton next December called Substance Abuse 
in the Workplace. The lead story in the 
National Law Journal on Aug. 8 was ban
nered: DRUGS: CRISIS FOR THE BAR? USERS 

AND DEALERS ABOUND THE LEGAL 

PROFESSION. And even the Harvard Busi
ness Review has run an article titled simply: 
"Drugs in the Workplace." "The problem 
of drugs in industry is just beginning to 
surface," the author of the article, former 
DliA administrator Peter Bensinger, said 
lnst week. beginning to tnkc it 
seriously." 

And they're beginning a counteroffen
sive. Some, like the Boston branch of Blue 
Cross-Blue Shield, have requested' under
cover police investigations. Others, like 
Mobay Chemical Corp. of Baytown, Tex
as, use drug-sniffing dogs to search work 
areas or even cars in the parking lots: Sun
kist Produ('tS Group of Ontnrio, Cnlif., 
rcqui rc~ n II 11cw llOilsnln ricd em ptoY'cc'l 
and any strange-acting workers to take 
urine tests. & Associates, the 
Dallas electrical gives blood tests to 
anyone who has an accident on the job. 
Thousands of companies and public agen-

·- cies, from ITT to the Chicago fire depart
ment, have established employee-assist
ance programs-they're so common now 
they have their own acronym, EAP--or 
expanded them to include drug abuse. The 
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Sharing a lunchtime 
and a drain on America's 

rc11.~on is s!rictly hot!om 
less to rehabilitate 
hire and train a new 
Cagney, who runs the EAP 
Maritime in San Francisco. 

Such efforts to fight 
workplace have their fair 
They point out that most 
geared more toward alcohol 
drug problems, and drug detection on 
job raises some serious 





arlns had worked at a bomb 
Large construe! ion 

,ore than their sh;ne or 
·qts. 1\ cons I ruction worker in llouston 

eight stories nil' a the a11top~y 
lowed l1e had been I'"L 1\ lllll\1<'1' 

'elder who had worked for another llous

for 
hand. 

nc., Dallas's 
igured it had a 
.uffering a high 
obs. The company 
1 private and, 

for 10 

1\ssociated General Contractors, se
:rctly photographed transac
tions at the work site. The suspects 
were fired-and the number of acci
dents dropped. 'Tve been on jobs 
where the foreman actually passes 
out stutr to m:1ke sure the work f?,Cts 
done," says John E. Neece, a build ill!!, 
union leader in California. "Some
times 90 percent of the crew's been 
doing uppers. I just leave the jobs 
when the guys arc dopers. Would you 
want to work on a 14-story building 
knowing the guy with the blowtorch 
next to you is doing 

Ground Crews: Other accidents nrc 
just w:1itinfl, to happen. ;\n airline 
ground-crew employee ;111d a drug 
consultant both said last week that 
~orne ground workers 

ugs on I he job. 

for111cr 

coca we, 

untouched. the 
<:!aims that "in the '70s 

the cost or cars rose and the quality of the 
w~1s poor bccau~e of (drugs]." The 

adds, affcets big companies 
1111d >m:dl l'(jllnlly. "It can he thl· small 
o!lice with a who foq;cts to 

enters wrong figure on a 
the who works in 

II copld be a 
worker: last 10 ChiL:ago mail 

and clerks were arrested for sell· 
on the job; ! 9 ot h

carlier this month. 
Or it could be a officer. Last week 

the District of Columbia police de
partment announced that 35 recruits 
had been !ired and l 0 veterans, all of 
whom had served on the force for 
more than ftve years, had been sus
pended for using marijuana, cocaine 
or PCP in the past six months. "l 
can't I hink of any business where you 
can say with cerlainty that it doesn't 
have drug users," says Superintend
ent Keough of Boston. "And l in
clude police departments in that." 

By the Ton: The high-tech industry 
is especially hard hit because employ
ees on drugs can so easily cause qual
ity-control problems. Prof. Mike 
Lauderdale of the University of Tex
as nl Austin, who rcL·cntly surveyed 
60 lop Texas !inns about drug prob
lems, found most oft hem concerned, 
but none more than the electronics 

"-"presentative Duane Schrieber of 
Miami says he has "no of know
ing" if thars true, but added: "The 
only comment you can make ahout 
drug usc is that whatever the pcrccnl
ageis in the country, it\ the 

Stmlin;; to support a habit: A link to crime businesses. Two told him 
that they would leave the United 
States unless they could curb the 

same in the airlines." 
Transportation 
has never found drugs to be a factor in 
an air-carrier accident. In nuclear 
power for the 
Nuclear Commission in 
San francisco said last week that the 
number of workers ar
rested or fired because of 
or 
in the pa~l 
contract laborer 
cho Scco nuclear 
with a quarter gram of cocaine. The 
spokesman said most of the cases in
volved employees 
in the p:1rking loh, 
cocaine into 
guards smoking 
"You name it," he 

Loss of productivity and 
quality are harder to sec and harder 

..., measure, but they arc every bit as 
Oi'le Denver who used 

to snort cocaine from his 
er through a lwllowcd-out 
pen, says he was so wasted 
afternoon that he would stop his 
calls and either cancel his 
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DRUG ABUSE: THE COST 
TO THE ECONOMY 

LOST PRODUCTIVITY 
" Absenteeism. slowdowns. mistakes 

and sick leave 
• Drug-related deaths 
• Imprisonment 
" Leaving jobs !or 

to support habits 

MEDICAL EXPENSES 
• Trea!men! in rehabilitation contors, 

in hospitals ;md by doctors 

• Administration o! treatment 

CRIME 
• state and local 

for courts, 
and prisons 

locks and other 
steps !or businesses 

and individuals 
" during 

TOTAl 

$4.9 billion 
1.3 billion 
2.1 billion 

8.3 billion 

$1.9 billion 

367 million 

$5.2 billion 

1.6 billion 

113 million 

ln Silicon Valley, "drugs 
arc the No. I problem," according to 
Dick 1-!escnflow, a drug consultant 
who works with companies there. "A 
ton of cocaine a year is consumed in 
the Silicon Valley," he says. "Some of 
the small electronics companies arc 

under because I know 
whose company had 

such a serious drug problem that he 
closed and moved back East." He

associate, Reggie Kama
kclc, adds: "We have comp;mies that 
don't allow their executives to make 
decisions after lunch." Je~s llarbn, 
the 
agreed 
situation, but said he hus been unable 
to in the valley to ad

The com pa-
n ies to con 1 men!. 

Barba believes that most theft in 
Silicon is drug-related; co
came IS often the us and the 

form of payment for stolen 
There is clearly a relation· 

between crime and serious drug 
in the oflicc. Kilker 

a gram of cocaine a 
at a lumber com-

outside Colo., then em-
more than :);7,000 to pay for 





Jim Kelly, Counselor 
llllil'lll well have bt:cll 

w lien 11. on .II 111 K as a co1n pu In a',\t:lll bin 
I, I'd 10 y<'lll'< ago. 

I() ahdollli11al '>Urge· I 

1 Mass., 
drug user and a reformed alcoholic. But 

was turning his checkered into an 
at DEC: he persuaded the plant's management to 
help co-workers who were afllicted with same troubles 
had overcome. "I had been through the alcohol 
aml d stress, the medical "I 
could them right away 
people couldn't sec them like l could." 

Kelly's ell'orts were informal at first. lie 
word t hal he was ;wailable during lunch and coffee: breaks to talk 
to anyone: with a or drinking his 
center" con'>istcd of a workbench and a few stools in an 
incon:-,picuous corner of the planL \Yorkers come 

at IJiJ,;ilall:'quipmcnl: One man's cuncem ),;1'011'.\' into 

he ;,earches has some kind of 
contraband, Wilkinson says. 
extensively on olrshorcoil 
in oil ices is At 
tional's plant in 
even used to snill' 
t:ompatlY lot. "Our 
the dogs," ;.nys l'md Fr:tnklitl, l'<'"'"'nl'i 

Chclllicd C01 p. <>f 
into th1<> because our 

we usc some very visi-

the 
was taboo in the busilll''>S world 
years for fear ol· bad publil'ity. But 

now have no choice. 
"We believe 
graplnc 
Vincent K~tsda. vice 
sachuscth company. 
happen if you 

to Wilt k," s:1ys 

of I he· M 
"I hat·, nul go1ng to 

the work 

reali/(~d that what 1 told Kelly would b~ 
that Kelly and the company (which is 

them, not \lllokc them (lUI and fire 
tl1<: hilh, K carm:d '!<ltc vc:rtilica-

coun\clor, hut 111\ rcthaittcd one of 
with troubled workers and 

" mctit td ;:utsidc agenci~s. Eventual!~, 
several successes, and some of the reformed 

with the program. 
was devoting half his work

and the plant had hired a 
handle a growing array of 

problems the workers were 
1979 Kelly's job became full time; he 

office and a walk-in counseling center, and he 
of 10 Westfield employees a day. More irnpor-
spread. DEC, a $4 billion computer giant with 

now has cmploycc-assisto:lnce programs in 24 
other most of which arc run by outside professionals. 
DEC's informal has been a big help to the programs. 
"It's been a fir~t-namc basis and open door here," says 

Jii'OJ,;Hil/1 

Kelly. "I refer a janitor to the 
same hospital as l refer a plant 
manager." 

Digital Equipment will not 
say what the programs cost, 
and Bruce Davidson, who 
manages them, says the com
pany doesn't even bother to 
gtH"•' ltow much it gains he
cause of happier and more 
ellicicnt workers. "We don't 
h:tvc to come up with dollar 
figures every year to justify 
our existence," h.e says. "Our 
managers know it's a good 
program." Kelly insists that 
the company deserves any fi
nancial bcncr1t it derives from 
he progra111. "They have al

ways said that they were a 
cnmpany, ant! they 

it," he says. But it took 
a Jim Kelly to show manage
ment the way. 

DAVID I'AUI.Y with 
JERRY BUCKLEY in llo,ton 

ball marathon last May to raise funds for 
progrmns, very few husi

ne;..ses \Vantcd to gel involved. But some 
like National Car Rental, have 
drug-awareness programs for 

And more than 4,500 
11\0SI of I he 500 big

gest, h::vt· csloldl\llcd Cl!lj>l<lycc·H'>~I'>IttiiCC 

prngr:!IJI\ for drug and alcohol abusers. 
Stlmc run in-house programs while others 
coni with companies like Brownlee 
Dohin Stein Association of New York, 
which runs FA P's for about 25 corpora
tions around the country with a total of 
250,000 employees. An employee, rcfc:rrcd 

his or t"nrolling on his own, 
ulk<. lo Ei\1' oflicc and works out a 
lll'lllmcnl p~<•gtalll. IIi~ participation is 

1<'1, (;1\rs program is•thc best 
hll<''' n 11 ''·"'set for alcohol abust: in 
1972, to other drugs ind$ 

l \I <\1 !-1 I I\!'( 1 '(-..._ ,- .... -, 1 !]!,.'; 





What 
I\ II 
any, U11 he has union 
dckml hilll, there 
prevent his boss from searchi 
a~:.igning to sniff his 
pluyee rights, Washington 
\<:IV limitclL In t private sccto:·, 
pt i~:H:y a11d ttH:rc is 110 right lo 

l·ur a gclll:r:!lioll of workers raised i11 a nalmn !hat 
>C:IJSitivc to imlividu:d rigilh, it oflc:n t:Oillt:s 

di,c<lVcr th:il the Com,titution stop<> at the 
tic!lb put on police to stop and search a 
.1pply h! a worker walking clown an 
the highway" is the first amendment to the bosses' 
That can be a particularly bitter 
notion to accept when, as last week, 
the New Jersey Supreme Court dc
cl:Hcd that lockers of high-school 
children can't be routinely searched 
without a warrant 

Grievances: With a strong union, 
IW\\c:ver, the rules arc entirely dif
fcrc:nL Almost any disciplinary ac
tiun by a bo'.s, including dismissal 
fUI drug usc, becomes suhjccl to 
utliun appeals. Once tossed into the 
111.1/.c: of routine grievance proceed
tngs, the issue is no Iunger :-.unply 
\\hc:thcr the employee wa<> 
\\ 1 t h cocaine i 11 his overa lis. ! nstl'ad, 
t l1<:se battles arc fought on 
>llt:h as whether a 
flawed and what other demerits tar
ni>h I he: worker's lilc. "Arhitralnrs 
know ahnu! the 
Alfred Klein, an attorney for t 
Atl:tntic Richlidd Co, "They un
ch:rstand that drugs arc all over, 
cspecially marijuana, and tend 
to compromise," For in>tanc<c, a 
Callf<lrnia arbitrator sided with 25 
l.oc,khecd workns who were lin:d 
after a police drug bust at the 
Even though the company a 
fi1111 antidrug rule, it had to rctn-

drugahusc: manyJ(lbsare too 
or s11c·ssful. "I don't know ifyou'\'c h<id the 
opportunity to stnncl 111 ;1 pit and turn a 
·"·: ll'l\ d ri vc-r, 11 cr your lic1d hnu r ;t fll'r linu r, 
but I have," says Dr. Talbol!, 
pt esidcn t of I he American A eadem y of 
Addic!lonology. "it'<, almost like torture. 
These pc:oplc bring to 
c.1se the: boredom, the tension and the stress 
uf dotng l hci r job." 

Ali..:tt.'l.tion:T:dbott and olhc:rss:1y Ameri
can business should emulate the 
who ha vc addressed the st rcss 
tcnsion·rclievi ng brcn b. 
cisc breaks, they h;1vc cduc;1t breaks, 
they have breaks with ir;lining in non
ch.:mical copi11g techniques for n:l of 
bmedom," Talbott says. The Census 
tcau'<, Zabala, a expert who 

wm kc'l \ ;wd p;1y l>;1ck w:q',C\, 'lilt· lt':l"lll' Lot'kliec:d\ 
the· pa'>l k"l IH'Cii "" !;,_, il,;ll lite· all>itral<ll 

wo1kcr.'> dc~crvcd" ll'IIIIIHkr that the bo-;-; rc:dly 

sl til hold most of 1 he cards, there are 
to erode some of their power. Lawyers 
Action Center have dusted oil' a 1973 

discrimination hancli-
that it also bars employers that 
discriminating against a person 

While courts have yet to define the 
scope or I lie law, !lte center used it tn ltclp pl·rsuadc th~.: New 

sonic ;!ppliclllls wh(l !Junked a urinaly
similar one in Washington, D.C., the tests 

that the administrators could not positively 
cops the tainted urine came from. These drug 

screens, as are known~in the trade, arc also under attack 
in federal courts Texas. In two cases, oil-refinery workers 

whose tests proved negative have 
succi, claiming invasion of privacy 
and defamation after being pulled 
olr their jobs and told to supply 
urine samples. 

Fair Treatment: While these 
cases grind through the courts, 
the policing of drugs-on-the-job 
may be changed by an unrelated 
trend· the slow decay or the "em
ploynlcllt at will" doctrine. Several 
recent decisions in both f..:deral and 
stale courts have found that bosses 
owe I heir workers fair treatment 
and can be held liable for "wrongful 

for highhanded tactics. 
Thus corporate lawyers arc urging 
their clienh to be clear about 
their disciplinary practiecs. Charles 
1\·ndlti<lll, a Tc~;1s drti[!. con .... ullanl 
who is also a lawyer, travels the 
country running workshops for in

telling managers that anti
efforts must be part of a CO!ll· 

pany's safety program, must be 
posted and must be uniformly ap
plictL But for now employers still 
have the upper hand. 

~ 1.-rma!1 J Kokop:m- O:ack Star A RIC PRESS \\ilh DON SHIRLEY 
in L('' An~cle, and AMY WALLACE 

in \Vw .. hinglon a little intrusire 

and family functions to help 
cope with this loneliness with
to drugs," he says. American 

industry hal'<' lo work llirnughoul the 
'X(l\ to try to cure a hangover from the '(10s 
;uHI '7(h. Tile probicm can be contained--
all there will always be some drug 
abuse is to stop. Two 
well-dressed young women, telephone op
erators for a major corporation, were spend-
ing their lunch hour one day last week 

joints in the shadow of the Exxon 
in midtown Manhattan. "We're 

cclcllr;l! " s;lid one:. "I have a new job. 
This is IllY lirsl day." 

JOliN IIIUCIII'.l\ "ilh LIUK II'SI'N in New Ynrk, 
AMY W·\1.1 i\CE in \V;"hin~tnn,llAIUii\1(1\ 

BU RGOWEI( '" llnn't<"'· 1101. I. Y MORRIS in Alh111ta. 
DON SIIIIU.I'Y in Lo, An~eJe,,l'AMELA ~/:"8 

ABRAM~ON 111 '\;H\ Fr;nll'i-.~..:o and hur..:au n:pon, CX;) 

"'f:\'''\\'I'i"l<' I /'1. 1 'r:t 'C:.T ,., !{)~"\ 
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Senator B. 
Senate Select Committee on 

and Des 
1100 J Street, 4 
Sacramento, CA 

Dear Senator 

This letter is 
held with your 
on Thur 

sponse to tel 
ttee consulatant, 

conversation 
Kathleen Somerton, 
your 

hear on 
5, 19 4 

and Profe 1 Sports scheduled for 
April 24, 

During my conversat with Ms. Somerton, I 
that I had learned of the hear from the San 
Charger staff, who turn suggested I contact the 
committee and inform the members of the California 
Narcotic Officers Association (CNOA affiliation with 
the team. 

The 
an 
off 

as 
purpose was 
could share 
and to know one another 
CNOA has grown not only 
n , stature, and stication. 

( is 
1500 narcot 

CNOA was 
1966 whose inal 

California State islature look to CNOA for endorsement 
of bills and research for new proposals on slation. 
Many other states visit our annual train ng 
because of its o of spec ized narcotic 
work As th age, also come wisdom. CNOA, 
IV, (San es) has recognized that 
we as narcotic officers are also other roles, 
i.e., that o spouses, parents, church members PTA parti-
cipants, s coaches, etc. We have come to realize 
that as part of our efforts to minimize 
trafficking as law enforcement 
also obl to share that 
the as another method of 
abuse it sales It was this 
that officers of CNOA 

"FOR BETTER NARCOTIC EN 
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its chairman, Ron Shankles, a SDPD detective assigned to the 
San Diego County Integrated Narcotic Task Force, to activate 
a drug prevention program. 

The problem was easily diagnosed. It is well known and documented 
that only 10% of the population generally pose a continual problem 
for law enforcement. Effectively, that leaves the other 90% as 
virtual lay persons to crime and the criminal element, but 
certainly not unaffected, for it is they who are the victims, 
and moreover, naive victims. It is this naivete coupled with 
the ostrich-like syndrome that concerns us. First the naivete. 
If asked, most San Diegans could not only not identify marijuana, 
cocaine, heroin, or PCP, but even more tragically, could not 
diagnose their symptomatologies. Now in a society where at 
least one in ten is going to use drugs, certainly each one of us 
is personally going to be involved albeit in our families, work
place, or neighborhood. We are going to witness, first hand, 
drug use and abuse. Without a working knowledge of what is 
happening in our sphere of influence, how can we effectively react. 
The ostrich-like syndrome, i.e. seemingly putting our heads in the 
ground so we won't have to witness our environment, is the second 
problem. Many San Diegans refuse, out of fear, lack of responsi
bility, or other reasons, to negotiate with the reality that they 
have spouses, children, friends or neighbors with a drug abuse 
problem. To use the trite but emphatic phrase, "the bottom line 
is" that most people in our country either l) know nothing about 
drugs or 2) don't care to learn. It is our assessment that the 
majority of people fall into category #l and do care but are ill
equipped to recognize, much less deal, with a child, co-worker, 
spouse or friend who is using drugs. Therefore, if left stagnant, 
our community will continue to grovel in ignorance, allowing many 
of this 90% to come ill-prepared for that encounter with drugs. 

Our solution was to create a vehicle whereby as many people as 
possible could be reached and instructed in the basics of drug 
abuse awareness while at the same time instilling in them the 
desire to learn more about this insidious problem and prompting 
formation of groups to prevent traffickers of narcotics from 
infiltrating their families, schools and neighborhoods. 

A question we asked was "What will prompt 100-500 adults to forego 
a relaxing evening at home or some other endeavor, and come listen 
to a talk on Drug Awareness?" Our belief was that billing names 
of major sports figures as lead speakers would fill most audi
toriums. For example, if a sports celebrity were to announce they 
were going to host such a talk, we felt that community response 

- would be positive in all areas of San Diego, and result in good 
attendance. 

This was the basic premise then ... to have the draw of a sports 
personality, along with his personal comment on the situation ... 
presentation of a movie depicting drug use/abuse ... finally having 
an informed narcotic officer from CNOA telling each particular group 
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PROGRAM 

The Problem 

The problems of drug and alcohol abuse among young people have been 
wE:ll-doc~.:mented. Over 67% of our young people report using illegal drugs, 
and 94% of them report drinking alcohol. Our youth are using drugs and 
alcohol at earlier and earlier ages, with increasing amounts and involving 
alarmingly high numbers. For example, the number one killer of vouth is 
alcohol anc drug related automobile accidents. Ten thousand young people 
die and over 50,000 are permanently disabled each year. Drugs and 
alcohol are also major contributors to poor eschool performance, fartily 
problems, violence, suicides, teenage pregnancies, drowuings, and many 
other youth related problems . 

The drug I alcohol problems of young people can be found in all segments 
of our society; rich-poor, urban-suburban-rural, black-white-brown, every
'•:llere. Student :~thletf'S are not exempt from these problems. In fact, 
the pressures on them may be greater than on many other young penple; the 
pressure t perform, the pressure to maintain eligibility, the pressure 
to maintain a certain image, thf' pressure to "party" or drown sorrows after 
the big game, as well as all the other pressures young people experience. 
These pressures all contribute to an athlete's use of drugs and alcohol. 
w'hether it is to "relax me" or "pick me up," "escape" or "to feel good," 
many student athletes feel it necessary to use drugs and alcohol. Student 
athlet,es need accurate information about drugs and alcohol. They need to 
knuw that you don't need to "do drugs" to he successful. In fact, "doing 
drugs" may hinder or impede their athletic performance, as well as their 
physical, mental and emotional development. 

Student athletes need to hear from successful professional athletes who 
can tell them about the importance of being "drug I alcohol free." It 
isn't easy: Sometimes it may seem that everyone is encouraging them to 
"do drugs" --music, television, movies, advertising, adults, and friends 
but they can resist these influences. 

Student athletes need special personal skills in decision making, goal 
setting, problem solving, coping, risk taking and communicating. They 
require skill training that addresses responsibility, discipline and 
judgment. They need help in learning how to say "no" to these situations 
with confidence. 
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Student athlete are not the only ones that need help. Parents and coaches need 
help, too. ThE need information about drugs and alcohol, about how to help their 
yo~ng people, where to go when there is a serious problem, and what to do to avoid 
serious problems. These adults play critica: roles in the development of any young 
athlete, and they need some special training as well. 

_!'Sack ground 

In June 1983, a group of people met to discuss how we might be able to effectively 
address the drug I alcohol problems of high school student athletes. This group 
included a former professional athlete, an educator, a lav.' enforcement official, 
and representatives of a parent/family services organization. This group explored 
a variety of approaches and finally concluded that professional athletes, prominent 
amateur athletes, succ~ssful college and professional coaches, nutrition experts, 
and experts in drugs and alcohol must be involved if any program were to be success
ful and effective. 

Members of the organizing committee were: 

Miri Davis 

Lt. J:.:r. Hall 

Kathy Hill 

Paul Hofer 

~ichael Koerner 

Judi Osen 

Program Objectives 

Former Elementary School Teacher and 
Community Volunteer 

Youth Division, Sacramento County 
Sheriff's Department 

Executive Director, People Reaching Out 

Former San Francisco Forty-niner and 
currently with Camray Development Corp. 

District Coordinator, Substance Abuse 
Prevention, San Juan Unified School 
District 

Speakers Bureau Coordinator for People 
Reaching Out 

1. To increase student athlete, coach, and parent understanding and aware
ness of drugs and alcohol. 

2. To create healthy attitudes and encourage responsible choices related 
to drugs and alcohol by s:~dent athletes, their parents and coaches. 
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3. To provide an 
coaches to become involved with 
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ty for professional and athletes and 
school athletes, parents, and coaches. 

4. To develop a program that can be duplicated in any community through
out the State and Nation. 

Methodology 

This project proposes to develop an expandable and duplicatable multi-component 
program for high school student athletes, coaches, and parents which addresses 
their need for drug I alcohol information, and the development of positive attitudes 
and individual personal skills. This will be done in a workshop/conference format 
which will feature four major components --Athlete-To-Athlete, Parent-To-Parent, 
Coach-To-Coach, and a Panel to address all groups. 

Athlete-To-Athlete 

This component will utilize the services of popular professional and promine~t ama
teur athletes who will be used to capture the attention of student athletes and 
emphasize the importance of being "drug free." These athletes will be available to 
answer questions, discuss the importance of commitment and ~ractice, and g·::nera1 ~y 
;notivate young participants. 

Coach-To-Coach 

This component will feature popular professional and college coaches who will be 
able to discuss coaching techniques, personal phylosophies, and methods used to 
recognize and respond to drug and alcohol abuse by athletes they coach. The value 
of promoting high self-esteem among athletes will also be addressed. 

Parent-To-Parent 

Trained parent educators/facilitators will conduct sessions for parents of athletes. 
Specific parenting techniques will be discussed that will reduce the likelihood of 
drug involvement by their child and enable them to realize their fullest potential. 

Panel 

All groups (student athletes, coaches and parents) will also receive specific infor
mdtion on drugs I alcohol from a panel of experts to include medical and counseling 
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professionals who deal with these issues on a regular basis, a nutrition expert, and 
a law enforcement representative. In addition, specific skill development units 
will be presented that cover decision making, goal setting, problem solving, saying 
"no," communication, coping and risk taking. 

The format for the workshop/conference will be structured in such a way so as to 
provide common information in large group settings, while maintaining smaller groups 
for sessions which require discussion and increased interaction between presenters 
and participants. The schedule will be: 

6:30 - 7:00 

7:00 - 7:40) 
7:45 - 8:25) 
8:30 - 9:10) 

9:15 - 9:'30 

Introductions and Welcome: Athletic 
Director, Principal, Guest Athlete(s) 
and Coach(es) 

Small group sessions, including Athletes
To-Athletes, Coaches-To-Coaches, Parents
To-Parents and Panel 

Closing Comments and Thank Yous 

Special educational materials on drugs and alcohol will be made available in parti
cipants' packets. Audio visuals may also be used in presentations. 

A gradual phase-in of the project has been proposed. with the first workshop/ 
conference to include all seasonal athletes at a high school, and ev~ntually a 
workshop/conference for all athletes at each high school in the Sacr menta metro
politan area. 

Responsibilities of High Schools 

Each participating high school must agree to establish a Conference Planning 
Committee to work with People Reaching Out and the conference organizers to provide 
for the folluwing: 

- facilities 
- publicity and promotion 
- special equipment needs 
- conference opening ceremonies 
- printing of materials 
- refreshments 

The Conference Committee will meet with conference organizers after the event to 
evaluate the effectiveness of the Conference and to plan appropriate follow-up 
activities. 

If you wish to participate in the Athlete-To-Athlete Program or wish further infor
tr.ation, please contact Miri Davis at 961-7521 or People Reaching Out at 966-C ·21. 

~£,/ 
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SAMPLE SCHEDULE 
- ··--------~ 

Fvr 
ATHLETES-TO-ATHLETES 
PROGRAM 

TIME STUDENT ATHLETES COACHES PARENTS 

6:30 - 7 00 ------------------------------- 0 N E L A R G E G R 0 U P 

7:00- 7:40 ATHLETES-TO
ATHLETES 

-----·---~-------------------------·----·-···-----------------c --------~- ·---------------------

PANEL COACHES-TO-COACHES PARENTS-TO-PARENTS 

·------·------1-----·-----------1-

7:45 - 8 25 

8:30 - 9:10 

COACHES 

PANEL 

ATHLETES-TO
ATHLETES 

,-~---- --------

COACHES 

----------------- A L L 0 N E 

PANEL 

G R 0 U P 

----------------------- A T H L E T E S ---------------------

--------------A---------------1------------------------ ------------------------~- ---------------

9:10- 9:301 ------------------------------- 0 N E LA R G E G R 0 U P ---------------------------------

------------ ---·------------~----------- ----· 

~ 
Qs 
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SAN JL"i~r\.N D SCHOOL DISTRICT 
T3e >'~ALNUi A\EN'.-E • C.~>R1o<IC"1t.E'L, CAL:FO~NiA 95608 • (':''6, 484 • 23!1 

FRED J. ~"7EI'ARi, 5~per:r,tt>r.dent cl Sehoe's 

Dear Parents, 

We would li to invite you to participa in an exciting new program 
called Athietes-to-Athletes which wi1l be presented at our school on-..,-.,...--..,-
--:-~~----:----:-----:----:--· This program will help high school student
athletes, coaches and parents better understand the problems of drug and 
a1cohcl abuse and what each of us can do to reduce the likelihood that our 
yo:...ng people will experience these kinds of problems. The program will feature 
notew:rthy professional, college and Clympic caliber athletes and coaches. In 
addit~on, we will involve parent educators, law enforcernent officials, doctors, 
drug specialists, nutritionists and others who can discuss the importance of 
healthy lifestylEs and personal we1lness. 

Atr.1etes-to-Ath1etes is sponsored by Peop1e Reaching ()Jt, a local parent 
anc! ccnm:.mity volunteer organization that is addressing the problems of young 
people. This progra~ was developed with the assistance and support of educators, 
l=.w enforcement officials, ccaches, processional athletes, parent educators and 
many others. High schocl studer,t athletes were selected as the focus of this 
prevention effort for the following reasons: 

They represert an i[!!oortant well-defined grou.p at every high 
~ - [.,-. 

school that includes school leaders, role models, _and peer -
influencers; they set the tone in many respects for~he entire 
student body. 

o They genera l1y v~ o ood he a ith, tness and physical performance. 

~ t They are v~l~erable beca~se of t increased pressure and stress 
tr.a t na t~ra lly ac.compni es ath 1 eti c corr:petit ion. 

• They are s:..bjected to a great deal rr,!.S?dij:.. ;r.es.s!l(f as ath1etes 
to dtink, "go smokeless" and generally "do drugs". 

e Many stucent ath1etes still have ~,P..Qrts heroes who can influence 
the decisions t make about drugs and alcohol. 

\ • Many are motiyated by the prcspects of college, professional or 
olp-,pi c ccrnpeti ti on. 

'-· 
Many parents find it difficult to believe that their children may be 

using or a9using drugs or alcohol. The cts show that most young people 
will have tried alcohol (95~) or scrre illicit drug (67%) before they graduate 
frcxn high school ~~hi1e most young le choose not to use drugs and alcohol 
regularly, rr.any others do continue to abuse them- as evidenced by the fact 
that drug and alcohol related accidents are the number one cause of death among 
young people, killing nearly 10,000 you sters each year. You can be sure that 
your child wil1 be faced with the decision about whether or not they will use 
drugs and alcohol. It only makes sense that we beccr..e infonned about these 
issues so that we can help our young peop1e make wise choices. 



Drugt 

Kw long do you think that 
drugs have been used in athletic 
competition to try to improve an 
athlete's performance? Ten 
years? Fifty years? Well, accord
ing to the writings of the Greek 
physician Galen, competitors 
used stimulants to try to imprnve 
their performances 2,300 years 
ago. They thought, for instance, 
asses hooves, ground and boiled 
in oil with roses, would improve 
their performance in the games 

The Aztecs used a cactus
based stimulant similar to strych
nine during long races. In the 
1850s, brandy plus cocaine and 
strtchnine were used by bikers, 
and in 1865. Amsterdam canal 
swimmers were caught using caf
feine. Sprinters t-.ave used nitro
glycerine, French racers used caf
feine, and Belgians used sugar 
cubes dipped in ether. The results 
were sometimes tragic. In the 
1960 Rome Olympics, Kurt Jen
sen, a cyclist, died from the drugs 
he was using to try to improve his 
performance. In the 1967 Tour de 
France cycle race, Tom Simpson 
died of the effects of heat, 
altitude-and amphetamines. 

To curb the use of drugs in the 
Olympics, many new rules and 
"dope checks" have been insti-

10 

tuted. These checks continue to 
uncover the use of drugs and, 
sometimes, end competitors' 
careers. In 1974, for example, Jeff 
Teale was caught using metabolic 
steroids and was suspended from 
shot put competition forever. In 
198,, Ben Plucknett was stripped 
of his world record in discus when 
a test of his urine revealed the 
presence of steroids Several ath
letes are banned for drug offenses 
each year by the International 
Amateur Athletic Federation but 
this may be only the tip of the 
iceberg. 

A Or~Jt Pro&le• 
The problem of drug use among 

athletes touches athletes as 
young as Little League partici· 
pants, and continues through the 
professional level. A survey of 
high school students by the Min
nesota Department of Public Wel
fare revealed one-third of the 
athletes admitted to at least once
wee~ly use of wine or beer, one
half had used marijuana (one-fifth 
smoked it weekly), and their am
phetamine consumption ·was 
three times greater than that of 
nonathletic students. 

Some of the drug use is related 
to the search for an effortless way 

MICHAEl KOER'.;ER 
Sub,:anceAhu>t" & 
Dei:•Jou~:pc,· f't 
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to improve athletic periorma!lce: 
other athletes get into trouble witli 
drugs through peer pressure or a 
desire to relax. A M1nnesote: high 
school football player satd. "It 
became more important for me to 
go out and get stoned with my 
buddies than to go to a picnic with 
my family." 

Many athletes also have en
ablers-people who try to htde 
their problem to "protect .. them. 
This can allow the preble"" to 
reach great proportions, becaJse 
it delays detection-and hei::J In 
professional athletics, the~e is 
also the pressure for mane] and 
glory that makes some atr-•. etes 
turn to drugs. 

Our society also assoc.ates 
sports with drugs. Consider the 
fact that one of every 4.2 corr:'Tler
cials during sportmg events on TV 
is for beer. Pro athletes appear in 
90 percent of the ads for low-calo
rie beer. Perhaps decisions by 
athletes to use drugs are based 
not on facts, but on their percep
.tions of the lifestyle they fall mto. 
Only one collegiate footba~ as
sociation, the Pac-10, has any 
clear-cut drug abuse resolut•ons 
spelling out the offending sub
stance and the disciplinary 
measures. ;)/o 
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What are the substances being 

abused? Many are referred to as 
somodeiics, body·a:tering sub
stances to supposedly improve 
performance. Heading the list in 
Olympic athletes are the anabolic 
steroids These substances mimic 
the action of testosterone a male 
hormone. They cause an increase 
in muscle strength and size. 
These drugs were onglnally devel
oped to aid polio victims in devel· 
oping strength i.n damaged 
muscles. They are illegal in the 
Olympics because they can be 
physically damaging to the liver, 
may cause cancer, sterility, bald· 
ness, and other problems. Yet 
some athletes take doses while 
training, then stop taking them be· 
fore competition so they will pass 
the drug check. Jay Silvester, 
Olympic discus thrower, was 
quoted as saying that 100 percent 
of the international discus throw· 
ers used steroids. 

CURRENT HEALTH 2/ NOVEMBER l983 

Amphetamines, which are cen· 
tral nervous system stimulants, 
are not abused to increase 
strel'lgth as steroids are, but to 
decrease fatigue, especially in 
long·d1stance events. Unfortu· 
nately, they also cause a loss of 
control and ciear thinking, para· 
noid behavior, cerebral hemor
rhage, and nutritional problems, 
to say nothing of the risk of injury 
when muscles are pushed past 
the safe limit because the athlete 
cannot feel the fatigue. 

football is one sport that 
seems to have had an overabun· 
dance of st1mulan1 drug problems 
with its players. Don Reese, a 
former NFL player, made lots of 
waves when he wrote an article for 
Sports Illustrated magazine about 
his cocaine problem. (Cocaine •s 
also a central nervous system 
stimulant that is usually inhaled.) 
He aamitted to snorting cocaine 

in the locker room before games. 
and claimed many football pros 
were hooked on the drug. "You 
m,gr,t not know for sure who's 
really hooked, but the heavy users 
are easily spotted-the b•g heav· 
ing chests, the sweat pouring 
down, the nervous energy, and 
most of all, the decline in effec
tiveness."' Ree:se claims some use 
it to improve performance. while 
others use it after the games to try 
to relax, much the way alcohol is 
used. 

Dependence on both sub· 
stances by athletes is well-known, 
and it isn't restricted to footbalL 
Bernard King, basketbai! player 
for the New Jersey Nets-alco
hol; Thomas "Hollywood"' Hen
derson who played for the Dallas 
Cowboys-cocaine; Pete Rose. 
baseball star-amphetamines; 
and so on, ad nauseum. 

Other drugs used to at1empt to 
improve performance include 
vitamins and corticosteroids to 
relieve pain and infia'l1matior.. 
Many athletes swallow scores of 
vitamins every day hop,ng for 
magic results. Otten, they get d1ar· 
rhea instead. 

What can be done to reduce the 
drug waterfall in athletics? Some 
suggest that urinalysis be per· 
formed on high school, college. 
and professional athletes before 
and/or after competition, as is 
done in the Olympics. Those 
athletes found to have drugs in 
their bodies would be banned 
trom competition. Another ap
proach is to educate athletes to 
show them that most drugs do not 
improve performance. Don Reese 
summed it up well when he wrote, 
"All else being equal, you line up 
11 guys who don't use drugs 
against 11 who do and ttte guys 
who don't will win every time." .......... 

~~' 11 



CTlC CODE 

· 1\tf-)ietics" means more than competition between individuais repre::::Ent1'"·~ 
G'-.'"re:ient schools. It is rather a means of learning a way of life wt-.i:h 
e·:~";;!ifie:s the philos::>phy that hard work, drive, and determir.ation bring 
t-ve"''SLa1 success. 

A.th1etics teaches understc:nding and appreciation of teamwork; it teac:cs 
honor, fair play, and pride. lhe morals of the team becomes most importaPt to 
each player. 

ARTICLE I REGULATIONS G8VERNING ATHLEiES 

Citizenship and sportsmanship: Any student representing Sacramento rli:~ 
School must exemplify the highest standards of moral integrity and good 
spJrtsrnanship, both in and out of schoo1. · 

1 
I • 

2. 

3. 

4. 

The consumption of a1coholic beverages _of any kind at any time di . .;--·r.g 
the year by a member of an athletic team representing Sacramentc: :·gh 
Schooi is prohibited. 

No athlete shall use tobacco. 

No athlete shall use illegal drugs. 

Profane or obscene 1c:nguage or an oCt of vu1garity ~S posi.tive:v r::: 
acce~table. Any act or oral expression that reflects a negat~.e 
attitude or is given for the purpcse of ridicule or defamation o~ 
character is not to be tolerated. 

Infraction of any of the above regulations may require that 0 cor~e~e~: 
be held with the athlete; the athlete's parents or g:.~ardian, ad~_1r~str:::; 
and coach and may result in dismissal from the squad or suspensic:-. frc.-
school or both. · 

{~TICLE II CONDUCT OF ATHLETES 

The conduct of an athletE is closely observed in many areas of life, a~~ 
it ~s important that that behavior be above reproach. A good atn1ete must :.-= 
a leader; therefore. the athlete has certain obligations and responsibilitiE~ 
tha~ must be kept uppermost in mind. These responsibilities are divided 1rcJ 
tour major areas. 

A. ON THE FlELD 

A good athlete (1) has complete se1f corrrnand at a11 times (even .... ;:;-, 
dissappointed or being replaced by a tearrrnate); (2) is respec~f_.· :.o 
all officials, whc are assigned to conduct contests and enforce ct-ta~G 
rules and regulations; (3) is modest in victory and gracious in c::fe:1: 
(4) knows that profanity, illegal tactics and clowring are ir,exc..;~ab~>.: 
signs of poor sportsmanship; and (5) is aware of responsibilities 

~~a 
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r'r>or know1~::j 

not excused fro~ any tice session or game wit ~t 
snd pe .ssion of the coach). 

~ good athlete (1' is ready to accept positive leadership (1he mar~er 
ir, wr!ict'l c:n athlete behaves before fellow students is of great ir:porte.nc..· 
(2) must be neat and well groomed, d~essed in an appropriate mannEr, 
anc not £iven tc prof~nity or vulgfrity; (3) is proud o~ the schoJl car 
and does e<erytrdr~~ ssible to promote a positive attitude of vni(;' 
ar~iong fe·: 1ow students; (() works for the improvement of the school 
and for what is right and good for fellow students; and (5) knows that 
fi;;r.ting, pr::Jvokhg a figt.t, or any form of rowdyism is not in the 
best interest of proper school spirit. 

A good athlete (1) meEts the academic and citizenship standards 
established by eacr: classroom teacher; (2) shows respect for teachers 
a~d fellow stJdents; (3) must be passing in 4 subjects or be ine1igit1e 
for tht: nest quarter; (4) !'lCintains a aood attendance record; and 
(5) realizes that cutting classes or p~a~tice is putting selfish interes 
above the welfare of the school and the team. 

D. ON TRIP~ 

A good attlete (1) is a direct representative of the tean, school, 
and comLtnit_v and mJst behave p•·operly at a11 times; (2) dresses 
approp~iate1y and in good taste; and (3) does not jecpard~ze the 
chances of the school for competition at outside schools by misconduct 
during transportation. 

~ ~ICL~ II: PHYSIChL COND1 7 ION OF THE ATHLETE 

A §ood athle:e realizes that good physical condition is absolutely 
necessary and is willing to abide by the training regulations; h~ rr,u~t 
have a sound diet and sufficient amount of sleep. 

hPTICLE V RESDQNSI 

!.1.. An ath.tete who teminates participation in a sport before that 
sport's season ends will not be allowed to participate in another 
sport. This rule does not pertain to the athlete who is cut from a 
squad. 

[. 1he atn1ete is responsible for assigned equipment, and is expected 
to keep it in the best possible condition. Any loss or darr~ge wiil 
be the athlete's financial obligation. 

~. In the loc<er room, gymnasium halls~ or showers, rough-housing, throwing 
toweis, and wearing football, soccer. track, and baseball shoes are 
prchib~ted. Tr.is regulation is important for both safety and 
c1ear.liness. 
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2400 STUDEIT liGHTS A)~ I!SPOISIIILITI!S 
2440 Standards of Conduct and Due Proe~•• 

Conduct 1-2441 
1 of 5 

1.1 Follovina procedure~ ut out benin. a atudent IUJ be dhdplined 
for one or aon of tbe fol cauus t which II!!IUit be Dietric::t 
related: (I.e. 7603 

1.1.1 Violation colleae 
c:oncu:nina 1 tudent 
faciliti11u, or tbe 
expression and dist 

rulu and reauhtiona including tboae 
orgaui&at ion111 3 the u1u of collese 
time, place 411nd 1Untu!r of public 

ion of materiale. 

1.1.2 Obttruct ion or diarupt icn:a of teach in& • reuarch, 
administrative di1ciplinary procedures or other colle&e 
activitiea, including it• community eervice activity, or of 
other authori&ed activitiet on eolleae-controlled premi1e1. 

1.1.3 Physical abuae or threat of phyaical abute of any peraon on 
col lege-owned or controlled property or at college
aponsored or 1uperviaed functions or conduct vbicb 
threatens or eudanaers the health or ~afety of eucb peraon • 

.. 
1.1.4 Theft of or non-acddenu.l damage to property of the college 

or a member of the college community or campua viaitor while 
on campus or at col ege-aponsored event;. 

1.1.5 Unautbori~ed entry to or use of college facilitie1. 

1.1.6 Diahoneaty, 1ucb aa cheating, plagiarism or furnitbing falae 
information to the college, forgery. alteration or miau1e of 
college document•, record• or identification•. 

1.1.7 On colleie property, the aale or knowing poseeaeion of 
dangeroua dru1•, re1tricted druaa • or uareotiea, as thoae 
terma are used in California atatutea, or the aale or 
knowing posaee1ion of alcoholic beveragea, except when 
a 1 cobol, drug• • or narcotic• are lawfully preacr ibed 
purauant to &Pdical or dental care, or when lawfully 
permitted for the uae of reaearch. inetruction or analyaia. 

1.1.8 Diaorderly conduct or lewd, indecent or obaeene conduct or 
expreuion on college-owned or controlled property or at 
college-aponaored evente. 

1.1.9 Willful diaobedience of directions of college official• 
actina in the performance of their duties on c::aapue or at 
eollege-aponaored eventa. 

d75 
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2400 STUDENT ilGBTS AND 
2440 Standards of Conduct and Due Proce11 

of Couduc:t 1-2441 
2 of 5 

1.1.10 lnoviq poaoeeaion or ute of explosivea 9 dauaeroua eheaieala 
or deadly weapons on col property or at a colle&e 
function vi t bout prior autboriu.t ion of the Collese 
Prea or de• repreeentative. 

1.1.11 Solicit in& or &uhtinc another to do any act which would 
tubject a atudeut to expulsion, auspeusion. probation, or 
other diacipline pursuant to this policy. 

1.1.12 Violation of any order of a Collese President. notice of 
vhieb hal betU JiVell prior to IUC::b Violation. and which 
order is not inconsistent with any of the other prOVlllOill 
of thia policy. Thi• notice may be &iveu by publication in 
the eolleze newapapu • by poat iq on au official bulletin 
board deai&nated for thia purpou. or by any other -.eana 
reasonably calculated to inform atudenta of it1 proviaiona. 

1.1.13 hy other cauae identified u sood cause by Education Code 
Section 76034. ~ot identified above. 

1.1.14 Attemptin& to do any of the cauae1 for diaeiplinary action 
identified above. 

2.0 PitciplintrJ Action for Conduct Violttiop 

2.1 Warnin& - Writteu or oral notice to tbe student that continuation 
or repetition of 1ptc if ied con duet say be eauae for other 
disciplinary action. 

2.2 R.eprilund - Writteu c:enltu:e for violation of specified rule a. A 
reprimand tervea to place on record that a student'• conduct in a 
specific instance does not meet the atandarda expected at the 
college. A person receiving a reprimand it notified that thi1 ie a 
varning that continued conduct of the type deecribed in the 
repr~nd ~y result in formal action asainat the 1tudent. 

2.3 Diaciplinary Probation - Exclusion from participation in privileses 
or extn ... curricular college activities for a epec:ified period of 
time (not leu than one a.cboo l ~Wntb nor longer than one school 
year). T~e impotition of disciplinary probation involve• 
notification in writina of the reaton for diecipliuary probation to 
the etudent(a). Violation of any conditione of probation, or 
repetition of the lame aet or other violation of the 1tandard1 of 
ttudent conduct durin& the probationary period shell be &rounds for 
rnocat ion of the uudeut '• probationary ltatua and uy be eause 
for auapension or expul1ion. 
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According to 

in the waters of the river Styx by mther order to make him in:tmrtal. 

But the heel by -which she held him rema.ined on~lnerable spot. 

During the Trojan \.Jar was pierced a deadly arro:,v, dooming Achilles. 

The Achilles heel of today 1 s athlete is achohol and drug abuse. A 

consensus is growing that the problem is of significant proportion in pro

fessional sports. For e:xarrple, 50% of players in the National Football 

League (NFL) are recreational users of cocaine 'While mre than 20% are 

chemically dependent on the drug, according to a recent article in the 

New York Daily News. These figures roughly match those of Carl Eller, 

the NFL's own drug consultant, and of Charles Jackson, the league's 

narcotics investigator. Higher estimates are given by a leading authority 

in the sociology of sport, Harry Edwards of the University of 

California, who believes nearly 75% - 80'7a of the NFL frequently use 

cocaine. Even NFL Conmissioner Pete Rozelle has finally been forced to 

admit that drug abuse is so prevalent it poses a "definite threat to the 

integrity of the game. 11 

Cocaine is used recreationally 4IJ% - 75% of players in the 

National Basketball Association (NBA~ reports Los Angeles Times . About 

10% of NBA players probably "freebase1 " a technique in which the drug is 

purified and then SIIDked. 

\~le estimates of cocaine use among professional baseball, soccer, 

and tennis players are less , Dr. Ted Diethrich, consultant to the 



President's Council for Physical Fitness, believes lOia - 20% of all pro

fessional athletes are substance abusers. According to Julius "Dr. J" 

Erving, alcoholism may be an even worse problem than drug abuse in pro

fessional sports. 

For many years league officials and team owners downplayed the 

prevalance of alcohol and drug abuse in sport, by denying there was a 

problem at all or by saying it was no worse than 'What existed in society 

generally. But recent data from the National Institute of Drug Abuse shew 

that cocaine is used by about 22 million 1\m::rican~ with roughly 5 million 

using it regularly (at least mmthly), and almJst 1 - 2 million having a 

serious dependency on the drug. A national survey by Yamelovich, SKelly 

and White revealed that 11% of the adult population admit havirg tried 

cocaine, a significantly lower figure than those cited for the NFL and 

NBA. The problem may indeed be nnre serious am:mg professional athletes 

than in the population at large. 

Understanding Abuse 

Athletes use alcohol and drugs in response to many of the same 

stresses in our culture that cause the rest of us to turn to pills and 

booze. The breakdown of our major social institutions, for exanple, 

has increased the anxiety of all 1\m::ricans. With the family shattered 

by divorce, the political system wracked by corruption in government, and 

organized religion mder attack by the cults, people no longer have a 

clear set of values or a backbone of tradition on 'Which to depend. The 

confusion can lead to despair and quick-fix solutions. Thus, over 12 

million Americans are alcoholics, one-half million are heroin addicts, 

50 million are hooked on cigarettes , and 33% of Americans are overweight. 



The rroney and fane showered upon athletes may only serve to heighten their 

awareness of the irmer emptiness we experience in age of tran-

sition. 

There are other reasons why professional athletes are especially 

susceptible to a1::ohol and drug abuse. First, hectic travel schedule 

of professional teams that play many games over a long season is physically 

and mentally grueling. Second, there is intense pressure to "make it" 

before injury or competition take away opportunities. The average career 

of an NFL player, for example, is only about four years, which for Irost 

players is between the ages of 23 and 27. Like Achilles, who turned d.cMn 

a long, comfortable life at home for the short, glorious life of a hero, 

the athlete of today may quickly find, and quickly lose, fame and fortune. 

Third, professional athletes who do achieve wealth and stardom at an early 

age may be seduced by "life in the fast lane" and make alcohol and drugs a 

part of their jetset lifestyle . 

.AI:ll=rica' s hunger for heroes is another cause of substance abuse am:mg 

professional athletes. Players are burdened by the responsibility of 

satisfying the public's craving for heroics . With the help of the media.~ 

each sacred Sunday produces another instant hero to carry fans through 

the week. The pressure to live up to mythic proportions partly explains. 

why professional athletes have been suckered into the "pills for all ills" 

syndrome. Despite many scientific studies showing that drugs generally 

do not enhance but rather impair athletic abilities, athletes have tried 

a variety of substanceS to improve their perfonnance on the field. The book 
A 

North Dallas Forty by Peter Gent revealed how football players use 

analgesics and anti-inflammatory agents to kill pain and continue playing 

before their injuries have healed. Just recently a U.S. weight lifter 

~80 



was stripped of three ~da.ls in the Pan ~rican Games for ta.king steroids, 

a drug used to beef ~cles, while twelve track and field athletes with-
. 1\ 

drew"frcm the Games to avoid drug testing. Other Olympic contenders like 

shooters, archers and golfers consUIIE tranquilizers to steady their hands. 

Merrbers of the Philadelphia Phillies baseball club openly take amphetamines 

tn lose weight and increase their energy on the field. In a coopetitive 

society like ours, ''TN"inning isn't everything," the saying goes, "it's the 

only thing." Drug use, although dangerous, illegal and 1.methical, can be 

rationalized as the price one pays for victory. 

Treatment Approaches 

The recent disclosures of widespread substance abuse in professional 

sports reveal a dark side to our national pastimes . If managenent and 

players respond with a conspiracy of denial, like psycholog.ists. have 
.. 

observed among alcoholics and their families, it will only hasten the 

disrepute :into which professional sports has fallen. An honest acknowledge

ment of the problem would, however, provide an opporttmity for athletes 

to reestablish themselves as role roodels for youth and leaders of society. 

The first step is a corrmi~nt by owners, managers and players to a com-

prehensive program of prevention and rehabilitation. 

Simple reprimands or fines will not solve the problem. Legal and 

financial deterrents are certainly a necessary part of the overall attack 

on alcohol and drug abuse in professional sports, but psychological research 

has repeatedly shown that punishrrent alone is unsuccessful in changing 

behavior. Thus, only partial effectiveness will be had for example, by 

the NBA' s new policy of :i.n:Irediate, pennanent dismissal of players convicted 

for drug-related crime. Ccmnissioner Larry 0 'Brien sent a clear rressage 



'When he said, "If you want to drugs, won't involved 

with the NBA." 

progress will require a strat-

ategies. 

are 

drug abuse. First, an independent and wideranging investigation of pro-

fessional athletics could sources 

stance abuse and propose solutions. Second, 

about the dangers of chemical dependecy and 
A 

stress to sub-

need to be educated 

destructive effect on health 

takenly believe that they will eradicate the drug problem by simply 

spend:i.ng m:::>re m:::>ney for police undercover operations, law enforcement 

and criminal investigations . A roore significant inpact may be had by in

creasing players' knowledge of the medical and psychological consequences 

of alcohol and drug abuse. interesting to note that some studies 

suggest the national decline in marijuana use due mrre to the recent wave 

of health consciau.sness am::mg Americans than it is to decreased supply or 

stricter penalties. Third, coaches, players, and their families should be 

trained to detect the early warning signs of alcohol and drug abuse. 

Ul.emical dependency only tends to worsen over identified 

and treated early, the athlete may avoid serious medical problems, the 

need for hospitalization, and a much better chance kicking his habit. 

Rehabilitation will be necessary for many players with roore estab

lished addictions. According to a New York Times survey, at least 42 pro-

fessional athletes have sought treatment for or drug dependency 

since 1977. This includes 15 players, 7 basketball players, 18 

football players and 2 hockey players. nurrber seeking treat::rrent is 

probably somewhat hi2;her as roost would naturally want to avoid any 

publicity. c)&a 
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A variety of approaches are now being used to treat professional 

athletes. One type is the crisis-oriented, referral service. For example, 

in March of 1981 the NBA contracted with the Life Extension Institute to 

operate a rotm.d-the-clock, toll-free telephone cotm.Seling service. Pro

fessional cOtm.Selors talk with players over the phone about their alcohol 

or drug problem or refer them to resources in their com:nunity. About 25 
ol&. 

players have called the ~year" hot line requesting help with drugs. A 

s~lar program~ created in late 1981 by the United States Football 

League (USFL) , which also runs a telephone crisis referral service through 

rro~ee-t Sfor+sJ an organization fOtmded by tv.Jo fanner players of the San 

Francisco 49ers. One advantage of these programs is that athletes can 
.z.. 

call for help but remain ca:npletly anonymms. The problem, however, is 
A 

that referral services may have less leverage in getting players Who call 

to follow-up with TIDre intensive treatment after their i.mrediate crisis is 

handled. In addition, this type of program can have difficulty maintaining 

quality control of the treatment specialists to whom players are referred. 

Another approach is the residential or inpatient center. Here an 

athlete is rerwved from his drug infested enviorniiE!lt so he can begin the 

recovery process in seclusion and with the support of trained professionals. 

Such a facility is the Hazelden FOtmdation in Mirmesotl) now treating NFL 

players with chemical dependency problems. Hazelden is a 28 day program 

costing about $2, 200. 00 and providing detoxification, rredical treatment, 

daily lectures, and cOtm.Seling. The residential option, because it offers 

constant attention and supervision, is valuable for those athletes Who 

have very serious addictions and little or no support from families or 

friends to help them break free of the drug lifestyle. But residential 

centers are an oasis in a cruel Y.JOrld, and the athlete must eventually return 

to confront alcohol and drugs everywhere in his ~t. Many players, 

like Los Angeles Ibdger relief pitcher Steve Howe, will go back to d.rugs 



upon returning hCII'lf:: to tlJ, _r environments. this reason, follow-

up after-care are overcoming an addiction a 

life-long conmit:ll:Ent 1e 

MJst athletes invol :d with drugs do not need the residential alter-

native. Sufficient form ;t is the outpatient approach, which utilizes 

in-hospital detoxificatiUJ 

psychotherapy sessions , aJ 

. tL 

when necessary, regular individul or group 
1\ 

I comnunity-based support groups like Alcoholics or 

Narcotics A:nonym:rus. TID 10table outpatient efforts are now being made 

by the San Diego Padres i:J baseball and the Cleveland Browns in foe than. 

The Padres have players, 1eir families and their friends, m=et to discuss 

the multiple problems tha- CCII'lf:: out of the players' alcohol and drug abuse. 

The Browns run a weekly tl ~apy group for eight drug abusers called the 

Inner Circle, which is ad _sed by three team officials, a doctor and a 

clergyman. This kind of 1tensive psychotherapy approach involves a finn 

confrontation of the subs rnce abuse while underlying psychological issues 

are explored. Group trea Ent is particularly valuable in overcoming the 

sense of loneliness th athlete's fight against addiction. Sharing the 

struggle with others who 1 we similar problems is therapeutic in itself. 

The relationships that de- ~lop in groups provide a helping network to 

support long-tenn recover 

Currently, there 1 good deal of research on the outcCII'lf:: of 

alcohol and drug abuse tr 1tm=nt. Studies cooparing effectiveness of the 

various approaches show t 1t no one treatJ.nent is clearly better than the 

others. Individuals have lifferent needs and problems, which must be 

matched to the appropriat treat:ll:Ent. While there is variability among 

treatments, the scien±ifi literature does indicate that any treatment is 

better than none at all. 
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The substance abusing athlete did not get into trouble by himself, 

nor will he get out of it by himself. The same kind of tearrwork essential 

for success in sports is the important ingr~t in beating alcoholism 

and drug abuse. The athlete, his fami..ly, coaches, and trained professionals, 

all have a job to do if progress is to be made in this difficult arena. 

Paul Good and Spencer Schein are psychologists and founders of the 

Achilles Project, a treat::rrent and prevention program for substance abusing 

athletes in high school, college and professional sports. 



ASSOCIATION 

Of f'IC[ OF ·1 HE Gl:NERAL COUNSEL 

Honorable Joseph B. Montoya 
Chairman 
Select Committee on Licensed 

and Designated Sports 
State of California - Senate 
1100 J. Street, Room 334 
Sacramento, CA 

Dear Senator Montoya: 

April 18, 1984 

I am in receipt of your recent letter concerning the 
Select Committee's hearing on and Professional Sports. On 
behalf of the NBA and its member teams, I am pleased to enclose 
copies of the following documents, which scr the NBA's 
recently enacted anti-drug 

1. Agreement dated September 28, 1983, between 
the NBA and the Nat Basketball Players 
Assoc ion ("Anti-Drug Agreement"); 

2. NBA Press Release, dated September 28, 1983, 
issued at the s of the Anti-Drug Agreement; 

3. NBA Memorandum describing terms of the Anti-Drug 
Agreement; and 

4. Sampling of 
Anti-Drug 

r cl concern the 

In addition to the Agreement, since 1973, the 
NBA has retained the services of a drug consultant and has conducted, 
annually, educational ant seminars for all NBA players. 
These seminars have included representat s of the Enforce-
ment Administration, the Federal Bureau of Investigation, the 
Life Extension Inst the med l community. Moreover, 
since 1981, the NBA, in conjunct with the Players Association, 
has sponsored an Employee Assistance Program, which provides 
counselling for players and ir l s for drugs as well 

---



Honorable Joseph B. Montoya 
April 18, 1984 
Page 2 

as other problems on a confidential basis. A brief description 
of the program is also enclosed herewith. 

We regret that the NBA's playoff activities prevent 
our personally testifying before the Committee. However, if you 
require any additional information concerning the NBA's drug programs 
or if we can be of any further assistance, please let me know. 

GBB/dw 
Enclosures 

cc: Mr. John Joyce, NBA 

Very truly yours, 

{, /1 

(/-MJ- .:J_). 

'Ga~y t~. Bettman 
Assistant General Counsel 

Mr. Franklin Mieuli, G.S. Warriors 
Mr. Jerry West, L.A. Lakers 



EXHIBIT C TO COLLECTIVE BARGAINING AGREEMENT 

AGREEMENT made this ____ day of October, 1983, by 

and between the National Basketball Association ("NBA") and 

the National Basketball Players Association ("Players Association 

WHEREAS, the NBA and the Players Associati~n.recognize 

that the illegal use and abuse of drugs has become a serious 

problem in our society and in professional sports, in particular; 

and 

WHEREAS, the illegal use of drugs can adversely affect 

the performance of NBA players and threatens the image of and 

public confidence in NBA basketball; and 

WHEREAS, the NBA and the Players Association have 

agreed that the illegal use of drugs is inconsistent with com

peting in the NBA and that anyone found to have engaged in the 

use of the substances set forth in Exhibit 1, annexed hereto, 

ought properly to forfeit any opportunity to play in the NBA; 

NOW, THEREFORE, the NBA and the Players Association 

have agreed upon the following program, the purpose of which 

is to eliminate the illegal use of drugs in the NBA: 
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1. Dismissal and Permanent Disqualification. Any player who 

has been convicted of or has pled guilty to a crime involving 

the use, possession, or distribution of any of the substances 

set forth in Exhibit 1, annexed hereto (the "prohibited 

substances") or has been found through the procedures set 

forth in Paragraphs 6 or 7 below to have used, possessed, or 

distributed any of the prohibited substances, shall, without 

exception, immediately be dismissed and permanently disquali

fied from any further association with the NBA or any of its 

teams. Such dismissal and permanent disqualification shall be 

mandatory and may not be rescinded or reduced by the player's 

club or the NBA. 

2. Amnesty. (a) From the date hereof through December 31, 1983 

(the "Amnesty Period"), no player will be subject to the penalty 

set forth in Paragraph 1 hereof. During the Amnesty Period, 

the NBA and the Players Association will use their best efforts 

to inform all players, in writing and in person at team and/or 

individual meetings, of the details of this Agreement, including 

the procedures to be utilized and the penalties provided. 

In addition, the parties may notify certain player(s) that one 

or both of the parties has reason to believe that such player(s) 

may have used, possessed, or distributed a prohibited substance. 

(b) During the term of this Agreement, any 

player, except a player referred to in Paragraph 10 below, who 
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comes forward voluntarily to seek treatment of a problem 

involving the use of drugs, will be provided with appropriate 

counselling and medical assistance, at the expense of his club. 

No penalty of any kind will be imposed on such a player and, 

provided he complies with the terms of his prescribed treatment, 

he will continue to receive his salary during the term of his 

treatment, for a period of up to 3 months of in-patient care 

in a facility approved by the Life Extension Institute and such 

out-patient care as is required in a program approved by the 

Life Extension Institute. 

3. Appointment of Independent Expert. The NBA and the Players 

Association shall jointly appoint an Independent Expert (the 

"Expert") who shall be a person experienced in the field of 

drug abuse detection and enforcement. The Expert shall serve 

for the duration of the Collective Bargaining Agreement, dated 

October 10, 1980, between the NBA and the Players Association, 

as amended by the Memorandum of Understanding, dated April 18, 

1983 (the "Collective Bargaining Agreement"): provided, however, 

that as of each September 1, either the NBA or the Players 

Association may discharge the Expert by serving 30 days' prior 

written notice upon him and upon the other party. In the event 

the parties do not reach an agreement, within 45 days, as to 

who shall serve as the Expert, each party shall appoint a person 

who shall have no relationship to or be affiliated with that 

party. Such persons shall then have fifteen days to agree on 
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the appointment of an Expert. The Expert's fees shall be 

paid in equal shares by the NBA and the Players Association. 

4. Authorization for Testing. In the event that either the 

NBA or the Players Association has information which gives it 

reasonable cause to believe that a player may have been engaged 

in the use, possession, or distribution of a prohibited sub

stance at a time after the conclusion of the Amnesty Period, 

such party shall request a conference with the other party and 

the Expert, which shall be held within 24 hours or as soon there

after as the Expert is available. Upon hearing the information 

presented, the Expert shall immediately decide whether there is 

reasonable cause to believe that the player in question may have 

been engaged in the use, possession, or distribution of a pro

hibited substance. If the Expert decides that such reasonable 

cause to believe exists, the Expert shall thereupon issue an 

Authorization for Testing with respect to such player in the 

form annexed hereto as Exhibit 2. 

5. Sources of Information. In evaluating the information pre

sented to him, the Expert shall be entitled to use his independent 

judgment·based upon his experience in drug abuse detection and 

enforcement. The parties acknowledge that the type of information 

to be presented to the Expert is likely to consist of reports 

of conversations with third parties of the type generally con

sidered by law enforcement authorities to be reliable sources, 

and that such sources might not otherwise come forward if their 
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identities were to become known. Accordingly, neither the 

NBA nor the Players Association shall be required to divulge 

to each other or to the Expert the names of their sources of 

information regarding the use, possession, or distribution of 

a prohibited substance, and the absence of such identification 

of sources shall not be considered by the Expert in determining 

whether to issue an Authorization for Testing with respect to 

a player. In conferences with the Expert, th·e player involved 

shall not be identified by name until such time as the Expert 

has determined to issue an Authorization for Testing with 

respect to such player. 

6. Testing. Immediately upon the Expert's issuance of an 

Authorization for Testing with respect to a particular player, 

the NBA shall arrange for such player to undergo the testing 

procedures, as set forth in Exhibit 3, annexed hereto, no more 

than four times during the six-week period commencing with the 

issuance of the Authorization for Testing. Such testing pro

cedures may be administered at any time, in the discretion of the 

NBA, without prior notice to the player. In the event that any 

of the testing procedures produces a positive result, the 

player shall be deemed to have used a prohibited substance and 

shall suffer the penalty set forth in Paragraph 1, above, and 

shall be so notified by the Commissioner. Any player refusing 

to submit to a testing procedure, pursuant to an Authorization 

for Testing, at the time set by the NBA, shall be deemed to 
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have produced a positive result for such testing procedure 

and shall suffer the penalty set forth in Paragraph l, above. 

7. Dismissal Without Testing. In the event that either the 

NBA or the Players Association determines that there is 

sufficient evidence to demonstrate that a player has engaged 

in the use, possession, or distribution of a prohibited sub

stance at a time after the conclusion of the Amnesty Period, 

it may, in lieu of requesting the testing procedure set forth 

in Paragraphs 4 through 6, request a hearing on the matter before 

the Impartial Arbitrator under the Collective Bargaining Agree

ment. If the Impartial Arbitrator concludes that the player 

has used, possessed, or distributed a prohibited substance at 

a time after the conclusion of the Amnesty Period, the player 

shall suffer the penalty set forth in Paragraph l, above, 

notwithstanding the fact that the player has not undergone the 

testing procedure set forth in Paragraph 6. 

8. Confidentiality. The NBA and the Players Association 

agree that neither of them will divulge to any other party, 

including their respective members and the player and team 

involved (other than as required by the Testing Procedure set 

forth in Paragraph 6 above): 

i) that it has received information 

regarding the use, possession, or distribution 

of a prohibited substance by a player; 
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ii) that it is considering requesting 

has requested, or has had a conference with 

the Expert; 

iii) any inf9rmation disclosed to the 

Expert; and 

iv) the results of any conference with 

the Expert. 

9. Amendment to Uniform Player Contract. All forms of the 

Uniform Player Contract attached to the Collective Bargaining 

Agreement as exhibits and, in cases where a player and a 

Member are parties to a currently effective Uniform Player 

Contract each such contract, shall, upon execution of this 

Agreement, be deemed amended to include a new Paragraph 6(d), 

which shall provide as follows: 

"The Player acknowledges that, in the 
event he is found, in accordance with the 
terms of the Agreement between the Associ
ation and the National Basketball ~layers 
Association, dated October , 1983 to have 
engaged in the use, possession, or distri
bution of a "prohibited substance" as defined 
therein, it will result in the termination 
of this contract and the Player's immediate 
dismissal and permanent disqualification 
from any employment by the Association and 
any of its teams. Notwithstanding any terms 
or provisions of this contract (including any 
amendments hereto) in the event of such ter
mination, all obligations of the Club, including 
obligations to pay compensation, shall cease, 
except the obligation of the Club to pay the 
Player's earned compensation (either current 
or deferred) to the date of termination. 
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The Player hereby releases and waives every 
claim he may have against the Club, the 
Association, the National Basketball Players 
Association, and each of their respective 
members, directors, governors, officers, 
stockholders, trustees, partners, and 
employees, arising out of or in connection 
with the testing procedures or the imposition 
of any penalties set forth in the Agreement 
between the Association and the National 
Basketball Players Association dated as of 
October , 1983. 

10. Second Treatment. Any player who, after previously 

requesting and receiving treatment for a drug problem, again 

comes forward voluntarily to seek such treatment, shall be 

suspended without pay during the period of such treatment, but 

shall not suffer the penalty set forth in Paragraph 1, above. 

Any subsequent use, possession, or distribution of a prohibited 

substance, even if voluntarily disclosed, shall result in the 

imposition of the penalty set forth in Paragraph 1, above. 

11. Application for Reinstatement. Notwithstanding the pro-

visions of Paragraph 1 above, after a period of at least two 

years from the time of a player's dismissal and permanent 

disqualification, such player may apply for reinstatement as 

a player in the NBA. However, such player shall have no right 

to reinstatement under any circumstance and the reinstatement 

shall be granted only with the prior approval of both the 

Commissioner and Players Association. The approval of the 

Commissioner and the Players Association shall rest in their 
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absolute and sole discretion, and their decision-shall be 

final, binding and unappealable. Among the factors which may 

be considered by the Commissioner and the Players Association 

in determining whether to grant reinstatement are (without 

limitation):. the circumstances surrounding the player's dis

missal and permanent disqualification, whether the player has 

satisfactorily completed a treatment and rehabilitation program, 

the player's conduct since his dismissal, including the extent 

to which the player has since comported himself as a suitable 

role model for youth, and whether the player is judged to possess 

the requisite qualities of good character and morality. The 

granting of an application for reinstatement may be conditioned 

upon periodic testing of the player or such other terms as may 

be agreed upon by the NBA and the Players Association. A player 

who has been reinstated pursuant to this paragraph shall, immedi

ately upon such reinstatement, notify the Club for which he 

last played. Such Club shall have 30 days to notify the player 

that it is prepared to accept his playing se~vices under the 

terms and conditions of that portion of the term of the player's 

last player contract, for which services were not rendered becaus 

of such player's dismissal and permanent disqualification. If tr. 

Club notifies the player that it is prepared to accept his employ 

ment under such terms and conditions, the Club and the player 

shall immediately enter into a new Uniform Player Contract in 

accordance with those terms and conditions. If the Club does not 

so notify the player, the player shall be deemed to have complete 
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the services called for under his last player contract and 

shall immediately be free to negotiate and sign an Offer Sheet 

with any NBA team, subject to the Right of First Refusal set 

forth in Article XXII, Section l(d) of the Collective Bargaining 

Agreement. 

12. Incorporation in Collective Bargaining Agreement. This 

Agreement shall be incorporated in and extend through the term 

of the Collective Bargaining Agreement. 

13. Limitation on Other Testing. Except as expressly pro

vided in Paragraph 6, above, there shall be no other screening 

or testing for the prohibited substances conducted by the NBA 

or NBA clubs, and no player shall be required to undergo such 

screening or testing. Notwithstanding the foregoing, any 

player who has acknowledged the use of a prohibited substance 

by entering a treatment program, shall be subject to such 

screening or testing as may be determined by the Life Extension 

Institute. The frequency and duration of any screening or 

testing, as determined by the Life Extension Institute hereunder, 

shall not exceed 3 times a week or a period of more than one 

year following in-patient treatment. Any player refusing to 

submit to a screen or test pursuant to this paragraph or for 

whom such screen or test produces a positive result, shall be 

subject to the provisions of Paragraph 10, above, as a player 

who "again comes forward voluntarily." 
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties have entered into 

this Agreement as of the day and year first written above. 

NATIONAL BASKETBALL ASSOCIATION 

By 
Commissioner 

NATIONAL BASKETBALL PLAYERS ASSOCIATION 

By ----~--~--~---------------------President 





LIST OF PROHIBITED DRUGS 

Cocaine 

Heroin 

EXHIBIT 1 

300 



EXHIBIT 2 

AUTHORIZATION FOR TESTING 

TO: 
(Player) 

Please be advised that on 
--------------------' you 

were the subject of a conference held pursuant to the Agreement 

between the NBA and Players Association, dated 

("Agreement"). Following the conference, I authorized the 

NBA to conduct the testing procedures set forth in the Agree

ment, and you are hereby directed to submit to those testing 

procedures, on demand, no more than 4 times during the next 

six weeks. 

Please be advised that your failure to submit to 

these procedures, will result in your dismissal and permanent 

disqualification from the NBA. 

Independent Expert 

Dated: 

301 



EXHIBIT 3 

TESTING PROCEDURES 

Urinalysis. To be screened and tested through 

scientifically accepted analytical techniques, such as 

chromatography (gas and/or thin-layer), spectrophoto 

fluorometry, EMIT, and/or TLC. 





TICKET OFFICE ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICES 
(714) 937-6700 • (213) 625-1123 Ai'iils (714) 634-2000 • (213) 625-1123 

Senator Joseph B. Montoya 
Select Committee On 

April 17, 1984 

Licensed & Designated Sports 
1100"J Street, Room 334 
Sacramento, California 95814 

Dear Senator Hontoya: 

Regarding your memo of April 6, addressed to Mr. Gene 
Autry concerning the hearing on Drugs and Professional 
Sports. 

TtYe, the Angels, carry a big stick and will not tolerate 
any nonsense regarding the trafficing of illegal drugs 
or use of same. ~Te have one rule - and one rule only -
which applies to drugs, a copy of which is enclosed. 

EJB:h; 
Encl. 

P.O. BOX 2000 • ANAHEIM, CA 92803/2000 S. STATE COLLEGE • ANAHEIM, CA 92806 



TICKET OFFICE ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICES 
(714) 937-6700 • (213) 625-1123 (714) 634-2000 • (213) 625-1123 

TO: All Playing Persamel 

E.J. Bavasi J:l.l\TE: February 14, 1984 

'Ibis Club, as always, has three simple rules. Violation of any of these 
rules will be subject to a fine, suspension or both. 

1. Players are not 1 under any circt:lll5tances, to take stimulating 
drugs of any sort without the express approval of the team 
physicians. By drugs I rrean such stimulants as Dexedrine, 
Amphetamines, Dexyamyl, "Greenies", "Uppers", "Speed" 1 

Cocaine, Heroin, Marijuana, or any controlled substance. 

There are a mmber of therapeutic drugs that are used in the 
treatrrent of the after-effects of injuries and illness re
habilitation. These drugs include Hydrocortizone, Butazolidin, 
Anti -inflarrmatory Agents or Analgesics, and all types of 
Myacins. These drugs are to be administered only under the 

- supervision of a physician and, in particular, our team 
physicians, Dr. Jules Rasinski and Dr. Iewis Yocum. 

2. As in the past, no player on this Club will be permitted in the 
batting cage without a helrret at any ti.Ire. League Rules, of 
course, make it mandatory that a player wear a helrret of sene 
kind while at bat during a gazre. 

3. I expect all players to respect the flag of the United States 
during the playing of the National Anthem. 

Regards, 

EJB:lw 

P.O. BOX 2000 • ANAHEIM, CA 92803/2000 S. STATE COLLEGE • ANAHEIM, CA 92806 ~C5 



UNIVERSITY OF CALIFOHNIA, BEHKELEY 

BERKELEY • DAVIS • IRVINE • LOS ANGELES • RIVERSIDE • SAN DIEGO • SAN FRANCISCO SANTA BARBARA • SANTA CRUZ 

DEPARTMENT OF SOCIOLOGY 
BERKELEY, CALIFORNIA 94720 

Senator Joseph B. Montoya, Chair 
Select Committee on Licensed 
and Designated Sports 

April 16, 1984 

Senate: California State Legislature 
1100 "J" Street, Room 334 
Sacramento, CA 95814 · 

Dear Senator Montoya: 

I deeply regret that I will be unable to follow through with my intention 
to participate in the extremely important hearings that your committee has 
scheduled for April 24, 1984. I have, unfortunately, been called out of 
the country on some urgent business and so I am sending along a summary 
overview of my disposition on the subject of "drugs in sport." I wish 
that I could attend the hearings personally since there are several areas 
of the paper which should be developed beyond the scope of the article 
itself, and several other aspects of the work (e.g. America's use of 
caffeine, alcohol, and nicotine) which should be understood as germane 
solely within a broad social-behavioral context. 

In any event, I hope that you find these remarks helpful in clarifying 
the issues involved. I would deeply appreciate transcripts of the 
hearings and would be happy to review these and point up any promising 
or "less than promising" analyses, ideas, or suggestions that might 
catch my professional eye. 

HE: jgm 
Enclosures 

Sincerely, 

Harry Edwards 



At least sin~e the late 1970s, there have bccn ~Grnings of wide-

spread recreationJl and performance-related drug uc,c ,"JWng both pro-

fessional and amateur· athletes. Such v:arnings were~ typically dis1~1isscd 

as vindictive ru:nors and inflammatory distortions circulated by journal is-

tic jackals and anti-sports subversives. No longer. A bewildering spate 

of media expos~s and drug use investigations co1nbined with a seemingly 

endless series of athlete interrogations, confessions, suspensions, dis-

qualifications, detoxifications, indictments, arrests, and incarcerations 

have left little doubt that today American sport has some major drug 

problems. 
f; 

But sport inevitably recapitulates society--and few today would be 

startled at the assertion that, America is a drug using society. In the 

United States, we consume more drugs in greater variety than any other 

- nation on earth. Each year, Americans collectively gubble dovm hundr2ds 

of millions of pills--including 20 tons of aspirin a day--and tens of 

thousands of pints of opiate-laden and chemical-laced elixirs. In the 

guise of the "coffee break" and the "three martini lunch", v:e have in-

stitutionalized drug use into our work routines. MJny of us as a matter 

of course begin each morning with a little caffeine, move the dily along 

with a little nicotine and alcohol, and rely on a sedative or sleeping 

pill to blot the day out at bedtime. Beyond such 11 acceptable 11 drug use, 

in 1982 the American public by conservative estimate smoked 26 million 

pounds of marijuana and free-based, snorted and injected a mini~um of 50 

-
metric tons of cocaine at a street value of 2500 dollars to 3000 dollars 

an ounce--a price roughly seven to eight times the current market value 

of gold. 
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\·Jhen \•Je further consider the use of heroin, P.C.P. (or "anqcl duc.t"), 

hallucinogens such as L.S.D. and an ever expanding li',t of othct' legal and 

illicit chemicals, the inescapable image emerges of a nation so consumed 

in drug taking that people who truly use .!:!Q_ drugs could \'Jell be considered 

an extremely deviant minority. In short, America is in large part a high 

society. 

One reason for this is that Americans are socialized to rely upon the 

quick drug fix and the pharmaceutical gimmick. For example, through tele

vision broadcasts alone, the average American child is exposed to approxi

mately 150,000 commercia 1 s for over-the-counter" drugs by the age of b:enty. 

Further, ours is an extraordinary risk-oriented, high anxiety society. 

Until recently the leading prescription drug used in the United States 

was Valium--a tranquilizer. In 1982, owing to some bad side effects that 

generated some even worse publicity, Valium was bumped from first place-

and replaced by Tagamet, an ulcer medicine. 

Beyond these societal factors for athlete~ the rich rewards of 

athletic success and the emphasis upon physical--even combative competition 

in sports--provide yet other incentives to drug use. One inducement is 

a dream much older than organized sport--the human longing for a "wonder 

potion" that aids physical performance. The search for such a substance 

rivals the search for the fountain of youth in antiquity, and the dream 

itself is probably as old as hunting and war .. Indeed the drug used most 

frequently in the belief that it aids athletic performance, amphetamines, 

first came into general use during World War II in response to a perceived 
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need for hyperactive, aggressive and even paranoid types on the battle 

field. Another family of widely used performance drugs--androgenic

anabolic steroids--were developed as restorative aids for geratic patients, 

the chronically ill and people recovering from debilitating accidents or 

infirmities. Athletes down through the high school level frequently 

use steroids to speed development of strength and muscle mass. This 

use is so widespread in some sports--football, field events, and weight 

lifting for instance--that athletes who do not use steroids are believed 

to be at a competitive disadvantage, while at advanced levels of competi

tion steroid use has virtual1y reduced the "natural athlete" to an 

anachronism. Focusing upon football, it was sports writer Bil Gilbert 

v1ho stated fully a decade ago that, "if an absolute 'no-drug' rule v1ere 

rigidly enforced in professional football, two-thirds of the way through 

the season there would not be a professional football team that could 

field a complete offensive or defensive unit." 

i<lany athletes' reliance upon v1hat can only be termed a "sports 

pharmacopoeia" frequently has been tolerated, if no~ abetted, by coaches, 

trainers and team doctors. Thus a 1982 National Collegiate Athletic 

Association report on a survey of 167 coaches, trainers and team physi

cians at institutions belonging to the Big Ten conference revealed that 

thirty-five percent of these athletic personnel regarded steroids as 

"helpful to their athletes." 

Today, despite denials from the sports establishment, the pill, the 

capsule, the vial and the needle are corrrnonplace in many locker rooms. 
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Institutional dependence upon pharmaceuticals to get athletes back into 

the game quickly, to get them up quickly, to bring them down quickly, 

to get them big quickly, to get them strong quickly, and much more at 

least rivals athletes' recreational drug use as legitimate cause for 

concern. Thus sports organizations may have contributed to creating a 

social climate for drug use among athletes by indulging, if ~ot foster

ing 1vhat amounts to a 11 pharmaceutical haven'' in the locker room. It is 

simply an operating axiom of the big time sport business--as with any 

other business--that the quicker a production unit can be develcped or 

repaired and 11 put on line 11
, the greater its potential contribution rela-

tive to its cost. Confronted with intense pressures to win, with limited 

player rosters, with escalating costs, and with competitions in which 

injury is less a risk than a certainty, major collegiate and professiornl 

sports organizations have woven modern pharmaceutical science into ath-

lete personnel decisions and game plans. In our modern ''\~inning-isn't-

everything,-its-the-only-thing~" sports world, then, there is likely 

more truth than cynicism relfected in the vie~tJ that, "L·!hether you v1in or 

1 ose is determined less by ho~tt ~tJe 11 you play the game than by v:ho your 

pharmacist is." 
IS 

vlhile pei·formance-related drug useAhastened to be rationalized as 

if it were first another innocent aid to occupational achievement, 

America's disposition towards athletes 1 recreational use of drugs has 

been quite different. 

Dispite its affinity for drugs, American society generally still 
e~~ 

professAa deeply rooted, almost Puritanical moral aversion to drug use 

3\\ 
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as a pastime pleasLwe. Even \-Jer·e the sume drugs that are used in the 

locker room as uicls to pet' nnance (illiiphctanrirws or ',prc::d, or e><amplc) 

to be consumed as routinely athletes outside of the locker room 

for recreational purposes, their use quite probably would be much more 

vociferously denounced. Not surprisingly, then, athletes' recreational 

use of exotic drugs--such as marijuana, cocaine, and heroin--evokes 

shock and condemnation. 

flrnong all categories of recreational drug users, athletes are most 

likely to generate extraordinary media attention and public consternation. 

This is partly owing to the fact that they exist in the constant glow of 

publicity as an unavoidable aspect of their trade. But there is also 

another consideration: the traditiona1 role and status of the athlete 

in society. Admired and praised, they are the central figures in a realm 

- traditionally believed to belong to the toy department of human affairs, 

a realm regarded as immune and invulnerable to real life pressures and 

concerns. While political upheavals, strikes, and--at the collegiate level 

in particular--scandals have somewhat shaken this perspective over the 

years, until recently the public's image of the athlete was still that of 

the Saturday afternoon hero whose achievements on the field validated clean 

living, discipline, good character, honest competition and the like as in-

dispensable ingredients of success in sports and, by extension, in life. 

Sports participation, it intuitively followed, had an inherent~ all 

but magical capacity to shield the serious athlete from the temptations 
~ ·• I 

J (,;< I C" • 

of vogue vices and /I•J·,. · behav1or. ly now is there some general 

appreciation of the fact that the pedestals upon which we place athletes 

do not automatically elevate them above the cultural tides characteristic -



of the social environments that, for better and for worse, we all 

share. 
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An ongoing University of Michigan study which samples the re

creational drug use of 17,000 high school seniors from across the 

nation each year reveals that in 1932, 9 out of 10 high school seniors 

used alcohol recreational1y; 7 out of 10 smoked marijuana; and 3 out 

of 10 used cocaine. Not surprisingly, athletes are not entirely immune 

from these trends in social behavior. Thus, a National Collegiate 

Athletic Association survey of first year collegiate athletes reported 

that 60 percent used alcohol, 13 per cent admitted using marijuana and 

2 percent used cocaine. Among all athletes participating in the study, 

62 percent used alcohol, 20 percent used marijuana and 7 percent said 

they used cocaine. 

Already established drug use behavior may well be exacerbated in 

the professional ranks by intensified competitive pressures, grueling 

game and travel schedules, injuries, increased spendable income combined 

with a "faster" lifestyle, and the emotional "roller coaster" epitomized by 

S\'Jings from the thri11 of victory to the agony of defeat, from the 

deafening cheers of admiring throngs to the crushing silence of the 

losers' locker room. 

Efforts to eradicate drug problems in sport have generally been 

initiated from the top down--by sports governing bodies and the front 

office personnel of individual teams. The fact that most such efforts 

have targeted illicit recreational drug use indicates the extent to 

which official concern about the image and perceived integrity of t 
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sports and organizations involved has taken precedence over principle 

and a primary concern for the health and well-being of the athletes. 

As in the general population where 76 percent of reported drug over-

doses in 1982 vJere from ~-~ obtai ned over-the-counter and prescri p

tion drugs, most of the real drug dangers facing athletes involve per-

formance-related rather than recreational drug use. The litany of medi-

cal horrors demonstrably associated with steriods alone--among them 

bone, tendon, and liver damage, atherosclerosis (a coronary artery 

disease), and degeneration of pituitary gland and sex organ functions--

are at the very least comparable to the toxic side effects most comnonly 

associated v1ith the --most vtidely used recreational drugs--..j;~, 
marijuana~nd cocaine. 

In any event, debate over the specific focus of official concern 

about drug problems in sports might well be moot. Because of its vested 

interests in keeping players "on line" and its longstanding duplicity 

relative to the matter of drug use, to charge the sports establishment 

with judiciously policing athletes' performance-related drug use is the 

equivalent of leaving Dracula in charge of the blood bank. 

On the other hand, the sports establishment seems no less disinclined 

and is probably far less able to effectively police athletes' recreational 

drug use. First, few of the athletic personnel at any level of sports com-

petition are competent to identify the symptoms of recreational drug use 

or the drugs involved. This and the fact that there exists a kind of 

unspoken "code" among athletes which makes their lives and activities off 

the field as strictly private, the front office is highly unlikely to 
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find out about recreational drug use on the team until someone is either 

caught or develops an obvious drug problem. 

Also, given what is now acknowledged as a widespread drug problem 

among athletes in the three major professional team sports, the sports 

organizations involved are not likely to decimate their rosters, further 

degrade their public images, and undermine the morale of their athlete 

personnel through a hard crackdown on recreational drug use. Under 

the circumstances, drug testing is likely to continue to be employed 

primarily as a threat and actually imposed only upon those athletes 

already acknowledged to be or whose behavior raises widespread suspi

cions of them being "recreational substance abusers". 

At best, drug use in sport will be a difficult and complex proble1n 

to resolve. Nonetheless, one thing that is becoming ever more evident 

is that its resolution must begin with not just focus upon the athlete. 

If athletes continue to regard recreational drug use as a purely pri

vate and innocent pleasure and to accept the use of performance

related drugs as merely another occupational and or professional pre

rogative, sports• drug problems will continue to spiral out of control. 

Any hope that athletes will reshape their perspectives on drug use and 

collectively pressure sports organizations to do likewise will probably 

be realized most readily through organized education and peer pres

sure among athletes themselves. Attempts by external forces to dis

courage drug use by resorting to threats, drug abuse "horror stories", 

or moral condemnation simply ignore reality. There is a substantial 

315 
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and apparently growing body of opinion within sport that is morally ac

cepting of athletes "doing their own thing", drugwise. 

Threats of punishment ranging from fines and suspension to long

term incarceration are similarly futile--because in the minds of far 

too many drug users, "getting hooked" or "getting caught" always happens 

to "the other guy." And a recently reported study of 100 young Cali

fornia athletes puts the reform potential of "scared straight," "drug 

horror story'' tactics into clear perspective. These athletes were 

asked v-1hether they v10uld take a drug that vwuld guarantee them an Olympic 

Championship but had a 50 percent chance of killing them within one 

year. Fifty-five percent of them admitted that they would take the drug. 

Without strong athlete peer pressure and active athlete organization and 

educational outreach, drug eradication efforts by any other parties are 

probably doomed to failure. 

Regrettably, then, for the immediate future we can expect athletes 

to continue to risk their reputations, their livelihoods, and, in increas

ing numbers, prison through their involvement with recreational drugs, 

while risking their health and their careers through their use of per

formance-related drugs. The most reasonable perspective by the public on 

this situation would probably be one of "informed assessment." This 

attitude acknowledges the fact of personal and institutionalized drug 

use in sports and seeks to understand its origins and consequences. 

The aim should be to educate ourselves and to contribute toward edu

cating others--particularly the young--about drug use and the fact that 

in neither sport nor society is drug use a viable substitute for sober 

3\to 
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living or intelligent problem solving. Finally, we must face the 

reality that the drug problems now afflicting Amei'·ican sport reflect 

to a substantial degree where we as a society have arrived relative to 

the drug use issue. 

3\l 





7850 EDGEWATER DRIVE 
OAKLAND. CA 94621 

Administrative Office 

(415) 638·6900 
Ticket Office 

(415) 638· 7800 

3/29/84 

Honorable Joseph Montoya 
Select Committe on Licensed and Disignated Sports 
California Legislature 

Dear Mr. Montoya: 

Thank you for your letter of March 19, 1984. 

You bring up a subject that I have been concerned about 
for several years. Briefly, I am a certified Orthopedic 
Surgery in the East Bay. I was an Orthopedic Consultant 
to the Oakland Raiders from 1977-1979 and am currently 
the Team Physician for the Oakland Invaders of the United States 
Football League. 

Although it is basically up to each team to set policy, 
the United States Football League and the Oakland Invaders 
recognize the drug problem and for this reason and others, 
formed a Medical Advisory Board in its first year- something 
the N.F.L. is yet to accomplish. I am the Chairman of 
this committee and we have set standards for pre-season 
physical exams and monitering during the season. The contrats 
for the U.S.F.L. players entitles each club to give 
information on each player and to perform drug screens- without 
their permission. 

Furthermore, we have a contract with Project Sports to 
educate, treat, and rehabilitate players with or without 
established problems. 

If I can be of service to you on April 24th, 1984, please 
let me know at least two weeks in advance. 

man, M.D. 
Orthop die Surgery and Sports 

Med cine 
Team Physician, Oakland Invaders 
Chairman, Medical Advisory Board 
United States Football League 
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STATEMENT FROM JOHN RALSTON 
INVADERS 

As a member of the Oakland Invaders Administrative Staff and 
with the responsibility of expressing the posture of our 
entire organization, we truly support you in your endeavor. 
lat year, we worked closely with PROJECT SPORTS in an effort 
to bring about an active program of education for the squads 
in the United States Football League. A former player, 
Delvin Williams, has spearheaded this movement and understand 
that he will be at the hearing. I'm quite sure that Delvin 
has certain insights into this area which will be extremely 
valuable. 

Our posture has been one of "preventive education" and 
we believe that a program of this type is the only solution. 
A recognition of the pitfalls that characterize professional 
sports, administered at the time the athlete embarks on 
his career, is the only answer. 

If I can be of further assistance to you, please do not 
hesitate to call. 

l/ 

USFIL 
UNITED STATE'S FOOTBAll LEAGUE 3~0 



FINE. PERZIK S FRIEDMAN 
A PARTNERSHIP INCLUDING PROFESSIONAL CORPORATIONS 

ATTORNEYS AT LAW 

10960 WILSHIRE BOULEVARD, SUITE 1900 

LOS ANGELES. CA 90024 
TELEPHONE: (213) 879·3300 

JERRY I'"INE 

April 12, 1984 

The Honorable Joseph B. Montoya 
State Senator and Chairman of 
Select Committee on Licensed 

and Designated Sports 
1100 J Street, Room 334 
Sacramento, California 95814 

Dear Senator Montoya: 

REF C0800-259 

Thank you for your invitation to your Committee 
Hearing on drugs and professional sports scheduled 
for April 24, 1984. The letter you have received 
from Dr. Buss dated April 2, 1984, parallels my views. 
I appreciate your invitation to attend the hearing, 
but I will be unable to do so. 

The National Basketball Association and the 
National Basketball Players Association are working 
together closely in connection with drug abuse. 

Last Friday, In New York, the Team Counsel 
for the various NBA teams met to discuss league matters, 
including drug abuse. We were informed that Lawrence 
Fleisher, General Counsel for the NBPA, had met with 
every basketball player in the NBA to go over the 
agreement between the NBA and the NBPA and to encourage 
the players to seek help, if any is needed. The various 
other details of the program were discussed at some 
length. I mention this as an example of the direct 
and continuing attention to drug abuse that is being 
given at this time by the NBA. 

Sincerely, 

JF/NM 

'lJtG 
J~RY /FINE 
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TO: 

DATE: 

SUBJECT: 

COMMISSIONER'S BULLETIN NO. 17-83 

Directors, General Managers and Coaches 

September 6, 1983 

League Drug Policy 

In conjunction with the formulation and development of a program 
by the League relating to the prevention of the use of drugs by 
players of the Major Indoor Soccer League, I have concluded that 
it is essential that the League adopt a public position concerning 
situations which may arise from the use, sale or distribution of 
drugs by players (as well as all other League or Club personnel) . 
I have reviewed this matter with individual clubs of other major 
sports leagues as well as officials of such leagues and there is 
a unanimous belief held by them, which I share, that the players 
in our League must be completely aware of the fact that any in
volvement by them in respect of drugs will be dealt with without 
hesitation and in a most forceful manner. The keystone of anv ~ 
drug preventative program instituted by the Leagu~ should be an 
awareness by the players that their involvement in dru~ wil 
eooardize their future employment in the League and their ve 

careers. 

In view of the above, be advised that any player who is found 
guilty by appropriate judicial process of using, dealin£ or 
distributing drugs will be suspended by the League, without pay, 
for an indefinite period of time. In addition, we are in the 
process of developing a preventative program on a League-wide 
basis which will provide for implementation at the Club level 
with the expectation that the program will be in place and 
functioning during the training camps of our Clubs commencing 
in October. 

Walter Chyzowych will head this program up out of the League 
office and will be responsible for coordinating thi flro;~r/ifrl, 
with the individual Clubs. It is essential that he have the 
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fullest complete erat on of al Cl s in regard to his 
efforts. The Major Indoor Soccer League has been most fortunate, 
to date, that it has not encountered the severe problems 
that have occurred other rofessional sports lea s; however, 
it would be most unrealistic if we believe that our League will be 
totally unscathed by this problem. Therefore, both the League and 
all Clubs must face this reality to expend their efforts to mini
mize the effect of the same. 

You will note that the League's policy above set forth relating to 
drug useage excludes the situation where a player voluntarily --l 
advises the Club that he has an ongoing drug use problem and is, 
in effect, seeking assistance. This type of occurrence relates 
to rehabilitation rather than prevention and poses a more difficult 
problem inso£ar as uniformity of approach by the Clubs is concerned. 
The League does not contemplate instituting a League-wide rehabil
itation program and it will be the responsibility of the Clubs to 
determine how to handle the so-called rehabilitation program. I 
am of the belief that the better approach to be utilized by all of 
our Clubs in regard to such a situation is for the Club to suspend 
the player but to mutually work with him in attempting to rehabil
itate him. Such rehabilitation program will vary from city to city 
depending upon the facilities and drug rehabilitation programs 
available. 

Any quest 
respect of 
be establi 
rehabilitat 

Cormniss 

concerning the matter of the League's policy in 
, the forthcoming drug preventat program to 

the Leaue, or the auestion of a Club's individual 
should be d ect to Walter Chyzowych. 
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April 6, 1984 

To: California Legislature Select Gammittee on Licensed And Designated §Ports 

Attached are several items that provide the Gammittee with pertinent 
informtion and background on the three principal elerrents of the National 
Football League's drug program: education, treat::rrent, and discipline. 

1. An example of the rraterial inserted into each player's training-camp 
playl:xx:>k. 

2. An excerpt fran the 1982 Collective Bargaining Agreerrent between the 
NFL Management Council and the NFL Players Association outlining the 
chemical-dependency program currently in the League's labor contract 

3. A chronology listing many of the milestones and turning points in the 
League's experience with drug problems over the past 14 years. 

4. A news release on Commissioner Rozelle's disciplinary action against 
four players last year for violation of League policy on cocaine. 

5. A news release on Commissioner Rozelle's disciplinary action against 
a player for his involverrent in cocaine trafficking. 

6. An explanation of the League's procedures for rronitoring prescription
drug use by its teams. 

7. A notice to NFL players on anabolic steroids. 

I will be happy to answer questions on this material. 

Attachnents (7) 
CRJ/lgd 

Sincerely, 

&~-r<~ 
Charles R. Jackson, Jr. 
Assistant Director of Security 





IMPORTANT INFORMATION FOR PLAYERS CONCERNING THE NFL DRUG PROGRAM 

This club is an active participant in the National Football League's 

from drug and alcohol problems. The parts of the program which directly 

concern you are as follows: 

Medical Assistance 

Chemical dependency is an illness. If you believe you have a 

involving drugs or alcohol, you can obtain immediate help. To get this help, 

contact any one of the following: 

• [List name and number of club's drug physician.] 

• [List name and number of club's regular physician.] 

• Hazelden, toll-free 800-328-5000. 

• NFL Medical Advisor, Dr. Walter F. Riker, Jr., 212-472-6028. 

• NFL Drug Consultant, Mr. Carl Eller, 612-529-7279 or 529-8177. 

• NFL representatives: 
Mr. Warren R. Welsh, 212-758-1500 (office), 201-768-7768 (home). 
Mr. Charles R. Jackson, 212-758-1500 (office); 914-476-7809 (home). 

• Your general manager, other club executive, or member of coaching staff. 

Confidentialit! 

This club and the NFL recognize that problems of chemical dependency 

should be handled confidentially (see ART. XXXI, Section 8, page 61 of the 

1982 Collective Bargaining Agreement). 

Health Risks 

Drug abuse carries with it the threat of serious health hazards. For 

example, each year in the United States only heart disease and cancer cause 

more deaths than alcohol. Illegal drugs, including cocaine~ can become 



severely addictive and may even lead to death. As for the use of. drugs i~ 

an attempt to improve athletic performance, it has been proven that reaction 

time and motor skills are impaired by stimulants and depressants. 

Player Responsibilities 

• Re-read Paragraph 15 of your contract, and the text of the lockerroom 
notice regarding improper use or distribution of drugs. You have agreed 
as a condition of your employment not to use or distribute drugs. 

• Also re-read Paragraph 8 of your contract. You have agreed to maintain 
yourself in excellent physical condition, to undergo complete physical 
examinations, and to disclose to the club physician any physical or mental 
condition which might impair your performance -- including use of drugs. 

• Your Collective Bargaining Agreement requires that you submit to testing 
for chemical abuse or dependency when directed to do so, upon reasonable 
cause, by the club physician or drug clinician. 

• For your own protection -- for example, if you undergo surgery -- you must 
notify the club physician promptly of any medication or drugs obtained 
ftom other than club sources. 

Possible Penalties 

Players who do not adhere to the responsibilities outlined above are 

subject to disciplinary action. Such measures could include mandatory 

~hemical-dependency evaluation and treatment, fines, suspension, or termination 

of your contract. Please keep in mind that your immunity from disciplinary 

action exists only so long as you comply with the League's policies. 

This club and the League cannot, of course, protect you from criminal 

prosecution for drug-related offenses. If you are convicted of any such 

offense -- including, for example, possession or distribution of illegal 

drugs -- you are subject to severe disciplinary action by the Commissioner. 

Club President General Manager Head Coach 

May, 1983 



Excerpt from 1982 Collective between 

the National Football League Management Council and the 

National Football League Players Association. 

Section 6. C'Mmlcal ~_,. Pro(nam: The partie~ aBree 
that it is the: n:.sponsibility of everyone in the industry to treat. 
_care for and eliminate chemical dependency problems of 

t-· players. Ac:c:ordingly, the partie~ agree to jointly de~ignate 
Hazelden Foundation, Center City, Minnesota or its suc:c:e3sor 
If IUch becomes nec:euary, to evaluate existing facilities to 
assure the highest degree of care and treatment and to assure 
the strictest observance of confidentiality. Any treatment facil
ity which d0e1 not meet standards of adequacy will be 
eliminated and a suc:c:e3sor facility in the same metropolitan 
area chosen solely by Hazelden. Hazclden will be responsible 
for conducting an ongoing educational program for all players 
and Club personnel regarding the detection, treatment and 
after-<:are of chemically dependent persons. The cost of retain
ing Hazeiden will be paid by the clubs. 

Section 7. Testing: The club physician may, upon reasonable 
cause, direct a player to H azelden for testing for chemical abuse 
or dependency problems. There will not be any spot checking 
for chemical abuse or dependency by the club or club physi
cian. 

Section 8. Conndnttlallty: All medical bills incurred by any 
player at a local treatment facility will be processed exclusively 
through Hazelden which will eliminate all information identi· 
fying the patient before forwarding the bills to any insurance 
carrier for payment. Details concerning treatment any player 
rec:eives will remain confidential within Hazelden and the local 
chemical dependency facility. After consultation with Huelden 
and the player, the facility will advise the club of the player's 
treatment and such advice will not in and of itself be the basis 
for any disciplinary action. No information regarding 11 

player'• treatment will be publicly disc!Oied by Hazelden, the 
facility or the dub. 
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1971 

1973 

1973 

1973 

1973 

NFL begins cooperative program with National Clearinghouse 
for Drug Abuse Information, the Justice Department's Bureau 
of Narcotics and Drugs, and the National Center for Voluntary 
Action to produce public-service announcements on NFL telecasts. 
Nearly 100 players ultimately participate, and the program 
receives many commendations, including those from the American 
Health Association, the American Legion, and the White House. 

With drug use athletes increasing at all levels, the 
NFL begins reassessing its program and makes plans to augment 
it. The League also discusses the issue with the Special 
Subcommittee on Investigation of the House Committee on 
Interstate and Foreign Commerce. 

(June) NFL announces several new elements in its drug program: 

• Mandatory reporting by member clubs to the League office 
of the purchase and supply of prescription drugs, including 
full inventory, all drug invoices on a monthly basis, 
local procedures to control inventory and handling, and 
spot audits by investigators under direction of League 
security department. 

• Prompt reporting by member clubs to the League office 
of any involvement in a drug incident by club personnel, 
players or otherwise. League's security department 
to investigate such incident. 

• Disciplinary action by the Commissioner, up to and 
including suspension from the NFL, against any club 
personnel involved in the improper dispensing or use 
of drugs, or failure to comply with the reporting require
ments under the League's inventory system. 

• Augmented educational programs. 

• Caution to players to notify team physician about any 
prescription medication obtained from sources other 
than the team. 

• Intent to name before the next season a League medical 
consultant with pharmacological expertise. 

(July) Player Lance Rentzel of the Los Angeles Rams suspended 
for the 1973 season by Commissioner Rozelle for personal conduct, 
including illegal possession of drugs. 

(September) NFL names as consultant Dr. Walter F. Riker, Jr., 
chairman of the department of pharmacology at Cornell University 
Medical College in New York City. To act as advisor on 
patterns of medically-recommended drugs for team personnel 
and to evaluate prescription-drug data under the League's 
mandatory inventory 
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1974 

1974 

1975 

1975 
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of 
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1977 

1978 

1980 

1981 

1981 

1982 

or professional football, the Commissioner will have the 
right, but only after giving Player the opportunity for a 
hearing at which he may be represented by counsel of his 
choice, to fine Player in a reasonable amount; to suspend 
Player for a period certain or · and/or to 
terminate this contract. 

The League begins working with the Distilled Spirits Council 
of the United States (DISCUS) and the Education Commission 
of the States to produce television public-service announce
ments with the theme of moderation in drinking. 

(August) After one year's imprisonment for trafficking in 
illegal drugs, Miami Dolphin players Don Reese and Randy 
Crowder are ruled eligible by Commissioner Rozelle to re-sign ~ 
in the NFL, provided each donates $5,000 of his first year's \f 
salary to a drug rehabilitation facility in the state of 
Florida. Probation conditions similar to those imposed by 
the court are also applied. 

Specific mention of alcohol abuse is incorporated into the 
NFL Drug Program which is mandatorily inserted into each 
player's playbook. 

Carl Eller, former all-NFL player with the Minnesota Vikings 
and a reformed chemically-dependent person, begins part-time · 
consulting work for the League. Eller meets with coaching 
staffs and administrative personnel to help them recognize 
and deal with drug problems. He also holds several private 
meetings with individual players. 

In a move consistent with the many employee assistance programs 
beginning in American business, the NFL modifies its drug 
program to place more emphasis on medical help and treatment. 
The change begins to bear fruit as a number of players come 
forward to take advantage of this club-financed treatment. 

(March) At the NFL's annual meeting, Commissioner Rozelle 
stresses to member clubs the need to affiliate themselves 
with a competent drug and alcohol facility in their local 
areas to handle evaluation and treatment of employees, or, 
in the event of treatment at another site, the employees' 
after-care. (Up to this point, many clubs had used only 
facilities that were nationally known but which were in other 
locales.) The Commissioner also asks each club to retain a 
physician in its area who is expert on drug and alcohol matter • 
At the same meeting, Dr. Walter Riker and Carl Eller (see 
above) address owners, front-office executives, and coaches 
of the member clubs on the League's concern about drug use 
and the assistance aspects of the NFL program. A similar 
session is repeated the following month at the annual meeting 
of NFL public relations directors. 

- 4 - 334 



1982 

1982 

1982 

1982 

1982 

1983 

1983 

1983 

(June-July) The discusses its program and ways 
to enhance it with • Leo C. Zeferetti, chairman of the 
House Select Committee on Narcotics Abuse and Control. 
Commissioner Rozelle of the 

in 

(August) The medical assistance 
is expanded to that any 
aid will not be ect to 
such cases will be kept confidential 

of the NFL Drug Program 
who voluntarily seeks 

action and that all 
by the club. 

Drug Enforcement Agency (September) 
agents as 
network. 

to bolster the NFL security 

(December) NFL join other professional sports 
executives at the White House for a meeting on President 
Reagan's new drug and alcohol abuse program. Mrs. Reagan 
accepts NFL's invitation to kick off the program with an 
announcement during the telecast of Super Bowl XVII. One 
feature of the program is a speakers bureau, to which NFL 
Charities contributes $40,000. 

(December) The 1982 Collective executed 
between the NFL Management Council and the NFL Players Associ-
ation for the Hazelden ion in Center City, 
Minnesota, to evaluate the facilities affiliated with 
each club "to assure the of care and treatment 
and to assure the strictest observance of confidentiality." 
The Agreement also that a player may, upon reasonable 
cause, be tested for chemical abuse or 

camp, League 
drug-program orientation lectures at the sites of several 
college all-star games and at sessions conducted 
by NFL scouting groups. 

(March) The NFL s head coaches 
on chemical at the 
Eisenhower Medical Center Rancho 
help them and deal with the 
alcohol use by their 

workshop 
at the 

(June) As of the orientation program under the League's 
new relationship with Hazelden (see Dec. 1982 above), players 
and representatives of staffs from across the NFL 
attend seminars at Hazelden's ers to enhance their 
leadership roles with their teams and 
them drug-free. 

33 
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1983 

1983 

1983 

1983 

1983 

(July) Commissioner Rozelle suspends without pay four NFL 
players through the fourth game of the regular season for 
their involvement in illegal drug activities. The players 
are Ross Browner and ~ete Johnson of the Cincinnati Bengals, 
who acknowledged in federal criminal court testimony that 
they had purchased cocaine from a drug dealer at least a 
dozen times; and E. J. Junior of the St. Louis Cardinals 
and Greg Stemrick of the New Orleans Saints, each of whom 
were convicted on felony drug charges for possession of 
cocaine. 

(July-August) Agents for the Federal Bureau of Investigation 
and the Drug Enforcement Agency visit NFL training camps to 
inform players about the government's campaign against 
illegal drugs. 

(July-August) Representatives of the NFL's security depart
ment and League drug consultants continue their presentations 
to various college athletic conferences and individual colleges 
to educate coaches and players about drug use. 

(August) Commissioner Rozelle suspends from all games for 
the remainder of the season and levies a $5,000 fine on Los 
Angeles Rams linebacker Mike Reilly, who was serving a jail 
sentence for vehicular manslaughter. It was determined that; 
at the time of the accident in which a person in another 
automobile was killed, Reilly was under the influence of 
alcohol. 

(November) Commissioner Rozelle suspends Washington Redskins 
defensive back Tony Peters after his conviction for involvement 
in a conspiracy to distribute cocaine. Peters is suspended 
for the remainder of the 1983 season and all of 1984, subject 
to possible reinstatement after June 1, 1984. 

- 6 -
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Americ:IIUl Football Conference r National Football Conlerer:u:e ~~ ~ 
Jim 1-!e!feman. D•rector ol Public Re1at1ons • , Nfb 

Joe Browne. Director of lntorm<:won 

Fran Connors Dick Maxwell 
AFC Information Oirecror NFC Information Director 

Nov~oer 15, 1983 

1983 suspe~sion ~~:hou: pay fram ~he Na~ional Football League ·has been ~~endec to 

include the recai:der of ~~e !983 season and the entire 1984 regular season and 

postseason period. He has been told. hovever~ that ne ~y pe~ition for reinstate-

season vould be condi~ioned on several factors, inclndini: 

-- Satis!actory adherence to the t~ and conditions of his co~t-i=?osed 

probation, includ~S completion of his co~ity-service requir~ent; 

pe:-son(s) involved in drug-re!:ated -::!l.iscondnr::::; and 

other conduct detrimental to tne integrity of professional football or to public 

c.on!:!.dence in it:. 

On August 10. 1983 a federal Grand Ju=:· re:urned an i~dic~~e~: charging 

cocaine. Pet:ers ~t:rod-uc:ed a possible cocaine su?plie-r :o an individual <t.:ho" 

!inec $18,000 and orderec :o per:o~ 500 hours o! se~ice. 
I 

This of!ic.e recently conducted a hearing a: <t.:h!ch ?et:ers and his counse: 
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

7/25/83 

THE NATIONAL FOOTBALL LEAGUE 
Aa!oeN- Fool.bo.ll C.,,.(.,,..._., I Narioi!UII f.,..l.bo.ll Come

Jim Heileman. Director ot F'IJJ:llic Relations 

Joe BIOWO<l. Direetor ollnformatioo 

Fran ConMnl Dick Ml!l<Weil 
AFC !n!Oima!iofl Director NFC lnfotma!ioo Director 

The !ollowtng statement was issued today, July 25, 1983, by NFL Commissioner Pete Rozelle: 

Football League players for Violations of League drug policies. They are Ross Browner and Pete 

Johnson ot the Cincinnatt Bengals, E.J. Junior of the St. Louis Cardinals, and Greg Stemrick of 

the New Orleans Saints. 

After thoroughly reviewing the respective cases and meeting with the players and their 

representatives, I have determined that each player, due to his participation in illegal 

activities involving cocaine, will 'oe auapended without pay through the- fourth game of the 1983 

regular season. None of the four players is permitted to attend training camp, practice 

sessions, meetings, or otherwise use club facilities. All four ~-11 be eligible to petition for 

reinstatement follo~_nc the fourth game of the '83 regular season. 

Junior and Stemrick were arrested on cocaine felony chargee in separate incidents. Each 

pleaded guilty or no contest to the charges and each was convicted earlier this year of a felony 

offense. Since both were granted probation, it is the first time in the l.eagae' s !!!story that 

playsrs convicted on felony drug charges wers not incarcerated by court action for a significant 

period of t-'..me. 

Browner and Johrulon s.clcnowle-dged ill recent federal cr'..minal court teetimony that they had 

purchased cocaine from a drug dealer many times. Browner admitted making t 2 to 15 purchases; 

Johnson approxtmately 15. 

NFL players occupy a unique position in the eyes of the public. They are objects of 

admiration and emulation by countless fans, particularly young people. Involvement with illegal 

drugs poses numerous risks to the integrity o! professional football and the public's confidence 

in it. Thus every player must adhere to certa:b standards of personsl conduct both on and off 

the field. Every player agreee by his employment contract not to ~ngage in activities 

detr"-mental to the sport. 

For many ysars the 1eagaa' s disapproval o£ drug m:..suae has been emphasized to players .in 

team playbooks, locker room notices, player contracts, and annual visits to every squad by 

league security representatives. These measures were intensified in 1974 when the League fined 

the San Diego Chargers team, its general lli.IUl.llger and eight of its players for drug violations. 

As drug misuse increased in sports, and in society in general, the NFL refined its policies ~o 

str".ke a balance between discipline, where necessary, and medical assistance for those players 

vho voluntarily come forward to receive treatment. 

This balance has meant that players who have sought rehabilitative treatment and whose 

drug problems have not !llltangled the111 in the crim:inal justice system have mjoyed :!.im.!hd 

anmesty despite their avowe-d past use of illegal substances. The NFL cannot, hovf!lver, afford to 

condone--or ccnvf!ly any indication that it condones--illegal drug involvement. 



NFL-Z 

Regardless of whether a player's prosecution on drug charges results in probation~ as it 

~..._.:.d for Junior and Stemrick, and regardless or the reasons for withholding prosecution and 

granting immunity to others, as vas the case with Browner and Johnson, the NFL's priorities 

often are and must be different in degree from those of the authorities who enforce federal ·and 

state narcotic laws. The game itself can be honored--or dishonored--by its own participants. 

The obligations of personal_ conduct are not just_oved to the League. They are owed as well to 

the player's team, to every other National !ootball League player, and to the public on whose 

approval and support the game and the livelihood of all those associated Yith it ultimately 

depend. 

Drug involvement may entail personal injury and health risks for players themselves and 

diminish the performance levels of players as well as their teams. Such involvement may also 

give rise to pressures on players to alter their performance on the tield in the ·interest o£ 

illegal gamblers, as FBI officials recently noted. 

Many knowledgeable authorities recognize that penalities may deter novice drug users fr~ 

~~her use and deter confirmed users from increasing their use or part~cipating in sales or 

distribution to others. It is also recognized that penalties may decrease the severity of' an 

individual drug problem by encouraging frequent users to seek treatment and discouraging casual 

users from becoming heavier users or dependent. 

In taking these actions today~ I am no less determined to follov through on the policy of' 

the League and its 28 clubs of guaranteeing treatment and rehabilitation for those who seek it 

through the established channels. But this medical assistance program is not intended to 

relieve all NFL players of personal responsibility for illegal drug involvement. 

33~ 
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of its program against chemical 

has had for over 10 years a system 

to monitor the dispensing of prescription drugs team medical staffs. 

All personnel -- non-players as as players are covered by this system. 

It is mandatory that a inventory of each team's drug supplies 

be taken before and after the playing season. Such inventories are performed 

under the direction of the of the NFL, and the 

along with copies of all invoices for medications, are to the 

written Commissioner's of is also that 

by the team physician be to the Commissioner's on a quarterly 

basis. Through these procedures the League is able to verifv the unit amount 

purchased ~nd unit dose 

its teams. 

The entire program is 

of all substances handled 

by the NFL's drug advisor, Dr. 

Walter F. Riker, Jr., h~d of the of pharmacology at Cornell 

University Medical College New York City. In order to guard against 

misuse or abuse of medications, Riker data on each team and compares 

it with the national norm. 
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November 28, 

Dear NFL 

This letter is a reminder to you that in addition to the NFL's 
prohibitions on the use of such as cocaine, the League also 
has had for many years a against misuse of prescription 
drugs that are 

The of athletes for improuer drug use at this 
summer's Pan American Games have renewed the focus throughout the sports 
world en the substances know~ as anabolic steroids. You should 
be aware that anabolic steroids are among the thousands of prescription 
drugs t>hich can be obtained but which must not be misused by 
players in the NFL. 

Misuse is defined of substances not 
medical purposes by the team 

that in certain 
circumstances anabolic steroids for valid medical 
reasons. However, if these are taken by otherwise 

either season or in the off-season -- with the 
intent merely to achieve increased bodv bulk, or similar 
physical and athletic attributes, such actions this office 
as misuse and will be wi under the provision in each 's contract 
which "stimulants other for the purpose or attempting to 
enhance on-field " 

For violations a this 
be taken t any involved 

In its 
both inside and outside the 
cology and sports medicine, 

disciolinary action \vill 
personnel. 

consulted with several oersons 
who are experts in the fields of pha~a

members of the NFL Phvsicians Sociatv. 

Medical tests so far have failed to establish that anabolic steroids 
create the athletic benefits and other desired results ascribed to them by 
their advocates. Moreover, the benefit-to-risk ratio is heavily weighted 
toward risk because well-documented scientific evidence reveals harmful side 
effects in many cases, to the liver and other internal organs. 

You should be aware that for certain once thought relatively 
safe, grave toxic effects have with long-term continued use. A 
striking and possib relevant example of this are the malignant cancers, 
stroke, coronary , and that have been associated 
with the erm use f estrogen the female steroid hormone. Estrogens anci 
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the anabolic staroics (male ho~ones) are ve~: closely related cheoicals. 
There are reasons to suspect that si~lar consequences may result from the 
intensive use o: anabolic steroids. 

As you can see, if you use anabolic steroids improperly, you have 
a very good cha~ce of injuring your health, T.Jhich may not be apparent until 
long af~er you have left the NFL. For vour ~~ sake, and for the sake of 
those T,JhO depend on and care about you, I hope you ~ll remember this 
message ~d kaep it in your playbook. 

Best of luck to you for a haalthy and successful remainder of the 
1983 season. 

Sincerely, 

~~~ 
Commissioner 



The USFL has pioneered the first substance abuse prevention program in the 
history of major league sports. This unique concept was developed by ex
professional football players, Lorry Schrieber and Delvin Williams, in co
operation with Dr. Ted Diethrich, Director of the Arizona Heart Institute 
and Chairman of the USFL Substance Abuse Corrrni 

Project SPORTS, the prevention program, was designed under the leadership 
of Byron N. Kunisawa, o nationally recognized drug prevention consultant, 
to provide education, information, and support services to all of the USFt 
players and their families regarding the personal, social, financial, and 
career pressures associated with a professional football career. 

The major project goal is to provide assistance and support to the players 
and their families before there is a significant problem with substance 
abuse. The program design is for primary prevention and early interven
tion services and for treatment service referrals. 

During the first year of development and implementation, the project, under 
the guidance of the League, concentrated on producing products and services 
which would benefit not only the USFL, but also the general public. Some 
of these products and services include: 

A leogue-wide players' needs assessment. 

The first nationwide toll-free prevention hotline for players 
and their families. 

A notional directory of resource referrals for counseling, 
financial management, legal assistance, and career development. 

USFL Players' Handbook containing information on the League•s 
substance abuse policy, drug laws in each state, full pharma
cology section, and personal prevention tips. 

Educational seminars on degree completion, financial assistance, 
and off-season employment. 

USFL prevention posters for youth, schools, and community 
organizations. 

Sportsline, a family prevention column in Kick-Off magazine. 

USFL public service announcements on prevention~ 

The USFL has mode a significant contribution to the field of profes 
athletics and society in general, by providing the leadership in preventing 
one of this country's greatest problems, substance abuse. 

Project SPORTS has received the support and endorsement of the National 
Institute on Drug Abuse, and the White House's Drug Abuse Policy 
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The Honorable 
State 

B. 

Sacramento, California 958 4 

Re: COMMI ON 
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CHICAGO CUBS POLICY 
ON DRUGS AND ALCOHOL 

Possession of illegal drugs by Employees 1s 
strictly prohibited. 

1. Anyone involved in the possession, use 
and/or trafficking of drugs of any sort 
or who is detected to be involved with 
dangerous narcotics, will be subject to 
severe discipline, including suspension or 
dismissaL if appropriate. 

2. The prohibition applies to all illegal 
drugs, including prescription drugs. A 
Club may dispense prescription drugs 
only under the direction of the Team 
Physician and appropriate records of 
use are to be maintained. All drugs on 
Club premises must he kept under lock 
and key. 

3. Anyone with a drug problem who volun
tarily comes forth for treatment will not 
be subject to discipline, nor will he have 
job security or promotional opportunities 
jeopardized by his decision to accept 
treatment. 

4. Reporting under the influence of alcohol 
will be subject to severe discipline; includ
ing suspension or dismissal, if appropriate. 

5. Anyone with an alcohol problem who 
voluntarily comes forth for treatment will 
not be subject to discipline, nor will he 
have job security or promotional oppor
tunities jeopardized by his decision to 
accept treatmentd 

' / / 
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Executive Vice President 

GOALSOFTHEPROGRAM 

In a very real way, the name of the program 
is its GOAL: 

TO ASSIST EMPLOYEES AND 
MEMBERS OF THEIR FAMILY. 

OBJECTIVES OF THE PROGRAM: 

1. To assist any member of the Club with 
any problem which may be interfering 
with their life, on or off the job. 

2. To provide the Club with access to a 
counselor when an employee's perform
ance is not up to par, and doesn't seem 
to improve. 

3. To provide all information and assist
ance in an accurate and helpful way. 
ASSISTANCE IS PROMPT AND CON
FIDENTIAL. 

The members of the Chicago National League 
Ball Club are its basic assets. In every way, the 
Employee Assistance Program will respect the 
integrity of the people who use it, no matter 
the problem or the means of referral. 

COVERAGE AND COSTS 

The Employee Assistance program works on 
the premise that family problems may have 
adverse effects on job performance. For 
this reason, all family members over 12 are 
covered. 

The Club assumes all costs of administering 
the Employee Assistance Program; there will 
probably be some costs associated with 
referrals, though these are normally covered 
by insurance. 

HOW TO CONTACT THE PROGRAM ~ 
You may make contact with the Employee 
Assistance Program (EAP) on your own, that 
is, voluntarily. If you wish your privacy safe
guarded, merely call Dr. Sidney SchnoB 
COLLECT, at (312) 649-8715, and identify 
yourself as a "CUB E-A-P" call. 

In an emergency, if you don't want to go 
through the team. ask that Dr. Sidney Schnall 
be paged, if he isn't in the office. A 24-hour 
pager service is available. 

If your superiors note something in your 
behavior or performance to concern them, 
you may be asked to make an appointment 
with Dr. Sidney Schnall as a part of Club 
efforts to correct the situation. 

HOW TO RECOGNIZE A PROBLEM 
IN YOURSELF OR A FRIEND 

Some simple guidelines for recognizing serious 
problems in yourself, a teammate or fellow 
employee: 

l. Is he (or she) different when he drinks, 
or smokes, or whatever? 

2. Has Mr. Nice become Joe Nasty lately? 

3. Are you missing time from work, are you 
late for practice, do you feel sick in the 
mornings? 

4. Does your friend lie about his behavior? 
Do YOU? 

5. Are you always making excuses for your
self or a friend for some kind of goof? 

6. How's your batting? Fielding? Do you 
sometimes find yourself in a slump with 
no good reason? 

Maybe you should call if you answer YES. 
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Senator Joseph B. Montoya 
Chairman, Select Committee on 
Licensed and Designated Sports 

April 2, 1984 
Page 2 

Thank you again for inviting my comments and I wish to express 
my appreciation for the thoroughness being displayed by you and 
your committee in addressing this problem. 

Sincerely yours, 

J.~r; H. :L~: 
Owner, Los Angeles Lakers and Los Angeles Kings 
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Senator Joseph B. Montoya, Chairman 
Select Committee on Licensed and Designated 
1100 J Street, Room 334 
Sacramento, CA 95814 

Dear Senator Montoya: 

March 29, 1984 

Your letter of March 20, 1984 to Mr. Robert Lurie has been referred 
to me for response as Mr. Lurie is currently with the ball club at our spring 
training site in Scottsdale, Arizona. 

Unfortunately, neither Mr. Lurie nor any appropriate representative 
of the ball club will be available to testify before the Senate Select Committee 
on Licensed and Designated Sports at your hearing scheduled for April 24 
in San Francisco. 

I am enclosing with this pursuant to your request, a copy of 
our club rules relative to possession illegal drugs along with a copy of a 
letter which has been sent to all employees, indud players, relative to 
our club policies. You will note the Giants do maintain an 
Assistance Program which provides confidential assistance for 
including players, and their families at no cost to the employee. 

The Giants believe 
to strongly enforce our 

ly in our respon ity to our employees 
ides and to provide assistance to those who need it. 

The Giants are fortuante that as of this date we have not been faced 
with the necessity of in a disc inary action against any member 
of our organization for violation any of these rules. 

Thank you for seeking our and if you have any further 
questions please do not hestiate to contact me. 

CB/fm 

Enclosures 

cc: Robert A. Lurie 
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March 31, 1984 

TO: ALL EMPLOYEES OF THE SAN FRANCISCO GIANTS 

Attached you will find a copy of a set of Club rules prohibiting 
the possession and use of illegal drugs. This is a uniform set of rules 
which, pursuant to a directive by the Commissioner, will be applicable 
throughout Major Leagues and the National Association. As in prior 
years, a copy of these rules will be posted in our spring training and 

r season clubhouses and administrative offices. 

Please study these rules carefully. A violation of them could 
to disciplinary action by the Commissioner, this Club or 

both. have any questions regarding these rules, please contact 
me. 
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POSSESSION OF ILLEGAL DRUGS BY EMPLOYEES IS STRICTLY PROHIBITED 

1. Anyone involved in the illegal possession or use of drugs or 
illegal trafficking with drugs of any sort will be subject to 
discipline. In serious cases, the discipline may include sus
pension or dismissal and termination of contract guarantees. 

2. The prohibition applies to all illegal drugs, including illegally 
obtained prescription drugs. This Club will dispense prescription 
drugs only under the direction of the team physician and appropriate 
records of use will be maintained. All drugs on Club premises will 
be kept under lock and key. During spring training or the cham
pionship season (including any League Championship or World Series), 
any player who is taking any prescription drug under the direction 
of any physician other than the team physician must notify the team 
physician of this fact and of the drug(s) prescribed. 

3. Anyone with a drug use or addiction problem, who voluntarily comes 
forth and cooperates with the Club's program for treatment and 
rehabilitation, will not be subject to discipline. Appropriate 
disciplinary action may, however, be considered in cases of con
tinued or renewed involvement with illegal drugs after undertaking 
rehabilitation treatment. 

~larch 1984 

Robert A. Lurie 
President 
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